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Abstract 
Thesis title: The sustainability of surfing tourism at remote destinations 
Author: Emily Kate Hugues Dit Ciles (2009) 
Surfing is an increasing component of the adventure tourism sector. Growth in 
surfing as a lifestyle, sporting activity and industry has generated a surge of exploration and 
intrusion by surfing tourism into remote and vulnerable destinations worldwide in the 
"search" for uncrowded waves at uncharted locations. Consequendy, there have been 
concerns at the impacts of surfing tourism on coastal, island and marine areas, often 
characterised by fragile environments and host communities, compounded the lack of 
management in isolated regions, and of the surfing tourism industry. The aim of this study 
was to examine surfing tourism in remote and sensitive destinations and evaluate its 
consequences and sustainability in relation to socio-cultural, economic and environmental 
parameters, and thereby, derive planning and management requirements for remote surfing 
destinations and the surfing tourism industry. A hybrid, multidisciplinary approach was 
employed based on twelve exploratory interviews, and empirical case study of three distinct 
remote surfing destinations: (a) Gnaraloo (Australia) - representative of unmanaged surfing 
tourism in a relatively pristine area; (b) Lagundi (Indonesia) which experienced rapid 
uncontrolled development resulting in significant environmental, socio-cultural and 
economic impacts; and (c) Tavarua Island (Fiji) - generally regarded as a leading example of 
sustainable surfing tourism. Difficulties in managing surfing tourism in remote areas 
include the mobility of surf tourists and the isolated and vast distribution of destinations. 
Impacts can be reduced with appropriate management but an educational approach and a 
level of self-management by surf tourists and surf tour operators is required. With planning 
and management, community involvement in decision-making and the use of recreational 
ii 
cairying capacity as a management control for tourist numbers, surfing tourism can provide 
economic and soaal opportumties -without compromising sustainabihty objectives. 
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Chapter One 
1. General Introduction 
1.1. Research context 
1.1.1. Surfing tourism and the "search" for remote destinations 
Surfing is a sector of adventure tourism where a significant increase in interest and 
participation has been noted worldwide, along with growth in the surfing tourism industry 
and level of surfing tourism development (Augustin, 1998; Ponting, 2001; Buckley, 2002b; 
Fluker, 2003). This is also evidenced by the emergence of surf schools (Pritchard et al, 
2004), surf camps, surf charter boats (Ponting, 2001; Buckley, 2002a) and surf resorts 
(Augustin, 1998) at a regional, national and global level (Fluker, 2003). Over the past 10-15 
years, participation in surfing has spread across all sectors of society (Renneker, 1987; 
Gabbard, 2000; Butts, 2001), and in Australia alone, the number of individuals actively 
participating in surfing during the period 2003/4 was in excess of two million, or 13% of 
the population (Sweeney Sport Pty Ltd, 2004). The world surfing population has been 
estimated to be around 20 million (Lazarow, 2007) with an estimated annual increase of 12-
16% (Buckley, 2002a:407). In the US, the surfing population in the US was estimated in 
2000 to be approximately 3.3 million (Leeworthy and Wiley, 2001) while in the United 
Kingdom, participant rate on surfboarding the surfing population was estimated to be over 
600,000 (Watersports and Leisure Participation Survey, 2005). 
Surfing tourism is not a new phenomenon, and HuU (1976), Ormrod (1997, 2005) 
and Reed (1999) noted that during the 1950s influential Californian surfers began travelling 
in the quest for the perfect wave and the "Endless Summer". A survey by the British 
Surfing Association (2002) found that 62% of U K surfers had taken a surfing holiday 
abroad in 2001, and anecdotal evidence from Booth (2001) suggests that many Australians 
tend to take annual and biannual surfing holidays. Popular surfing destinations include: 
Australia, Hawaii, Indonesia, Mexico, South Africa, France, Fiji, and Tahiti (Augustin, 1998; 
Pojzat-Newcomb, 1999b, Booth, 2001, Batish Surfing Association, 2002, Fluker, 2003). 
Increasing affluence, reduced travel costs, expanding numbers of surfers and the continual 
"search" for uncrowded and perfect waves m pnstme and 'idyllic' destmations, fostered by 
the surfing media (Pontmg et a/, 2005, Ponting, 2006) and surf mdustry, has driven global 
mcreases m the levels of surfing tounsm (Ponting, 2001; Preston-Whyte, 2002) and 
deflected it into a succession of relatively remote and untouched natural areas In the 
context of this study, remoteness "concerns the relative geographical distance, tim and cost to travel 
hetiveen the 'core' and the periphery of a given land area, and therefore concerns accesszbihty" (Garrod and 
Wilson, 2004:99). 
1.1.2. The fragile nature of remote destinations 
Tourism of any land has the potential to negatively impact the soaal, economic and 
physical environment of the destination. Remote areas, however, are often home to fragile 
natural ecosystems and culturally sensitive communities (de Haas, 2002; Kokkramkal et al.., 
2003) and tend to be less resihent to visitor use and more susceptible to environmental 
(Godfrey and Clarke, 2000) and socio-cultural change (such as unplanned or excessive 
development m small villages or commumties) (Buckley, 2002a) This is further 
compounded as remote locations often have limited management, regulation or 
enforcement, uncontrolled access and limited mfrastructure to facilitate tourism Coastal 
and marme environment are particularly vulnerable to degradation (Price, 1996), including 
damage to marine communities and fragile coastal ecosystems (Bird, 1993; Mieczkwoski, 
1995) This highlights the sigmficant potential to negatively impact natural (Brown, 1998) 
and cultural systems in fragile, remote and pristine environments, which may be vulnerable 
to even very low levels of human visitation (Buckley, 2005*57) 
1.1.3. Impact of surfing tourism at remote destinations 
There is limited existing mformaUon on the consequences of surfing tourism at 
remote destinations Anecdotal evidence and a recent smdy by Buckley (2002b) mdicate 
that an increase m surfing tourism has resulted m a range of environmental, socio-cultural 
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and economic impacts. Studies by Ponting et al (2005) highlighted rapid development of a 
foreign-controlled surfing tourism industry and inequitable distribution of wealth generated 
through touasm in the Mentawaii Islands, Indonesia. Reed (1999) suggested that in 
developing countries, surfing tourism can be a "potential destructive kind ofNeocolonialisTff'' with 
Htde return to the community. Solely on the basis of the sensitive and fragile natore of the 
surfing tourism destinations, it should receive scmtiny rather than being assumed to be an 
innocuous activity. That it may have profound and irreversible effects on destinations 
requires a comprehensive understanding of the potential factors that may "stamp down" 
on the sustainability of surfing tourism (Frost, 2005). 
1.1.4. 'Sustainable' surfing tourism 
Sustainable tourism development is a process that aims to achieve a number of 
interrelated goals: socio-cultural equity, environmental integrity, economic viability and 
tourist satisfaction (Puczko and Ratz, 2000). The challenges of sustainable tourism 
development in developing countries and in peripheral areas are recognised (Tosun, 2001), 
however, tourism in such areas can constitute both an opportanity and a challenge - an 
oppormnity to diversify often limited economic activities and employment, and a challenge 
to manage the impacts of its development. It has been highlighted that proximate 
destinations to major source markets which offer a similar product have a competitive 
advantage over more distant destinations (McKercher, 1998). This reinforces that remote 
destination must remain 'attractive' to surfing tourists. Buckley (2002b) considers that 
surfing destinations are vulnerable to crowding and downmarket competition, and for a 
tourism product to remain appealing, the challenge in remote destination is to maintain 
their uniqueness. 
1.2. Research significance 
The phenomenon of surfing tourism has received limited empirical analysis despite 
increasing levels of expansion and intrusion into remote coastal and island destinations 
worldwide. This research addressed the gap in understanding with regard to the evolution, 
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and potential consequences of surfing tourism on the environment and communities m 
remote areas The conceptual framework of Tourism Area Life Cycle (TALC) has been 
frequendy examined since it was first proposed by Butler m 1980 This concept has to date 
been not been apphed to surfing tourism destinations The findmgs will be particularly 
relevant to planning and management for remote and fragile areas, which is presently 
hmdered by the paucity of pertinent mformation and limited appreciation of the issues 
assoaated with the evolution and dynamics of surfing tourism development at remote 
locations. A more detailed understanding of surfing tourism, spatially and temporally, and 
an understandmg the motivations of surfing tounsts and the factors affectmg destination 
choice as well as the factors affecting the sustainabihty of surfing tourism at destinations, 
will facilitate implementation of measures to address and reduce impacts at existing surfing 
tourism destinations, and allow management authorities, surfing tounsm operators and 
stakeholders to predict, pre-empt and plan the fumre direction of surfing tourism 
development for remote areas 
1.3. Research objectives 
The auri of the this smdy was to examine the phenomenon of surfing tounsm m 
remote and sensitive destmations and evaluate its consequences and sustainabihty m 
relation to soao-cultural, economic and environmental parameters, and m doing so, derive 
planrung and management requirements to protect these areas 
The specific research objectives were to: 
(i) Examme the phenomenon and namre of surfing tounsm and the factors affectmg 
destmation choice of surfing tounsts; 
(li) Examine the evolution and consequences of surfing tourism development at 
remote destmations m relation to Butier's (1980) Tounsm Area Life Cycle 
Model; 
(ui) Investigate the environmental, economic and socio-cultural impacts of surfing 
tounsm at remote destinations, 
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(iv) Investigate the factors influencing the long-term sustainability- and success of 
surfing tourism at remote destinations; 
(v) Investigate Recreation Carrj'ing Capacity as a management mechanism to facilitate 
the sustainabiUty and success of surfing tourism at remote destinations. 
(vi) Investigate potential planning and management options to facilitate sustainable 
surfing tourism at remote destinations. 
. 1.4. Thesis outline and approach 
Chapter 1 - General Introduction 
Pro-vides an outline and context of the study, the aims and objectives of the 
research and the significance and contribution to kno-wledge. 
Chapter 2 - Uterature Review 
Provides a re-vie-w of literature relevant to the research and identifies limitations 
-with regard to existing information. 
Chapter 3 - Methodology 
Discusses the methodological approach and research design. 
Chapter 4—Exploratory Interviews 
Details results from twelve exploratory interviews which examined the nature of 
the surfing tourism and its relationship to sustainability principles. These interviews 
generated a detailed and contemporary assessment of the phenomenon of surfing tourism 
and elaborated working concepts, theories and assumptions from the literature. 
Chapters 5, 6 and 7- Case studies 
Present empirical case studies of surfing tourism at three distinct remote 
destinations. 
Chapter 5 - Case study - Gnaraloo, Westem Australia 
Presents an exploratory and descriptive study of Gnaraloo, Western Australia, 
examining the impacts of surfing tourism on fragile coastal and marine en-vironments. 
Chapter 6 — Case study — Lagundi Bay, Indonesia 
Presents the findmgs firom the case study of Lagundi Bay, Nias, Indonesia which 
examined the evolution and consequences of surfing tourism at an unmanaged and open-
access destination It identifies sigmficant soao-cultural, economic and environmental 
impacts at the destmadon and determmed critical factors which contdbuted to the demise 
of the destmation and failure in relation to sustamability criteria. 
Chapter 7— Case study— Tavarua Island, Fiji, 
By contrast, Tavarua Island, Fiji is a highly successfiil surfing destination where 
access had been restricted and where the number of surf tourists has been limited around a 
sustamable limit (the Recreational Carrymg Capacity) Predominantiy positive soao-
culmral, economic and environmental consequences are discussed 
Chapter 8 — Discussion 
Provides a detailed review and analysis of the research undertaken and the 
mterpretations and conclusions derived Taken together, the four smdies provide a detailed 
mvestigation of the sustainability of surfing tourism at remote destmations 
Chapter 9 — Conclusions 
Provides a summary of the smd/s key findmgs. Suggestions and recommendations 
for further research needs are identified, and an evaluation of the sigmficance of the 
contribution to knowledge offered 
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Chapter T iv o 
2. literature Review 
2.1. Introduction 
This chapter provides context for the research and a framework for assessing the 
sustainability of surfing tourism at remote destinations. The relevant literamre spans a 
range of disciplines including: tourism planning/management, coastal and marine science, 
marine recreation, environmental management, leisure studies, and sociology. The purpose 
of this chapter is to provide a theoretical basis and framework for assessing the socio-
cultural, economic and environmental sustainability of surfing tourism at remote 
destinations, and a review of concepts contained in the literature, which may direct the 
research process. 
2.1.1. Overview: history of surfing and development of modem surfing 
To establish a context for the phenomenon of surfing tourism, this section 
provides an overview of the history of surfing and its modem development. The history of 
surfing has been reviewed (Young, 1983; Finney and Houston, 1996; Walker, 2008), 
however, the origins of surfing remain poorly defined, although Polynesians and in 
particular Hawaiians are thought to have been surfboard riding as early as 400AD. For 
ancient Hawaiians (Krakauer, 1989), surfidding was a spidtual way of life (Walker, 2008) 
and an intricate part of the local "Kapy" religion, and bound to formal courtship practices 
and the system of social classes (Young, 1983; Finney and Houston, 1996). With the arrival 
of western missionaries in the early 1800s, surfing became prohibited due to culmral 
repression in the South Pacific (Gabbard, 2000), and almost totally vanished from Hawaii. 
It was not until the 20th century when Hawaiians began surfing again solely for the 
enjoyment that surfing was revived (Young, 1983; Franks, 2003). Surfriding was officially 
introduced to the United States in 1907 by an Irish-Hawaiian Surfer, George Freeth, when 
he demonstrated the sport at Redondo Beach in Southern California (CraUe, 1991). Surfing 
reached Australia in 1915 when athlete and Hollywood star Hawauan Duke Kahanamoku 
mtroduced and populansed the sport (Franks, 2003), however, surfing in Austraha was 
imoally chiefly entrenched and utilised in surf lifesavmg (Pearson, 1982b, Gabbard, 2000). 
It was only m the 1950s, with the reshaping of surfboards using balsawood and later 
durable polyurethane foam blanks (Booth, 1999), that the surfing revolution began and 
surfing was established in Australia and later m New Zealand (Pearson, 1982a). 
Durmg the late 1950s and early 1960s, the growmg popularity of surf music such as 
the Beach Boys, combined with the media portrayal of the culture and sport of surfing m 
Hollywood movies and on television caused mterest m surfing to expand (Young, 1983, 
Gabbard, 2000, Booth, 2001). The Columbia Picmres release of Gtdgetm 1959 dramatically 
altered surfing's image Gtdget fashioned a highly romanticised beach atmosphere, sparkmg 
the surfing 'lifestyle' across the USA (Young, 1983, Crawford, 1993) and lurmg inland 
Americans to the beach. By this time, the glamorous image of surfing, so intrinsically linked 
with Hollywood over a number of years, developed an image that could be termed a 
'culture', and the surfing sub-culture was bom In the 1960s, surfing trends and popularity 
expanded geographically and the spread of surfing from places such as Cahfornia gained 
momentum during the 1970s and 1980s 
Landmark movies such as Endless Summer, Btg Wednesday, Point Break, Blue Crush and 
television senes such as Bay Watch, Hamu Five-0 and Paradise Beach portrayed and 
embellished the beach hfestyle that developed around the activity of surfing (Orams, 1999), 
mcluding travelling in the search of perfect, uncrowded waves These films inspired the 
imaginations of countiess mdividuals to take up the sport, and reached landlocked 
communities who had never seen the ocean, to imagme what it was like to nde a wave 
(Cralle, 1991). The surfing image portrayed by the media and its associated lifestyle, 
resulted m the sport becoming a respected pursmt, a global phenomenon and a way of life 
for millions of people. Accordmg to Gabbard (2000) "Surfing is more than a sport, it is a mind 
set, a hfestyli\ 
Technological advances have significandy influenced die development of modem 
surfing, contributing to the evolution of the sport itself and increasing the number and 
diversity of participants (HuU, 1976; Young, 1983). Mass production of pol}Tirethane foam 
surfboards in the 1950s and the introduction of styrofoam and fibreglass material in the 
1960s, made boards cheaper, shorter, lighter and easier to manoeuvre, and resulted in the 
emergence of the modern short board (Young, 1983; Gabbard, 2000). The neoprene 
wetsuit, created by Jack O'Neill in 1952, allowed for surfing (Augustin, 1998), and other 
watersports (Ratcliffe, 1992; Anderson, 1996), to be practiced year round and contributed 
to the growth of surfing in temperate (HuU, 1976) and colder climates (e.g. Iceland, Alaska, 
Sweden and Norway with water dropping to weU below zero degrees Celsius). The 
introduction of the surf leash also made the sport safer and more accessible (CraUe, 1991). 
The growth in personal transport (e.g. automobiles), cheap flights, increasing affluence and 
the incremental growth of tourism and leisure (O'Rourke, 1978; Lumsdon, 2000; Hudman 
and Jackson, 2002) has aUowed distant areas to become more accessible with surfers 
travelling further in the search for waves (Anderson, 1996; HaU and Page, 1999; Lumsdon, 
2000) and led to a growing number of people at the beach (Reed, 1999) and taking part in 
surfing. 
Information technology has also contributed to surfing's boom over the past 
decade. Surfers once reUed on simple weather forecasting and observations and their 
knowledge of the ocean to evaluate surfing conditions and appropriate location(s), and 
generally only experienced surfers were knowledgeable in forecasting sweU events and 
variables such as tides, sweU direction and height, and wind conditions. With global 
weather forecasting and observations, webcams, television, radio (Scures, 1986) and surf 
reports online, on teletext or via SMS to mobile phones, it is possible for anyone to 
instantaneously obtain information on surf conditions worldwide. These technologies are 
assisting surfers plan surf trips locaUy, regionaUy and internationaUy, providing long-term 
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forecasting for surfing conditions The increase in daily surfing participation can also be 
linked to these technological advances 
2.1.2. *Commodxfication of surjEing and the surfing mdustry 
Surfing has become big busmess, with fiounshing surf clothmg and apparel (e g 
Billabong, Quiksilver) surfboard manufacturing, and surf magazmes, as well as surfing 
events and competitions, and the surfing mdustry was valued at in excess of $8 billion 
dollars (in 2003) (Dolnicar and Fluker, 2003b). Surfing competitions can mject large sums 
into local economies, and on the Gold Coast (Australia), it was estimated that a smgle high 
profile surfing event contributed m excess of AUSS2 2M (Raybould and Mules, 1998). The 
surfing hfestyle has been heavily corporatised and 'surfing* has been utiised in a wide range 
of advertismg campaigns. Orams (1999) argued that surfing and its hfestyle has been 
utdised by popular music groups such as the Red Hot Chilh Peppers and Bhnk 182 which 
perpetuates and contributes to the surfing image Buckley (2003) commented that 
adventure tourism has become mtrmsically hnked to clothing, fashion and the 
entertainment sector The same could be said for surfing and surfing tounsm. The rise m 
mterest in surfing, as a subculmre, a recreational activity and a travellmg hohday is 
evidenced by the extent of television programmes and media coverage (e.g. magazines and 
newspaper columns) on surfing. Today there are more than 60 surfing pubhcations 
worldwide (Banlotti, 2002) as well as an increasmg number of online magazines for surfing 
and surf travellers 
Surfing IS now considered an economic opportimity This has been reflected in the 
emergence of artifiaal surfing reefs worldwide, as well as wave pools and flownders, and 
increasing mterest mvestment m such mfrastrucmre/facilities Mead (2002) remarked that 
of fourteen artificial surfing reef projects currentiy underway worldwide, all but one has 
received a maj'ority of its fimdmg from local government Surfing has reached landlock 
commumties such as the City of Kalgoorlie-Boulder, in the Goldfields of Western 
Austraha, where people can now expenence surfing m the middle of the desert through a 
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publicly owned Flowrider. Economic activity associated with surfing is leading to increase 
re'seiarch interest. A recent study by Lazarow and Nelson (2007) and Lazarow (Lazarow, 
2007) examined the value of recreational surfing resources at specific locations, and 
researchers at U C L A are currendy investigating the economic value of Califomian surf 
spots (www.surfeconomics.blogspot.com). Yet to date, despite the importance of the 
surfing phenomenon worldwide, there has been limited research on the contribution of 
surfing to local economies. 
2.1.3. Trends in modem surfing 
The global surfing population has been projected to increase annually at 12-16% 
^uckley, 2002a: 407) and is estimated at over 20 million (Lazarow, 2007). In Australia 
alone, the number of individuals actively participating in surfing during the period 2003/4 
was in excess of two milHon, or 13% of the population (Sweeney Sport Pty Ltd, 2004). In 
the US, the surfing population in 2000, was estimated to be approximately 3.3 million 
(Leeworthy and WHey, 2001). Participation rates in surfing in the United Kingdom was 
estimated in 2005 to be over 600,000 (Watersports and Leisure Participation Survey, 2005). 
Over the past 10-15 years, the growth of participation in surfing has spread across 
aU sectors of society, age, sex, class and backgrounds (Renneker, 1987; Carroll, 1991; 
Gabbard, 2000; Butts, 2001; Buckley, 2003). While surfing is stiU generally a male 
dominated sport, there has been an increasing uptake by women (Gabbard, 2000). 
Tomlinson et al (2005:8) wrote that "In the UK, it has been claimed in newspaper articles [in the 
Observer] that surfing has become one of the fastest growth sports at the turn of the tivenP) first century, 
particularly among women, and men in their 30s and 40s (Asthana, 2003; Tyler, 2003; Walters, 
2002)". The increasing participation of women can be seen with women only surfing 
lessons, day surf camps, and overnight surf camps (www.alohasurfergirls.com) as well as 
women only surf club such as the Bondi Girls (Sydney, Australia), and Saltivater Sistas, 
(Western Australia). Surf schools now also cater and/or specialise for juniors (e.g., after 
school junior surfing program, Broulee and UUaduUa Surf Schools in NSW, Australia) and 
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advanced training (e.g, high performance academy, Queensland, Austraha) Magazmes, the 
surf mdustry and media now also cater for different market segments (Buckley, 2002a) or 
groups within the surf culture, inspirmg a wider audience 
Surfing is no longer the domain of anti-social dropouts (Mead and Black, 2002) 
and has become a respected sport, reachmg a broad spectrum of society. As mdicated by 
Oram and Ververde (1994) who wrote that: "Todays surfers include doctors, attorney, CEOs and 
even a 1993 Nobel Pn^e rmnmng sctentisf George (1990) argued that "surfers come m all shapes, 
colors and si^s Some don't even look hke surfers" More than a decade later, authors hke Butts 
(2001) found that this was still true Surfing has gone mamstream and this can be observed 
especially m surfing tourism, which now even caters for luxury surfing hohdays While one 
could potentially classify a "surfer" in a particular group or category according to their level 
of involvement m the sport, surfing is still very much an mdividual sport 
2.1.4. Crowding and localism 
Along with surfing's popularity, comes the issue of crowds m the surf. Davis and 
TisdeU (1996) wrote that the demand for coastal recreation (m this case surf breaks), can 
often outstrip the capacity of a destmation Unhke most sports where new facihnes may be 
created to meet mcreasmg demand, surfing is limited to relatively few namral sites where 
acceptable surfing conditions occur (Walker et al., 1972; Artificial Surfing Reef Committee, 
1994). With the boom m surfing and an estimated 20 million surfers worldwide, crowdmg 
is mcreasmgly becoming a well estabhshed phenomena, at both famous surfing locations 
(Carroll, 1991) (eg. Jeffreys' Bay, South Africa, Sunset Beach, Hawah) and remote 
destmations (e g. Mentawaus) (Tomson and Moser, 2006). This was remforced by David 
Kelly (Coastal Geologist and designer of a Pratte's artifiaal surfing reef in Los Angeles, 
Cahforma) who stated that "We've reached a pomt where most mainstream surfing spots have reached 
or exceeded their carrying capacitf' (Taylor, 1997 43). Buckley (2002b:428) wrote that, "once 
overcrowding has occurred, it is not easily reversible". The predicted 12-16% p.a (Buckley, 2002a) 
increase m the global surfing population and the increasing transition of population to 
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coastal areas are likely to exacerbate this situation. Therefore, surfers searching for 
uncrowded, quality waves wiU have to increasingly travel greater distances and to increasing 
more remote destinations. 
Surfing is a sport that can be enjoyed with others yet, the surfing community 
universally dislikes crowding (Hull, 1976b; Young, 2000; Ponting, 2001; Buckley, 2002b). 
One consequence of overcrowding is the issue of localism (Ormrod, 1997). While the 
number of surfers increases, the number of surf breaks remains the same (Nazer, 2004) and 
crowding and conflicts increase. The increasing number of surfers competing for the same 
wave can often lead to territorial behaviour from local surfers and to confrontation 
between local surfers and surf tourists (Young, 2000; Buckley, 2002a). Localism and 
aggression in the water are prominent contemporary topics of conversation (Tomson and 
Moser, 2006) and are increasing discussed in the literamre (Sheibel, 1995; Young, 2000; 
Preston-Whyte, 2002; Scott, 2006). 
Competition for waves and localism are heavily entwined in the surf psyche and 
culture. According to Sheibel (1995) "localism" refers centrally to the various exclusionary 
cultural practices by which a number of surfers attempt to control access to particular 
surfing "spots". Bennett (2004:346) wrote that "Being a local means helon^ng to a particular beach 
or area of coastline where jou were either bom or have livedfor some accepted period of time. Idealism is 
simply a preference for ivhat is local, and mcry be expressed through the ideas, customs, attitudes and 
behaviours of the surfers in jour local ared\ Localism can be expressed by local surfers' claim of 
ownership over a surf break and by locals defending through behaviours, what they 
consider 'their' waves. The most extreme forms of "localism" (e.g. excessive territorial 
behaviour) can involve intimidation and vandalism towards newcomers and sometime can 
lead to physical assault or property damage (Sheibel, 1995; Bennett, 2004). Localism can be 
a negative factor affecting surfers' selection of surf breaks (Preston-Whyte, 2002). Buckley 
(2002a) commented that in Hawaii, crowding and localism are severe, influencing many 
travelling surfers to visit other destinations. 
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2.2. Surfing tourism 
2.2.1. Definition of surfing tourism and surfing tourists 
There is no generally accepted definition for surfing tourism. For the purpose of 
this smdy, the defimtion of Fluker (2003b:7) will be utilised 
"Sutf tounsm involves people travelling to either domestic locations for a period of time not 
exceeding 6 months, or international locations for a period of time not exceeding 12 months, 
who stay at least one night, and where the active participation in the sport of surfings where 
the surfer relies on the power of the wave for forward momentum, and is the pufnary 
motivation for destination selection ". 
Despite a growing hterature on surfing tourism and surfing tourism markets (e g 
components), its participants and the destmations patronised remam poorly understood 
and/or researched (Dolmcar and Fluker, 2003a) Buckley (2002b) separated surfers mto 
two groups, *time poor-cash nch' and 'time nch-cash poor'. A more comprehensive smdy 
by Dolmcar and Fluker (2003b) provided a detailed market segmentation of Austraha's 
surfers based on past destination choice. They identified five groups including. *pnce-
conscious safety seekers', 'luxury surfers', 'price-consaous adventurers', 'ambivalents' and 
'radical adventurers'. The stmcture and composition of the surfing tounsm industry have 
been descnbed by Fluker (2003) and Buckley (2003) (Table 2.1). 
Surfers, hke many tounsm markets, are relatively heterogeneous Dolnicar and 
Fluker (2003b, 2004) commented that different surfing tourism segments have disparate 
needs and differ m terms of motivations and preferences. Despite the contnbution of 
defimtion provided, there is still httie known about the behaviours and habits of each of 
these mdividual segments/markets 
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Table 2.1. Surfing tourism components (adapted from Fluker (2003), Buckley (2003) and Dolnicar 
and Fluker (2003b)). 
Fluker (2003:3) Buckley (2003:132) Dolnicar arid Fluker (2003b) 
Charter yacht tours where surfers 
stay on board a floating vessel and 
anchor near surf breaks, 
Land based surf tours where surfers 
may travel on land and stay in local 
accommodation close to surf breaks, 
Resort surfing where surfers stay in 
surf dedicated resorts. 
Low-budget surf safaris: Take 
organised groups of surfers to a series of 
surf breaks, typically by bus (relatively 
small part of the surf tourism sector). 
Surf schools: where backpackers can 
take a day's surfing lesson as part of 
their travel experience (a small, but 
perhaps significant for the future of the 
industry) 
Specialist surf tour companies: Run 
scheduled tours to prime surfing 
locations woridwide, often using charter 
live-aboard boats and/or specialist surf 
resorts (Icons of the surf tourism 
industry) 
Free independent travellers: 
Experienced surfers who travel to surf 
who use mainstream transport and 
accommodation. (These are not identified 
specifically as surf tourism but are 
probably largest in traditional travel-
industry terms). 
'Price-conscious safety 
seekers', 
'Luxury surfers', 
'Price-conscious 
adventurers', 
'Ambivalents' 
'Radical adventurers'. 
2.2.2. The phenomenon of surfing tourism 
Surfing is clearly one example of adventure tourism where increasing participation 
in surfing activities has occurred in association with growth in the surfing tourism industry 
and levels of surfing tourism development (Augustin, 1998; Ponting, 2001; Buckley, 2002b; 
Dolnicar and Fluker, 2003a; Fluker, 2003) and surfers travelling to regional, national and 
international destinations. Antony Colas (Author of the World Storm Rider Guide) stated 
that surfers are travelling more than ever before (Colas, 2002) and this has resulted ia a 
boom in surfing tourism destinations and development woridwide. Surfing tourism 
includes surfing charter boats, surf resorts and emerging and developed surfing destinations 
worldwide and caters for the fuU spectmm of skUl level and experience, with a growing 
number of surf schools and surf camps including "nearly 300 worldmde ranging from exclusive 
one-on-one clinics mth an ex-jvorld champ to 20-kid after-school community recreation program^ 
(Barilotti, 2003). 
The surfing travel market is known be sigmficant m terms of size, mobihty and 
commitment to the sport (Buckley, 2002a, Higham and Hall, 2003) Shaw and WilHam 
(2003) commented that m Newquay (the UK's prime surfing center), estimates indicated 
that surfing tourism generated approximately £26 milhon per armum. Accordmg to NSW 
Labour (2008) over 848,000 persons per aimum undertook a surfing holiday m New South 
Wales (NSW, AustraUa), and Tounsm NSW estimated surf schools to contributed $11 7 
milhon per annum to the NSW economy. In Costa Rica, m 2004, the number of tourists 
visiting for the speafic purpose of surfing reached 222,659, representing 20 5% of all 
visitors, and generating 5273 3 milhon m mcome. The numbers of surfers mcreased more 
than 100% between 2001 and 2004 from 101,014 to 222,659 (Costa Rica Tounsm Board, 
2004) There is currendy a lack of empirical information on the surfing tounsm market and 
Its localised and global economic sigmficance (Buckley, 2002a; Dohiicar and Fluker, 2004). 
Buckley (2003) remarked that the majority of surfers travel as part of the mainstream 
tourism industry They are expenenced surfers who travel to surfing destinations usmg 
conventional transport and accommodation This component of surfing tourism is difficult 
to distinguish from mamstream tourism, and to measure the contabution to surfing 
tourism, or statistics on numbers, traveling patterns and destinations choice Overall, there 
IS a gap m mformation on the numbers of surf travellers and commeraal surfing operators 
worldwide, yet this data is fiindamental to manage and pre-empt surfing development. 
Surfing tourism includes a diversity of products and an extensive choice of 
locations worldwide providmg surf resorts, surf camps, surf schools, surf charter boats and 
surf clinics catermg to individual needs and all skill levels and budgets. Operators are now 
offermg surf schools and packaged surfing hohdays designed speafically for groups, family, 
children and women. For example, surf camps such as Las Olas m Mexico are designed 
solely for women and mclude surfing mstructions and equipment, plus daily yoga lessons 
and massages (Gabbard, 2000) Surfers can now book and organise their travels through 
dedicated Surf Travel compames such as World Surfans, Atoll Travel, Global Surf Trips 
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and Wavehunters to developing and developed destinations worldwide including 
Indonesia, South Africa, USA, Costa Rica, Maldives, Sri Lanka, Australia, Hawaii, Samoa, 
Fiji, Galapagos and Mexico. 
Surfing destinations are now often rapidly exposed to the mainstream through a 
variet}' of media including websites, magazines as well as specialised surf travel books, such 
as the The World Storm Rider Guide'. A multimde a websites such as 
www.wannasurf.com, www.Alsurf.com, www.wavehunters.com, www.globalsurfers.com 
and www.surfmaps.com provide information on surfing locations and surf camps and 
resorts worldwide, including details on wave quality and seasonality, water temperamre, 
experience, and costs, allowing surfers to research destinations to suit the time of year, and 
their wave preferences, skiU levels, and budget. Surf travel guides providing specific details 
on surf breaks (e.g. The Stormrider Guide Europe, The World Stormrider Guide, The 
Surfers Guide to Costa Rica, Surfing Australia, Surfer's Guide to Hawaii), are revealing 
once unknown and remote destinations to the general surfing population. Thus, it is 
reasonable to conclude that the influence surf magazines/media, surfing movies, 
publications and internet technology has contributing to the promotion and disclosure of 
surfing destinations worldwide. 
2.2.3. Motivation for surfing tourism 
This philosophy of surfing, and outdoor sport in general, appeals to participants for 
a variety of reasons. Augustin (1998:589) claims that "foodoose sports" which he defines as 
the gliding and sliding sports like surfing, windsurfing, parasaDing, snowboarding, are 
"freedom-lomig activities, rejecting floats and markets and searching fl>r viigin and boundless sitef. 
McCormack (1994) added that surfing appeals to participants who enjoy the freedom and 
independence that the sport offers and generally draw people who do not want to join 
clubs or societies. The influences upon travellers have been categorised as "push" and 
"pull" factors (Leiper, 1990; Hall and Page, 1999; Hudson, 1999). The "push" factors are 
those that eticourage individuals to travel (e.g. escape from mundane environments, crowds 
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and cold weather). The "pull" factors are those that influence the location of travel and are 
influenced by aspects of the destination environment (eg idylhc tropical locations) 
Studies have been conducted to investigate surfers' motivations (Farmer, 1992; Butts, 
2001), preferences of surf locations (Preston-Whyte, 2002) and the factors affecting 
satisfaction m relation to the surfing experience (Hetzler et al, 1995) Farmer's (1992) early 
study m Carohna, USA, found that vertigo, catharsis and aesthetic rewards were central to 
surfers. Despite a large hterature on surfing and surfculmre, surfing tounsm, has received 
comparatively limited attention. The most comprehensive study by Dolmcar and Fluker 
(2003b) on Austrahan surf tourists destmation choice based on past destmations, revealed 
that while all five groups of surf tourists (le 'pnce-conscious safety seekers', luxury 
surfers', 'pnce-consaous advenmrers', 'ambivalents' and 'radical adventurers') had different 
preferences when choosing surfing destinations, the lack of crowds m the surf was a key 
parameter to aU m selecting surf tourism destmations Surfers are known to travel in search 
of perfect and uncrowded surfing destmaUons (Hull, 1976b; Ormrod, 1997; Butts, 2001, 
Preston-Whyte, 2002; Ormrod, 2005). 
2.2.4. Influence of surfing media, industry and travel guides on surfing 
travel 
The contmual quest and search for the perfect wave fed by surf movies, the media 
and surf mdustry, is dnving mcreasing numbers of surfers to travel. Surf movies encourage 
surfers to travel (Hull, 1976b, Young, 1983; George, 1990a, Reed, 1999, Ponting, 2001). 
Hull (1976) contended that surfing movies fascmated surfers as they showed the best waves 
on earth bemg tidden by the most popular surfers Taylor (2007*932) wrote that "Perhaps 
the tivo mostperennial themes in surf momes, ivhatever differences inherent to them, are surfing as an ecstatic 
and nrystical expenence, and the pursuit of perfect waves andparadisiacal surfing place/' Bmce Brown's 
Endless Summer in 1964, has been referred by many (George, 1990b, Ormrod, 1997, 
Ormrod, 2005; Taylor, 2007) as the movie that triggered the search for the perfect wave, as 
it depicted "the image of the globe trotting lifestyles, the real soul of surfing portraying the romance of 
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Menges (2000:119) argued diat surfers "...must sooner or later go out and'search for the perfect 
wave. Even if jou have a surf spot right on jour doorstep, jou will one day travel to another country to surf 
unknown wavei''. Consequendy, the perfect wave is "the source of a quest that leads surfers in search 
of spaces where the wave can hefound' (Preston-Whyte, 2002:211). 
Butts (2001) contended that surfers today continue to travel worldwide in their 
quest for what he defines as the "elusive perfect wave". Increasing number of studies have 
identified the search for the 'perfect wave' as the drive behind surf travel (Booth, 1995; 
Diel and Menges, 2000; Butts, 2001). Shane Dorian (Cited in Bennett, 2004:172) wrote diat 
"The essence of surf travel and adventure is simple: Finding the perfect wave and surfing it with friendi\ 
Cralle (2001) defined the perfect wave as "a wave thatfiles off orpeels, with mechanicalperfection". 
Yet, there is a general consensus that a definition of the "perfect wave" is highly subjective. 
Preston-Whyte (2002) argued that the "perfect wave" is believed to exist and represent for 
surfers, the ideal and possibly, unattainable vision. Reed (1999) argued surfers travelled "in 
realms of geographic fantasy. Ponting et al (2005) explored the surf tourist space or what they 
called Vonderland' and argued that this latter is based upon: adventure, the search for the 
perfect wave, uncrowded breaks and absent or compliant local communities. A more 
recent smdy by Ponting (2006) based the mythical surfing tourist space, in the context of 
the Mentawaiis, upon four symbolic elements: perfect surf, uncrowded conditions, 
cushioned advenmre and an exotic tropical environment. Despite the insights into surfing 
tourism, futare investigations are required on the elements of the surfing tourist space. 
2.2.6. The search for the perfect waves: encroachment on remote and 
isolated destinations and communities 
Destinations for early surf travellers such as Hawaii, Indonesia, Mexico and South 
Africa remain the most popular. However, while most surfing as a recreational activity is 
pursued in and around urban areas, the continual search for uncrowded and pristine 
environments, to get away from crowded urban surf beaches and local surf breaks, often 
directs surfers to travel to relatively remote and untouched namral areas. Bartholomew 
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(1994:13) wrote that "The surfer's hon^ns are expatiditig Surf spots up and down the coast no longer 
offer new /njstery and challenge He begins to cast his eyes further afield, ravenously consuming infor??iation 
on places hke Hawaii, France, South Africa, Morocco, California and Australia". In the past, 
inaccessible destinations and coastal and manne environments were protected from tounsts 
and marme recreational activities and due to the "safety concerns and the relatively high cost of 
recreation m the sea" (Orams, 1999) However, with the increasing affluence and freedom to 
travel, many remote destinations are now relatively accessible (Ratchffe, 1992). The 
increasmg access of surfing to remote, sensitive and previously untouched areas is 
becommg a global phenomenon Locations such as the Galapagos Islands, the Maldives 
and the Mentawais (Ponting, 2001; Buckley, 2002b; Buckley, 2002a), are examples of areas 
which have been subject to an upsurge of visiting surf tourists and surfing tounsm 
operations In addition, some surf resorts and surfing tounsm developments have occurred 
within marine parks and marine reserves For example, Haatafu Beach Resort slmated on 
the North Western Pemnsula of Tongatapu Island, Tonga, developed around a lagoon, 
which is a "natural marine reserve" and hosts outstandmg marme hfe. Other examples of 
surf breaks in National Parks include Witches Rock (Santa Rosa National Park, Costa Rtca), 
Cloud Nine (Siargao Island — U N protected area, Phihppmes); and Yardie Creek (Ningaloo 
Marine Park, Western Austraha). The occurrence of surfing tounsm withm such fragile 
coastal and islands destinations raises issues m relation to its sustainability m these areas 
2.3. A review of the literature on surfing tourism 
While there is an extensive hterature on surfing, there is a less expansive but 
developing hterature on surfing tourism Poizat-Newcomb (1999b, a) m his papers. 'The 
genesis of a sport tounsm activity surfing V and 'The genesis of a sport tounsm activity- surfing JI" 
offered a largely historical and anecdotal account of the environmental and economic 
sustainabihty of surfing tounsm in Puerto Rico While the author commented that surfing 
tourism had no negative soaal or environmental impacts (m Puerto Rico), this was not 
substantiated with data. The most comprehensive studies of surfing tounsm (to date) have 
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been conducted by Buckley (2002a, b). Buckley (2002a) provided a review of surfing 
tourism with an emphasis on commercial surfing tourism in the Pacific Islands and an 
overview of environmental and social impacts of surfing tourism on small islands. A 
subsequent smdy (Buckley, 2002b), investigated crowding, recreational capacity and 
capacity management systems in relation to commercial surfing tourism industry in the 
Indo-Pacific Islands. Ponting (2001) ia a smdy "Managing the Mentawais: An examination of 
Sustainable Tourism Management and the Surfing Tourism Industry in the Mentawaiis Archipelago, 
Indonesia' examined crowding of surf charter boats (in the Mentawaiis) and the requirement 
for a management framework for surf-charter operations "to stop the boat war". A recent 
smdy by Ponting et al (2005) investigated surfing tourism in the Mentawaii Islands of 
Indonesia, and found an inequitable and unsustainable distribution of wealth generated 
from foreign tourists accessing local resources. These studies, however, did not investigate 
the environmental impacts of commercial surfing tourism development. Researchers 
including Reed (1999), Ponting et al (2005) and Ponting (2006) have increasingly questioned 
the influence of the surfing media and surfing industry on surfers and surfing tourism 
destinations. Reed (1999) argued that surfing magazines and films emphasise and elevate 
both real and imagined exploration of "foreign territory, while rarely, if ever reflecting on the 
ideological, economic and cultural effects of thesejoumeyf. This highlights the issue of responsibility 
of the surf media, surfing industry and individual surfers, particularly in remote and fragile 
destinations. 
The existing literatare on surfing tourism is generally site-specific, has had a strong 
focus on commercial surfing tourism, particularly in the Mentawaiis, and provides insight 
into the significance of this tourism sector and contributes to an understanding of the 
current growth of surfing tourism, however, the available information is limited in its 
examination of the broader issues of the growth of surfing tourism. Buckley (2002a:406) 
highlighted that "Surfing tourism has become a social phenomenon of sufficient economic, social and 
environmental significance to justify academic attention". 
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Table 2.2. Compilation of the existing hterature on surfing tounsm 
Author(s) Study/book title Topics Location 
Augustin (1998) Emergence of surfing resorts on the Aquilaine littoral The study highlighted the emergence of surfing resorts in the Aquitaine Liltoral of France and gave 
evidence of the recent creation of increasing number of surfing resorts along that the coast from 
Soulacto Hendaye on the Aquitaine littoral in France 
Aquitaine Littoral, 
France 
Buckley (2002a) Surf tounsm and sustainable development in Indo-Pacific 
Islands 1 The industry and the islands 
Introductory overview of surfing tounsm and look more specifically al commercial surfing tounsm Indo Pacific Islands 
Buckley (2002b) Surf tourism and sustainable development in Indo-Pacific 
islands II Recreational capacity management and case 
study 
The study investigated crowding, recreational capacity and capacity management systems in 
relation to commercial surfing tounsm industry in the Indo Pacific Islands 
Indo Pacific Islands 
Buckley (2006) Adventure Tourism This book provides an analysis of a wide range of adventure tounsm activities in vanous parts of 
the world including surfing tounsm operations 
Worldwide 
Dolnicar and Fluker 
(2003a) 
Behavioural Market Segments Among Surf Tounsts 
Investigating Past Destination Choice 
The aim of the study was to gain an insight into the travel patterns of the surf tounsm market of 
Australia 
N/A 
Dolnicar and Fluker 
(2003b) 
Who's Riding the w/ave? An investigation into demographic 
and psychographic charactenstics of surf tounsts 
The aim of this study was to provide a more comprehensive descnption of Individual in the surf 
tounst segments 
N/A 
Fluker (2003) Ridinq the wave defining surf tourism The paper aimed lo introduce, define and provide a understandinq of the surfinq tounsm sector N/A 
Persoon (2003) Conflicts over trees and waves on Sibenit Island The paper descnbed recent developments with respects to logging operations and the surfing 
tounsm industry on the Island of Sibemt, Indonesia The paper highlighted that the local 
community had limited control over the largely internationally owned and operated surfing tounsm 
industry active in the region 
Western Sumatra, 
Indonesia 
Poizat-Newcomb 
(1999b) 
The Genesis of a Sports Tounsm Activity Surfing (Part 1) The study investigated the genesis of the sport of surfing tounsm at a sport activity in Puerto Rico Puerto Rico 
pQizat-Newcomb (1999a) The Genesis of a Sports Tounsm Activity Surfing (Part II) The study discussed the environmental and economic sustainability of surfing tourism in Puerto 
Rico 
Puerto Rico 
Ponting (2001) fvlanaging the Mentawais An examination of Sustainable 
Tounsm Management and the Surfing Tounsm Industry in 
the Menlawaii Archipelaqo, Indonesia 
Examined the sustainable tounsm management of commercial surfing tounsm industry in the 
Mentawaii Archipelago, Indonesia 
Mentawai Islands, 
Indonesia 
Ponting (2006) Castles made of sand The 'Nirvanification' of the 
Mentawaii Island 
The study analysed the links between surfing tourism and the media It further developed a 
theoretical framework for understanding media/socially constmcted surf tounst space and 
presented the findings of the research into the role of the media in the 'nirvanification' of the 
Mentawai Islands off the coast of West Sumatry, Indonesia 
Mentawai Islands, 
Indonesia 
Ponting et al (2005) De-constructing Wonderland surfing tounsm in the 
Mentawai Islands, Indonesia 
The paper deconstructed the surfing space in the Mentawaii Islands, Indonesia and highlighted 
that the distnbution of wealth generated through foreign tourists accessing local resources was 
currently inequitable and unsustainable 
Mentawai Islands, 
Indonesia 
Reed (1999) Waves of Commodification A critical Investigation into 
Surfing Subculture 
The study looked at the "contentious and complex relationship between a spatially distinct 
subcullural practice, surfing, and the underlying social and economic structures in which it takes 
place" 
Menlawai Islands, 
Indonesia 
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2.3,1. Unplanned toxirism development at surfing destmations 
It is -widely acknowledged in the tourism literamre that unplanned tourism at 
destinations can cause unforeseen and unacceptable environmental degradation and socio-
cultural costs, and the literamre is replete with such examples. Rapid and uncontrolled 
increase in tourist flows has resulted in significant negative impacts on the namral, socio-
cultural, and built environment (Mathieson and Wall, 1982). With regard to surfing tourism, 
there is a limited of empirical smdies on the development and consequences of surfing 
tourism at destinations. There is indication, however, that once discovered, surfing 
locations and destinations undergo rapid transformation (Barilotti, 2002; Buckley, 2002b). 
In Panama, the discovery of Santa Catalina (a remote area where surf breaks were located 
from passing aircraft) was soon accompanied by a horde of travelling surfers within a few 
years (Taylor, 1999). It seems that it is just a question of time before newly discovered 
surfing locations become tarnished by development and increasing visitation (Abraham, 
1988). Anectodal evidence from surf journalist, Barilotti (2002) in the article "Lost Horit^ons: 
surf colonisation in the 21" Century", suggested that from "the discovery of a surf location, outposts are 
set up, then villages, and eventually full blojun suburb^'. Barilotti (2002) also contended that 
although the activity of surfing per se is essentially non-exploitative, "once surfers set up a 
collective around a marquee surf break (such as Jeffrey's Bay or Ulumtu), the impacts of human 
colonisation trash, roads, erosion, water pollution, development, environmental degradation, resource 
depletion, inevitably follows". Film producer Bill Leimback's 1976 ' S^ /ZV/^J^ i'^^'erj" documentary 
showed the changes Bali had seen since the arrival of the first foreign surfers. The surf 
culture has embedded itself to such an extent that Bali has become an international surfing 
destination for the masses (Stancliffe, 1998; Barilotti, 2002). Buckley (2002b) cited 
Raymond (1998) and Wall (1997) who highlighted, that many open-access destinations in 
Indonesia and other parts of the world have experienced high numbers, high crowding, low 
yield and dissatisfied tourists. Dolnicar and Fluker (2003b:10) commented that the more 
popular and crowded surfing tourism destinations become, the less attractive they become. 
Buckley (2002b) remarked diat surfing destmations are vulnerable to crowdmg and 
dowimiarket competition. He argued m relation to remote Pacific Islands that once 
overcrowded and degraded, the destinations can lose their appeal, and no longer have 
competitive advantage over proximate destinations to major source markets which offer a 
similar product (Buckley, 2002b). As Mannmg (1999) highhghted tounsts are highly mobile 
and can rapidly desert damaged or hostile destinations. Despite some evidence of surfing 
tourism's changes on destinations, no smdy to die author's knowledge has mvestigated the 
evolution and consequences of surfing and surfing tounsm at destinations. 
2,3,2, Impacts of tourism at remote and peripheral destinations and 
implications in relation to sustainability 
Challenges of sustainable tourism development m developing coimtries (Lea, 1988, 
Doggart and Doggatt, 1996; Tosun, 2001), fragile environments (both environment and 
socio-culturally) (Tallantire, 1993, Taylor, 1994; BramweU, 1995; Pnce, 1996), national 
parks (McNeely and Thorsell, 1989; Obua and Harding, 1997, Byers, 2005, Jvlaldonado and 
Montagnim, 2005) and m peripheral areas have been discussed by numerous authors 
(Zunck, 1992, Godde etai, 2000; Gosshng, 2001, Diagne, 2004; Garrod and Wilson, 2004). 
It has been widely reported that remote and penpheral regions are environmentally and 
socio-culturally highly vulnerable to major changes firom tounsm development (Hohl and 
Tisdell, 1995; Weaver, 2002, Xie, 2004) For example, rapid tourism development for 
trekking m Mount Everest National Park, without preparation or planmng, has led to 
unprecedented changes to the region's economy, environment and culture (Nepal, 2000). 
Mount Everest National Park expenenced rapid growth of trekkmg tounsm from 
approximately 20 trekkers m 1964 to more than 17,000 trekkers per year currentiy, to the 
extent that Mount Everest has now been labelled the 'world's highest junkyard' (Nepal, 
2000) To date, there has been limited analysis of the economic, environment and socio-
cultural impacts of surfing tourism in remote areas. Yet tourism is known to be a major 
agent of change on the socio-cultural, economic, political and environment systems of 
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destination areas (United Nations, 1999; Ondicho, 2000). Crnjar and Sverko (1999) 
commented that particular areas, and more specifically environmentally vulnerable areas 
(e.g. national parks, special namre reserves) can be fiirther threatened by spatial 
concentration of tourists. Impacts of tourism are varied, complex and interrelated, and the 
current research adopted a holistic approach to address economic, environmental, social 
and cultural parameters. 
2.3.3. Environmental impacts of surfing tourism 
Tourism and recreation can both have direct and indirect impacts on the namral 
environment. Environmental consequences of tourism have been described elsewhere 
(Gossling, 2002) and the environment impacts of recreation and tourism have been 
extensively researched and reviewed (Ratcliffe, 1992; Agardi, 1993; Davis and Tisdell, 1995; 
Mieczkwoski, 1995; Liddle, 1997; Backhurst and Cole, 2000; Buckley, 2001; Harriott, 2002; 
Burger et al., 2004; Priskin, 2004). Both islands and coastal areas are critical and vulnerable 
environments (Halpeimy, 2001) and the fragility of the coastal-marine ecosystems is well 
recognised (Mieczkwoski, 1995). Tourism and recreation, even if managed to be 
ecologically sensitive can induce negative environmental impacts (Buckley, 2000; Buckley, 
2001). Davenport and Davenport (2006) in their review of the impact of tourism and 
personal leisure on coastal environments, commented that even with good management, 
relatively innocuous pursuits such swimming, surfing and sailboarding, marketed for their 
environmentally friendly nature, can for example, lead to measurable degradation of the 
world's coral ecosystem. Yet, maintaining environmental' quality is critical for tourism 
(Pendleton, 1994; Mieczkvvoski, 1995; Huybers and Bennett, 2003) and as HaU (1992) 
notes, in advenmre tourism, the preservation of the environmental setting is critical since 
experience is reliant upon this resource. In addition, anthropogenic impacts associated with 
tourism development including namral resource depletion, pollution, environmental 
degradation and activities can jeopardise and impair ecosystem function. Yet, in developing 
countries and remote destination communities, coastal habitats and marine ecosystems can 
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play a sigmficant role m daily activities (livelihoods, economic output and food supply). 
Environmental degradation and tourism demand on resources can have long-term 
repercussions on subsistent commumties (Zurich, 1992, Gosshng, 2001) Higham (1998) 
pointed out that if -wilderness recreation necessitates untouched natural settings m the total 
absence of faciht}^  and visitor management, then diese resources are more predisposed to 
degradation than any other namral tounsm resources. Archer et al (1995) highhghted that 
the magmtude and nature of the environmental and ecological damage created by tounsm 
was hnked to several factors including (a) the scale of development (b) volume of visitors, 
(c) concentration of usage both spatially and temporally; (d) nature and characteristic of the 
environment visited; and (e) planning and management at the destinations The major types 
of marme tourism impacts as identified by Harnott (2002*6) include 
(i) Coastal tounsm development (population pressures, constmction activities), 
(li) Island-based tourism mfirastrucmre (mannas, sewage discharge, construction), 
(iii) Marine-based tounsm infrastructure (pontoons, moorings, fish feedmg), 
(iv) Boat-mduced damage (anchoring, ship grounding, htter, waste discharge), 
(v) Water based activities (diving, snorkeihng, reef walkmg, fishmg), 
(vi) WildHfe interactions (seabirds, turtie-watching, whale-watclimg). 
With increasmg numbers of surfing tounsts visitmg firagile and penpheral 
destinations, it is critical to mvestigate and understand the potential impacts of their 
recreational activity, and tourism and associated development, on the coastal fringe and the 
marme environment, to guide planning and management and protect environmental values 
m these areas. 
2.3.4. Socio-cultural and economic impacts of surfing tourism 
The socio-cultural impacts of tourism have been extensively documented and it is 
widely acknowledged that an upsurge of visitors and tourists can have negative 
repercussions on local populations (Buckley, 2002b; Herath, 2002). Soao-cultural impacts 
are vaned, complex (McCabe and Stocks, 1998) and greatest where large gaps m culmral 
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and social norms exist between the host communities and visitors (Ryan, 1991), and 
depend on the resilience of the culmre of the host communities (Zurick, 1992). 
Conversely, communities can benefit from tourism through the development of 
infrastmcture, access to medical treatment, education, and general improvements in 
standard of living. Reed (1999) commented that surfing tourism could be intrasive to host 
communities in developing nations, yet to date, there has been litde empirical investigation 
into the socio-culmral consequences of surfing tourism at destinations. 
Economic benefits that accrue to destinations are numerous and weU-documented 
(Mathieson and Wall, 1982; Lea, 1988). Tourism can be an important contributor to the 
economic and social advancement of developing countries. Positive impacts include job 
creation and employment increases, infusion of hard currency, and economic 
diversification, however, where there is littie or no community involvement in tourism 
planning and development, leakages of tourism earning outside the community, land price 
rise, resetdement, and loss of access to resources can occur. If surfing tourism aims to be 
sustainable it is important to understand if it can contribute to socio-cultural and economic 
sustainability at destinations. Yet to date, there have been littie empirical studies on the 
socio-cultaral and economic impacts of surfing tourism on local communities. 
2.3.5. Management of surfing tourism and the surfing tourism industry 
The surfing tourism industry is highly fragmented, has a complex market (Shaw and 
WiUiams, 2003) and is unregulated. The surfing tourism industry, as with many forms of 
adventure tourism, has diffused and developed worldwide unnoticed and as a 'fait accompli'. 
It is surprising that despite the expansion of surfing tourism, there has been limited 
assessment of its consequences at the destination level or its long-term sustainability. 
Recentiy, however, countries such as Papua New Guinea and the Nation of Kiribati 
(Christmas Islands) have instigated measures (including limiting the number of surfers and 
requiring local ownership of surfing operations) for the long-term sustainability of surfing 
tourism. They aim to secure the return from their surfing resources and surfing tourism to 
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the local people foUowmg sustainabihty principles A Native Surf Right was estabhshed in 
October 2008 for the Nation of Kiribati: "Thts set of regulations provides exclusive ownership and 
operating eights of the surfing resources to the native people, allowing them to shape the future of their home 
mth income and stability without the threat of corporate take overs or land mshes commonly assoaated mth 
"secret' surf destination/' (www.catchtheperfectwaveatfanningisland com/xmas.html) There 
are, however, hmited examples of management practices of the surfmg mdustr}' and surfing 
tourism at destinations 
2.3.6. Smnmary: impacts of surfing tourism on remote destinations 
The purpose of this section was to give a brief account from the hterature of 
potential socio-cultural, economic and environmental impacts of tounsm Russell et al 
(2005'77) argued that "Successful management of any destination, especially fragile environments, 
depends on coi?prehensive awareness of the impacts or potential impacts that may inhibit sustainabihtf' 
Only with additional research on the socio-cultural, economic and environment impacts of 
surfing tounsm at a destmation level, can an appreciation be derived of the magmtude of 
the associated problems and appropriate management strategies. The shortfall of empirical 
smdies and the current gap m our understanding of the impacts and consequences of 
surfing tourism at destmations, dictates further research on this topic. 
2.4. Theory on the development of tourism at destinations 
There is extensive hterature that explores theoretical perspectives on the evolution 
and development of tourism destinations, notably the work of Plog (1974), Cohen (1972) 
and Butier (1980). Plog (1974) separated personahty types of tourists mto broad categories 
related to destmation preference, with the two extremes being the psychocentric and 
allocentnc Psychocentnc tounsts were identified as hkely to visit recogmsed destinations, 
often m groups, whereas allocentnc tourists tended to "get off the beaten track" and away 
from other tounsts Cohen (1972) similarly identified a process of evolution of tourist types 
at destinations from 'drifters', 'mdividual mass', 'orgamsed mass' and 'mass tounsm'. One 
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destinations, the attitude of the local people towards tourists becomes negative and the 
community progresses from 'euphoria' to 'antagonism'. This provides a useful insight into 
the progression of communities attimdes to visitation and allows for the examination of 
residents reaction to tourism. Negative impacts on host communities can influence the 
socio-cultural sustainability of tourism. 
Table 2.3. Doxey's index of irritation (Irridex) (adapted from Mowforth and Mount (1998)). 
Doxey Irridex Social Relationship 
Euphoria Initial phase of development; visitor development and 
investors welcome 
y 
Apathy Visitors taken for granted; contacts between residents and 
outsiders more formal (commercial) 
Annoyance Saturation points approached; residents have misgivings 
about tourist industry; 
Antagonism Imtations openly expressed; visitors seen as cause of all 
problems 
2.5. Tourism sustainability: concepts and definitions 
Liu (2003) highlighted that sustainabilitj% sustainable tourism and sustainable 
development are well-established terms which are employed broadly and often 
interchangeably in the literature. Mowforth and Munt (1998:105) remarked "sustainability 
and sustainable tourism are ricio fields of discourse and debate, potentially never-ending^ for the academic 
community". Academics (Hunter, 1997; Garrod and Fyall, 1998; Bramwell and Lane, 1999; 
Hardy et al., 2002; Ko, 2005; Nordicote and Macbeth, 2006) have debated die meaning, 
definition, applicability and semantics of sustainable tourism, sustainability and sustakiable 
tourism development. The operational definition of sustainable tourism is unclear, which 
has led to ambiguities as to how it can be achieved (Swarbrooke, 1999). Mbaiwa (2005:159) 
stressed that "The three concerns of economic, social, and ecological sustainability are inter-related. 
Impacts on one are likely to affect all otheri'. Failing to address environmental, socio-culmral and 
economic issues will impede on the success and sustainability of surfing tourism at 
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destinations. A broad definition of sustainable tourism by Hohl and Tisdell (1995-533) "If 
the overall goal of tounsm development is to achieve economic, soaal, and ecological sustainability, it must 
provide a first quality visitor expenence, conserve natural and cultural resources, and hnng substantial 
benefits to local communities'' In the context of this smdy, it is argued that surfing tourism 
must account for environmental, economic and soao-cultural parameters at destination 
areas For the purpose of this study, the following defimtions of sustainability were 
employed 
Environmental sustainability: 
In this thesis, ecological sustainabiHty refers to "the need to preserve the integnty of 
ecological subsystems, mewed as critical for the overall stability of the global ecosystem." "Ecological 
sustamability thus becomes vital to avoid the negative environmental impacts of tounsni in destination 
areas " (Mbaiwa, 2003:464) 
Economic sustainability: 
In this thesis, economic sustamabilily "refers to a level of economic gain frotn the activity 
sufficient either to cover the cost of any special measure taken to cater for tounsts and to mitigate the effects 
of the tounst's presence or to offer an income appropnate to the inconvenience caused to the local community 
visited — imthout violating any of the other conditions - or both" (Mowforth and Munt, 1998:106). 
In this defimtion, busmess sustamabihty was omitted, therefore, for the purpose of this 
smdy, the followmg statement will be mcluded to economic sustainabihty: "For a destination 
to develop in a sustainable way, busmess must be sustainable" (Dwyer and Kim, 2003 392). 
Socio-cultural sustainability: 
In this thesis, social sustamabihty "refers to the ability of a commumty, whether local or 
national, to absorb inputs, such as extra people, for short or longpenods of time and to continuefunctioning 
either mthout the creation of social disharmony as a result of these inputs or by adapting its functions and 
relationships so that the disharmony created can he alleviated or mitigated' (Mowforth and Munt, 
1998.106) Cultural sustamabiHty ''refers to the ability of people or a people to retam and adapt 
elements of their culture which distinguish them from other people" (Mowforth and Munt, 1998:106) 
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Local participation and involvement in tourism: 
Involvement of local inhabitants has been proposed as a key principle to successful 
development of sustainable tourism at destinations (Echmer, 1999; Croy and Hogh, 2003). 
Local involvement, integration and effective participation in tourism planning and 
management can increase local socio-economic benefits and reduce leakages outside the 
community (Mansfield and Ginosar, 1994; Mitchell and Eagles, 2001; Som and Baum, 
2004). Swarbrooke (1999:41) reasserted this point and argued that "...sustainable tourism is 
about stakeholders whose interests have to be balanced". There is the suggestion that without strong 
local support and involvement, tourism ventures have litde hope of succeeding and for 
local economic and community development to emerge (Laws, 1995; Echtaer, 1999; Elliott 
etal., 2001; Charnley, 2005; Emight and Newton, 2005). Without community involvement 
and participation, local communities, particularly in developing countries, have received 
litde more than the "costs" of tourism. Local participation, involvement and control of 
tourism are important parameters in tourism planning to create a more successfiil and 
sustainable tounsm at destination. 
Small-scale tourism development: 
Sustainable tourism should in general be associated with small-scale development 
(Gossling, 2001) and be sensitive to both the environment and local community. Remote 
destinations and fragile environments, particularly islands and coastal areas, are vulnerable 
to large-scale development and high tourist numbers (de Haas, 2002). Similarly remote and 
fragile communities can rapidly become overwhelmed with high tourists numbers. While 
large scale tourism developments, often with outside capital investment, generally excludes 
local communities, small scale developments with minimal capital requirements can allow 
for tourism with a direct community opportunities and benefits (Hampton and Hampton, 
1998; Gartner, 1999; Hampton, 2003; HiU etal., 2006). 
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2.6. Management mechanisms for sustainable tourism 
Sustainable tourism requires careful management of tourists and tourism 
development to minimise negative effects on the environment, host commumties and 
visitor satisfaction (Buultjens et al, 2005) Mowforth and Munt (1998) provide a list of 
mechanisms which may facihtate sustamabihty objectives including, area protection, 
industry regulation, visitor management techniques, environmental impact assessment, 
carrymg capacity calculations, consultation/participation techmques and sustainabihty 
mdicators Orams (1999) presented a conceptual model for the management of marine 
tourism which incorporates four pnncipal strategy options- regulatory, physical, economic 
and educational. Tools and management techmques have been discussed elsewhere 
(Harriott, 2002). 
2.6.1. Recreational Carrying Capacity (RCC) as a management tool 
Many practitioners as well as academics value the concept of carrying capacity as a 
management tool m tourism plannmg and development (Shelby and Heberlein, 1986; Davis 
and Tisdell, 1995; Maldonado and Montagnmi, 2005) although some have referred to 
carrying capaaty as an ambiguous and ill-defined concept (Lindberg and McCool, 1998, 
McCool and Lime, 2001). Mathieson and Wall (1982:121) defined tourism carrymg capaaty 
partiy m terms of 'unacceptable decline m the quahty of experiences gained by visitors^ although there 
are no accepted defimtions of carrymg capaaty. In general however, there are three 
dimensions to carrying capacity social, economic and environmental. The social capaaty 
refers to the number of tounsts beyond which social disruption or irrevocable cultural 
damage wiU occur. The economic capacity refers to the number of toutists that can be 
welcomed before the local community negative economic consequences (e.g increased 
housmg values and land prices). The environmental capacity refers to the number of 
tounsts that can be accommodated before damage is caused to the environment. 
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2.6.2. Recreational Carrying Capacity (RCC) in the context of surfing 
tourism 
In the context of surfing tourism, the concept of RCC has been investigated by 
Buckley (2002b). Buckley examined crowding, recreational capacity and capacity 
management in the context of commercial surfing tourism in the Pacific Islands. His 
premise was that many islands' surf breaks supported a limited number of surfers at any 
one time before crowding was experienced and the surf tourists experience degraded. He 
argued that the "identification and management of tlie carrying capacity is particularly critical to 
maintain an economically, sodal and environmentally sustainable tourism industrf' (Buckley, 
2002b:440). Buckley (2002b) thus argues that the limiting factor for the RCC in surfing 
tourism is a social one, and thus should be defined on a social basis. Similar conclusions 
were drawn by Clark (2003). Brown et al (1997:316) argued that "the sustainability of tourism is 
hence directly tied to maintaining the integrity of that attraction and mediating the interaction betiveen the 
tourists and the attraction over time, such that interest is maintained'. As previously explained, for 
remote surfing destinations to remain appealing, competitive and for surfing tourism to be 
viable, the challenge is to retain their uniqueness and key attraction (in the case of surfing 
tourism - uncrowded waves). Inherendy, this requires management measures to control the 
number of surf tourists in order to avoid crowding. Since most surfing destinations are 
limited by their svurfing resources and based on Buckley's findings, it is contended that the 
RCC could be a management mechanism to facilitate the sustainability and success of 
surfing tourism at remote destinations. This assumption wiU. be investigated in this thesis. 
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Chapter T h ree 
3. Methodology 
This chapter presents the rationale underpinning the research design, the 
methodological approach, the techniques used in data collection and the subsequent analysis. 
Due to the paucity of specific knowledge on surfing tourism, this research was explorative in 
namre and required an empirical approach where information was gathered to provide a 
foundation on which to build the concepts and theories relating to the phenomenon of 
surfing tourism (Veal, 1997). This smdy was descriptive and interpretive in order to establish 
an understanding of the surfing tourism phenomenon and to answer some of the main 
assumptions in this field. 
3.1. Rationale behind the exploratory approach to the methodology 
The literamre review clearly highlighted that surfing tourism has been poorly smdied 
both from a practical and theoretical perspective (Buckley, 2002a). Due to a limited 
understanding of the phenomenon of surfing tourism, its consequences and the processes that 
contribute to the sustainability of surfing tourism at destinations, elucidation of the subject 
relied on the development of empirical data. In this smdy, empirical data were generated 
through case studies at selected surfing tourism destinations. 
Twining-Ward and Buder (2002:382) remarked that "Past experience and social learning can 
be used to recognise key areas of sustainable tourism development in a specific ared\ This type of primary 
data can be obtained via people's lives, experiences, behaviour, emotions, and feelings (Strauss 
and Corbin, 1998). "This divorced the studyfrom a quantitative analysis, so typical of tourism studies, as it 
involved the evaluation of the exercise based on the individual's subjective interpretation of their experiences that 
applied" (Croy and Hogh, 2003:86). This requires qualitative research. Accordingly, this smdy 
aimed to explore holistically and transparentiy, the perceptions and attimdes of those involved 
or impacted upon direcdy or indirectiy by surfing tourism, including stakeholders, key 
informants, host communities, surf tourists and surf operators. Subjective matters such as 
feelings and perceptions are generally difficult to extrapolate, quantify, or determine through 
standard research methods such as surveys (Strauss and Corbin, 1998). In addition, whilst it is 
recogmsed that the distinction between the quahtative and the quantitative is far from absolute 
(David and Sutton, 2004), a methodology based on the coHectLon of quantitative data and the 
use of statistics alone would not be appropriate in an exploratory research study 
The multidisciphnary nature of the topics exammed in considering all three 
dimensions of sustainability of surfing tourism at destinations (i.e socio-culmral, economic 
and environmental), as well as the particular research questions under mvestigation m this 
study, were key factors in deciding agamst a "concrete" methodology (Fhck, 2002) Moreover, 
due to the complexity of the mtrinsic and mterhnked relationships between socio-cultural, 
economic and environmental factors at tourism destinations, conventional research 
methodologies are not necessarily the most smtable or effective (Walle, 1997). Gillham 
(2000 6) took this further by asserting that experimental approaches can be "tll-smfed to the 
complexity, embedded character, and speaficity of real-life phenomena". Quahtative methodologies are 
advocated for their flexibility and their appropriateness m research of an exploratory namre, 
where resources are hmited (Jones, 1997; Strauss and Corbin, 1998). A quahtative approach 
can derive underlymg explanations and has the abihty to uncover the unexpected (CresweU, 
1998). A sigmficant portion of the tourism hterature support and employs a typical^ 
multidisciphnary approach and quahtative methods to investigate various tourism phenomena, 
mcluding ecotourism (Backman and Morals, 2001). 
3.2. The requirement for a multidisciplinary and hybrid methodological approach 
As this stady examined the three dimensions of sustamabihty (i.e. soao-cultural, 
environmental and economic), a multidisciphnary approach was required Research in tourism 
utihses a variety of research strategies, but there are no defimtive research designs (Patton, 
2002). Tourism is an evolving subject area where methodologies are accordmgly still under 
development. Jamal and Holhnstead (2001-78) argued that " what is lacking m tourism research 
and academic settings is discussions and debate on the diverse qualitative research approaches that can be 
employed to do justice to the inter-duaplinary domain of tounsm studies — and hence to facilitate le^UmaUon of 
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the area of tourisrn scholarship". Consequently, it can be contended that each discipline must 
unearth its own. approach to conducting research for advancing dieories (Whyte, 1984) and 
must espouse pragmatism to answer the smdy's questions and to produce a complete piece of 
work. Additionally, the breadth and complexity of tourism and its phenomena cannot be 
xmderstood and investigated by a single methodology as "the reliance upon a single research method 
is hound to impede the process of science" (Whyte, 1984:149). Morse (2002) argued this point fiirther 
by stating that to comprehend complex phenomena, it is essential to triangulate results of 
multiple sources of information that have been derived through different methodologies. In 
the field of tourism, this has been reflected in a move towards an interdisciplinary approach 
(also called pluralistic) to selecting tourism research methods (King, 1997; Walle, 1997), mainly 
on the grounds that this is necessary when dealing with complex phenomena. This type of 
approach now characterises much of tourism research as a result (King, 1997). In such an 
approach, no methodology should be excluded simply because they are labelled 'quantitative' 
or 'qualitative'. David and Sutton (2004:44) argued that "there is no absolute separation betiveen the 
qualitative and the quantitative in social research and that the boundary betiveen qualitative and quantitative 
research is not set by any single or agreed set of principle^'. 
The present smdy employed a hybrid and multidisciplinary approach. The merits of 
selecting such an approach were that from the rich range of tools and methodologies available, 
each respective research assumption and question could be addressed accordingly (Jamal and 
HoUinshead, 2001). This provided the opportunity to explore and captare the multifaceted 
and complex nature of the topic (Walle, 1997; Fermell and Weaver, 2005). This research 
approach allowed the capture of data that were required to investigate as many different 
aspects of the issues as possible (Flick, 2002) and to examine different perspectives on the 
subject (Finn et al., 2000) in order to produce a complete picmre of the subject under 
investigation (Mason, 1996; WaUe, 1997). 
While the acceptability, applications and evaluations of qualitative research are 
criticised and contentious, qualitative (famal and HoUinshead, 2001), hybrid and 
multidisciplinary methodology approaches are widely used in tourism and coastal planning and 
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in doctoral research Those In favour of quahtative and hybnd methodologies argue that the 
aforementioned issues are counteracted by the triangulation of data Whyte (1984) contended 
that smdies uolismg a smgle methodology are often more disposed to errors than those 
utilising multiple methodologies. The provision of data from the various sources offers a 
triangulated picmre of the phenomenon which is intmtively more credible (Brewer and 
Hunter, 1989) and thus has the advantage of improving the vahdity of findmgs (Fmn et ai, 
2000). Hybrid methodological approaches also have the advantage of limiting methodological 
biases and open the way for ncher and potentially more vahd mterpretation (Decrop, 
1999.158) In a similar vein. Brewer and Hunter (1989-13) contended that the diversity of 
methods permits oppormmties for cross-vahdating as well as "cross-fertih^ng research procedures, 
findings, and theones" Multi-methodology approaches capitahse on the mdividual strengths of 
each method while compensating for their hmitations, bias and weaknesses (Brewer and 
Hunter, 1989; Silverman, 2000) 
The intricacy of the smdy, owmg to the complex mtrinsic relationships between socio-
cultural, economic and environmental factors, as weU as planmng and management issues, 
which are interhnked components of sustamabihty at surfing tounsm destinations, called for 
an elaborative methodology and research design which allowed the researcher to gain an m-
depth understanding of the phenomenon of surfing tounsm This hybnd approach facihtated 
research that did justice to surfing tourism as a research topic and to answer some of the most 
pertinent questions Qamal and Holhnshead, 2001) guiding this thesis Nevertheless, the author 
accepts and recogmses some inevitable gaps due to the difficulty m discussing and highhghting 
every aspect of soaal-cultural, economic and environmental issues associated with surfing 
tourism Yet this was a justifiable forfeit m obtammg a "hoHstic" picmre (King, 1997) of the 
surfing tounsm phenomenon at destinations and to estabhsh a strong foundation on which to 
develop the concept and theories behind the sustamabihty of surfing tounsm. 
3.3. Research process and stages 
The diverse theoretical perspectives and concepts of tounsm and surfing tourism, and 
the requirements for assessmg its sustainabihty determined the research framework (Fhck, 
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(viii) The role of restricting or controlling the numbers of surfers at a surf breaks and; 
recreational carrying capacity as concepts to ensure sustainable surfing tourism at 
destination. 
Refer to Section 3.4 for a detailed rationale for the exploratory interviews, interview 
design, sampling and analysis. 
3.3.2. Case studies 
This stage constimted the substantive proportion of this smdy and consisted of three 
case studies. The use of case studies has been explained simply by Godde et al (2000:20): "Case 
studies serve as the most valuable tool for guiding the future of tourism, they offer us foresight into the possible 
peaks and pitfalls of tourism and help work out current issues of debate". A methodolog}'- investigating a 
phenomenon should look empirically and holistically at the processes and interrelationships of 
the phenomenon within real-life contexts and natural settings (Finn et al., 2000). This required 
information to be obtained through immersion in the phenomenon under examination 
(Blaikie, 1993). This highlights the need for on-site and ethnographic fieldwork and; the 
importance of site-specific case studies. 
Whilst the exploratory interviews served to 'set the scene' and highlighted some of the 
salient issues associated with surfing tourism, these were not sufficient to provide conclusive 
understanding of the phenomenon for several reasons. Firstiy, because perceived changes and 
impacts induced by surfing tourism cannot be investigated under controlled conditions or 
solely via a series of morphological statements obtained from interviews. Mitchell (2000) 
stated: "clearly one good case can illuminate the working of a social system in a way that a series of 
morphological statements cannot achieve". Furthermore, Whyte (1984:161) argued that "...without 
historical data, our theories of development and change are bound to befaulty". Yet at each case smdy site, 
due to the lack of existing archival records and publications on the destination itself and its 
evolution and the changes over time brought by surfing tourism, data needed to be collected 
in situ and from local stakeholders. This required the collection of data in context as weM as the 
perceptions and perspectives of local communities and other stakeholders (including surf 
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tounsts, early travellers to the destination area, land managers) mvolved and affected by 
surfing tounsm at the destmation Secondly, the perspective on the perceived changes and 
evolunon of the surfing destmation at speafic case smdies needed to mcorporate the views of 
all the stakeholders involved and affected by surfing tounsm, and not solely an outsider's 
viewpoint and perspectives Moreover, case studies permitted mvestigation of theoretical 
mferences regarding the phenomena Ellen (1984) descnbmg case stadies as "detailed 
presentation of ethnographic data relating to some sequence of eventsfrom which the analyst seeks to make some 
theoretical mferenci'. 
In this mvestigation, three individual, speafic and bounded case studies were selected 
for detailed analysis m order to answer specific research questions A case study at Gnaraloo 
m the north-west of Westem Austraha was designed to examine exphatiy the nature of surfing 
tourism, Its assoaated activities and its potential for environmental impacts on tiie marme and 
coastal environment Two other case smdies, at Tavarua In Fiji and Lagundi Bay m Indonesia 
examined the phenomenon of surfing tounsm, hohstically through its evolution at a 
destination m relation to hfecycle theory as well as the changes and effects of surfing tounsm 
(mcluding the socio-culmral, economic and environmental impacts) on the destmation These 
case stodies also aimed to identify the factors that make surfing tounsm at destmation areas 
either a success or failure m relation to sustamabiHty They also provided the opportumty of 
discovering the factors mducmg change at destinations and of mvestigatmg their dynamics and 
interrelationships in context Tavarua provided an example of a managed and regulated surfing 
destmation, estabhshed on a controlled access and with a limited number of surfers at any one 
time based on the recreational carrymg capacity (RCC). Lagundi Bay, by contrast, represented 
an uncontrolled and unmanaged open access surfing tounsm destination, and an example of 
the serious long-term ramifications of this scenario 
The three case smdies aimed to mvestigate* (a) the evolution and development of the 
surfing tounsm destmauon and the consequences on the destmation; (b) the sahent issues 
associated with surfing tourism imposed on the host community (when apphcable) and local 
environment, and (c) the critical factors and their mterrelationships that make surfing tounsm 
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at the destination(s) level, either a success or failure in relation to sustainability. Each 
respective case study, however, aimed to answer different research questions and investigated 
various working assumptions defined earlier on in the smdy. Thus the case smdies involved a 
mixture of inductive and deductive approaches. For analysis purposes, each case was treated 
and analysed individually, as each case provided a focused and bounded phenomenon in its 
own context (Miles and Huberman, 1994). The conclusions of each main stage constructed, 
and contributed to the final discussions and conclusions of the thesis. The circularity in the 
design process compelled the researcher to reflect continually on the research process as well 
as on individual steps in relation to each other and subsequendy reinforced and strengthened 
the smdy's approach (Flick, 2002). A more detailed rational behind the case smdies' selection, 
design, fieldwork and data collection, analysis and limitations can be found in section 3.5. 
3.4. Exploratory interviews 
3.4.1. Rationale behind the exploratory interviews 
Given the current lack of understanding and empirical evidence on the phenomenon 
of surfing tourism, with regards to its consequences and sustainability in relation to socio-
culmral, economic and environmental parameters, it was essential that the research approach 
allowed for in-depth exploration, an unimpeded exploration of issues and view points (Martin, 
2008). Interviewing has been the mainstay of many forms of qualitative methodology 
(Silverman, 2000) and is probably the most widely employed method in qualitative research 
(Bryman, 2001). Particularly where there is limited existing information, people are often the 
best source of additional information (Gold, 1997). Interviews are therefore a suitable method 
for exploring a new topic area and gaining additional information and has been widely used in 
tourism smdies for that reason (Campbell and Smith, 2006; Hritz and CecU, 2008; Martin, 
2008). Furthermore, interviews are valuable as they can provide empirical information to 
reveal problems and introduce issues in an uncharted area (Kvale, 1996) as well as acting as 
vehicles for gathering 'authentic data' and in-depth information in order to capmre the true 
essence of a phenomenon (Seale, 1998). Interviews gave the advantage of immediate openness 
to the information and a high response rate not necessarily achievable by other means 
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(Brenner et aL, 1985) In the first stage of this study, exploratory interviews were directed 
toward generating emphrical hiformation to provide the foundation of the research and to 
assist in the formulation of the concepts to be investigated. This stage provided empirical 
evidence to mvestigate and readjust key assumptions and theories and, generated core 
mformation for developmg an m-depth understandmg of the subject to answer the mam 
research questions This exploratory method was devised to generate a breadth of perspectives 
firom hved expenence and perceptions on the sahent issues assoaated with surfing tourism, 
and to identify key issues and imphcations which reqmre attention as well as management and 
mitigation measures to minimise impacts. These exploratory mterviews served as a foundation 
and guide to subsequent stages and analysis of the research (Oppenheim, 1992). 
A level of tmst and rapport buildmg between the researcher and partiapants was 
critical to an mterview's success (Pontana and Frey, 1998). Firstiy, this allowed the researcher 
to gain an empathetic appreciation of the respondents' perceptions and experiences, and 
secondly, permitted respondents to discuss more openly the tiruth rather than distort their 
accounts, or conceal mformation (Seale, 1998). In this study, personal, in-depth and semi-
stmctured mterviews with open-ended questions were employed As Newsome et al (2002) 
pomted out the more personahsed the level of contact, the higher the response rate. Open-
ended questions faciHtated the gathermg of multi-perspective, broad and detailed information 
(Marvasti, 2004) to deepen understandmg on the phenomenon as weU as to uncover complex 
issues This approach also offered the respondent(s) the scope to mtroduce their views, and 
enabled the generation of detailed descriptions (MarvasU, 2004) on the subject Quahtative 
interviews moved away from fixed-answer questions (Stroh, 2000) and provided the flexibility 
to facihtate a process of discourse, involvmg the respondent m "a conversation mth purpose" 
(Burgess, 1991) This approach had the advantage of facihtating spontaneous opimons around 
misunderstanding (Yuksel et al, 1999) and the interviewee could fireely and Hberally express 
thar views while preventing potential bias from restricting answers to tiie researcher's own 
predetermined categones (Ryan, 1995; Veal, 1997) and thus the researcher's own views on a 
topic. Open-ended questions with a senes of prompts allowed the exploration of new 
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directions (Marvasti, 2004) and the gathering of additional and complementary information by 
enabling the researcher to pose additional questions (Bryman, 2001). Interviews were carefiilly 
constructed in a dear and simple format and any contradictory statements, ambiguities or 
inconsistencies encountered in the course of the interview adjusted by the investigator who 
asked additional questions for clarification (Kvale, 1996; Bmnt, 1997). 
3.4.2. Interview design 
Interviews were generally carried out in person, or by telephone when time and 
constraints required. While face-to-face interaction is preferable, it is still possible to establish 
rapport with respondents over the telephone which sways participants to tmst the authenticity 
and significance of the research (Czaja and Blair, 1996). In this smdy, phone interviews did not 
appear to preclude participants fcom discussing issues freely. A l l respondents exhibited 
enthusiasm about the subject and were eager to share their views. In terms of bias, the 
different interview approaches were not considered an issue since differences in responses 
between telephone and face-to-face interviews were not recorded (Doolee, 1995). The 
interviews were conducted according to the interviewee's schedule, availability and in the 
setting of their choice (i.e. either at their home or their work place). While most interviews 
were scheduled and pre-arranged, some interviews were conducted spontaneously in informal 
settings. Before starting the interview, the researcher gave each participant an outline of the 
context of the overall smdy, the aim of the research and the manner in which the information 
was to be utilised. In addition, each interviewee was requested to consent to participate to the 
research and was briefed on the issues of confidentiality. An interview guide containing the 
central themes to be explored in the course of the interview provided the interview stmcture 
and the basic line of enquiry to be investigated. This guide was aided by questions and 
prompts which aimed to elicit information regarding the core themes (David and Sutton, 
2004). 
To enhance the namral flow of the interview, the interview questions were responsive 
to the individual, circumstances and emerging information (Veal, 1997). Interviews were 
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modified for each partiapant by varymg the questions and prompts to suit, and altermg the 
sequenang of the questions accordingly The concern of potential digression by the 
hiterviewee during the interview was surmounted by the flexibility of the approach which 
allowed the researcher to refocus the questions (Fhck, 1998). This flexibility allowed any 
ambiguities and contradictory statements to be clanfied and elaborated by the mterviewer. A 
consideration was the potential of bias from the interviewer, who by selecting divergent 
questions may mhibit or render comparabihty of answers between each separate interview data 
difficult (Bmnf^  1997, Bryman, 2001). This was addressed by the consistent use of the 
mterview guide which ensured that all the relevant topics mcluded m the guide were covered 
in each mterview Each mterview was one to two hours m duration To prevent any potential 
distortions of interview data and to report mformation as neutrally as possible, each mterview 
was tape-recorded m fiill (with permission) and later transcribed (Wengraf, 2001) 
Additionally, each mterviewee was sent their transcript to verify their answers during mterview 
and, were asked to make any changes they felt necessary, as well as to speafy if any of their 
comments should be removed or i f they wished to remain anonymous 
3.4.3. Snowballing and opportunistic sampling 
In order to gam particular msights which would enable detailed exploration and 
understandmg of the central themes, the study required the perspectives and views of 
mdividuals with the ability to offer, teach and enlighten the researcher on the subject (Crabtree 
and Miller, 1992). This exploratory phase sought smtable respondents with knowledge and/or 
expenence of surfing tounsm and, who had travelled worldwide to numerous surfing 
destinations and witoessed changes at certain surfing destinations over the years and/or in 
their hfetime Individuals with expertise or mvolvement m surfing tounsm and the surfing 
industry mciude academics m surfing tounsm, surf tour operators, pioneer surf travellers, 
adventarers and key figures m surfing mdustues (See Table 3.1). 
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Table 3.1. Profile of interviewed respondents and their connection (direct or indirect) with surfing 
tourism. 
Name Location Position Organisation/field of expertise. 
Dr Pierce 
Flynn 
Califomia Fomier Executive 
Director of the SurfRider 
Foundation 
Member of environmental and beach 
access advocacy group and former 
executive director of SurfRider Foundation. 
PhD in the field of sociology and 
ethnography. 
Jess Ponting Australia Academic/consultant in 
surfing tourism and 
related issues 
Academic worthing on surfing tourism in the 
Mentawaiis. 
Owners of 
Tavarua resort 
Fiji Surf tourism operators/ 
owners of a Fijian surf 
resort 
Owners and managers of a Fijian surf 
resort. 
Kevin Lovett Bali, Indonesia Surf traveller and writer Australian surf adventurer. First person to 
have surfed Lagundi Bay in eariy 1975 and 
revised Lagundi 25 years later to do a 
documentary "The Golden Pig", critiquing 
the changes of Lagundi. Environmental 
campaigner and resident of Bali 
Anonymous USA Surf traveller, adventurer 
and journalist 
Surfer and adventurer, now based in US. 
Traveller for almost 10 years in the search 
of perfect waves 
Paul Edmiston Perth, Australia Surf operator and 
academic in surfing 
tourism 
Studied surfing tourism impacts in 
Indonesia. Cun-ently a surf tourism operator 
based in Western Australia. 
Steve Barilotti Califomia Surf journalist and editor 
of a surfing magazine 
Special advisor to the board of the 
Mentawaii Islands Foundation. Career surf 
journalist and Editor-at-large of Surfer 
Magazine based in California. Surfer is the 
oldest (45 years) and most respected suri' 
publication, often called The Bible of The 
Sporf. Barilotti writes extensively on surfing 
tourism in Surfer, The Surfer's Journal, and 
several international surf publications. 
Tim Bal<er Australia Surf Journalist Surf joumalist with an interest issues 
associated with surfing tourism. 
Anonymous UK Surfing tourism operator British surf travel operator. Advertises his 
company as ethically con-ect and promotes 
sustainable surfing tourism destinations. 
Peter Troy Australia, Noosa Surf explorer and 
traveller from the early 
1960s 
Australian traveller, adventurer and surf 
explorer who discovered and surfed many 
surf' breaks woridwide. He was also 
responsible for introducing surfing to Brazil. 
Steve Hawk Califomia Fonner long-time editor 
of an American surf 
magazine 
Senior Editorial Consultant for American 
surf magazines. Also a freelance surf writer. 
Anonymous Australia Surfing industry Formeriy CEO of a surfing body and 
fomieriy involved in the organisation of 
International surfing competitions. 
While, 'expert' opinions have been utilised intensively in tourism planning and 
destination life cycle theory (Getz, 1992), accessing such individuals was constrained by 
two factors. Firsdy, as surfing tourism is a relatively recent field of research, 'experts' are 
not necessarily yet recognised, and secondly, such individuals were not readily available, as 
they are dispersed worldwide. Thus a snowbalhng sampling techmque was conducted 
Individuals mitiahy identified as "weh-situated" were asked to recommend other mdividuals 
who might have knowledge or expertise in the field (Bunce and Gustavson, 1998; 
Horochowski and Moisey, 2001, Patton, 2002) m order to generate relevant mformation on 
the namre of the phenomenon The merit of snowbalhng samphng was that it enabled 
access a certain group (May, 1997) which would have not otherwise been known or 
accessible and/or who may have otherwise refused to be mterviewed (Seale, 1998) This 
snowbalhng process permitted access to respondents ma a networkmg process between 
peers which was critical to strengthen tmst and openness firom participants, who 
responded positively in taking part in the mterview The researcher encountered no refusals 
from mdividuals mtroduced by intermediaries. There are no defined parameters for 
samphng size m quahtative enquiry (Patton, 2002), and the researcher ceased conducting 
interviews once it was determmed that no new issues were being identified In total, twelve 
m-depth mterviews were conducted. This m-deptfa exploratory stage did not mtend to 
generate statistically representative data (Devereux and Hoddinott, 1993; Stroh, 2000) but 
rather aid in producing a framework of a common understanding or description of 
phenomena and contentious issues in relation to surfing tourism and its sustainabihty As 
Robson (1993) pomts out, the concern with quahtative study is not with statistical 
generahsation but with analytical generahsation. The findmgs firom the exploratory 
interviews are not intended to be representative of the views of the surfing commumty as a 
whole. The assumption is that these partiapants have xmique backgrounds, careers and 
expertise which will ehat empmcal and pertinent mformation on the phenomenon of 
surfing tounsm They are considered to be in die best position to provide valuable 
accounts of the surfing tounsm phenomenon and its most sigmficant impacts. However, it 
is recognised that this referral cham or network created by snowbalhng samphng may 
potentially mtroduce some bias by restncting tiie type or genre of mdividuals mterviewed 
and/or by offering a gtoup shanng many similar charactedstics (Burton, 2000a). 
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3.4.4. Analysis of the data 
The analysis was inductive. The outcomes and -verbatim' transcriptions from 
interviews were regrouped and a systematic process of sifting, charting and sorting of 
material according to key issues and themes resulted in the creation of a 'framework' or 
'thematic chart' of responses. Interview transcripts were processed using 'framework' 
analysis identified by Ritchie and Spencer (1994) and Pope et al (2000) which allowed the 
identification of themes and sub-themes. Data analysis followed the framework approach, 
in the following stages: 
(i) Familiarisation: Immersion in the raw data via repeated review of tape recordings of 
interviews, and analysis of transcripts and notes to identify key ideas and 
recurrent themes. 
(ii) Identification of a thematic framework: Refinement and decision on emergent 
issues, themes or concepts within which data were categorised. 
(iii) Indexing: Refinement and reduction in numbers of categories - this systematic 
indexing of the thematic framework was applied to all the data in textual form. 
(iv) Charting: Formation of a chart containing distilled summaries of views and 
experiences from the data. The data from the transcripts were rearranged 
according to the corresponding section of the thematic framework and the 
chart separated into heading and subheadings. 
The charts focused on the broad commonalities, but significant differences in the 
informants' views are also highlighted. The findings fcom the "framework" analysis were 
utilised as the basis for redefining original research questions and assumptions, as well as in 
selecting the case smdies. Some later interviews were also inserted throughout the course of 
the smdy. 
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3.5. Case studies 
3.5.1. Why conduct case studies? 
Case study are one of the most popular and frequendy apphed research designs m 
the tounsm hterature (Backman and Morais, 2001) and have been utihsed for research in 
anthropology, tourism and ecotourism. A case stody approach has been used extensively in 
the tourism hterature m the evaluation of the consequence of tounsm, of resort 
development (Simpson and Wall, 1999a) and m the evaluation of ecotourism (Ross and 
Wall, 1999) A quahtative case smdy approach is utihsed where the purpose is to explore, 
describe, or exphcate a particular situation (Aita and Mcllavain, 1999) and/or phenomenon 
and, is preferred by researchers workmg within interpretative or key theoretical frameworks 
(IVfcBeath, 2002). The merits of case smdy approach for this mvestigation were its 
adepmess m assessmg complex issues in a real context and the capacity to gam detailed and 
nch description of a phenomenon Case smdies also allow the determmation of causal 
processes withm a phenomenon (Hammersley and Gomm, 2000) and exammation of the 
mterrelationships of variables. This approach offered a hohstic view of a phenomenon m 
its setting (Dann et al, 1988) and avoided isolating mdividual components. Case smdies are 
also one of the most effective methods for disclosmg the Impacts of human activities on 
natural systems (Strain and Macdonald, 2002) and can assist in learning from past mistakes. 
Goddle et al (2000*20) stated that "case studies serve as the most valuable toolfor guiding thefuture of 
tounsm; they offer us fomight into the possible peaks and pitfalls of tounsm and help work out current 
issues of debater. Thus the case smdy approach was well suited to the current study's 
objectives as it offered strong potential to learn from existing surfing destinations and to 
reveal the complexities of the surfing tounsm phenomenon Robson (1993:146) contended 
that a case smdy is "a strategjifor doing research which involves an empmcal investigation of a particular 
contenporaty phenomenon mthm its real life context using multiple sources of evidence" A case smdy 
usmg ethnographic fieldwork can facihtate the collection of valid and rehable quahtative 
data and the development of an understandmg of the history and current charactenstics of 
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the study area and its community in order to affectively assess the phenomenon in context. 
Thus, case smdy research was a suitable methodology to employ giveri the explorative 
namre of the smdy and limited information on the topic (Ap and Wong, 2001). 
3.5.2. Selection of case studies 
The case smdies selected in this investigation were chosen to investigate adequately 
specific research questions and test working assumptions. The selection process was aided 
by findings from a series of informal and exploratory interviews as well as an extensive 
review of the existing literamre and surfing literature. When selecting the specific case 
smdies, there were a number of considerations. Firstiy, when assessing tourism's impacts, it 
is often difficult to differentiate the impacts direcdy attributable to tourism from other 
factors (Harriott, 2002). Thus, when specifically evaluating the environmental impacts 
associated with surfing tourism at destinations, surfing tourism impacts per se must be 
distinguished from other human activities any other types of tourism and their activities 
(Mieczkwoski, 1995). The case studies had to be isolated from other potential activities and 
pressures. Secondly, as Walker (1991) remarked, there is the need to ensure that the area 
studied had not been previously damaged or degraded as a result of human activities, so 
that changes specifically attributable to surfing tourism could be examined. To assess the 
phenomenon of surfing tourism as a whole, it was also essential from a practical 
perspective to identify and select case smdies that would be geographically focused with a 
relatively homogenous and small area, where the assessment could be manageable and 
feasible within the time frame and resources available. Taking the above considerations into 
account, it was critical to find 'isolated' case studies in order to identify and separate the 
impacts attributable direcdy (and to an extent solely) to surf tourism. Yet the smdy 
recognised that no case smdy can guarantee this completely. Any potential and/or 
economic activities which may incidentally impact both the environment and communities 
at the destination smdied have been highlighted. Mitchell (1984: 239) elaborated this point 
further by stating that: "A good case study, therefore, enables the analyst to establish theoretically valid 
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conmcUons hetiveen events and phenomena which previously ivere ineluctable. From this point of view, the 
search for a "typical" case for analytical exposition is likely to be less fruitful than the search for a "telling" 
case in which the particular arcumstances surrounding a case, serve to make previous^ obscure theoretical 
relationship suddenly apparent" 
Three case studies were selected including: Gnaraloo in Western Austraha, Tavarua 
in FIJI, and Lagundi Bay in Indonesia Al l were long-estabhshed world renowned and 
remote destmations where surfing tourism was the pioneering tourism activity. The 
inception of surf tourism at each of the case stodies occurred around the same time m the 
early to mid 1970s When selecting the case stady locations, uthsing information generated 
from the exploratory mterviews (Appendix, Table A9) and surfing hteratore review, certam 
potential locations were rejected, such as Kuta (Bah) where surfers were not the pioneenng 
visitors at the destination (Wilharas, 2001), makmg it difficult to assess the consequence of 
surfing tounsm when mtermeshed with other forms of touasm Similarly, Tavarua (Fiji) 
was selected rather than Nihiwato (Sumba), for bemg a world-class and more widely 
recogmsed surf break (when compared to Nihiwato), associated with detailed mformatton 
on the mtroduction of surfing and surfing tounsm to the location Each case stody was 
selected for being "telhng" case and for their smtabiUty to answer speafic research 
questions. 
(i) Gnaraloo, Western Austraha- a world-renowned surfing destination which offered 
the opportumty to examme the environmental impacts assoaated with 
unmanaged surfing tourism in a relatively pnstme environment. This case stody 
aimed to gather basehne data to mvestigate and descnbe the unchecked natore 
of surfing tounsm and some of its most sigmficant impacts on fragile coastal 
and marine ecosystems 
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(ii) Lagimdi Bay, Nias, Indonesia: a long-established surfing destination which 
developed without management or controls. The emphasis of the inquiry at this 
case smdy was to investigate the environmental, economic and socio-cultural 
impacts of surfing tourism, the manner in which surfing tourism had evolved 
over time, and the factors associated with the success or failure of this location 
as a surfing tourism destination. 
(iii) Tavarua, Fiji: selected as an example of a managed and regulated destination with a 
controlled number of surfing tourists based around the Recreational Carrying 
Capacity (RCC). This case smdy enabled examination of the RCC as a 
management mechanism restricting the number of surfing toutists to that 
which maintains the competitiveness and desirability of the destination, retains 
the environmental integrity of the area, and is compatible with aspirations and 
welfare of the local community. 
As explained in the introduction and rational to the thesis, it is important to 
understand the dynamics of change, evolution and development and impacts of tourism at 
the destination as well as the key factors influencing the tourism destination. Both Tavarua 
and Lagundi Bay allowed the investigation of the evolution, changes and consequences of 
surfing tourism at destination as weU as the factors influencing the success and/or failure 
and sustainability of surfing tourism at destinations. Both case smdies focused on 
evaluating the critical factors and their relationships (if any) that make a surfing destination 
a success or failure. They offered the opportunity to investigate the factors associated with 
the collapse/decline and/or success of surfing tourism in relation to sustainabiUty. The case 
smdies also examined the most significant socio-cultural, economic and environmental 
effects and impacts of surfing tourism. The motivations for visiting the respective 
destinations and perceptions of their surf tourists experience and satisfaction were also 
examined. 
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3.5.3. Case study design and data capture 
Design of case studies 
A qualitative and descriptive case study approach (Yin, 1989) was adopted due to 
the exploratory nature of the study and the scant information available on the topic (Ap 
and Wong, 2001). Detailed and nch data and valuable msights mto the contexmal simation 
surroundmg surfing tounsm at each destmation could not be obtained with quantitative 
methods and reqmred a quahtative approach The use of quahtative methods is an 
appropriate approach where baseline data do not exist and the intention is to examme 
issues or problems "in their te??jporal or historical context and explain them from if (Fhck, 
2002 13). In addition, the aim was not to determme the impacts of surfing tounsm on the 
local environment and community at one pomt m time, but rather to look at changing and 
dynamic relationships at that destmation It is recogmsed that changes over time are often 
better evaluated utihsmg quahtative techmques (Veal, 1997) In addition, due to the 
complexity of tourism phenomena, a single method and data source would not be adequate 
to develop a detailed evaluation of the case smdy nor would it facihtate a hoHstic 
understandmg of surfing tounsm from a diversity of viewpomts Umted Nations (1999) 
gmdehnes indicate m relation to quahtative data that more than one methodology should be 
utihsed Thus in this smdy data triangulation utihsing a wide array of quahtative methods 
and tools for data collection (Creswell, 1998) was appropnate Multiple data collection and 
data tnangulation have been used heavily in tourism research (Decrop, 1999; Finn et al, 
2000, Brunet et al, 2001, Hardy and Beeton, 2001, Hardy et al, 2002) Smce no smgle 
methodology is totally satisfactory (Umted Nations, 1999), the merit of data tnangulation is 
that It permits exammation of the same phenomenon and research questions from different 
aspects, drawing data and obtainmg evidences firom a range of perspectives (I<mg, 1997), 
offering more credible and dependable information. The corroboration of mformation and 
evidence firom the various techmques and diverse view pomts develops a ncher and 
potentiahy more vahd mterpretation (Decrop, 1999, Robson, 2002) and identification of 
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convergent lines of enquiry. At each case study, ethnographic fieldwork techniques 
(Hampton, 1998; Ap and Wong, 2001; Mitchell and Eagles, 2001; Trousdale, 2001) were 
employed, including a series of semi-structured interviews with key informants, focus 
groups with surf tourists, direct observations and participant observations, as well as the 
analysis of secondary data of multiple types. Individual techniques are described in Section 
3.6.7. This general approach has the advantage of offering flexibility to follow and explore 
leads and refine the initial line of inquiry (Whyte, 1984) as weU as to identify discrepancies 
in the data. This permitted evaluation of the internal validity of the case smdy findings. 
Fieldwork and data collection at case studies 
The modus operandi of fieldwork and data collection for the case studies was flexible 
and fitted into local circumstances. A generic fieldwork and data collection approach is 
given below and the specifics of each respective case smdy are highlighted. Prior to 
fieldwork, a comprehensive review of existing data and documents for background and 
historical information was conducted. Where limited information was available, collection 
and compilation of secondary data, oral histories and baseline data (including socio­
economic, culmral and environmental; policy and management data, history and 
development) was undertaken during the fieldwork period at each case study (Brunet et al., 
2001). Information was also gathered on site during meetings with government officials, 
Universitjr academics, non government organisations (NGOs), independent experts, heads 
of communities and villages and other key informants familiar with the case smdy area 
(Simpson and Wall, 1999a; Horochowski and Moisey, 2001). Socio-economic data were 
derived from various sources firom a village, district and government level. Primary data 
were collected: (a) Gnaraloo (based at Three Mile Camp) - July 2003; (b) Tavarua (based at 
Tavama Resort and Nabila and Momi villages) - August 2003; and (c) Lagundi Bay, Nias 
(based in Sorake Beach) - June 2004. 
Primary information during fieldwork at each case smdy, was obtained from semi-
structured interviews with key informants, including community members, and focus group 
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•with surf tounsts on an informal basis (Table 3 2). Key informant interviews permitted the 
cohection of facmal data, as well as attimdes and opimons (Umted Nations, 1999) These 
mterviews sought data on the (a) histoncal profile of the destmation and information on 
the development of tourism m the commimity (Lewis, 2001); (b) changes experienced at 
the destination over time, and (c) sigmficant perceived impacts associated with surfing 
tounsm and management issues at the destination. 
Focus groups m aU case studies examined surf tourists' motivations and factors 
affecting surfing hohdays destination choice, perceptions on the level of crowdmg m the 
surf, the optimum recreational carrying capaaty (RCC) of the surfing destination and level 
of satisfaction at each destination, as weh as opimons on the perceived impacts and 
management issues of surfing tourism at destination and the potential mitigation measures 
to reduce these impacts. 
Informal conversation/interviews with scholars, government offiaals, NGOs and a 
review of existing hteramre (e.g., ecotounsm and backpackers research smdies) was carried 
out to gain an understandmg of the economic, soao-cultural and environmental impacts 
and changes caused by surfing tourism These mformal mterviews with mdividuals with 
unique expertise highhghted impacts as weU as appropnate mitigation measures at surfing 
tourism destinations. Important mformation was gamed from less formal contacts (Bunce 
and Gustavson, 1998) z^i? partiapant observations and direct observations (Umted Nations, 
1999). This mvolved observmg what people (le local commumty members and surf 
tounsts) did and said but also direct observation of issues such as coastal erosion and signs 
of pollution etc This assisted to substantiate and verify mterview (Buult^ ens ef al, 2005) 
findings by gaimng previously unknown or unexpected responses and attain contact with 
mdividuals who may not have been agreeable or were too reticent to be officially 
mterviewed Informal conversations during encounters were also earned out with 
community members and surf tourists 
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Table 3.2. Focus groups, key informants interviews and informal interviews conducted at each 
respective case study. 
Case 
study 
Contact with research/ management agencies, NGOs 
and others individuals with knowledge/ expertise/ 
experience on the area 
Key informants selected for 
semi-structured interviews at 
each respective case study 
Focus 
Groups 
Gnaraloo 
Westem 
Australia 
• Dept. for Planning and Infrastructure (DPI) 
• Ningaloo Reef Outback Coast Association 
• Dept. of Conservation & Land Management 
• Western Australian Tourism Commission 
• Local geologists and marine scientists 
• Academics in tourism and environmental sciences 
(Murdoch, ECU and Curtin University) 
• Care taker-Gnaraloo station 
• Staff-Gnaraloo station 
• Care taker - Red Bluff surf camp 
• Recumng surf tourists 
5 focus 
group 
which 
included 
5-8 
people 
each 
Tavarua, 
Fiji 
• Ministry for Tourism, Culture and Heritage and Civil 
Aviation 
• Department of Lands and Surveys 
• Department of Environment 
• Representatives of provincial government 
• Fiji's Visitor Bureau 
• South Pacific Tourism Organisation 
• Fiji National Tourism Office 
• President, Tourism Resource Owners Assoc. 
• Fiji Surfing Association 
• Surf and dive operators 
• Environmental consultant 
• Diane Walker, Marine biologist for Mamanuca 
Environmental Society (NGO) 
• Ed Lovell, Marine biologist 
• The Fiji Coral Reef Conservation Project 
• Academic, University of South Pacific, Suva 
• Surfing tourists visiting Fiji 
• Local surfers 
• Local nurses 
• Chief of Tavaaia Island 
• Local teachers 
• Mayor of Momi village 
• Priest of Nabila 
• Tourism promoter 
• Surf operator - Momi Bay 
• Resort owners (Dave Clark and 
John Roseman) 
• US based surf traveller and 
adventurer 
• Fiji Visitors Bureau 
• Nadroga/Navosa Provincial 
officer 
• Department of Lands and 
Survey 
• Recumng surf tourists 
3 focus 
group 
which 
included 
between 
4-6 
people 
each 
Lagundi 
Bay, Nias 
• Academic at Bung Hatta University (West Sumatra) 
• Australian Surfing Professional (ASP) officers who had 
previously organised surfing competitions in Nias 
• Local Niasan anthropologist 
• BU PATI Officers at Kantor Bupati Nias Selatan 
(including the Manager of the Law Bureau, and 
Secretary of the local/ regional planning board 
• Community, environmental and social development 
specialist (Mentawaiis) 
• Surf charter boat operator in the Mentawaii Islands 
who'd previously taken clients to Nias 
• District Bureau of Stafistlcs, Nias 
• Jason Child, surf photographer. One of the first surf 
photographers to have publicised Nias 
• MERPATI Airiine District manager, Medan 
• Staff of Sorake Beach Resort 
• SUCOFINDO researcher (SBU Forestry Marine 
Fisheries and Environment), Jakarta 
• Yayasan Minang Bahari foundation (Padang) 
• Sean Doherty, Editor of Tracks Magazine 
• Peter Troy, Surf travellers and adventurer. 
• Tom Tenel, owner of Island Surf Board. First visited 
Lagundi in 1980. 
• Written communications with an academic and 
anthropologist worthing for the Nordic Institute of Asian 
Studies 
• BUPATl tourism officer and local 
historian 
• Chief of Botohill/Sorake; Head 
of Nias surf club 
• Local landowner and elder -
opened first losmen in Lagundi; 
founder PPPLS 
• Losmen owner and landholder -
first losmen owner in Sorake 
• Secretary of the desa of Botohili 
(elder) 
• Kevin Lovett, surf traveller 
• Tour guide; losmen owner 
• Tour manager for PT Nias Tour 
& Travel and fomier employee 
at Sorake Beach 
• European woman mamed to a 
Niasan and living In Lagundi 
• Young losmen owner (Surfer) 
3 focus 
group 
which 
included 
between 
5-6 
people 
each 
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Table 3 2 provides a comprehensive hst of the semi-strucmred interviews, focus 
groups and informal conversations with key orgamsations, mformants and commumty 
members for each respective case smdy. 
Al l semi-structured interviews and focus group discussions were recorded and 
annotated with comments and later transcribed A n assistant in Lagundi Bay was utiHsed as 
a translator to assist with the interviews During partiapant observations, detailed 
descriptions and notes were taken durmg field work on matter such as activities, area used, 
crowds m the surf and behaviours (Gillham, 2000) and supplemented by photographic 
evidences (Buerger et al, 2000) The researcher ceased gathering mformation once the 
"theoretical samration' was reached (Gold, 1997) This involved ceasmg the samphng of 
key mformants, the focus groups, participant observations and observation and integratmg 
further materials once enough data had been compiled to give an m-depth picture. 
Saturation was defined at the pomt at which no additional data were being generated and 
no new themes emerged (Fhck, 2002) 
Negotiating access and establishing rapport and trust 
Immersion was found to be one of the most critical issues at case smdies. In order 
to mvestigate properiy and successfuHy complete research, accessing settmg, gaimng access 
to people and data and rapport building were essential (Burton, 2000b). The estabhshment 
of rapport and intimacy between the investigator, the commumty and the surf tounsts at 
each case smdy aided the researcher to develop trust and overcome any defences and falsity 
of the participants (Seale, 1998), which aUeviated the imtial apprehension and concerns 
(Elazavi, 1993) and to allowed people to confide more readily (Devereux and Hoddmott, 
1993). 
It also facilitated partiapants to more readily discuss sensitive issues (e.g, drugs and 
prosnmnon) and ihegititnate activities (e.g, surf tounsts spear fishmg outside season) (De 
Lame, 2000). At each case smdy, the key to accessing settmg and people was the use of 
hnpartial and well-respected famihes and/or individuals withm a commumty, known as 
'gatekeepers'. 'Gatekeepers' were personally identified prior to and/or on arrival at each 
field study sites and were key in negotiating access (Whyte, 1984) and for introducing the 
investigator to the community (Razavi, 1993), and for assisting the investigator to become 
integrated and accepted as a temporary member of the community. 
Assistant and Translator 
While a majority of persons at all three case studies spoke English, the assistance of 
a translator was used in Nias to ensure a good understanding of the local culture and to 
reach some individuals who were not English speakers (some community members spoke 
only their local dialect). The researcher has an understanding of Bahasa Indonesian, and the 
use of a translator assisted in ensuring clear communications. The translator who assisted 
the researcher had extensive experience in conducting such fieldwork. 
3.5.4. Analysis of case studies 
During fieldwork at each case smdy, the review and analysis of all interview 
transcripts, observations, field notes and secondary information was critical and done 
systematically throughout the fieldwork to understand the salient issues and events. 
Categones and patterns emerged from the data, allowing the researcher to identify gaps in 
the information collected, and identification of conflicting information. This protocol 
promoted intemal consistency within each case studies and increased the validity of 
findings (Reed, 1997). The majority of the information gathered consisted of verbal 
statements. A n in-depth analysis of verbatim transcripts from interviews, focus groups, 
participant observations, field notes and other secondary data documents was compiled 
and developed for each case study. Each type of data (i.e. all interviews, participant 
observations, observation, focus groups and documents analysis) was classified, coded, 
sorted, simplified, organised and later stmctured into key themes and categories through 
content analysis. During this process, the assimilation and stmcturing of data was essential. 
The author combined the narrower themes into overarching perspectives, and related these 
to the literamre. The results were ttiangulated into a comprehensive whole (Silverman, 
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2000). Following Reed's (1997:575) su^estion, a story line on the development of surfing 
tounsm was formed based pnmarily on mterviews with key mformants which were 
mcorporated mto and corroborated with the other sources to form the basis for the 
descnptive analysis presented 
The results on the consequences and impacts of surfing tourism were separated 
into broad categories including soao-cultural, economic and environmental (Simpson and 
Wall, 1999b), although it is acknowledged that these categories are interconnected and 
overlappmg (Wall, 1996) It was not the mtention of the study to give a comprehensive 
account of all impacts, but rather to focus on those determmed to be most sigmficant To 
ensure reUabihty and reduce the distortion of the data, the researcher plainly reported in as 
much detail as possible observations and recordings from the field Fmally, due to the 
mherent degree of subjectivify of the quahtative techmques and data therein the case 
smdies, based on people's perceptions and the author's personal observations, the 
magmtude of vanous impacts was not quantified AU three case studies were written m a 
descnpnve and mterpretive format so as to best illustrate the phenomenon and most 
significant issues uncovered during the fieldwork (Ely et al, 1997; Travers, 2001) 
Key informant interviews 
Review of literature and 
collection of 
secondary and baseline 
information 
Participant 
observation 
TRIANGULATION OF DATA 
1 
Interpretation of data 
Focus groups 
Figure 3.2. Flow diagram of analysis of information gathered at each case study 
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Limitations of the case studies 
Time 
To gain trust and acceptance by the community at each case smdy, it was important 
to spend sufficient time at each site. It is acknowledged that there is "no 'comet' or 'ideal' 
length of time for undertaking fieldssro'^'' (Devereux and Hoddinott, 1993:37). While long-term 
fieldwork is standard in anthropological smdies (De Laine, 2000), this was not a 
prerequisite for this study. At each case smdy, the fieldwork was carried out over at least a 
one month period. The relatively short time period at each case smdy and the lack of a 
longimdinal component to the research could be considered a limitation, offering a 
"snapshot" in time at a location (Xiao and Smith, 2006). A longer period of investigation, 
incorporating the off-peak tourist season, may have facilitated investigation of a larger 
stakeholder group (including visiting surf tourists) and potentially capmred nuances in their 
responses and views on key issues. Time was however, sufficient to capture the required 
information and develop a detailed understanding of the case study location (Backman and 
Morals, 2001). It was also sufficient time to gain tmst from both the community and surf 
tourists and for them to become accustomed to the presence of the researcher. This was 
particularly critical when carrying out participant observation. However, this relatively short 
period also prevented the researcher's views from being "tainted" by the introduction of 
bias from close personal involvement with the communities and particular individuals, and 
a consequential loss of objectivity and perception (Flick, 1998; Thomas, 2003). 
External validity of the case studies 
The case smdies depicted some of the distinctive problems associated with the 
development of surfing tourism and illuminated the different ways it had affected 
destinations. It could be argued, however, that the case studies chosen are not typical. One 
of the su^ested limitations of the case study approach is the issue of external validity, 
which is the degree to which findings can be generalised from the specific example in the 
study to a wider context (Backman and Morals, 2001). The question is whether the results 
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found are applicable in "different settings, mth different subjects and/or under altered condition/'' 
(}ones, 1985) Another issue highhghted by Simpson and Wall (1999a'283) is that 
"generalisation as well as the assessment of consequences in speafic situations, are frustrated by the 
complexity of the phenomenoif' Each destmation is highly varied with umque and divergent 
characterisdcs (e.g, cultures, physical environment, ecosystems and legislations) This 
imphes that at each case study may face umque sets of impacts from surfing tourism. Thus, 
great care should be taken m analytical mference from each case smdy's identified impacts 
as these should not be hfted out of their immediate context, nor be generahsed without 
quahfication. Nevertiaeless, whilst case smdies findings, hke findmgs of any quahtative 
smdies, cannot be generaHsed m a statistical sense (Yin, 1984), these can nevertheless be 
transferable (Backman et al, 2000) Advocates of the case-smdy approach argue that this 
techmque can not only draw out the uniqueness and features speafic to each case smdy, 
but also exemphfy issues (Cresweh, 1998) and highhght msight and features which are 
generally apphcable (Aita and Mcllavam, 1999, Fmn et al, 2000). This smdy adopted the 
premise that the findmgs of all three case studies would permit a better understandmg of 
the issues/processes which are speafic to each site, but also those which are shared and 
apphcable to other destinations (eg, RCC, opened and restticted access, management 
issues) The three case stadies offered a framework to form a better understandmg of the 
themes explored in the stady (Hammersley, 1992, Hammersley and Gomm, 2000, 
Hammersley et al., 2000); including theories, insights and predictions regarding potential 
destination changes, impacts and management issues at surfing tourism destinations, and 
may gmde fixture planning, management and pohcy orientated decision-making for surfing 
tounsm locations. 
ReUability 
A critiasm of the case-stady approach would be the degree to which the results are 
repeatable (Jones, 1985) When deahng with highly complex and dynamic sitaations, it is 
recogmsed that sources of variation includmg different time penods, events, observers and 
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observations can influence results (Veal, 1997). Due to the naturalistic approach at each 
case study including informal, imprompm and spontaneous observations and interactions, 
it would be difficult to replicate the findings precisely. Humans are dynamic and over time 
can alter their position and opinions on topics, particularly as the environment around 
them changes. This does not lessen the reliability of the results but mirrors the dynamic 
namre of tiie simation (Veal, 1997). Mitchell (2000:183) concluded tiiat "case studies are a 
reliable procedure of social analysis". 
Intemal validity and data tiiangulation 
The notion of internal validity relates to tiie degree of confidence in the findings 
from each case smdy. Qualitative techniques are often criticised for introducing bias 
(Robson, 1993). This highlights the issue of bias from the key informants and the validity 
of their views as well as validity of the subjective information gained from the other 
qualitative techniques. Yet as explained discussed, the utilisation of a variety of techniques 
and data sources removed any substantive social bias (Brewer and Hunter, 1989). Any bias 
was also mitigated by the corroboration and cross-validation of information generated in 
each case smdy (Robson, 2002). The benefits of adopting a multiple methods approach and 
data triangulation is that the information collected (from a variety of sources), with a 
number of different methodologies and data analysis techniques permits the researcher to 
build on the strengths of each approach, while reducing the weaknesses of any particular 
technique (Patton, 1987). In other words, the internal validity of case studies is enhanced 
by data triangulation by: (a) limiting researcher's bias; and (b) reducing the biases of each 
individual technique (Decrop, 1999). It is argued here that substantial and detailed 
description of the history of the development surfing tourism and background information 
for each case study offered a stringent understanding of the current simation. Confidence 
in the case studies' was also due in part to the detailed description of the phenomenon 
within their tme context, in other words, the assessment of the contemporary phenomenon 
within its real life context, at each case study, addressed the issues of relevance and 
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strengthened the internal vahdity at each case study (Miles and Huberman, 1994) The 
arcularity in the process involvmg data coUection and concurrent reflective analysis of the 
data fortified the internal vahdity (FUck, 2002) 
3.6. Qualitative research techniques utilised at case studies 
3.6.1. Interviews with key informants 
Due to the gap m information on surfing tourism m general and background 
information for each case smdy, pnncipal sources of mformation were individual's 
expenences, behaviour, attimdes and feehngs (Strauss and Corbm, 1998) In order to obtain 
detailed descriptions of the changes and effects of surfing tounsm and a comprehensive 
perspective of the histoncal development of surfing tourism (Mitchell and Eagles, 2001) at 
each respective destination, quahtative semi-stmctured interviews with local key mformants 
were used (Yuksel et a/., 1999) Views and perceptions were usefiil m understandmg what 
has happened and potentially why (Patton, 1987; Patton, 2002). Oral history is a vahd 
source of mformation to gam basehne data and histoncal understandmg of a topic and/or 
charges across time (Summerfield, 2005), and to compliment the Vritten' record. A semi-
stmctured interview approach (Godfrey and Clarke, 2000) and key informants mterviews is 
a common methodology used m fieldwork smdies (Whyte, 1984) and tounsm smdies 
(Kneafsey, 1998, MitcheU, 2001, Mitchell and Eagles, 2001; FaUon and KJiwoken, 2003). 
Semi-stmctured mterviews with open-ended questions facihtated an overall understanding 
of the simation at each case smdy and the breadth of concerns on issues assoaated with 
surfing tourism at destinations. In other word, these interviews enhghtened the researcher 
on the "Why" and "How" of the destination' current simation and identify a number of 
common issues and imphcations to be addressed. The key informant interviews followed 
the same protocol as the exploratory mterviews (for further mformation on semi-stmcmred 
mtenaews and their advantages, disadvantage and limitations as well as more 
comprehensive mformation on the mterview design and data analysis please refer to section 
of this chapter detaihng the exploratory mterviews). 
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Key informants were questioned following an interview guide (see Appendix 10.1) 
containing the central themes to be explored in the course of the interview. Key informant 
interviews were an oppormnity to gain background information on the area, its community, 
as weU as the tourists' profile and their motivations for visiting the area, however, the 
interviews were designed specifically to elicit perspectives concerning the following central 
themes: 
(i) the historical development of surfing tourism, the evolution and changes seen since 
the arrival of surf tourism at the destination, and in the case of Lagundi, the causes 
for the collapse of tourism; 
(ii) the factors for the success and/or failure of surfing tourism at the destination; 
(iii) the most significant perceived socio-culmral, economic and environmental impacts 
(both positive and negative) arising from surfing tourism on the community and 
on the destination; 
(iv) perceptions on the current level of surfing tourism and crowding in the surf in 
relation to the RCC as well as the potential management tools and solutions to 
mitigate these impacts. 
Key informant interviews were conducted in person and generally in an informal 
setting. Before each interview, participants were briefed on the aims of the project and the 
manner in which the information generated would be utilised. To reduce any potential 
distortion of interview data and to reduce interviewer bias (Kvale, 1996), all interviews were 
taped recorded (with permission) and transcribed. During the field component of the 
study, comparisons of key informants' interviews were conducted and examined for 
commonalities and divergence (Mitchell and Eagles, 2001), results corroborated, and any 
discrepancies in the findings investigated (Y'uksel etal., 1999). 
Semi-structured interviews were conducted informally with community members 
(ranging from 6-10 persons). The sample size for each case study was considered 
appropriate since empirical generalisation does not require a large sample size or a sample 
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selected on the basis of statistical sampling theory (Hammersley, 1992, Burton, 2000b). In 
addition, due to logistical constramts and the explorative nature of the mquiry, it was 
impossible to mterview aU members of the commimity. Key mformants were chosen not to 
be statistically representative of the commumty, but rather for havmg first-hand knowledge 
and being m the best position to offer perspective on the historical development of surf 
tounsm and/or its main associated issues (Creswell, 1998) The key mformant selection was 
based on their position to (a) provide accurate, dependable and comprehensive 
mformation on the phenomenon under investigations and articulate their knowledge, (b) 
have an historical understandmg and/or have observed changes at the destination since the 
arnval of surfing tourism, and (c) have a sound knowledge of the area and the commumty. 
For example, some of the key mformants mcluded pioneer surf travellers thought to have 
been the first to have discovered the surf break at that destmation, owner(s) of surf resort 
and surf tounsm operators, local residents (generahy respected key figures in the 
commumty (e.g, mayor, chief and vihage heads of village etc), local government offiaals 
and recurrmg surf tourists. At ah three case smdies, the use of evidence firom early foreign 
visitors' accounts and photographs (Stevens, 2003) were used to corroborate mformation 
when possible 
On arrival at location for each case study, the researcher identified imtial key 
informants Opportunities for interviews also developed spontaneously from field contact 
(Fhck, 1998; Fhck, 2002) A snowballing samphng approach was conducted (Horochowski 
and Moisey, 2001) where initial key informants were requested to identify others who 
would be able to provide an overview of the surfing tourism phenomenon locally, along 
with Its sahent issues Data analysis of the key mformant mterviews followed the same 
process as the exploratory mterviews (Section 3 4). For ethical reason and to protect die 
mterviewee(s), some interviews were reported anonymously The differences m 
perceptions, recollections and accounts between the different commumty members on 
surfing tounsm are prone to be mfiuenced (a) by their degree of mvolvement m tourism 
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and (b) by dieir position witiiin tiie community (Whyte, 1984). Yet, key informants should 
not necessarily be regarded as " . ...having a truth value, as being correct orfalse and all data must be 
scrutini:^d' (Cohen, 1984:223). Furtiiermore, it is essential to acknowledge the unsuitability 
of some interviewees as well as the difficulties of recollecting past feelings and attimdes 
about certain events and/or simations (Whyte, 1984). Some may inadvertentiy omit to 
discuss and/or may conceal, withhold or distort certain aspects or may not accurately 
remember facts since retrospective accounts may add a layer of bias. Yet, the corroboration 
of the interviews, focus groups findings and participant observations during the data 
triangulation increases the reliability of the study's findings. 
3,6.2. Focus groups 
Focus groups have been widely used as a research tool in destination choice 
(IVlackay and Fesenmaier, 1997) and tourism management and planning. They are utilised 
within triangulation to supplement other methods in multi-methodology research strategies 
(Finn et aL, 2000). In addition, contradictory-perspectives arising during focus groups assist 
the researcher during later investigation and clarification. Focus groups were an efficient 
way to reach a greater number of people and develop information (Finn et al., 2000) in a 
shorter period of time (Suter, 2000). One of the advantages of focus group was that it 
allowed an exchange of views and opinions among participants. The interactions between 
tourists generated a diversity of answers and opinions within groups (Gillham, 2000). In 
addition, the synergistic approach of focus groups whereby participants retort to and build 
on what others in the group may have said, produced more in-depth and transparent -
information and boosted discussion among participants. Focus groups assisted with 
description and interpretation of surfing tourism at destinations and to develop the 
working assumptions of the investigation (Mackay and Fesenmaier, 1997; Ap and Wong, 
2001). 
The main objectives of the focus groups at aU three case smdies were to allow the 
exchange of views and opinions among surf tourists to: (a) gain a better understanding of 
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the motivations and factors affecting destination choice when traveUing to surf tourism 
destinations; (b) evaluate the surf tounsts' percepuon on the level of crowdmg in the surf at 
that destination, their satisfaction with the destination and to identify the perceived RCC at 
the destination, and (c) gain surf tounsts' perceptions on their own impacts and surfing 
tounsm's potential effects (both positive and negative) on the destination, potential 
mitigation measures, as well as the current issues at the destination. 
Smce the nature of the research was exploratory and mferences about the 
population were not to be made, oppormnistic sampling was utihsed (Clark, 1991) At each 
case smdy, a mixture of surf tourists were intercepted mformaUy dunng the day and invited 
to take part m a focus group after bemg given a brief account of the smdy At each case 
study, 3 to 5 focus groups comprismg of 4 to 8 people each were conducted (Table 3 2) 
Pnor to the commencement of each focus group, partiapants were briefed on the purpose 
of the focus groups as well as on the overaU aims of the study The focus groups were 
conducted m an mformal basis to create a relaxed environment (Walpole and Goodwin, 
2000), and each was 1 to 1 5 hours m duration. This mformahty facihtated interaction 
between the focus groups participants and consequentiy mdividuals were more wiUing to 
offer information (Gillham, 2000). The focus groups took the form of guided discussions 
based on senes of themes, with prompts m the form of open-ended questions To allow 
the research to mteract more freely with the members of the focus group, each focus group 
was tape recorded (with permission) and transcribed Focus group's transcripts were 
analysed and themes that emerged were corroborated during data triangulation with the 
other quahtative techmques used in the case study 
3.6.3. Field research and observations 
One of the ways to mvesti^te outdoor recreation activities, m this case surfing, is 
to observe the phenomenon as it is happemng Direct observations were conducted at each 
case smdy. As in Tribe et al (2000), the researcher identified all activities undertaken at the 
site and identified how these may potentially impact the area. The broad hterature on 
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impacts of tourism and recreation provided sound parameters of physical evidence of 
impacts including track formation, erosion, loss of vegetation and broken coral. To gather 
evidence, the researcher vi^ alked and snorkelled on an informal basis to identify areas which 
showed signs of physical impacts, such as erosion, trails, rubbish, pollution, reef damage 
and mbbish. Notes were recorded daily and supplemented with photographic evidence. 
These were corroborated with other data sources during the data triangulation process as 
previously described. 
3.6.4. Participant observation 
In the context of field research, participant observation is widely utilised (Flick, 
1998) and is often used as part of a multi-method approach to complement other fieldwork 
methods. Participant observation is well established in anthropology and has been adopted 
by other disciplines including tourism and leisure smdies (Kneafsey, 1998; Bowen, 2001; 
Mitchell and Eagles, 2001; Sorice et al., 2003; Davis and Morais, 2004; Sonnino, 2004; 
Yarnal, 2004). Participant observation involved examining and listening to participants 
(Sorice etal., 2003), and partaking in informal conversations (Kvale, 1996; Trousdale, 2001). 
Naturally occurring conversation and informality of interviews and non-directive 
questioning formats allow gaining closeness to people (De Laine, 2000) and may elicit 
information more freely and spontaneously (Seale, 1998). 
To gain a better understanding of the behaviour of surf tourists, their interaction 
and impacts on the local people and the environment, reliance exclusively upon key 
informal interviews and focus groups could potentially lead to the misrepresentation of the 
situation at each case smdy. Participant observation was a complementary tool that allowed 
coUection of reliable and valuable information, which could not be attained by other means 
(Heyer, 1993; Lee, 2000) and has the advantage of serendipity (Whyte, 1984). It revealed 
unexpected behaviours and 'unintended' impacts which would not have been identified by 
other means and uncovered issues that could be explored further (Bunce and Gustavson, 
1998). It has been widely recognised that there is a general divergence between what people 
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say about tiiemselves and what they actually do (Gillham, 2000). For example, surf tourists 
may not wish to admit to certam activities which may damage the environment Moreover, 
mdividuals may ignore or omit wilhngly or unwilhngly certam facts and issues during 
interviews or focus groups. Another merit of participant observation is that it allowed 
recording of real occurrences, behaviour and attimdes (Umted Nations, 1999) m their own 
context and settings In the context of fieldwork withm a commumty, as a sigmficant 
amount of the mformation had been generated firom key mformant interviews, partiapant 
observation accessed groups and mdividuals who may have been otherwise overlooked 
(Fontana and Frey, 1998). Informal discussions and conversations were a very effiaent way 
to gain mformation from certain mdividuals, generate multiple perspectives on the simation 
at each case smdy and discover any divergence m mformation obtamed firom key 
informants and focus groups 
The purpose of participant observation in all three case smdies was to permit the 
researcher to evaluate the behaviour and potential impacts of surf tourists on the local 
environment and on the commumty In Gnaraloo, the emphasis of participant observation 
was-to examine resources use, the activities undertaken by surf tourists, tourists' behaviours 
and their potential impacts. In Tavarua and Lagundi Bay, the emphasis of participant 
observation was on the surf tounsts' behaviours at destinations and their mteraction with 
the local commumty It also evaluated die commumty members' attitudes and perceptions 
towards surf tounsm and its development, along with its mam issues at the destination. In 
addition, for all three case studies, as m Bowen (2001), participant observation was used to 
capture tounsts' satisfaction zn situ with respect to crowding as well as the carrymg capacity 
at each destination and of their general experience of the destination To avoid focusing on 
the most apparent and noticeable behaviours from observation, tnangulation of data from 
vanous sources dictated that both specific behaviours and noted impacts were not 
exaggerated. Findings obtained from participant observation were subsequentiy checked 
and clanfied with further questions to individuals and, balanced by mformal discussions 
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(Bowen, 2001). Whyte (1984:96) stressed the importance o f l inking interviewing and 
observation and contended that "Observation guides us to some of the important questions we ask the 
respondent, and interviewing helps us to interpret the significance of what we are observing'. In other 
w o r d data was reflectively analysed by the researcher. 
3.6.5. Secondary data analysis 
In order to comprehend and examine phenomena effectively and simate the case 
study, it is essential to consider its histoncal context and settings (i.e. historical physical, 
social, a n d / o r economic setting) (Creswell, 1998). In addition, the appraisal process o f each 
case study, i f examining how surfing tourism has a n d / o r can affect a destination, can only 
be achieved through a lucid understanding o f the history and contemporary characteristics 
o f the area and its community. A description o f the existing environment and physical 
characteristics was vital (Branch et al., 1984). Compilation o f baseline information and 
analysis o f secondary information was essential to set the scene clearly and adequately and 
to assess accurately the phenomenon smdied. The review o f secondary data was important 
to form a more detailed understanding o f the area and to verify interview data. Secondary 
data examined included: articles in journals, books, newspapers, unpublished reports, 
government records, non-government and academic reports, socio-economic studies, local 
history, and maps. Other valuable material included documentaries, fikns, and videos o f 
relevance to the case study(s) (Sorice etal., 2003). While the author recognised the potential 
lack o f accuracy and trusUvorthiness for some o f these resources, they provided 
background for each o f the case smdies. 
3.6.6. Ethical considerations 
During data collection, individuals were interviewed with informed consent. If any 
issues or comments were felt to be contentious or could possibly harm participants in the 
research, these were referred in the text anonjrmously. To protect confidentiality and to 
protect individuals (especially i n such small communities), it was agreed not to reveal 
names, especially o n sensitive topics. 
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Chapter Four 
4. Exploratory interviews 
4.1. Introduction 
This chapter reports the results from twelve detailed exploratory interviews with a 
diversity of experts on the phenomenon of surfing tourism. The thematic charts (Appendix 
10.2) contain a comparative analysis of quotes from the twelve interviewees on the subject. 
The charts focus on the broad commonalities but, significant differences in the informants' 
views are also highlighted. Additionally, important quotes taken from informal 
conversations and interviews with other key informants on the phenomenon of surfing 
tourism (carried out prior to the exploratory interviews and throughout the thesis), were 
also added into the analysis when pertinent. It should be noted that the responses indicated 
that, although the respondents address the same issues with a degree of general consensus, 
they differ on certain aspects, and thus their views do not necessarily represent those of all 
individuals working in and/or associated with surfing tourism. 
4.2. Nature and driving forces of surfing tourism 
In the first instance, the interviewees were queried regarding the main impetus 
behind surfing tourism and the driving forces behind and factors affecting choice of 
destination by surfing tourists. In the thematic analysis (Appendix 10.2, Table A l ) , eleven 
out of twelve respondents noted that "uncrowded waves" was a key impetus, driver and 
factor affecting destination choice in surfing tourism. A second factor was the pursuit of a 
"surfing utopia"/"idyllic" surfing destination which includes warm weather, ideal surfing 
conditions, uncrowded waves and a tropical feel (e.g., palm-fringed beaches). The majority 
concluded that uncrowded waves were, for most surf tourists, the driving force in surf 
tourism and a prime factor in destination choice. However, the British surfing tourism 
operator pointed out the different preferences betv^ e^en the surf tourists, and indicated that 
uncrowded waves was not a factor affecting destination choice for people who want to 
learn to surf and/or who had never surfed before. He and several other respondents 
explained that, while a very large majority of surf tourists has a strong preference for 
uncrowded conditions, other factors had to be taken into consideration. The surfing 
expenence, cost/budget and mdividuals' personal preferences were ah factors that could 
affect destmation choice. 
This view was exemphfied by Pierce Flynn (ex-CEO of the Surfnder Foundation) 
"Uncrowded waves, no question about it! That is definite^ a factor m the choice of destinations. Beyond 
that, IS it do you hke warm water or cold water^ Do you like reef breaks or beach breaks'^ Then you can 
break it doivn into the more speafics I think it can be different for every single person" A factor 
affecting destination choice mentioned by some of mterviewees was cost, yet there was no 
consensus on this with some considermg that there were different markets for those with 
different budgets. Many commented on the media's (i.e surf magazmes, surf videos and 
the surf mdustry) influence on destination choice and its important role m promoting the 
perfect destmation as weh as an image of the idylhc surfing hfestyle It was agreed that this 
was a dnving force m the development of new and remote areas and encourages the 
'pioneer' image of surfers and the lure of isolated and uncrowded destinations Surfing 
tounsm was perceived by all respondents as a catalyst m opemng up remote and new areas 
to tounsm, due to "surf explorers" and/or "aUo Gentries", venmrmg m even more secluded 
and isolated areas m the search for new surfing destinations According to Paul Edmiston 
(an Austrahan surf tour operator) "Surfers are pioneenng tounsts in reimte areas. Surfers seek 
seeming^ endless opportunities to discover their orvn uncrowded surf haven/' These findings reinforced 
the premise that surfing tounsm actively explores remote areas and highhghts the need to 
understand the potential impacts assoaated with surfing tourism, espeaaUy m 
environmentahy and soao-culturally fragde parts of the world It is important to note, 
however, that these responses reflect the views o f an ehte and expert panel and thus may 
not be representative o f aU surfing tounsm segments, particularly 'mass' forms of surf 
tounsm and/or pshychocentric surf tourists 
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4.3. The evolution of surfing tourism at destinations 
The interviewees were questioned on the pattern of evolution and development of 
surfing tourism destinations over time, and their responses summarised (Appendix 10.2, 
Table A2). WhUe several respondents commented that each destination could have its own 
series of evolution stages, aU described a stereotypical and recurring pattern; and identified 
and described similar and common stages or patterns in surfing tourism destinations' 
lifecycle observed at different destinations worldwide. Most open access destinations were 
found to lead to high number, low yield and high impacts tourism resulting in 
unprecedented environment degradation and socio-culmral costs. The following sections 
will summarise each of the stages identified by the respondents: 
4.3.1. Discovery and involvement 
Surf breaks are particularly appropriate for the discovery phase and the interviewees 
noted that a section of the surfing community (i.e. "aUocentrics" or "advenmresome" 
surfers) actively searching for new sites for themselves and for commercial ventures 
development opportunities. Initially the destination would be disclosed by word of mouth 
and there would be an element of local involvement at a fairly low level including perhaps 
accommodation and catering surf tourists on an individual or household basis. 
4.3.2. Development and growth. 
As the new destination became more widely known, the interviewees reported that 
the next stage was publicity through the media which typically caused very rapid growth in 
surfer numbers. The exposure of newly discovered surf breaks through videos and surf 
magazines were considered to be important in attracting the psychocentric surfers and 
others to that destination. At this stage interviewees reported that local involvement was 
opportrmistic, providing services to the visiting surf tourists as required. However, as 
publicity attracts even more tourists, including those not specifically associated with 
surfing, tourism develops on a larger scale along with the arrival of en-masse tourists (i.e. 
individual mass tourists). It was remarked that surfers were the foremrmers of general mass 
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tourism. At the same time they noted diat surf breaks become quickly overcrowded m 
otherwise remote areas This alters the nature of the destination that had attracted the surf 
travellers in the first instance 
4.3.3. Consolidation and stagnation 
The development of surfing destmations was reported to occur in only a few years 
m some cases Many highhghted that with the increasmg development of infrastrucmre, 
facilities and services, the en masse arnval of tounsts, and commerciahsm, the destmation 
becomes debased, is subject to mcreasing environmental degradation (e g., pollution) and 
crowdmg at surf breaks (i e when the RCC has been exceeded) Several respondents also 
remarked that during the consohdation phase, an oversupply of accommodation and higher 
density development often attracts a lower budget market with a resulting change m the 
nature of tounsm at the destination Respondents commented that destinations then start 
suffenng from degeneracy with crime, noise, pohution, loss of ambience, community 
antagonism toward tounsts as well as locahsm and, tensions between surf tounsts due to 
overcrowdmg at the surf break(s) Several respondents remarked that at this stage, 
degraded destinations hke Lagundi Bay, are vulnerable to down-market competition, m part 
due to oversupply of accommodanon which can bring pnces down. Tounsm at 
destinations can, with pnce coUapse, become economicahy unviable. Another aspect of the 
destination hfecycle highhghted by several respondents was the community's progress 
through the Doxey's Irritation index witii the change in their attitudes towards tounsts (i e 
development of antagomsm). Many commented that antagomsm has far-reaching effects 
on visitors' experience with die destruction of the destination's ambience and appeal. This 
particularity was reported in Lagundi Bay where antagonism was perceived to have 
significantiy affected visitors* expenence Crowdmg beyond the RCC of the surfing tounsm 
destination was highhghted by aU as a tummg pomt and key pivotal factor in the hfecycle of 
the destination. Al l respondents commented that when surf breaks at a destination are 
overcrowded (exceeding their RCC), the quahty of the surfing expenence is markedly 
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reduced and die destination loses its appeal. This results in the displacement of certain 
types of tourists, particularly the 'pioneering surf tourists' or allocentric surfers who are no 
longer willing to visit the area and; who desert the destination in the search of new 
uncrowded locations. However it was noted that during this stagnation phase, there is stiU a 
segment of the surfing tourism market that wiU visit the destination. Edmiston explained 
this stating: "What is mainstream and exploited to a seasoned [surfj traveller may be exotic and relatively 
untouched for a first timer". There was nevertheless a general consensus that an increase in 
visitor numbers and overcrowding in the surf, can result in the dissatisfaction and loss of 
appeal of the destination as a whole. This diverts surfers to search for new destinations. 
4.3.4. Decline and abandonment 
Certain destinations can reach such levels of deterioration and subsequent loss of 
appeal, that both the 'allocentrics' and even the more 'psychocentric' surfers and tourists 
search for more exclusive and newly-discovered destinations. As a result, established 
surfing destinations are abandoned and can collapse as tourists search for newer areas, as 
illustrated with the case of Lagundi Bay. It was remarked that the surfers' search for new 
surfing destinations is ongoing. 
4.3.5. Summary and conclusions 
This smdy indicated that many surfing tourism destinations have experienced rapid 
unplanned and uncontrolled tourism development; have shown signs of stagnation, decline 
and a 'boom to bust' cycle of tourism and have followed Butier's destination lifecycle from 
discovery, development, consolidation, stagnation and decline. Many destinations appear to 
have displayed many characteristics of mass tourism destinations with high number, low 
yield, high impact and dissatisfied tourists, along with significant socio-environmental 
degradation and costs. These identified trends in the evolution of some surfing tourism 
destinations have profound implications for the long-term viability and sustainabiUty of 
surfing tourism at destinations. This wiU be investigated fiirther in the case smdy of 
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Lagandi Bay (Chapter 6) and the hfeq^cle impHcations "will be discussed further in Chapter 
8 
4.4. Social-cultural and economic impacts of surfing tourism 
One of the aims of this research was to identify the most sigmficant socio-culmral 
and economical impacts (both positive and negative) associated with surfing tourism The 
respondents expressed the view that surfing tourism overall had both positive and negative 
impacts andj highhghted a wide array of direct and mdirect impacts on the local commimity 
and environment The responses are summed up In Appendix 10 2 (Table A3, A4 and A5). 
4.4.1. Positive socio-cultural and economic impacts of surfmg tourism 
The general attitude was that surfing tourism could be a positive economic 
development factor, especially for marginahsed communities m developing regions Many 
expressed the view that, particularly m remote commumties, surfing tourism can provide an 
alternative to a subsistence economy, and/or create a new economy or tourism market 
The British surfing tourism operator expanded this point: "Surfing tounsm has opened up a lot 
of new markets and tt has also provided tounsm markets that would not have existed othemise When we 
look at Naimbra in Afnca, surfing tounsm has opened new markets and new economies where ti'aditionally 
It was purely subsistence living". 
Surfing tourism was seen as having direct financial benefits for local commumty(s) 
by increasing local employment and aHeviatmg poverty. A positive aspect of surfing 
tourism pomted out by the majority of respondents was that, it had raised the standard of 
hving of commumties through cash mjection as weU as; generating employment 
opportimities, directiy m tourism and indirectiy through the revitahsation or creation of 
other markets (e g , crafts, arts). 
Another important benefit was that surfing tounsm had the potential to create a 
stable source of mcome and/or supplement mcome to family(s). The majority of 
respondents felt that surfing tounsm had contnbuted to the improvement of the quahty of 
hfe of local commumties tiirough the development of infrastructure created for tounsts. 
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Cash injection from tourism facilitated the development of infrastmcture and amenities for 
the community (e.g., clean water, sewage facilities) and financial support for the local 
community(s)'s education (e.g., fees, construction of school, etc). This was illustrated with 
the examples of Nusa Island Resort in Papua New Guinea and Tavarua resort in Fiji. 
Another positive impact of surfing tourism raised by the majority was the inception 
of SurfAid International, a medical organisation which provides community-based health 
programs. Others also highlighted other medical programs operated by various surf resorts 
which offer medical care to local host community(s). Examples included the Sumba 
Foundation and Surf Medical Association set up by the Niiwam surf resort in Sumba and 
Tavarua resort respectively. Several respondents also viewed surfing tourism as a positive 
instmment to bring attention to previously unknown, remote, ostracised and marginalised 
communities and indigenous societies, either at government level and/or internationally. 
4.4.2. Negative socio-cultural and economic impacts of surfing tourism 
There were mixed sentiments on the socio-economic benefits of surfing tourism. 
While the economic development and cash inflow to host communities were viewed 
positively, unfavourable economic effects were also highlighted. Some questioned the tme 
benefits at some destinations of the shift from an indigenous subsistence economy to an 
alternative economy; while others scmtinized the acmal economic benefits perse to the local 
community(s) commenting that surfing tourists often spent their money very sparingly 
while expecting the maximum from their hosts, leaving host communities with insignificant 
returns. Several respondents discussed the issues with communities' abandonment of 
traditional economies and the development of community(s) dependency upon surfing 
tourism. The consequence of the changes on the local economic stmcture and the reliance 
and/or dependence on surfing was viewed as having potential negative repercussions. 
Several respondents discussed the issue of foreign control and ownership of surfing 
tourism operations with economic leakages outside the destination community while others 
described surfing tourism as having a strong element of colonialism or neo-colonialism. 
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Many claimed diat overall, local communities gain limited economic benefits firom surfing 
tourism The dommant concerns included: the economic exclusion of local comraumty 
members due to outside mterests taking over surfing tourism operations and the economic 
leakage of surfing tourism outside the host commumty. These issues were highhghted m 
many destmations mcluding Costa Rica where Umted States atizens were beheved to have 
taken over surfing tourism The surf charter boat mdustry m the Mentawaiis was another 
example of high economic leakage outside the commumty, with the vast majority of the 
compames foreign-owned 
Respondents generaUy expressed concems surrounding unfavourable socio-cultural 
influences from surfing tourism on fragile culmres and commumties, as a result of 
progress, westernisation and aspects of the surfing subculture. The majority felt that surfing 
tourism has contnbuted to the westermsation of the host commumty(s), and cultural 
disintegration with the loss of traditional culmre and customs especially in 'mdigenous' 
populations. Yet the surfing industry representative mdicated that these impacts were 
associated with tourism generally and were not specific to surfing tounsm On the other 
hand, some respondents viewed surfing tounsm as a positive means to encourage culmral 
exchange, such as the mtroduction of surfing to local children, and also to have contnbuted 
to some extent to the revitahsation of some cultaral traditions For mstance, m Tavarua, the 
owners of the resort claimed that surfing tounsm has helped the revitahsation of some 
Fijian traditions The majority of the respondents, however, expressed the view that surf 
tounsts with westem values have brought undesirable soaal ills and activities to many 
surfing destinations They purported a strong association between surfing touasm, dmgs, 
alcohol and prostitution. While noting that this was stih a current phenomenon. Hawk 
stated the importance of not making broad generahsations regardmg such behaviours to 
the surfing commumty as a whole Other consequences of surfing tounsm's potentially 
pervading presence at destinations mcluded destabihsation of the social fabnc and/or 
dismption of the host commumty's social system and stirucmre This problem was 
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highlighted particularly in the context of remote and fragile areas. Local youth were found 
to adopt the surfing lifestyle, as they saw it as a desirable way of life. Surf journalist, 
Barilotti argued that as a result, surfing tourism had affected farmly/community's 
organisation with youth abandoning the traditional family and/or community duties for 
surfing. Other examples of social damages and dismptions identified by respondents 
included: the inequalities of benefits among community members, the increase in land 
price, begging, crime and negative influences on local women. Another problem 
highlighted by several respondents, was the development of "localism", a produce of 
surfing itself, which, destroys the ambiance of a place. This has lead to tensions between 
local surfers and surf tourists as reported in Indonesia including Bali and Lagundi Bay. A 
key informant during an opportunistic interview reinforced that localism was a strong 
deterrent for visiting a surfing destination. 
4.5. EnviroEonental impacts associated with surfing tourism at destinations 
The respondents' perceptions on the environmental impacts of surfing tourism 
were divided. A small proportion (i.e. three respondents) believed that the environmental 
impacts of surfing tourism generally were insignificant. This perspective was mainly based 
on the view that the waves were a renewable resource and surfing was by default an 
impact-free activity. Barilotti contended that aside from the fact that surfboards, wax and 
wetsuits are aU derived from petro-chemicals, even the simple act of driving to the beach 
inadvertentiy uses fossil fuel. He commented that surfers' impacts in urbanised surfing 
destinations are generally minimal; however, in the case of destinations with relatively 
pristine and remote envirormients with limited infrastmcture, he along with several other 
respondents, highlighted that the simple presence of people can affect the environment and 
that, the introduction of high numbers of surfers can cause unprecedented negative 
environmental impacts. The majority (nine participants including all three surf tourism 
operators) expressed that surfing tourism like any other tourism or industry, can have an 
impact on the envirormient. Surfing tourism's main environmental impacts were perceived 
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almost umversally to be directly linked to the accessing of an area by surf tourists and 
development of amenities and mfrastructure, all of which degrade the local environment. 
The dominant issues highhghted mcluded those associated with sewage, sohd waste 
disposal, the clearing of land, anchoring of boats on reefs and the use of natural resources 
such as fish and shellfish, sand (taken from the beach for constmction matenals) and 
firewood. Several of die interviewees remarked that environmental degradation was 
assoaated with tourism in general rather than surfing travehers m particular. Two 
respondents perceived that boat-based surfing tounsm had limited environmental impacts 
m companson to land-based surfing tounsm which had sigmficant impacts on coastal 
environments. There was divergence on the perception of surf tounsts' direct impacts on 
the environment. Only four respondents specifically commented on surf tourists' direct 
impacts on the namral environment with the surfing industry representative highhghting 
that "I think that there is no one at present that has got a global meiv of what the impacts are and [are 
going to be in the future]'. Some respondents strongly beheved that surf tounsts did not have 
any direct impacts based on the ground that surfers were not usmg or denudmg namral 
resources. Those who recogmsed that suirf tourists have deleterious biological effects 
however refiited the above and pomted out that, surfers can deplete local resources For 
example, Troy claimed that on an Island off Queensland, surfers had depleted the oyster 
stocks and tore trees for firewood. Other concern raised was that surfers can also damage 
coral through the tramphng of reefs as weU as through pohution Paul Edrmston (an 
Austrahan surf tounst operator) commented that- "R£efs get destroyed by 100s of surfers walking 
over them at low tide. ..on a particular island on Timor, I have seen the environmental damage by the 
presence of surf tounsts" Several respondents also beheved that surfing tounsm can be an 
environmental enhancer and/or promote environmental conservation and protection. 
Some respondents claimed that surf tourists can be a dnving force for envkonmental 
conservation by influencing the local community to protect their reefs or, by convincing 
the government to protect certain surfing areas (as is the case with Bell's Beach Surfing 
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Recreation Reserve, Australia). Flynn argued that surfing tourism could be a more 
favourable option and/or alternative economic development option to unsustainable use 
and destmctive practices of marine resources. It can be concluded from the above that 
surfing tourism can have far reaching socio-cultural and economic problems on the host 
communities as well as environmental ramifications. 
4.6. Other factors in the impacts of smfing tourism at destinations 
A variety of other factors were identified and are discussed below (See Appendix 
10.2, Table A6 for thematic analysis). 
4.6.1. Lack of control and plaiming of smfing tourism development 
The most dominant reasons postulated as to why negative impacts and other 
unsustainable outcomes of surfing tourism at destinations have occurred and will continue 
to occur, were related to the lack of control of and lack of planning of surfing tourism and 
its development. This was felt to have permitted unfettered and unrestrained development 
at destkiation with potential ruinous impacts both on the community(s) and the 
environment. Some respondents further asserted that the lack of control and planning of 
surfing tourism was further compounded by weak environmental regulations, the lack of a 
supportive legislative framework and/or inappropriate enforcement of current regulations 
in many developing countries such as Indonesia. 
4.6.2. Lack of guidelines and regulations of the surfing tourism industry 
The lack of guidelines and regulations in the surfing tourism industry and for its 
operators was felt to be a major contributing factor to surfing tourism's impacts. Ponting 
highlighted for instance, the absence of legislation for sewage and holding tanks on surf 
charter boats. Several respondents raised the issue that worldwide there was no authority 
regulating surfing tourism. The lack of existing regulations, policy guidelines and overseeing 
authority(s) were all seen as hindering the sustainability of surfing tourism. The British 
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surfing tourism operator explained that as a result, this had permitted "cowboy compames" 
to develop and operate businesses irresponsibly 
4.6.3- Lack of awareness of surf tourists and responsible behaviour 
The onus of the identified impacts was seen to be not only on the surfing tounsm 
industry but on the surf tounsts themselves. Six respondents commented that surf tounsts* 
impacts at destinations were mostiy due to a lack of awareness and/or naivety of their 
potential impacts particularly in fragile commumties and/or remote and isolated 
environment Another factor stated was that when on hohdays, people tend to relax there 
morais. Views were divided m regards to the extent to which surf tounsts were aware of 
the impacts of their activities, or simply of their presence at surfing destinations Both the 
British and Austrahan surfing tounsm operators commented that most surfers were 
conscious and aware of their impacts. Edmiston, the Austrahan surf operator, gave an 
example firom one of his orgamsed surf tops at a world heritage destmation m Indonesia 
where chents refused to walk on the reef in order not to damage it On the other hand, 
Bardota had a different stance, argumg that the majonty of surfers are not responsible or 
sensitive travellers, and m their search for waves, they have to travel to and enter fragile 
culmres/commumties for which they have limited interest m and/or know htde about. 
Several respondents commented that awareness, impacts and behaviour, all depended on 
the mdividuals and the arcumstances The British surfing tounsm operator took another 
standpomt and, blamed most of surfing tourism's impacts on independendy travelhng 
surfers. He argued that those surf tounsts travelhng m tour groups had lower impacts than 
mdependentiy travellmg surfers. Despite the perceived current lack of surf tourists' 
awareness, five respondents commented that over the last few years, there had been, 
through emergent discussions in the surf media (e.g, films and growing number of articles 
m surfing magazines) and through NGOS such as Surf Aid and Surfrider Foundation, a 
growmg awareness on the impacts and pitfalls that uncontrolled surfing tourism could 
engender. The majonty highhghted the need to mcrease environmental and soao-cultural 
awareness among surf tourists. This was capmred in Tro/s statement: "It is important for surf 
tourists to be socio-culturally aware in order to behave appropriately and in a way [ivhich is acceptable] to 
the host communitf\ 
4.7. Sustainability and requirement for management of surfing tourism 
4.7.1. Sustainability of surfing tourism 
There were divided views as to whether surfing tourism was sustainable (see 
Appendix 10.2, Table A7). Based on the grounds that waves are a renewable resource, 
several respondents felt that surfing tourism can be and/or has the potential to be 
sustainable. Edmiston, questioned however the sustainability of surfing tourism since it can 
lead to and/or be just another form of mass tourism. Many perceived that surfing tourism 
could be sustainable, only i f and when planned and managed appropriately and 
conscientiously. Examples of perceived sustainable surfing tourism diestinations included 
Niiwam surf resort in Sumba, Tavarua, Fiji and Nusa Island Resort in Papua New Guinea. 
Other respondents felt surfing tourism could be sustainable and leave minimum impacts, i f 
it followed the ecotourism approach and sustainability principles. Some nevertheless argued 
that while surfing tourism had the potential to be sustainable, it had a long way to go 
before achieving sustainability and that there was still definite room for improvement. 
4.7.2. Requirement for management 
With respect to achieving sustainable surfing tourism at destinations and ongoing 
surfing tourism success, there was unanimous consensus that attention to surfing tourism 
management was urgent arguing that without management and/or regulations, surfing 
tourism has led to unsustainable outcomes. As Lovett commented, "When there is no control, 
you do end up mth the possibilities of another Lagundi Bay, jNias] popping up again". Flynn argued 
that especially in environmentally and culmrally sensitive areas, there is a pressing need to 
plan ahead and to manage surfing tourism at destinations accordingly. Other comments 
included that management should be developed on a case by case basis, should maximise 
benefits to the local community(s) and should be tailored to the potential visitors. 
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4.8. Critical factors for ensuring the success and sustainabiHty of surfing tourism 
at destination (s) 
One objective of the research was to determme critical factors for ensuring 
successful and sustamable surfing tourism at destmation(s). Responses on the perceived 
necessar}"^  conditions and essential prereqmsite for ongomg surfing tounsm success and 
sustamable outcomes are summarised (Appendix 10 2, Table A8). 
4.8.1. Tourists experience and crowding 
Crowding was considered by all to be a negative factor affectmg the surfing 
expenence. Many commented on the strong relationship between crowding levels at surf 
breaks and satisfaction of surf tourists, explaming that crowdmg m the surf at a destination 
lessened the surfing expenence. Crowdmg was asserted as a negative element at a surfing 
destination that could affect the long-term success and sustainability of surfing tourism 
The majonty of respondents argued that the maintenance of a high quahty surfing 
experience was fundamental for the long-term viability and success of a surfing destination. 
The owner of Tavarua resort explamed that a high quahty surfing expenence and 
satisfaction was cmdal to keep tourists coming back, and argued that "no one wants to com 
half the ivaj aronnd the ivorld to be tn a crowdedplace" 
The majonty of respondents expressed the view that it was vital to hmit numbers m 
the surf and keep the level of crowdmg around the RCC of the surf breaks at the 
destmation. Otherwise the reasons why surfers visited the locations m tiie first place (e.g, 
uncrowded waves) would be lost and new destmations sought, Ponting beheved that m the 
context of the Mentawaiis, where tounsts pay a lot of money for the experience, that this 
destination will start seeing less surf tounsts smce some had been dissatisfied witii their 
trip, due to crowdmg. Additionahy, it was remarked that particularly at destinations where 
the waves are the centre of and/or sole attraction, it was cntical to keep waves uncrowded 
to sustain the tounsts' experience at those destinations. As a result, Edmiston urged that it 
IS important to 'Unpower the local community to make them understand that it ts in their interests to 
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make it mcrowded, and make it sustainable". These findings highlighted issues relating to surfing 
tourists impacting on other surfing tourists arid for the potential for elitism and an 
exclusive namre to firontier surfing tourism, raising the issue of intra and inter-generational 
equity of access to surfing sites, discussed further in Chapter 8. 
4.8.2. Recreation Carrying Capacity of smrfing destinations 
There was a common accord that all destinations had a limited RCC. Many 
respondents strongly emphasised that to be sustainable, surfing tourism should be 
developed around the destination's RCC and that this should be set upon surf tourists' 
preferences. The RCC of the surf breaks at the destination was seen by the majority as a 
powerful and key element (or concept) on which to base surfing tourism development and; 
a foundation for the ongoing success of surfing tourism at destinations. Many also 
discussed that containing surf tourists numbers around the RCC should be a priority as this 
was central for ensuring that surf tourists remmed to the destination. For example, Lovett 
highlighted Tavama resort's success, fiirom the perspective that the resort had been able to 
maximise the appeal of the location by maintaining the number of surfers around the 
destination's RCC. Baker took another stance, highlighting that aside firom providing 
quality experience to surf tourists, the benefits of having low numbers of high-paying surf 
tourists, was a mean to reduce negative impacts on both the environment and the 
community(s) while, still providing economic and other benefits to the communities. 
Others highlighted that controlling numbers of surf tourists at surf break(s) was not only 
important in terms of the quality of the surf experience but from a safety perspective. 
Examples of destinations which have demonstrated the above principles include Tavama 
and the Maldives. However, Edmiston challenged any approaches based purely on the 
RCC of the destination. 
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4.8.3. Safeguarding the destinations' natural environment, host 
coinmunity(s) and its cultural heritage 
The quahty of the namral environment was seen as playmg an important part in the 
ongoing viabihty of a surfing destmation. The majonty beheved that as part of securmg the 
fiiture of surfing tounsm at destination(s), there was an urgent need to minimise and 
manage environmental impacts as well as, to protect the environment and nataral settings 
of destinations Several respondents argued that the environmental quahty of a surfing 
destmation was an important and strong motivational factor m destination choice for surf 
tounsts. Edmiston concluded that has a result, it was important to make the local 
commumty(s) reahse that managmg the destmation's local environment was m their best 
mterest, otherwise tounsts would not visit. Several respondents also raised the importance 
of keeping the surfing tounsm development within the environmental carrying capacity of 
the destination Most respondents also remarked that other key components to the 
sustainabihty (and success) of surfing tounsm destmations included maintenance of good 
relationships with commumty(s) as weU as the support, respect and safeguarding of local 
host commumty(s) soao-cultural heritage. Ponting raised this concern particularly m fragile 
and more vulnerable mdigenous commumties such as in the Mentawaiis, wammg these 
were vulnerable A l l twelve respondents mcludmg the three surfing tourism operators 
underhned the need to support and protect the commumty(s) and surroundmg vdlages. 
Edmiston advocated the need to "Manage the area m the best interest of the local population" and 
to "accountfor the needs and sustainabihty of the local cojmmmties and environment" 
It is important to note that the key mformant mterviews provided an "outsiders" 
view of the sustainability of surfing tounsm at destinations Key mformant perceptions 
regarding negative socio-culmral and economic changes as a consequence of the influence 
of surfing tounsm on host commumties at destinations, mcludmg abandonment of 
traditional economies, loss of traditional culmres and 'westermsation' of host communities, 
may not be shared by local commumties. Romantic ideals of sustaming traditional 
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economies and culmres at remote destinations and regrets regarding 'westernisation' of 
these communities, may be perceived very differendy by the local communities, local 
government and stakeholders in these areas who may seek and aspire for socio-culmral 
changes (Liu, 2003). Obviously it may be unrealistic to expect that in developing regions 
traditional cultures will necessarily be maintained "for the sake of tourists who wish to seek exotic 
and authentic experience' (Liu, 2003:468), despite the significant value these characteristics 
may constimte to tourism. Therefore, it is critical that the requirements and desires of the 
local community(s) at destinations are adequately addressed through community 
engagement and involvement during the development or management of tourism activity 
at a destination. 
4.8.4. Community involvement and control of tourism 
Sustainable tourism depends to some extent on the relationship between the 
tourism operator(s) and the host community(s). Baker strongly argued that surfing tourism 
should not be carried out ".in a paternalistic or colonial way but as an equal partnership". The 
respondents almost unanimously highlighted the importance of communities' involvement 
as well as the increase of their input into the decision-making and planning process in the 
development, and management of surfing tourism at destinations. Edmiston advocated 
"Ijocallj driven planning policies and strategies to increase local involvement in development, to empojper 
local communities'. The majority expressed similar views that, to increase benefits to and 
minimise impacts on communities as well as to avert potential sources of conflicts, a cmdal 
step, was the inclusion of the local communities' views, visions, needs and aspirations in the 
management of surfing tourism. Some respondents suggested ways the communities' 
involvement and control could be achieved, including a participatory approach and a 
consultation process for local people to determine what they would like to achieve from 
the tourism development in their area. Another important point was the need for the 
community(s) to have and to exercise more control over surfing tourism, and management 
of their namral resources. The majority perceived that parmership and ownership in surfing 
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tourism commercial enterprises between host commumties and tourism operator(s) was an 
essential component of sustainable tourism and a key to success, as m the case of Tavama 
Edmiston was critical for instance of surf rights and ownership of surfing resources by 
parties outside the commumty and explamed that " Foreign investors using surf breaks as 
resourcespm'ely for short-term monetaiygam is short stated and exploitative " and thus not conducive 
to sustainabihty Several respondents highhghted the need for greater emphasis on 
commumty(s)' ownership and management of their natural and surfing resources 
4.8.5. Other factors to ensure the sustainabiUty of surfing tourism at 
destinations 
Several respondents asserted that the success of surfing tounsm was largely 
dependent on management and plannmg at the destmation Several respondents expanded 
by arguing diat to achieve sustamable outcomes, it is critical to ensure that the planmng, 
development and operations of surfing tourism at destinations mcorporate sustainabihty 
triangle prmciples (i.e. environment, socio-cultural and economic parameters) For instance. 
It was argued that although economic viability was an important factor to surfing tourism's 
success. It could be at odds with ecological and even social sustainabihty. Similarly, Hawk 
added that the success of surfing tourism at destmations should not be based solely of the 
tounsts' expenence but also on the local commumty The owner of Tavama among others 
added that the destmation's RCC should be mcluded as a parameter to the sustamabihty 
critena It was remarked that all components highhghted above, were necessary to ensure 
the success of surfing tounsm and that, varying degrees of neglect of single parameters may 
impede the overall sustamabihty Another suggestion offered was the need for surfing 
tourism to develop on a smaH scale as opposed to large and high density development to 
minimise impacts. Fmally as part of achievmg sustainable outcomes, Baniotti advocated the 
procurement of local products and services at destinations. The identified and highhghted 
key factors for achieving sustamable tourism will be further investigated m the Lagundi and 
Tavama chapters and discussed m Chapter 8. 
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4.9. Examples of sustainable and unsustainable surfing destinations 
The respondents were asked to give examples of surfing destinations which they 
perceived to be successes or failures and/or sustainable and unsustainable (see Appendix 
10.2, Table A9). While references to specific destinations have been inserted throughout 
this chapter, some additional comments on each specific destination have also been 
tabulated (Appendix 10.2, Table A9). Successful and/or sustainable surfing tourism 
destinations highlighted included: Tavama Resort (Fiji), Nihiwam resort (Sumba), Namom 
resort (Fiji), the Maldives, and Nusa Island Retreat (Surfing Association of Papua New 
Guinea). Seven out of twelve informants referred to Tavarua resort as a model of 
sustainable and weU-managed surfing destination. As the surfing industry representative 
emphasised "Tavarua is a wonderful ivorking example and this is how I ivould have like to see a lot of 
these other places". Kuta (Bali), Lagundi Bay (Nias), Uluwam, Pucket Peninsula and Morocco 
were all highlighted as unsustainable surfing destinations. These destinations and/or areas 
are aU mamre surfing destinations which have reportedly suffered significant problems as a 
result from surfing tourism. Over half of the infomants named Kuta and Lagundi Bay as 
unsustainable surfing destinations. When referring to Lagundi Bay, Flynn commented 
"Nias is a great example in Indonesia where surfing tourism has been a failure". It should be noted 
that all destinations highlighted as unsustainable, are open-access destinations where there 
has been no control in the growth of surfing tounsm and its development. On the other 
hand, aU the other resorts/destinations referred to as sustainable (aside from the Maldives) 
are exclusive destinations with restricted access and limited surf tourist numbers. In the 
case of the Maldives, apart from two surf resorts where the number of surfers is restricted 
(Ian Lyon, pers. Comm, Nov 2005) most of the Maldives surf breaks are outer reefs and 
require boat transport. This has been a namral restricting factor for surfers to access these 
surf breaks unlike destinations. 
These results strengthened the importance of using both Tavama and Lagundi Bay, 
as benchmark and illustrative case smdies to investigate both the phenomenon of surfing 
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tounsm and the issues of sustamabihty of surfing tourism development m vulnerable areas 
when managed and unmanaged. 
4.10. The potential management measures for surfing tourism 
Potential management measures for surfing tourism at destmations have been 
summarised (Appendix 10 2, Table AlO). 
4.10.1. Limiting numbers of surf tourists and controlling access to surfing 
destinations 
As a mean to offset negative impacts and ensure the sustamabihty of surfing 
tourism, there was a general consensus that regulatory measures were necessary To 
preserve the quahty of the surfing experience and minimise impacts on both the 
environment and commumties, many argued to control and hmit the numbers of surf 
tounsts at surf breaks and destmations Overall it was perceived that the long-term 
sustainabiht)' of surfing tounsm could only be achieved by hmidng the numbers of surfers 
at the destmations. Edmiston also commended the importance of keepmg "the number of 
surfers visiting popular surfing destinations to imthin the carrying capaaty of the area", explainmg that 
"in doing so, the environmental sustainabihty and the local social fabnc of the communities has a greater 
chance of being maintained" In the same way, the surfing mdustry representative stressed the 
importance of limiting numbers of surf tounsts while charging higher rates. He beheved 
this could permit a higher-quahty surfing experience while lowenng the impacts on both 
commumties and the environment There was also broad common support for controlhng 
and restricting access to destinations as this was viewed as a key solution to safeguard 
destinations and ensunng their long-term sustainabihty Several respondents remarked that 
whde restricted access and exclusive surf rights would be more prominent and Inevitable m 
the future, this should not be imposed at ever)' surfing destination Nevertheless, 
specifically in the case of remote and fragde destinations (both environmentally and socio-
culturahy), restnction was perceived as the only way forward to minimise impacts. Troy 
gave the example of sensitive destinations such as Nicobar and Andaman Islands m India 
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which he believed should remain protected and retain their seclusions from foreigners. On 
the other hand, in urbanised surfing destinations such as Burieigh Head, Gold Coast 
Australia, it was remarked that restriction of access would not be appropriate or feasible 
and that such areas would require other management strategies. 
Despite broad common support for controlling access, the consequent dilemma 
between exclusivity of surf breaks and open access, as well as the notion of freedom of 
access to surf breaks were recurring themes. Some respondents presented alternative views 
and many felt uncomfortable with the restriction of access, surf rights and exclusive surf 
destinations. Many raised ethical issues in this regard. Ponting warned that rights over surf 
breaks and control of access could also negatively impinge on local community(s) access to 
their namral resources (e.g., fishery). The British surfing tourism operator also pointed out 
the difficultiy in restricting access to surf breaks in certain instances and advanced that the 
ingrained notion of freedom to access surf breaks in the surfing subculmre's where "Most 
surfers have the same opinion which is that no one oivns the waves and no one can stop them from surfing 
there". This, he believed, will impede the implementation and future acceptance of 
restricting access as a management tool. Several respondents challenged this notion of 
freedom to access to surf breaks. For example US Based surf advenmrer and journalist 
explained that: "The surf population has forced me to change my opinion on the restrictions that are 
applied to surfing spots. So the view that the waves should he free for everyone - in theory, that is how it 
should he. But in reality arrdpracticality, it does not rvork that ivay". A n alternative to restricting 
access which could allow for managing and conserving the ecosystem's integrity at 
destinations was, the creation of "surfing" reserves or namral parks where for instance, 
development could be limited and, activities such as fishing, banned. Several referred to 
Bell's Beach Recreational Surfing Reserve in Victoria, Australia as a successful scheme. 
Edmiston however remarked on the difficulty of implementing such a reserve system in 
developing countries in the near future due to their economic and political agendas. He 
elaborated the "alien" concept of sustainability in developing countries further explaining 
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that expeneme mth many people Itmng in remote milages in 'developing' nations is that they meiv 
enmronmentalism as the privilege of already developed countnes". Despite the general agreement on 
the need to restnct access to some destmations, these aforementioned pomts mdicated a 
divergence m opimons among respondents m regards to employing and enforcmg access 
restnctions 
4.10.2. Recreational Carrying Capacity as a management tool 
Another important management tool highhghted by the majority was the RCC 
concept Ponting clearly asserted this point "I// tems of managing a break and surfing destination 
sustamably, finding the best model for a particular break is mrportant The closest model that one could 
hope to get would be based around that recreation carrymg capaatf'. Many proposed ascertainmg 
and then hmiting the number of surfers to the RCC of the destination. Yet it was remarked 
that while the management framework could be constructed around the RCC (based on the 
desired resource conditions for and quahty of experiences for visitors to the area), several 
respondents caUed for the need to extend the framework model beyond the destination's 
RCC. They argued that the environmental CC and the socio-cultural CC of the commumty 
were other important variables which needed to be taken mto account. It was also pointed 
out that the recreational, socio-cultural and environmental CC were specific to and would 
differ at each destination and thus, would have to be ascertamed mdividuahy for each 
specific destination. Another point highhghted by Edmiston was the difficulty m 
implementing and maintaimng the management of a destination aroimd the RCC model 
when priorities and agendas may be more economically and soaally onentated, with an 
emphasis towards short-term economic remms. 
4.10.3. Economic mechanisms 
Many proposed limiting the numbers of surf tounsts through restrictions and 
access closure to cenam destinations while others supported a bookmg and reservation 
system (e.g, Tavarua) as a means to manage visitation levels, particularly at popular surf 
breaks. It was recommended that booking systems hke those estabhshed for National Parks 
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in the USA, or San Ofre surfing beach in California could be adopted at surfing 
destinations. These have limits on visitor numbers and close when these are reached. This 
was seen an efficient way not only to control crowds but also to inherendy help protect the 
environment. As well as regulatory measures to control the numbers of visitors at 
destinations some suggested economic measures, specifically revenue generating 
mechanisms (e.g., permit systems, operator fees, user-fees, entrance fees for accessing and 
utilising surfing resources) collected from both surf tourism operators and surf tourists. 
Revenue raised could be distributed back to provide benefits to the local community(s). 
The revenue system operating at Tavarua resort was illustrated as a successful example. 
Other respondents saw the revenue system as a potential opportunity to contribute 
financially to and fund the destination's management. The surfing industry representative 
commended on this approach: "A fee system, Hke a "bed tax", charging visitors should be set up in 
order to manage things like sewage, all the garbage collection and other public impacts. The fee should be 
regarded as an on cost of having the tourists visiting the region. This pressure on the local infrastructure 
should not be on the burden of the local communities in-rates and taxei'. A point highlighted was that 
by restricting access to areas and inadvertendy discriminating users through financial 
measures (high prices), there was the issue of equity. Such a system could favour a minority 
of elite surf tourists while excluding others. On the other hand Flynn remarked that 
through using a booking system "it is not elitist if everybody has an equal chance [of making a 
booking'. 
4.10.4, Education and 'soft' management approaches 
The majority highlighted the need for the establishment of measures to promote 
responsible behaviour of surf tourists as well as responsible operation of surf resorts and 
other surf tourism ventures. Voluntary and softer management tools to • promote 
responsible surf tourism included codes of conduct for surf tourists as well as 
guidelines/best practice for sustainable surf tourism operation. The majority highlighted 
the importance of increasing the environmental and socio-culmral awareness of surf 
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toutists. This was captured with Troy's statement that "It ts important for surf tounsts to be 
som-culturaiy aware in order to behave appropriate^ and tn a way [which ts acceptable] to the host 
community On a different level, several respondents highhghted the importance of raising 
awareness at community level of issues such as environmental quahty, and the importance 
of uncrowded waves to foster economically viable and sustamable surfing tourism at 
destinations Commumties are often unprepared for the opportunities and negative impacts 
of surfing touosm. Troy stated that: "Mors and ?nore tt ts our responsibility, to inform the local 
people of the potential repercussions when we go to new placed Respondents also urged the need to 
raise awareness and accountability among surf tourism operators and the surf tounsm 
mdustry m general. There was a call for guidehnes on implementing sustainable practices 
which could, for example, offer suggestions on environmentally fdendly, low-impact and 
culturally sensitive travel. Some fundamental challenges raised by several respondents 
mcluded: who and how can any of the above mentioned schemes be remforced and 
promoted^ Another point raised, was the need to momtor surfing tourism's impacts (soao-
cultural and environmental) over time. While one respondent asserted the need for 
governments' mvolvement m surfing tourism, other respondents proposed the creation of 
a body or an orgamsation to co-ordmate pohcies and the management of the surfing 
tourism mdustry as well as to advocate such schemes. Several respondents proposed that 
existing organisations such as the professional surfing bodies or Surfrider Foundation 
could take on such a task Baker commented that the surf media also has a role m 
promoting good behaviour Although it was agreed that measures were needed to design 
and implement sustainable practices, respondents commented on the complexity of 
accomphshing such a task 
4.11. Summary — exploratory interviews 
In summary, twelve exploratory mterviews were undertaken to assess the 
phenomenon of surfing tourism m the context of environmental, economic and socio-
culmral sustainabihty These provided broad insights mto the phenomenon of surfing 
too 
tourism. A number of issues have emerged in relation to the sustainability of surfing 
tourism at destinations and these -will be investigated further in the following case smdies. 
The most significant points raised by the exploratory interviews will be discussed in 
Chapter 8 in conjunction with the findings from the other results chapters. It has to be 
noted that these views represent those of experts and/or elite surf tourists and may 
therefore not represent the views of the different segments of surf tourists. Caution should 
be taken when interpreting the findings. 
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5.2. . Description of the study area 
Gnaraloo is a surfing destination located in the Gascoyne region of Western 
Australia, some 1160 km north of Perth and 160 km north of Carnavon (Figure 5.1). 
Gnaraloo was discovered in the late 1970s/eariy 1980s and surfing tourism soon developed 
at Three Mile Camp on an informal and ad hoc basis. Visitors are drawn to the world-class 
waves, warm weather, remoteness, and low level of tourism infrastmcture. Gnaraloo is a 
renowned surfing destination that offers an opportunity to investigate urmianaged surfing 
tourism in a relatively pristine environment. 
The smdy area covered over 60 km of coastline from Red Bluff in the south to 
Cape Farquhar in the North. Surf breaks are scattered along the coastline and generally 
suited to experienced surfers. The coastline is composed of diverse landforms including 
low limestone cliffs with rocky shorelines, occasional pocket beaches and some active 
parabolic dunes (Department of Plarming and Infrastructare, 2003). The area is part of 
Ningaloo reef which is the largest fringing coral reef ecosystem in Australia (Collins et al., 
2003) stretching some 290 km from Northwest Cape to Red Bluff. At the time this 
research was conducted, the study area fringed the southern tip of Ningaloo Marine Park 
(NMP) and was within the proposed southern extension of the N M P (the extension 
included the area from Gnaraloo Bay to Red Bluff) as its inclusion "would increase 
representativeness of the existing Park andfacilitate the conservation and management of the Ningaloo Bjeef 
as a complete ecosystem" (Marine Parks and Reserves Authority, 2003). The southern extension 
of the NMP was enacted in 2005. The Ningaloo marine environment is a coniponent of a 
nationally significant and fragile ecosystem recognised for its terrestrial flora and fauna, and 
its marine biodiversity which sustains diverse and complex marine communities (Dowling, 
1999). 
At Three Mile Camp, limited tourism facilities are provided primarily campsites) 
and land management is generally restricted and operates on a reactive basis. Coastal 
pastoral stations (Gnaraloo is located on a coastal pastoral station) are known to suffer 
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firom the absence of appropnate management plans and regimes (Department of Planmng 
and Infirastructure, 2003). The surfing season at Gnaraloo runs from May to the end of 
October Visitors at Three Mile Camp are almost entirely composed of surfers, and 
•windsurfers from October to Febmary. The precise magmtude of surfing tourism at 
Gnaraloo is unknown The maximum capaaty at Three Mile Camp is currentiy set by the 
management of Gnaraioo Station at around 228 per week, and in 2002 an estimated 15,000 
people came to Three Mile Camp. The majonty of these were surfers. Coastal station 
tourism (i e all toutists) m Western Austraha generally is composed predominantiy of 
Western Austrahans with a limited number of mternational and mterstate visitors (Wood, 
2003) 
5.3. Study findings 
The followmg findings are based on key mformant interviews and focus groups 
with surf tounsts as weh as partiapant and field observations. 
5.3.1. Attraction and motivation for visiting Gnaraloo 
General consensus from focus groups with surf tourists and key mformants 
revealed that the quahty of the waves at Gnaraloo was a key factor attractmg surf tounsts 
to visit the area. This was capmred by one respondent's comment from a focus gtoup 
when asked why people came to the area; "J/ zs because of the waves, they are the best tn the region 
and better than back home". Aside from the quahty of the waves, the quaUty of the expenence 
was strongly hnked to the wilderness character of the area and its namral settings. This was 
exemphfied by a comment from an mterviewee who stated that "Thepnstine coasthne here ts a 
btgplus dnving ns to come here, the isolation and the desert expenence, we like the place because of the wcy 
It is. There u no real commeraalism here. It's nice to sit around a fire at night, it is part of the ivhole 
deaf Another mterviewee highhghted this pomt by statmg "The jvaves are one thing but also 
the place and everything around jou The waves get you here but the rest ke^syou here " This mdicates 
that the "pnstme/wilderness" environment is of critical importance to surfers coming to 
remote areas hke Gnaraloo. 
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The freedom offered by die area was raised as part of the attraction. One 
respondent stated that "the namre of surfingis to be free, escape from the masses and 
spend time in unique locations and get it to yourself. This is what it is aU about, uncrowded 
waves". It is argued here, that if surfing tourism destinations in remote areas are to keep 
their appeal to surf tourists, including the pristine character of destination, isolation factor, 
namral environment and uncrowded waves, it is important to investigate perceptions of 
destination quality, usage and acceptable crowding levels among surf tourists. While the 
natural environment is key to the attractiveness of the majority of travel destinations and 
recreational areas (FarreU and Runyan, 1991; Hall and Weiler, 1992) these findings suggest 
that this is also particularly tme for surfing tourism in remote areas. 
5.3.2. The mobility and distribution of surf tourists 
For the majority of surf tourists, the main attraction for coming to Three Mile 
Camp was to surf Gnaraloo's main breaks. Surf tourists searched daily for the best 
conditions. Preferred conditions were generally large swells of six foot (2 metres) and over, 
and under such conditions large numbers of surfers were attracted to Gnaraloo's main 
breaks with crowds in the water and the car park fuU in front of the break. In one instance, 
during school holidays, with two consecutive days of waves of at least six feet (2 metres) 
and light offshore wind conditions, up to 70 surfers were recorded during opportunistic 
counts at Gnaraloo's main breaks. Crowds were expected during the school holiday period 
which are the busiest times of the year, nevertheless, even after the school holidays, on a 
day of 5-8 foot with an offshore wind, approximately 50 surfers were recorded in the water. 
Gnaraloo's main break was found to be the preferred surf break during the best conditions. 
Tow-in surfing with the use of jet skis was observed during large swells. One station 
caretaker remarked that "jetskis mregromng in numbers in tlie area and tow surfing was increasing in 
popularity". 
On days with waves less than three feet (1 metre) at Gnaraloo's main break, focus 
groups, interviews and observations revealed that surf tourists searched for bigger waves at 
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surf breaks other than Gnaraloo's main break One respondent suggested that "on smaller 
surfing days, its an opportumty to go and explore the area and look for other surf spotf and this was 
observed with the dispersion of surfers to other breaks along the coast such as "Turdes", 
"Dolphins" and "Red Bluf f (Map 5 2) Surfer tounsts travelled some 20 km from one 
surfing spot to another in one day according to varying tidal regimes, winds and sweh size 
and direction. Crowdmg issues appeared to mfluence the distnbution of surfers in the area 
along with wave conditions. This was ihustrated by a remark from one repeat visitor to the 
area who commented that "First me are going to dnve and check Tombstone (i e Gnaraloo) and have 
a look at it. If it is perfect conditions and big even if it is crowded, it probably doesn't matter so 
much.. .you mil do ivhatyou have to do to get specific waves. But if the conditions are not that great, that 
the waves are smaller and if you know that somewhere else could be nearly ^ SP^^ ^^^^^ ^^^^^ many 
people, you are better off to leave that environment that is crowded and enjoy somewhere else" 
Thus, the presence and distnbution of surf tourists m the area can be explained to a 
large extent by the relationship with the wave environment which conforms to the wmd, 
weather and tidal regime, as well as the avoidance of crowds in the waters Surf tourists are 
mobile, therefore, their impacts are not confined to one area This highhghts the difficulty 
m managing such a mobile group over wide expanses of land and at isolated locations 
5.3.3. Ancillary activities carried outside surfing at Gnaraloo. 
Tounsts staying at Three Mile Camp were found to base their days aroimd surfing. 
The standard of surfers cormng to the area is very high (Thomley and Dante, 1998) and 
most surf tourist expressed preferences for surfing big waves. One regular visitor pomted 
out that "The major reason for coming here is because the jvaves are bi^' This preference for big 
waves was reflected by surf tounsts' activity pattern. On days with waves under three feet 
(1 metre) or when surfing conditions were not optimal, surfers mdulged in a variety of 
ancillary activities mcluding fishing (rod and hne fishing, spear fishmg), divmg, snorkelling, 
beach walking, sand boarding, reef walkmg, recreational boating, bush walkmg and 
exploring coasthne areas m 4WD vehicles. Ancillary activities were a sigmficant factor m 
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people electing to take a surfing holiday at Gnaraloo. A list of ancillary activities has been 
compiled (Table 5.1. a,b,c). This matrix highlights the wide range of activities which falls 
within the ambit of surf tourism. This dearly highlights the need for managers of remote 
surfing destinations, to integrate and consider the potential environmental impacts of 
andUary activities within a management framework and manage and monitor them 
accordingly. For example, reef walking and snorkelling are activities which potentially 
damage fragile reef communities (Hawkins and Roberts, 1993; Hawkins and Roberts, 1994; 
Harriott, 2002) and marine life (Shackley, 1998). In addition, most activities take place at 
the transition zone between marine and terrestrial ecosystems which are particularly 
susceptible to recreational impacts (Mieczkwoski, 1995). Another concern is unmanaged 
human interference of the diversity of the surf tourists' activities on spedes of fauna and 
flora in the area (Andereck, 1993). This study indicates that surfing tourism, like most 
marine tourism (Carter ef al., 2001) can embrace a multiplidty of activities and requires 
management to minimise any potential impacts. 
5.4. Environmental impacts associated with surfing tourism 
5.4.1. Consumptive use of marine resources 
Fishing was found to be a favoured activity among surf tourists at Gnaraloo. The 
station caretaker commented that "Gnaraloo is becoming more popular ivith spear fishing and surfers 
are high users of crayfish and other fish resourced'. One interviewee stated that "crayfishing fishing 
diving and spearfishing are a second nature to surfers". Surfers were observed to spearfish, catch 
octopus for bait and forage for mussels. Surf tourists fished both from boats and from the 
shore. Fishing for meals was found to be prevalent among surf tourists at Gnaraloo. This 
subsistence fishing was compounded by the long distance to stores for supplies and an 
ethos of self-suffidency within surf tourists, exemplified by a comment from a focus group 
that "Surfers are ocean people, living the simple life, routing it and livingfrom the sea are part of the surf 
trip experierrce and coming to Gnaraloo". Focus groups revealed that this was part of the 
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expenence. This ethos of self-suffiaency is not unique to surf tounsts and has also been 
observed among campers on Westem Austrahan coastal stations (Wood, 2003). 
Although the catch by surfer tourists may be perceived as insignificant m terms of 
biomass, smdies by Westera et al (2003) found that, recreational fishing pressure on target 
species at coral reefs, can be sufficient to reduce certain fish populations below that of 
adjacent protected areas Focus groups and interviews mdicated that people have noticed a 
reduction of fish numbers, reduced diversity of fish species m the area, fewer targeted 
species such as blue grouper, snapper, coronation trout, pelagic mackerel, wahoo and 
disappearance of cra5rfish (westem rock lobster) in Three Mile Lagoon in front of tihe 
camp. One interviewee, a repeat visitor over the last 15 years, ihustrated this by statmg that 
'The reef used to be alive and thriving mth fish and now the reef is pretty much dead and most fish have 
been is fished out". While there is existing pressure on the area firom recreational fishing 
(Westera et al, 2003), it is reasonable to question tiie additional pressure on fish stocks of 
targeted species by surf tounsts. While the impacts of the mdividual per se may be relatively 
msigmficant, the cumulative impacts of all visitors to the area consummg manne resources 
may be substantial A station caretaker pomted out that foraging for mussels has large impact 
solely due to the number of people coming over" On a similar line. Wood (2003) argued in the 
context of coastal campers that "the combination of the popularity of fishing the proportion of 
campers ivho fish, and their long duration of the stay has raised concern for the preservation offish stocks in 
the Ningaloo Manne Park" A n issue contended by Dearden (2000) was that when species are 
reduced m abundance below a certain threshold, they may no longer fidfil their ecological 
role in the commumty. Recreational fishmg at Gnaraloo may affect the manne ecosystem 
balance m the area But most alarmingly, the removal and disappearance of targeted speaes 
can cause stmcmral changes m the manne ecosystem with unknown consequences. 
Recreational fishing pressure, while a potential cause of reduction in speaes diversity and 
abundance m the area, may not be the only factor to consider 
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Utilisation of marine resources (Harriott, 2002) is a key factor for coastal 
management and is particularly pertinent in marine parks and/or protected areas where 
maintaining ecological integrity is a key management objective. This is particularly cmcial, 
at locations like Gnaraloo, where there is limited information on the state of fish stocks, a 
lack of longimdinal smdies and/or baseline data on the use of the local marine resources 
and their impacts on the marine ecosystems, and on the marine ecosystems themselves. 
These findings warrant further research on the influence and impacts of surf tourists on 
local fish stocks, marine resources and associated marine ecosystems. 
5.4.2. Impacts on the marine environment 
Environmental impacts most frequentiy reported, and direcdy related to surfing as 
a recreational activity, were the trampling of reefs and breakage when coming in and out of 
the surf, especially at low tide. This was particularly obvious at the Gnaraloo main breaks, 
where at low tide there is a 200m stretch of reef between the shoreline and the surf breaks. 
One comment from a regular visitor "Every time jou go surfing and you have to walk on the reef, 
JOU can feel the coral breaking under jourfeet, it is a terrible feeling'. Trampling by human activity 
can cause irreversible damage to reef flat (Hawkins and Roberts, 1993) and rocky intertidal 
communities (Brown and Taylor, 1999). It is argued here that the regular inflow of surfers 
is likely to continue to impact on this stretch of reef and may in mrn threaten the biological 
integrity of the reef ecosystem. Another less tangible impact is that surfing can contaminate 
the ocean through faecal coliforms, soap, sunscreen and oils (Liddle, 1997). Yet, coral reef 
communities are known to be highly sensitive to such pollutants (Barber et al., 2001). The 
use of fishing boats and jet skis raised issues such as refiaelling on the beach, petro­
chemical pollution and reef damage at Three MUe Lagoon and Gnaraloo Bay, however, 
such impacts were currendy localised. The caretaker of the Red Bluff raised concerns at the 
increasing use of jets skis in the Gnaraloo area for tow-in surfing. Jet skis raised not only 
safety issues for other surfers, but also produced noise, petro-chemical pollution and 
disturb wildlife. Such activities deserve closer attention, particulariy since the adjacent 
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Ningaioo coastline is home to many endangered species includmg whales, dolphins and 
mrdes (Preen etal, 1997). Studies elsewhere (Webster, 1980; Mieczkwoski, 1995; Hammitt 
and Cole, 1998) have demonstrated that non-consumptive impacts on wildhfe (eg, 
ecotourism, whale watching), could lead to changes m commumty's speaes composition, 
wildhfe physiology, reproduction and population levels. Yet, Valentme (1992) pomted out 
that knowledge of wildhfe tolerance levels to human contact m the wild is still defiaent. It 
IS thus reasonable to also question the potential impacts on marme whdhfe (i.e dismrbance 
of turties and other speaes) from the presence of visitors m the area. 
5.4.3. Impacts to coastal landforms and native vegetation 
One of the mam environmental issues raised m interviews and focus groups in this 
smdy was access to the coasthne Rugged terram and long distances between isolated surf 
breaks means that 4WD vehicles are required to access most areas Vehicle movement 
through vulnerable coastal areas (e.g., sandy beach and coastal dimes) can damage fragile 
habitats (Stephenson, 1999, Newsorae et al, 2002) and may disturb wildhfe (Mieczkwoski, 
1995) Furthermore, the lack of formal roads and uncontrohed access and movement of 
vehicles has lead to prohferation of tracks and opemngs along the fragile coast of Gnaraloo 
Station. Locahsed vegetation damage and dune erosion were present. This was particularly 
apparent at Turtie Beach (a popular surf break located adjacent to unstable sand dunes and 
nesting beach for loggerhead tardes) where, despite restncted access to 4WD vehicles, the 
majority of visitors dnve down the beach and park m close proximity to the shore, causmg 
sigmficant destabihsation of fore-dunes 
One of the most visible and reported landscape changes was the removal of 
vegetation around Three IMile Camp during firewood collection Accordmg to staff of 
Gnaraloo Station, despite the sale of wood at the camp and the ban on wood collection 
estabhshed by the station operators, individuals still coMected wood illegally Firewood 
collection can have detrimental effects on the natural environment, mcluding loss of 
vegetation cover, changes in speaes diversity and composition, reduction m habitat 
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integrity, the spread of disease and possible change to the nutrient balance of ecosystems 
(Department of Conservation and Land Management, 2005:110). Other recurring and 
commonly reported impacts included litter problems and walking trails radiating out 
around the campsite causing erosion, soil compaction and reduction of vegetation cover 
and habitats for native species. Most trails have evolved as visitors create paths to the coast. 
The lack of formal paths and signs was believed by surf tourists and key informants to be 
the main cause of the proliferation of tracks and associated vegetation damage and dune 
erosion. Dune erosion ma sand boarding, dune climbing and vehicle access around dunes 
was also highlighted during the focus groups. It has been widely reported that both the 
trampling of vegetation by humans through camping, walking and vehicles and the removal 
of vegetation and indirect destmction of protective vegetation cover can lead to rapid 
deterioration of important properties of soils (Buckley and PanneU, 1990; Dargie and 
Briggs, 1991; Cole, 2004; Priskin, 2004). Fragile environments in arid areas such as 
Gnaraloo are particularly vulnerable to significant physical damage to soils (Mieczkwoski, 
1995). 
5.4.4. Other enviromnental impacts 
At Three Mile Camp the septic tank system for sewage was seen to overflow, 
indicating it has insufficient capacity for the numbers of visitors at peak season. Rubbish is 
burnt in an open tip which could obviously lead to both soil and water contamination. The 
effects of sewage pollution on coral-reef communities is a concern as this can lead to the 
reduce viability of corals (Pastorok and Bilyard, 1985). In 2002 some 935 dogs came to 
Gnaraloo Station. "While most are well behaved (Staff, interviews, 2004) and on lead, there 
are potential dismptions to native wildlife by un-restrained dogs as well as other threats. 
For instance, dogs can harass, chase and predate on native fauna as well as increase 
vegetation disturbance. Other indirect impacts include the lasting scent left by dogs which 
can dismpt native fauna (Department of Conservation and Land Management, 2005) and 
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unne and faeces which can carry diseases which can be harmful to native species (Sime, 
1999) , feral cats attracted to refuse, and the spread of weeds. 
5.4.5. Matrix and conclusions on the environmental impacts of surfing 
tourism 
The most sahent impacts were described and for convemence, impacts were 
disaggregated during analysis and a matrix constructed Matrices display mformation m a 
simple format (Bojorquez-Tapia et al, 1998) This quahtative study did not, however, 
attempt to quantify the number of tourists' activities, their frequency, or their respective 
environmental impacts. The matrix (Table 5.1 a, b and c) was designed to illustrate and 
summanse empmcal research findmgs, coUate data from the hterature (Puczko and Ratz, 
2000) and highhghts some potential cause-and-effect relationships. Beside impacts 
identified during field mvestigation, the hteramre review assisted to identify activities' 
potential impacts on the both manne and coastal environments and guided the formulation 
of the matrix ([Walpole and Goodwm, 2000). This matrix highhghts the diversity of impacts 
assoaated with the multitude of ancillary activities, which take place at Gnaraloo. This 
su^ests that surf tourists are high users of the coastal and marine environment This 
concurs with the oplmon offered by a C A L M officer during an mformal mterview in 
regards to surf tounsts visiting Gnaraloo that "surfers are high users of the coastline simply by the 
nature of the activities they carry out". Nevertheless, most impacts identified in this study are not 
umque to surf tounsts but are simply a result of the presence of humans (Mieczkwoski, 
1995), thar activities and access to fragile areas. This smdy, however, provides evidence 
that surfing tourism can adversely impact both coastal and manne environments if 
msufficient management actions and gmdehnes are adopted 
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5.4.6. Contributmg factors in environmental impacts 
Causal factors for the environmental impacts evident at Gnaraloo as mdicated in 
mterviews and focus groups included 
(i) Unlimited use and frequency of visits of tourists, 
(u) Lack of formal roads and no mechanism to control vehicle movement, 
(id) The vast extent of the land area and coasthne which comphcates management, 
(iv) The isolated location of areas such as *Turties' which comphcates supervision of 
access, 
(v) Inconsistency and lack of enforcement of current restrictions to access m the area, 
(vi) The erection of barriers and signs are ineffective without poUcy and enforcement, 
(vn) Lack of adherence to existing management and rules, and vandahsm, 
(vih) Inadequate infrastrucmre and facihties to handle sohd waste and sewage, 
(ix) Lack of awareness on the fragihty of the local environment and the potential 
impacts of human activity, 
(x) Limited mformation on the sigmficance of the specific habitats of the region 
Lack of awareness 
There were contrasting perceptions by surf tounsts of their impacts on the local 
environment This divergence between perceived and actual impacts m tourists has been 
previously reported (Hihery et al, 2001) In this case smdy, some surf tourists perceived 
that the impacts of this activity were neghgible and ahnost non-existent Others 
commented that anyone visiting remote areas wdl cause some impacts One mterviewee 
stated "it doesn't matter horn ostensible, benign the nature of surfing is, our mere presence in such a fragile 
environment is bound to have repercussions on the environment" Most impacts were mainly 
miintentional (e g , traraphng on reef when accessmg the surf) or due to a lack of awareness 
of the ecological sensitivity of the environment. As one mterviewee remarked m regards to 
the vegetation of Gnaraloo. "They think that it is a tough environment and they don't realise it is 
fragile." The Three Mile Camp caretaker further highhghted tins remarkmg that "people don't 
understand that what appears to he dead wood is in fact still alive". This clearly identifies the need 
to educate visitors about the fragility of the vegetation and of the' natural environment in 
general. Another point raised by a repeat tourist to the area was that first time visitors are 
unaware of the fragility of the environment of Gnaraloo. He remarked that surf tourists do 
have impacts but argued that "I did that the first time out ofpure ignorance. People that come here 
thefirst time, they have never heen here and done it hefore, they expect the reef to he like down South which 
is hard rock hut here, the reef is much more fragile and jou don't realise that until jou have heen here at 
least onci'. He summed up most impacts as a consequence of naivety and inexperience. 
Another surf tourist contended that lack of awareness came down to the fact that "If jou 
don't come hackjear afterjear it is difficult to evaluate jour impacts". In other words, regular visitors 
have the chance to reflect on long-term environmental change as opposed to first time 
visitors. This suggests that first time visitors at surfing destinations may cause more 
significant impacts through being less environmentally aware than regular visitors. This 
difference in awareness between first-time and regular ecotourists was also observed by 
Duffy (2002) who contended that reflection of long-term environmental change is a 
challenge for ecotourists since the wider impacts of human presence are much harder to 
appreciate on a short hoUday. 
The location of Gnaraloo in a rugged desert together with its image as relatively 
unspoilt wilderness area gives visitors the impression that Gnaraloo has high resilience. 
This is accentuated by its remoteness and isolation which renders an individual's perception 
of his/her own impacts as very low. This was substantiated by some comments during 
focus groups and interviews where some perceived their impacts as minimal due to the 
relatively small number of people visiting the area. Visitors perceive the area as deserted 
but the caretaker and others working in the area appreciate that there is a constant stream 
of individuals throughout the year. A station caretaker exemplified this point with regard to 
fishing, arguing that 'people coming here fish and pick up stuff andforget thefollomng daj someone tvill 
do the same thing". This suggests a misconception of surf tourists with regard to their impacts 
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when visiting remote areas and a lack of appreciation that impacts are not solely hnked to 
intensity of use, but also the type of use (Herath, 2002). For example. Smith and Newsome 
(2002) showed that at mformal campsites even low usage levels of an area could alter the 
immediate environment. 
Lack of individual responsibility 
Perceptions of surf toutists' own impacts on the environment differed between 
mdi\iduals within the focus groups. Some respondents felt responsible for affecting the 
local environment, while others did not appreaate their potential impacts or did not take 
responsibihty for the any of the observed environmental damage to the area A number of 
surf tounsts beheved that, in terms of fishing impacts for example, recreational fishermen 
cormng to the area have much greater impacts than surfers With regard to removal and 
degradation of vegetation, some commented on the fact diat degradation by the sheep on 
the coastal station, far outweighed the degradation by surf tourists. While sheep have 
undoubtedly impacted the coastal vegetation, it does not negate surfers' impacts. 
Seemingly the heart of all these problems relates to the lack of mdividual responsibility and 
understandmg of the fragihty of the local environmental This indicates that some surf 
tounsts do not understand the results of their own activities and behaviour. This could be 
explained by their lack of awareness previously discussed. Such lack of mdividual 
responsibihty is not speafic to surf tounsts as Duffy (2002) recorded similar results with 
ecotounsts m Costa Eica where the majonty of ecotounsts interviewed did not reflect on 
and confront the results of their own actions. Similarly, a report by the Western Austrahan 
Plannmg Commission (2004) found that most statton campers did not recogmse any 
environmental impacts of uncontrolled campmg. If surfing destinations In remote areas are 
to be mamtamed In a relatively pnstine state and m an ecologically sustainable manner, then 
it IS informative to (a) assess tounsts perceptions of environmental degradation caused by 
tounsm activities, and (b) assess what environmental changes and resource (Scheyvens, 
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19.99) conditions are considered as acceptable by the surfkig tourists as this, may assist to 
iinplement appropriate visitor-management strategies (Priskin, 2003). 
There was consensus from key informants, station managers, focus group and 
interviews that it is the minority that spoils it for the majority. Several respondents asserted 
that this minority is either not aware or simply is irresponsible. Managers recognise that the 
majority of visitors obey the rules. For example, vehicle restrictions are ignored at Turtle 
beach and, surfers and fishermen drive to the water's edge regardless of the interdiction of 
passage. A certain 'laisser^aire' attimde by some individuals to certain issues (e.g., wood 
collecting, accessing, closed areas, illegal spear fishing) is of concern for management and 
protection of namral resources. One surf tourist commented in relation to tourists' 
irresponsible behaviours that "People on holidays, they do not think about things like 
environment, they think that they are paying and can do whatever they want". This 
underlines the need to encourage responsible use of tourism destinations by surf tourists. 
Importantiy, following focus groups sessions, many respondents stated that their awareness 
of their potential impacts on the area had increased. Some asserted that they had never 
thought about the issues raised and the discussions had changed the way they perceived 
their activities in the area. This suggests that an educational approach could contribute to a 
significant improvement in the awareness of visitors and substantially reduce the footprint 
of human impact in the area. 
5.4.7. Management issues and mitigation measures 
The general response from interviews and focus groups regarding management at 
Gnaraloo was that the current system was neither sufficient to stop environmental impacts 
nor appropriate for the long-term sustainable use of the area. A consensus emerged on the 
need for improving the existing management to minimise environmental impacts. There 
were however, considerable discussions regarding restriction of access and the regulation of 
surfing tourism and recreational activities in the area. While there were split views on the 
potential solutions, the majority was willing to see increased management and mitigation 
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measures When questioned if surfing tourism at Gnaraloo needed to be managed, some of 
the comments mcluded "If goes imthout a question, people need to he managed and better educated'. 
Var}ing suggestions emerged from focus groups and mterviews on the range of possible 
mitigation measures and management tools Attitade towards potential mitigation measure 
and management preferences and action for the area mcluded: 
(i) Improving environmental education, 
(ll) Introduce rangers to the area, 
(m) Motivatmg tourists to become advocates for conservation measures, 
(iv) Improve trails, tracks and mfrastrucmre (i.e sewage and waste coHection), 
(v) Limit the number of people and provide minimum facihties to reduce the number 
of people visitmg, 
(vi) A levy to go towards conservation and management to the area, 
(vn) Restriction of access to fragile areas. 
If the current difficult access and capaaty hmit at Three Mile Camp (bemg set at 
228 per week) has contamed the environmental damage at Gnaraloo, then it is logical that 
the proposed road between Coral Bay and Nmgaloo will exacerbate the situation by 
mcreasmg the mflux of touosts and spreading the impact to additional areas Statements 
from visitors illustrating this concern mcluded "Making this highly accessible isn't a good thing the 
more the place rvill be degraded" and "The ivorse things is that they are going to do is improve the road and 
this mil increase the number of people coming in which mil ruin the local environment and ecosystem" In 
an area where there is limited basehne information on the condition of the local ecosystems 
and where appropnate management and monitoring are currentiy not in place, mcreasmg 
level of usage warrants mvestigation mto the environmental carrymg capaaty of the area 
Yet, It should be noted, visitors* behaviour (Leung et al, 2001) more than visitor numbers 
can shape the type and extent of environmental impacts. Some potential recommendauons 
and su^estions based on findmgs firom these mterviews and focus group discussions may 
assist with the development of sustamable environmental management guidelines. 
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Physical management techmques 
Many of the negative impacts such as erosion, track formation, sewage issues and 
hard waste disposal were attributed to an absence or lack of suitable management. Most 
could be remedied by improving infrastmcmre facilities such as adequate sewage treatment 
and disposal of solid waste or with techniques such as board walks, signage, fences and 
vegetation barriers. Thus, it is argued here that the challenge at remote destinations Uke 
Gnaraloo, is not to eliminate activities but instead to manage them ia appropriate manner 
so as to preserve the ecological integrity of the local namral environment. 
Regulatory management techniques 
Gnaraloo Station owners provided limited management on Gnaraloo Station. This 
is for the most part insufficient due to the lack of staff and absence of formal regulatory 
control. Some environmental impacts such as damage to dune systems, may require 
stronger control measures. Managers may have to prevent access to those areas that have 
been seriously impacted (such as Turdes Beach) as well as enforce the ban on firewood 
collection. Neither the restriction to beach access nor, firewood collection bans are 
respected by visitors to date. This indicates challenges to management in enforcing 
regulations over such extensive areas. 
Moreover, focus groups highlighted that the freedom of camping in a non-
regimented manner was an important component of the attraction for coming to Gnaraloo. 
A Western Australia Planning Commission (2004) report also observed that many tourists 
who camp on pastoral stations select such locations due to the freedom of camping in a 
non-regimented manner. The concept of free access to coastal areas in WA is contentious 
for fumre management and may hinder visitors' acceptance of regulatory management 
measures at Gnaraloo. 
Another concern raised in interviews and focus groups was with regard to the 
growing number of visitors to the area. There was consensus on the need to control 
visitors' numbers and restrict access in order to safeguard the environment and the quality 
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of the expenence to the area As facihues at Three Mile Camp improve (e g., electnaty, hot 
showers) more people are hkely to visit the area A number of surf tounsts proposed a 
reduction of and/or a mmimum availability of facihties at Three Mde Camp to reduce 
visitor numbers However, the surfing community was ambivalent about mtroducing such 
measures This conflicting attitude can be attributed to the notion of free access to surf 
breaks as part of the ethos of surfing, which was also found to be a sigmficant component 
of the experience in commg to Gnaraloo As Buckley (2002b 421) pomted out for surfers 
from most countnes: 'Tt ts a haste rule of the surfing culture that anyone can get tn the water" As 
one mterviewee pomted out "as long as the waves are here, you wofi't stop them from coming surfing 
heri'. Some even argued that restnctive access could lead to an mcrease in iliegal campmg 
m the area. Personal observanon and accounts from the Gnaraloo caretaker disclosed this 
having occurred. Opposition to management and restrictions could result m further 
damage to the local environment and resistance to comply. This suggests that fiiture 
management objectives must integrate the users' (in this case surf tourists) views The smdy 
recogmses some disharmony with regard to the potential mitiganon and management 
measures, with varying views on restriction of access and numbers to the areas Thus 
restrictive measures required should be considered judiciously, and pubhc consultation 
employed to determine the level of mtervention by managers required to ensure that 
surfers and other users respect the environment and comply with the best environmental 
practices. 
Economic management techniques 
There was a particularly strong view on the msufficient mvestment put back mto 
the area firom the station management. One participant firom a focus group pointed out 
"there is a lack of investment tn the place, you pay tivelve dollars a night and nothing goes hack into the 
environment". Certam respondents felt that is was the responsibihty of the management of 
the station to ensure good practice smce they were paying to stay at Three Mile Camp. 
Others added that some of the fee paid for staying at the Three Mile Camp should be 
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spend on the improvement and management of the area. Others proposed the introduction 
of an extra levy to fund local conservation. This idea of collecting fee as a measure to 
conserve and manage surfing destinations could be a potential tool which managers should 
consider. This "user pay" philosophy has been successfully applied in numerous National 
Parks in America, and other parts of the world (e.g. Yosemite National Park; Yellow Stone 
National Park), in Australian National Parks and even at state beaches in the USA such as 
San Onofre Surf Park in California (daily free US§6). It may be difficult to apply such 
schemes in remote surfing tourism destinations due to the notion of free access and 
common nghts to beaches and coastal areas. Similarly, waves are often seen as the 
common property of aU. Nevertheless, a "user pay" scheme could be a tool to fixnd 
environmental management of remote surfing destinations. This warrants further research 
on surf tourists' willingness to pay for accessing remote areas and for supporting 
environmental management of these areas. 
Educational management techniques 
The majority of surf tourists visiting the area recognised some of the tangible and 
visible tourism and recreational impacts such as dune erosion. Yet it appeared that with 
regard to the less tangible and inadvertent impacts, some surf tourists did not recognise the 
consequences of their own actions. As previously highlighted, this appears to be due to a 
lack of awareness of the fragility and the vulnerability of the local natural environment. 
This smdy indicates that environmental impacts could be mitigated through education, 
interpretive materials and the promotion of awareness. Management actions supported by 
the surf tourists included educational tools such as increased signage and printed material 
to promote awareness on the fragility of the local environment. The provision of effective 
interpretive materials could aid visitors' awareness of the vulnerability of the local 
environment and how to minimise their impacts (Leung et al., 2001; Marion and Reid, 
2007). This could encourage visitors, for instance, to refrain from leaving designated tracks 
or collecting wood. In addition, many were in favour of the introduction of rangers to the 
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area to educate the general pubhc One surf tourist exemphfied this point by stating that 
"You mil never stop peoplefrom commg and you cannot exclude them hut, you can gmde them". Another 
argument was that government agency staff needed to aUocate time at Gnaraloo to become 
adequately knowledgeable of both the area and its visitors m. order to manage the area 
effectively. One comment firom a focus group which raised this point was that "Government 
manne officers in charge of mana^ng the area, come two weeks a year to the area and heheve that it is 
enough to knoiv what theprohlems are and how to manage them. Yet they have no affinity or no long term 
knowledge of the area or of the people coming here, and as a consequence they won't be respected or supported 
by the surf tounsts" This perception suggests that enforcement and creation of regulations by 
State Government agencies for the area may not secure acceptance by surf tounsts 
flowever, interviews and focus groups suggested support for voluntary management of the 
area by the visitors in a form of shared responsibihty with relevant authonties and site 
managers was seen a more effective measure In addition, pubhc mvolvement (in this case 
surf tourists) m the development and implementation of management schemes was seen as 
fiindamental for their success One repeat surf tourist argued that "it is up to the surfers from 
now on, we are the ones coming here and therefore 7ve need to protect the place ive love". This opimon 
reflects some surf tourists sense of empowerment of environmental stewardship due to 
then intimate relationship with the ocean as well as strong sense of attachment and affimty 
to Gnaraloo. This calls for partiapatory mvolvement and mclusion of surf tounsts as a 
vehicles and techmques m management decision and implementation A recumng 
suggestion was the mvolvement of key figures withm the surfing fraternity m the area's 
management. A key mformant (a repeat visitor to the Gnaraloo)'s comment lUustrated this 
view "an important thing for surfers u to maintain an interest in the environment and support each other, 
It IS important iveget involved and get a right of saj" It was remarked that surfers would be hkely 
to respect a recogmsed figure withm the surfing fratermty rather than an outside 
government agent. The idea of surf tourists self-management and self-pohang was also 
raised by a Department of Conservation and Land Management (CALM) officer who 
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suggested formal training of key figures within the surfing community and put forward the 
idea of awarding iadividuals with an official tide, to give them power of enforcement. 
Empowerment of the surfing community appears critical to safeguarding the environment. 
The finding suggested that the management of Gnaraloo's environment using educational 
approach, rather than a restrictive approach, was likely to aid achieve successful outcomes 
and lead to positive change in attitudes and reducing impacts. 
5.5. Discussion 
This case smdy suggested evidence of widespread ecological damage both on the 
coastal and marine environments, attributable to a lack of appropriate tourism 
infrastmcmre and tourism-related activities. Environmental impacts were related to access, 
namral resource consumption, surfing activity and ancillary activities. Erosion, loss and 
removal of coastal vegetation, reef degradation, water pollution, interference with fragile 
coastal and marine ecosystems are among the many problems observed at Gnaraloo. The 
main conclusion from this case smdy is that careful management is necessary in areas 
adjacent to surfing areas to reduce the impacts on the both the coastal and marine 
environment. This investigation suggests that surfing tourism, like any other form of 
tourism, is not without impact. Surfing tourism in unmanaged and remote destination 
areas requires planning, control and management to minimise environmental impacts. 
Environmental assessment and continuous monitoring of the impacts of surfing tourism at 
destinations, as well as the development of ecological and social indicators are required to 
permit managers and operators to control and manage tourism accordingly. Potential for, 
applicability of and effectiveness of monitorkig at surfing destinations worldwide, 
particularly in developing countries may nevertheless be restricted and compromised due to 
absence and/or lack of baseline data, limited handing, expertise, training and governments 
support. 
The fundamental challenge associated with surfing tourism at remote fragile 
destinations like Gnaraloo, is management or more precisely, the lack of it. The nascent 
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infrastructure and lack of management, the inherent nature of hving from the sea (i.e 
consumptive use of marine resources), the diversity of ancillary activities and surf toutists' 
mobihty over extensive areas, all engender potential impacts Although most impacts are 
locahsed around highly-used areas, surf tounsts' mobility over extensive areas can spread 
impacts over a relatively wide geographical area. In addition, tounsts' mobihty can be the 
route for the dispersal and spread of weeds, disease and soil pathogens, with damaging 
consequences to namral ecosystems (Buckley, 2000, Buckley, 2001, Buckley and King, 
2003, Buckley et al, 2004, Turton, 2005) While the direct impacts of surfing_^gr may be 
msigmficant, impacts assoaated with accessmg surf breaks and the consumptive use of 
marme and other resources need to be further investigated through longimdinal smdies and 
quantitative evaluations In addition, multifaceted activities ancillary to surfing may lead to 
unexpected impacts if not managed properly and; considerations should be given to both 
the offshore and onshore activities The true namre of surfing tounsm m remote 
destinations as documented m this study, undermmes the non-consumptive and bemgn 
image that surfing tounsm portrays. This research refutes the behef and assumption that 
the utihsation of waves is a namral non-poUuting/irripacting process. Thus surfing tounsm 
requires some level of management to maintam the ecological mtegrity of an area This 
smdy on the nature of surfing tounsm at a remote destination highhghts the complexity of 
ways m which surfing tourism can impact both terrestrial and manne ecosystems, and over 
a wide spatial area. The potential dispersal and diffusion of direct, mdirect and cumulative 
impacts from surf tourists and their ancihanes activities at destinations, cleariy highhghts a 
need for more complex management systems from surf operators and/or land managers. 
Management issues and mitigation measures wiU be discussed m fiirther detailed m section 
5.4.7. Managers of surfing destinations must be aware of tiiese potential impacts and 
estabhsh management strategies accordingly so as to maintain the ecological mtegrity of the 
area 
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With the growth of tourism, Western Australia and other fragile surfing 
destinations worldwide (e.g:, Indonesia, Papua New Guinea) with numerous quality breaks 
along their coastiine, are likely to attract increasing numbers of surfer tourists. Yet, as 
Ondicho (2000:198) remarked "What in absolute term would normally represent minor environmental 
disturbances, could be of considerable significance because of where it occurs". Thus, solely on the basis 
of the fragility of the coastal and marine environments visited, surfing tourism should 
receive specific scmtiny rather than being assumed to be an environmentally-friendly 
tourism sector, until sound quantitative estimates of any impacts are calculated/determined 
and better understood. 
A judicious combination of management approaches is required to maintain the 
ecological integrity at destinations without compromising the freedom of access. These 
findings should assist managers to recognise, mitigate and find solutions to address and 
reduce these impacts to existing and fumre surfing tourism destinations. These findings 
may be of particular use for planning and management. What is apparent firom this 
research is that strategies for managing surfing tourism in remote areas are essential. If 
environmental impacts are principally a consequence of humans' ignorance, then 
educational strategies are necessary for surfing tourism management to be successful and 
sustainable. The lack of understanding by some surf tourists as to their environmental 
impacts may explain some of their unintended impacts resulting from inadvertent 
behaviours. This concurs with Glasson et al (1995:155) who stated "an uninformed visitor mil 
display uninformed behaviour", and suggests that education may form an essential part of the 
solution (Diduck, 1999) to reduce environmental impacts at fragile and remote surfing 
destinations. 
A further challenge to sustainable management of surfing destinations is the 
contentious issue of the "tragedy of the commons". Twining-Ward (1999:187) pointed out 
is that: "Many of the resources on ivhich the tourism industry depends can be classified as common pool 
resources such as beaches and mountains. This implies that often tw single company or authority is 
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responsible for their management and they can thus be used free of charge As a result, as recounted m 
Hardin'sfamous essay The Tragedy of the Commons', they tend to be subjected to overuse and lack regular 
re-mvestment or necessary maintenance" The tragedy of the common concept is apphcable to 
remote and open access surfing destinations hke Gnaraloo where some of the problems 
identified m this study include the lack of mvestment and responsibihtj^ to protect the area 
It IS also important to note that while environmental management and conservation are 
increasingly bemg promoted in developed countries hke Austraha, Europe and the Umted 
State of America, developing countnes such as Indonesia typically do not have the same 
pnorities. This emphasises the need to mcrease surf tourists' mdividual responsibihty and 
awareness regardmg their impacts m order mimmise them, especially at destinations m their 
own countries or when abroad where management is msuffiaent or non-existent These 
findmgs highhght the need to mtegrate the management of surfing tounsms' impacts for 
both offshore and onshore activities, mto current and future coastal zone management 
5.5.1. limitations of the study 
Since the findings have been based on perceptions and observations, it is important 
to recognise the degree of subjectivity of the study. Participants m the focus groups and 
mterviews may have limited knowledge of impacts on the environment and their views may 
not necessarily accurately reflect the current simation at Gnaraioo While most surf tounsts 
m the study demonstrated some awareness of issues by providmg examples of impacts, 
these were mainly of a visible nature (e g , dune erosion) or personahy mduced (e.g., coral 
breakage, track formation) Less tangible and/or mdirect impacts (e g , wildhfe interaction) 
were seldom mentioned Thus, it is important to note that what respondents perceive as 
acceptable impacts may not be necessarily compatible with sustainmg the ecological 
mtegnty of the local environment m question. 
The spatial spread and diversity of the activities conducted and the diversity of 
terrestnal and marine environments at Gnaraloo provide a chahenge m assessmg complex 
mteractions within the ecosystems as weU as cause-effect relationships between each 
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environmental component and human activities (Julien et al., 1992). Consequentiy some 
impacts may have been omitted. This study did not aim to provide a comprehensive list of 
all possible impacts; rather it identified some of the most salient impacts for managers to 
be cognisant of in order to manage sustainably surfing destinations. Fumre smdies would 
need to consider indirect and less tangible impacts associated with surfing tourism and its 
ancillary activities. 
As this smdy was conducted post factum rather than ante factum, the evaluation of 
environmental changes due to surfing tourism as perceived by focus group and 
interviewees, should be taken with caution as no baseline data or detailed ecological smdies 
were available to evaluate the state of the local environment before surf tourism 
commenced. Ideally, a longimdinal smdy at a location where surfing tourism would have 
just commenced would have been more effective to assess the impacts of surfing tourism 
perseovet time. 
This smdy's findings and observations were based on a single season and did not 
examine variations of the intensity of visitors and recreational use over a year. While surf 
tourists make for the majority of visitors coming to the area, other tourists, such as 
windsurfers are also hkely to impact of the local environment. Priskin (2003) argued that 
windsurfers require more space per individual for setting up equipment and thus may 
incidentally have greater impacts than surfers on land. However, distinction between surf 
tourists and other tourists may be difficult and ongoing and all year round monitoring 
would be necessary for determining the dynamics of recreational use of the area. 
Finally, these findings cannot be universally generalised to other surfing 
destinations for two reasons. Firstiy, because these findings on user behaviour and activities 
patterns are not generic to all surf tourists. Orams (1999) pointed out that within every 
recreational activity there will be a varied range of age groups and people represented. In 
addition, surf tourists (Dolnicar and Fluker, 2003a) have diverse sets of needs and it is 
important not to treat tourists as a homogenous group in terms of their needs, behaviour 
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and consequent impacts (TVtcMinn and Cater, 1998; Orams, 1999). Similarly, one can 
confidendy argue that the different segments of surf tourists wih also have different values, 
needs and environmental awareness. Secondly, different surfing destmations with diverse 
management strategies, coastal environment and marine ecosystems wiH have inherendy 
different resihence levels and wiH react differentiy to human pressures As highhghted by 
the Umted Nation (1999), the number of visitors, resihence of ecosystems, visitors' 
responsibihty, accessibihty and management methods are all factors that can affect the 
degree of impacts Therefore, surfing tounsm's impacts on the environment should be 
considered m context of the local environment's sensitivity and management objectives of 
the area, as environmental impacts essentially relate to the context, time, place and people 
mvolved 
5.5.2. Ongomg monitoring and future research 
The findmgs suggest an urgent need for long-term momtonng of enviconmental 
impacts (e.g., tramphng of reef, fishing pressure from surf tourists and water pohution) as 
weU as soaal impacts (e g. human use surveys, level of acceptable change etc.) to evaluate 
changes over time The knowledge on the potential cumulative effects of human activities 
on the coastal and manne environments (Manning and Dougherty, 1999) is meagre and 
long-term monitonng wih detect cumulative environmental effects of activities. 
Furthermore, Papageorgiou and Brotherton (1999) urged recogmtion that some ecosystems 
can react belatedly to recreational pressures and cumulative impacts and that effects may 
develop at later stages This dearly highhghts the need for ongomg momtoring to assess 
changes over time and mitigate impacts accordingly Such long-term monitoring wiU be 
cntical to manage sustainably ecologicaUy-fragde surfing destinations such as Gnaraloo. At 
present the capacity of land managers at Gnaraloo to deal vnth such a wide and remote 
coastal destination is restncted. This is also pertinent to other surfing destinations with 
extensive coasthne and complex geomorphology where highly mobde surfers, with diverse 
and unevenly distnbuted activities over space and time, wiU undoubtedly hinder 
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monitoring. This supports Lawson (2006)'s assertion that monitoring visitors is inherently 
difficult in larger protected areas that experience dispersed use. In addition, in remote areas 
and in developing countries, governments and managing bodies often do not have the 
human resources or funding to set up cosdy monitoring scheme. As a result, to minimise 
expenses and human resources in the field, a more pragmatic system for monitoring and 
evaluating impacts and management approach is required. Satellite imagery could be used 
to identify small scale changes in coastal marine ecosystems, including coral reef and dunes 
(Stoffle et al., 1994). Alternatively this could be achieved using video derived coastal state 
indicators (•www.TheCoastViewProject.org). Jusoff and Hassam's (1996) approach where 
environmental changes over time could be monitored via a combination of generic field 
survey methods, geographical information system (GIS) and monitoring sensing data is 
recommended as an efficient monitoring system to help management decisions. 
The smdy has offered some qualitative descriptions and information of impacts and 
activities carried out by surf tourists which has allowed deeper understanding of surfing 
tourism at remote destinations. Yet the descriptive impacts provided no information about 
the intensity of the impacts. For example, there is a need to quantify surf tourists' impacts 
on wildlife and on the environment. Management wiU be restricted by the combination of 
limited scientific understanding and baseline data on the study area's namral environment, 
as well as the lack of quantitative detailed information on users and resource use. Limited 
statistics on surf tourists numbers, resource use, user characteristics, activities, expectations 
and motivations from surf tourists for visiting Gnaraloo and other surfing destinations 
worldwide as well as baseline environmental data and quantitative evaluation of identified 
impacts to the environment will restrict suitable design and fruitful implementation of a 
management plan, and therefore further quantitative research is warranted. 
Since this research was conducted at Gnaraloo, an updated management plan for 
the Ningaloo Marine Park has been released (January 2005) by the Western Australian 
Goverrmient, which included the 'southern extension' of Ningaloo Marine Park (containing 
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Gnaraloo Station) The Department of Environment and Conservation (DEC, previously 
CALM), IS the State government agency "with stamtory responsibihty for the management 
of the Nmgaloo Marme Park. A Nmgaloo Research Program has been developed, with 
cohaboration between the D E C and other State government agency's and research 
scientists, which has collected data over a four year period includmg a bio-physical 
mventory, human usage mventory, key ecological processes, development of cost-effective 
monitoring protocols, assessment of the ecosystem impacts of human usage and 
mtegration and assessment of management performance/effectiveness. This mformation 
wiU be used to assess and modify current management strategies to ensure the sustainability 
of marme resources in the Nmgaloo Marme Park mto the future. While the Nmgaloo 
research program relates to Nmgaloo Marme Park generaUy, and not specificaUy to surfing 
tourism at Gnaraloo, the findmgs of this research program may provide valuable 
information regarding surfing tourism and anciUanes activities earned out at Gnaraloo, and 
in turn provide additional information to the D E C on how best to manage surfing tourism 
at Gnaraloo 
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Lagundi village expanded on die seaward side and Sorake Beach developed to become 
Sorake village - this is administratively considered to be part of the desa (i.e. viQage) of 
BawomataUio (called Botohili), one kilometre inland from Sorake Village. 
This smdy concentrated on the villages of Sorake, Botohili and Lagundi. AH three 
were considered as one community when investigating the socio-culmral and economic 
impacts and the changes brought about by surfing tourism to the area. Hiliamaeta was not 
included in the smdy as it did not cater for surf tourists and its population subsists mainly 
from agriculmre and some cultural tourism. The total population smdied was 
approximately of 3,910, with around 240 individuals in Sorake, 3,080 in Botohili and 
around 590 in Lagundi (BPS, 1999). The local people of Lagundi Bay speak one of three 
Malayo-Polynesian dialects. In Sorake and Botohili, the community is almost entirely 
Christians, while in the village of Lagundi most are Muslims (Secretary of the desa, 
Interview, 2004). The economy of Nias is influenced by limitations of its geography (i.e. 
isolation). In Nias, 83% of the population are below the national poverty line (Australian 
Marine Science and Technology Ltd, 2002) and the population Uves on marginal economies 
and subsistence living. In Lagundi Bay, the majority of the population subsists from 
farming, some artisanal fishing and a minority in tourism-related venmres. Fishing 
practiced from outrigger canoes, is mostiy subsistence and/or to supplement income by 
selling fish to nearby markets. The majority of families have a basic diet composed of staple 
crops including sweet potatoes, tapioca, cassava and rice. Their economic activities are 
mostiy subsistence agriculmre (e.g., cassava, sweet potatoes and rice) and pig rearing. A 
small proportion also grows coffee, cloves, patchouli oils, raw mbber and copra for export 
outside the island. The community has limited income-generating alternatives. According 
to the village secretary of Botohili, 80% of the population live from farming and fishing, 
18% work in tourism (i.e. operating losmens, working as tourists guide, selling crafts and 
biscuits etc) and 2% are" employed by the government. In the desa of Lagundi 
approximately 80% rely on agriculmre. Yet there is a serious shortage of agriculmral land in 
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the Lagondi bay area and this is a problem across Nias (Beatty, 1992) The majority of the 
local commumty has limited access to social amemties and services such as potable water 
supply, sewerage and samtation along with healthcare Education m Nias is very low and 
around 50% of chddren do not receive secondary education (BPS, 1999), as most famihes 
cannot afford to pay school fees (Key informants, interviews, 2004) 
6.2.3. Tourism profile in Nias and Lagundi Bay 
Nias IS a major tourist destination m North Sumatra which attracts both 
international and domestic touasts. Nias attracts international visitors who come to 
expenence the umque and ancient megahthic culture (Fryauff et al., 2002), witoess the 
stone-jumping and traditional war dances, and visit the traditional houses A few 
backpackers visit Lagundi Bay, but generally only stay for a couple of nights as activities m 
Lagundi Bay, apart from surfing are limited and are further impaired by the lack of pubhc 
transport. Outside the main surfing season backpackers and European tounsts visit from 
February to March More recendy, during the wet seasons when the waves are smaUer, 
backpackers and world travellers have visited Sorake beach as it is a cheap destination to 
learn to surf before heading to Austraha While there are no rehable data on tounst type 
and numbers visiting Lagundi, Lueras and Lueras (2002a) estimated that 90% of the 
island's annual visitors were surfers Accordmg to Merpati Airhnes, when reviewing 
occupancy of the airhne, most tounsts who come to Nias are surfers. Interviews with local 
travel operators, losmen owners and focus groups revealed that the majonty of tourists 
visitmg Nias are surf tounsts and the typical length of the stay in Lagundi Bay is between 
two to three weeks The surfing season in Lagundi is from May to October (the dry season) 
(Warshaw, 2003) but the peak for surf tounsm mns between June to August when the 
sweh patterns are the most consistent and largest m size. While Nias was once a final 
destmation, more recentiy surf tourists go directiy from Nias to other islands and/or stay in 
Lagundi only for a couple of days as a transit stop before visitmg other islands such as 
Hmakos and the Mentawans The majority of the surf tourists at Lagundi are independent 
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travellers who visit as part of a surf trip around Indonesia or the world. According to the 
tour manager, tiie head of the surf club and chief of the Sorake-Botohili and losmens 
owners, surf tourists coming to Lagundi are mosdy from Australia, Japan, Brazil, USA, and 
Europe. Focus groups revealed that tourists visiting Nias were independent travellers with 
small budgets who were attracted mainly by the low cost of living and the quality of the 
waves. The surf tourists at Lagundi generally had a low daily expenditure (approximately 
•£?).S/d2iy) (Personal obsewations, 2004) with one night's accommodation costing between 
5,000 to 10,000 rupiahs (i.e. 40 to 80 pence) and a main meal ranging from 5,000 to 15,000 
rupiahs (40 pence to £1.25). Most surf tourists visiting Lagundi were found to be what 
(Buckley, 2002b) referred to as "time rich, cash poor surfers". 
6.2.4. Surf breaks of Lagundi Bay 
Lagundi Bay has four breaks including: "The Point", "Kiddieland", "Indicators" 
and "The Machine" (Figure 6.3). The main break which has given Lagundi Bay its 
worldwide reputation is "The Point" which is the surf break at the western end of Lagundi 
Beach. On the inside of the bay is "Kiddieland", which surfed when the main break is less 
than five feet, mosdy by local children and^begiimers. Further up the point is "Indicators" 
which is a dangerous wave only ridden by professional and extremely skilled surfers (this 
was therefore not included as a wave for surf tourists and in any case is rarely surfed). 
"The Machine" is a break which is twenty minutes walk from Sorake Village, located just 
outside Lagundi village toward Teluk Dalam. It is ridden on high tides and when the main 
break is around five feet (2 metres) and over. "Rock Star" (out of Teluk Dalam) is a surf 
break which is one hour by vehicle and is the least accessible to tourists staying at Lagundi 
Bay. Surf tourists and local surfers mainly surf "The Point" and, occasionally "The 
Machine" and "Rock Star" when the conditions at main break are not suitable. In addition, 
the lack of public transport, distance and difficulty of access to surf breaks such as "Rock 
Star" were major constraints. Discussions with local surfers and surf tourists, and 
participant observation revealed that "The Point" was the preferred surf break and that few 
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tounsts staying at Lagundi Bay travelled to the other surf spots This was reaffirmed by 
findmgs firom focus groups where, when asked why they came to Nias, aU answered that 
they came to surf the famous right-hand surf break '*The Pomt". As a result, crowds 
tended to concentrate in the line up at the mam break "The Pomt" (Personal observations, 
2004). As a result the RCC of the Lagundi Bay as a surfing tourism destination was based 
aroimd the RCC of the mam surf break, "The Point^', this being the main attraction for 
surf tounsts visiting the island of Nias. 
Table 6.1. Description of surf breaks in Lagundi Bay Data was complied from interviews with 
local surfers, surf tounsts and personal observation (adapted fcom Buckley, 2002b 436) 
Locatron Name of 
surf break 
Base Tide Type Swell 
(height 
and 
direction) 
Size 
(feet) 
Perceived 
maximum 
carrying 
capacity 
(persons) 
Surfing level 
Inside 
Lagundi 
Bay 
The Point Reef All tides Right > 1 5m 
SW 
3-15 15-20 Intennediate 
to advanced 
Kiddieland Reef Mid - high Right >1m 
SW 
2-3 10-15 Beginners 
The 
Machme 
Reef High tide Left >1 5m 
SW 
2-5 5 intennediate 
Indicators Reef High bde Right >1 5m 
SW 
5+ N/A Expenenced-
professional 
Outside 
Lagundi 
Bay 
Rock Star Reef All tide Left 1-2 5m 
SW 
2-6 10 Intennediate 
to advanced 
6.2.5. Recreational Carrying Capacity of Lagundi Bay 
"The Pomt" is a very "mechamcal" wave which breaks consistentiy at one take off 
zone Surfers thus aggregate around one area for take off and this hmits the number of 
surfers in the hne up at anyone time In addition to the spatial concentration, time of the 
day was also found to be an mfluential factor. Personal observations mdicated that the 
busiest times were early m the mormng to mid mormng and mid to late afternoon (i e 
during the cooler periods of the day) while midday was generahy less busy (to avoid high 
sun exposure). During the first two weeks m June 2004, the number of surfers m the hne 
up at tihe mam break ranged on average between ten to fifteen people and another ten 
surfing the mside break (Kiddieland) Participant observations mdicated that most 
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considered die current numbers of surfers in the water as acceptable. This was consistent 
with remarks from surf tourists during focus groups who, when asked to assess the current 
level of crowds in the surf commented "I don't think it is too bad" and "'?dght now it is 
borderline". Similarly, informal conversations with local surfers and interviews with key 
informants indicated that the threshold number of surfers at which they began to feel 
crowded was estimated to be around fifteen. 
On several occasions when more than fifteen surfers were in the line up at the main 
break, surfers were wimessed harassing one another to catch waves (Author's observations, 
2004). Participant observation, focus groups and informal interviews with surf tourists 
revealed that on these occasions, the growing number of surfers in the line up had 
negatively impacted the surf tounsts' enjoyment. Tourists during informal conversations on 
such days had commented that it had felt too crowded and many had complained they had 
not been able to catch any waves. This clearly su^ests that from the surf tourists' 
perspective, ten to fifteen people in the line up at the main break, was the sustainable 
recreational carrying capacity. When asked if they would remrn to Nias if there were more 
than twenty to twenty-five people in the water at Lagundi's main break, aU unanimously 
stated that they would not, or most likely would not return. This supports the notion that 
an increase in the current number of surfers in the line up at the main break would result in 
a reduction of surf tourists' enjoyment, and a loss in satisfaction and holiday experience 
and; most importantiy, that this would hinder tourists from remrning to Lagundi in the 
fumre. 
The RCC of the main break was also determined to be dictated by the swell and the 
frequency of the waves. This was exemplified by a comment from a surf tourist who 
argued that: 'This place is known to be very consistent This place can work when there is 15 people. Yet 
if the sjvell is less consistent like today, three people can hold the peak". A local surfers and losmen 
owner remarked that "When the waves arefive foot, maybe a maximum of 30 peoplefor both the main 
break and Kiddieland. Yet, during big swells, when it is some 8 to 12 feet, the maximum number would 
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be betiveen 6 to 10 people". This was reiterated during informal discussions with local surfers 
who argued that during big sweh, the mam break becomes dangerous and for safety 
reasons can consequendy hold less people m the hne up Smce surf tourism m Lagundi Bay 
IS ahnost entirely based around surfing the main break, and with a lack of other quahty surf 
breaks m the vicinity, the capacity for the number of surf tourists m the area at any one 
time IS restricted A general consensus gained from the majority of local surfers, key 
mformants and surf tourists interviewed along with personal observation, suggested that 
around fifi;een people at the main break with another ten to fifteen at **Kiddieland" were 
the maximum numbers at each surf break before an unacceptable dechne m the quahty of 
expenence was expenenced by surfers. Some surfing destinations can be a base from 
which surf tounsts can travel to otiier surf breaks on a daily basis In the case of Lagundi 
Bay, however, the geographical setting, the available surfing resources and lack of pubhc 
transport restncts surf tourism m one small confined area. It can be argued from the above 
findmgs that Lagundi Bay as a surfing destination is hmited due the observed fimte surfing 
resource of Lagundi Bay and the low RCC of the mam surf breaks 
6.3. Evolution of surfing tourism in Lagundi Bay 
6.3.1. History and development of surfing tourism in Lagundi Bay 
Due to the lack of archival documents on Lagundi Bay and its history and 
development, the following is based on mterviews with key mformants and secondaty 
sources of mformation Nias Island had been promoted worldwide as a tourism destination 
as early as the 1850s by missionaries (local historian and BUPATT tourism officer. 
Interviews, 2004). Yet, Nias was only known to a few anthropologists, archaeologists and 
serious traveUers who were mterested m the anaent culture, architecmre, traditions and its 
people and the megahthic viUages. Despite some level of tounsm in Nias, interviews with a 
local historian and a local anthropologist disclosed that Lagundi Bay had remained imtil the 
mid 1970s, very much isolated and had not been exposed to tourism or western influences 
In 1974, a western luxury Dutch cruiser, the "Prinsendam" began visiting the sub regency 
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town of Teluk Dalarn and ship passengers came to tour the famous megalithic villages of 
the vicinity (this cruiser ceased in 1982). Tourism in the Lagundi area commenced in 1975 
when three surf travellers discovered the right hand point break at Lagundi Bay. The 
following year, five people returned and camped in front of the main surf break, which was 
jungle at the time. The subsequent year a handful of tourists came and stayed with local 
families. Rumours about Lagundi, as the new idyllic surfing destination and the most 
perfect right hand surf break in Indonesia at the time, spread by word to mouth within the 
surfing community. Soon international surfers started to arrive. By the late 1970s, 
photographers, international surf magazines (e.g., i'/y /^^ r magazine and Tracks with an article 
called Tubular Swells) and films (i.e. film promotions from Dick Hoole and; Asian Paradise in 
1981) had exposed and publicised Lagundi Bay which further enticed and inspired surfers 
to travel to Nias (Jason Child and Peter Troy, pers. comm. 2002 and 2004), leading to a 
population explosion. As Kevin Lovett (Interview, 2003) commented "Lagundi was special 
because it captured the whole allure of what the surfing dream was. The warm tropical nature, the magical 
environment and the ability to find pristine surf and the perfect barrel." The movie "Stormrider" 
(1982) which capmred footage of Nias' illusive wave triggered an even greater number of 
surf tourists to visit the area (Peter Troy, interview, 2004). The first losmen in Lagundi 
village was built in 1979 with three rooms. At that time there was no accommodation at the 
Point (i.e. Sorake Beach) and tourists stayed in Lagundi village and walked to the main 
break to surf (Figure 6.3). 
As the number of stirf tourists increased, the local villagers of Lagundi Bay soon 
realised the potential economic benefits of surfing tourism. In 1980, an entrepreneurial 
local farmer built the first losmen on Sorake beach in front of the main surf break. This 
was soon followed by three more losmens in Lagundi village. From 1982 to 1985, the flow 
of surf tourists to Lagundi Bay increased with on average 20-30 tourists per week during 
the peak season. Several key informants commented that the surf tourists over these three 
years were soon followed by backpackers. By 1985 a tour manager called Adventura was 
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bringing groups of twenty tounsts to Lagundi village. The tourists' profile had diversified 
and some tounsts were by then coming just for a hohday. One losmen owner lUustrated 
this pomt by stating that "They were notjust surfers but tounsts from Europe. They came to swim, 
look at the ivaves and trek around the milage f 
Between 1985 and 1987, the number of losmens that offered rooms and board to 
surfers, grew firom five to twelve m Sorake Beach. Lagundi Bay had become a fashionable 
surfing tourism destination and the prime attraction m North Sumatra (Bangkaru, 2001). 
Toutists' numbers kept growmg to the pomt where, during the high season, ah the losmens 
were fidl (Bangkaru, 2001 and key mformants. Interviews, 2004). A losmen owner 
commented that during the dry season, sometime there were not enough rooms for the 
tourists One government offiaal emphasised the growmg tourism by commenting that 
"Between 1985 and 1990, the tounsm was at itsfullest There ivere so many, at least one hundred people 
every week and, they used to stay for more than one month, some even for a couple of months" Surfing 
tounsm IS beheved to have reached its peak by the late 1980s early 1990s Lagundi Bay had 
grown rapidly from an isolated destination into what Lueras and Lueras (2002a) described 
as a "wellpopulated and booming surf atf' By the late 1980s, the rising number of tounsts was 
also reflected with mtensifying crowds m the surf at the mam break with some thirty plus 
surfers in the water and another sixty on the beach according to several key mformants 
Personal communication with a Mentawaiis surf charter boat operator and the editor of 
Tracks magazine mdicated that by 1987, Lagundi bay was already gomg down and that the 
crowds in the surf were getting worse with mcreasing fights in the water In the early 
1990s, overcrowding at Lagundi Bay had prompted surf travehers and advenmrers to 
explore surrounding islands to find uncrowded waves (Jason Child, ^ ^rj comm, 2002) One 
losmen owner reiterated this commentmg that "In ]une-]uly ivhich is the busiest time, sometime 
there were forty to fifty people m the water. You could not get a ivave. Sometime, there were some fights 
between Bra^lians and Australians The localpeople did not fight imth the tourists m the water, hoivever 
they gave them verbal abuse. One of the prohlems ivas that it was too crowded here There were a lot of 
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people here, so tourists started going to other islands like the Hinakos". This view of Lagundi was. 
shared by many key informants and this was illustrated by a comment from Reeves 
(1997:115) who contended that: By the late Ws, the magic rvas gone. Lagundi had turned into an 
eroded, polluted, hygienic nightmare...". Consequendy, surfing soon expanded in the 
neighbouring Islands (e.g., Hinakos Islands, Palau Asu and Palau Bawa, Talo and the 
Mentawau Islands) with the development of surf resorts and surf charter boat operations. 
In 1990, the airport opened in Nias for domestic air flights from Sumatra's 
mainland to GunungsitoU and by that time, all sectors of tourism (including families) were 
coming to Lagundi Bay for a vacation. Lagundi was undergoing a development phase. 
While there are no official records on the exact numbers of touasts visiting, many key 
informants and community members contended that during the peak season approximately 
one hundred tourists per week were staying in the area. This was reaffirmed in The 
Encyclopaedia of Surfing by Warshaw (2003:411) which stated that "Lagundi's many 
"homestay" lodging are often full during the dry season and crowds of 100 plus surfers are common". As a 
result of the growing tourism, people from Lagundi Bay but also many investors from 
outside Nias (the majority from Medan), saw an opportunity to make money from tourism. 
This resulted in a rapid and ad hoc tourism development of losmens for tourists between 
1991 and 1992 on the stretch of coast between Sorake and Lagundi beach. During this 
two-year period, the number of losmens rose from 12 to 50 on Sorake beach alone. By 
1992, there was a total of 62 losmens when accounting for those of Lagundi village (this 
does not account for other losmens lived in by the locals). Interviews with key informants 
and discussions with local inhabitants pointed out that this uncontrolled losmen 
development led to an over supply of rooms (with over 200 rooms). Many contended that 
this triggered losmen owners to start competing among each other to attract tourists. 
Several key informants noted that by the time a large percentage of the losmens 
were bmlt in 1992, tourism had stagnated when compared to the late 1980s. Concurrentiy, 
other neighbouring surf destinations were opening and as a local Tour manager argued: 
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"Now Juigufidi ts no longer the only surfing destination of Ntas. There are new destinations which have 
opened such as Asu and other islands such as Htnako and Sumba Sufers now go to other Islands". By 
then, a major part of the local economy was build upon the surf tourism trade with many 
local people workmg m vanous tounsm enterprises With the dechne in surf tourist 
numbers and the surplus of accommodation available, competition and nvahy became an 
issue Sorake Beach nonetheless remained a popular destination with international surfers 
and traveUers. Lagundi viUage which had lost it surf tounsts to Sorake Beach was now 
expenencmg a level of domestic tourism 
Between 1992 and 1996, key informants (mcluding losmen owners and government 
officers) estimated that up to 300 tounsts per month were commg durmg the peak season. 
During this period, crowding in the surf was further compounded by a growing local 
surfing population Accordmg to the Chief of Botohih, also the head of the Nias surf dub, 
until the early 1990s only a smaU number of local inhabitants (around 20) surfed Smce the 
mception of the Nias Island Assoaation for Surf m 1994, the local surfing population has 
grown from 20 to approximatdy 87 (m 2004) in the whole of Lagundi Bay and from 22 to 
58 in Sorake Beach This mcreasmg local surfing population created a group of yoimg 
people referred to by the local commumty as the ^beach boys' One losmen owner in 
Sorake (also a surfer) asserted that "Beach boys started around 1994-95 and then the problems 
started'. This view was shared by many key mformants who stressed the strong "beach boy 
culmre" (with the drinking, drugs and prostimtion) and "locahsm" attimde in the surf, had 
mgramed itself m some of the young local surfers. Many contended that this had been 
affecting tourism and one losmen owner pomted out "The otherproblem was that the beach boys 
used to tell tounsts that they could not smf heri" AU key mformants and local inhabitants 
mterviewed commented upon local surfers' hostihty towards surf tourists. They reported 
frequent fights m the water yet, contended that these were mainly between surf tounsts 
themselves Nevertheless, locahsm in the surf was perceived by aU to have had a major 
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impact on surf tourism and to have inhibited many surf tourists from returning and visiting 
to Lagundi. 
Aside from the crowds in the surf, key informants revealed that tourists had been 
increasingly complaining about other problems. These included water quality issues with 
sewage from the losmens discharged dkecdy into the bay, the disappearance and erosion of 
the beach, prostimtion, drugs, rising crime and antagonism towards tourists. Crime, 
harassment and safety at Sibolga Harbour were also highlighted to have been key problems 
for tourists coming to Nias. These above mentioned points were highlighted almost 
unanimously by all individuals interviewed and one government official asserted: "The 
situation of the area became so bad, that is why the surfers started to try other areas and they found the 
Mentawaiis, Asu Island and Bawa and, rtow they have moved to Afulu and even in Talo... to find 
somewhere safe to go surfing'. Articles in surf magazines and the surf media have portrayed the 
downfall of Lagundi and publicised its deteriorating reputation. During focus groups, surf 
tourists also commented that they had heard and/or read about Lagundi's notorious 
reputation with issues of crowds, crime, localism, pollution and overdevelopment. These 
issues were aU further divulged in the "The Golden Pig" documentary which chronicled the 
discovery of Lagundi's main surf break and the subsequent surf-related development in the 
Bay. OveraU, Lagundi had been portrayed over the years as an overcrowded and, to a 
degree, ruined surfing destination. Most tourists emphasised that this portrayal had been a 
deterrent for visiting Nias. As mentioned, surf tourists were abandoning Lagundi Bay for 
other surfing destinations. One participant contended that: "Before it was one of the best waves 
in Indonesia. But soon after that, surfers started exploring for more uncrowded surf spots and discovered the 
Mentaivaii. By 1993, surfers started to go on surf charter boats in the Mentawaii. There are definitely 
better place to go norv ivhich have better waves andfeiver croivds, minus the harassment". 
In 1994, Nias regained further worldwide media attention with the advent of a 
series of international surfing competitions, the Nias Indonesian Open (which ran from 
1994 to 1997) which was part of tiie Worid Qualifying Series (WQS). A n interview witii 
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one key informant revealed that the event had been relocated to the Maldives for safety 
reasons. The last mternational surfing competition, the O'Neih Deep Jungle Open was held 
m 2000 Smce then only small-scale Indonesian competitions take place m Lagundi. The 
local government and outside mvestors at the time saw these mternational surfing contests 
as ideal tourism promotions and commercial venmres. Consequentiy, a French hotel 
company "Accor" in assoaauon with an outside mvestor from Medan took this 
oppormnity to develop a luxury resort at the end of Sorake Beach. In 1994 a luxury resort, 
the "Sorake Beach Hotel" consisting of 80 chalets with a capacity of around 200 tounsts, 
became operational and employed over 100 personnel (Staff of Sorake Resort, interview, 
2004) This luxury resort was designed to attract a mid to upper market chentele with 
rooms of 200,000 mpiahs per night per person (i e. around j^20/night) The Sorake Hotel 
was used by a few wealthy surfers but mainly by tours operators which were offenng 
package hohdays to famihes from around the world, mainly Japan and Germany. By 1996, 
hotel management had changed, and more recentiy the Sorake Hotel has only opened when 
tounsts present themselves at the hotel and operates with mne members of staff. 
The general collapse of tourism m Lagundi Bay became pronounced by 1997, and 
by 1998 had almost completely ceased. This was reflected for the whole of Nias which saw 
the numbers of international tounsts per year drop significandy from 10,787 in 1996, to 
3,176 m 1997 and 901 m 1998 (BPS, 2000) There are several reasons for tins faU. Firstiy, 
Indonesia was negatively impacted by the Asian Financial Cnsis from mid-1997. This was 
one of the deepest economic down-turns that Indonesia had experienced (Sherlock, 1999) 
which lead to the cohapse of country's tourism industry and high mflation rates m Nias 
(Government offiaal. Interview, 2004). Consequentiy, SMAC atrhne reduced their flights, 
and since the crisis has only operated two flights a week from Padang Secondly, civil 
unrest around Teluk Dalam in 1998, with severe fighting among two villages, made the area 
unsafe for tourists There was a general behef among the key mformants and local people 
mterviewed that these senes of events had contributed m part to the coUapse of tourism in 
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Participant observation disclosed that at the time of the fieldwork, small numbers 
of surf tounsts were returning to Lagundi, ironically for the uncrowded waves. This was 
also revealed during focus groups and informal conversation with surf tourists, when asked 
what factors and motivations had attracting them to come to Lagundi, all answered that 
one of the main reasons was directiy related to the fact that they had heard that the waves 
in Lagundi had become empty and uncrowded. Comments taken from focus groups 
illustrating this view included "I heard that Nias was no longer crowded so it tvas a good incentive to 
come here to surf the wave I had heard offor so lon£\ These statements were reflected among all 
sixteen surf tourists who took part in the focus groups as well as other surf tourists 
informally interviewed during the period of the fieldwork. Yet, despite the slow return of 
surfing tourists, the low level of tourism in Lagundi was found to be economically unviable 
and insufficient to sustain the local community. 
6.3.2. The fumre of (surfing) tourism in Lagundi Bay 
The Nias local government (at the time of fieldwork) was attempting to increase 
the low level of tourism by actively promoting Lagundi Bay as a tourism destination. 
Discussions with government B U P A T l officials indicated the future plans and tourism 
management strategies. One of the major projects planned was the rejuvenation of the 
Lagundi Bay area by transforming it kito a resort extending from Lagundi Village to the 
Sorake Beach Hotel. The local government was planning to purchase most of the land in 
the area and to relocate losmen currentiy breaching planning regulation (i.e. those below 25 
metres above high tide mark). These were to be rebuilt in compliance with the current 
standards and environmental regulations (i.e. adequate sewage facilities etc) and the area 
was to be re-landscaped by cutting trees and creating gardens. The local government aimed 
to gain closer control over tourism by setting tourism standards, including fixing prices for 
losmen in order to avoid harmful competition (Tourism government officer. Interview, 
2004). Most key informants and local community members including several losmen 
owners raised the necessity to better manage and regulate tourism in Lagundi Bay and 
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indicated willingness to become mvolved m the process Yet many also raised concerns, 
particularly with regard to the relocation of their losmens, explainmg that without 
government financial assistance, the resultmg uncertainty at an mdividual level would 
jeopardise losmen owners' hvehhoods The chief of Botohih fiirther contended that this 
project was a contentious issue for a few losmen owners who beheved that the 
enforcement of comphance of environmental regulation (i e. relocating losmens and 
preventing the removal of sand from the beach) would limit personal freedom and would 
be damagmg economicaUy. Many key mformants mcluding losmen owners highhghted this 
problem explaining that uncontrolled tourism, free markets, self mterest and individuahstic 
gam had compromised the long-term future of the area as a tounst destination to the 
detriment of aU. When reflecting on this problem, all key informants and losmen owners 
argued the need for managed tounsm, yet many debated the processes m achievmg this. 
The re-establishment of mtemational surflng competitions at Lagundi was 
suggested as a marketing tool. AdditionaUy, both the local government and the 
commumties had discussed the estabhshment of co-op's within each village. This scheme 
was designed to work on a fair and equal distribution of employment, particularly during 
events such as surf competitions, where each co-op would be mvited to take part in certam 
activities (e g , welcoming guests, cleaning the area etc) The disttict government was also 
takmg steps includmg the development and improvement of local mfrastiructure mcluding 
road maintenance and the installation of an A T M machme m Teluk Dalam. There were 
plans to open an Airport in South Nias close to Teluk Dalam for domestic flights to South 
Nias from Medan and Padang as a means to attract tounsm to South Nias and this was 
hoped to have major repercussions on the tourism in the area. Actions to protect tounsts 
have also been taken, such as a waiting room at Sibolga Harbour where tounsts can safely 
wait before embarkmg on the ship to Nias Another tounsm office in Lagundi was to open 
for tounsts where they would be able report any problems The above-mentioned projects 
were intended to encourage tourists to remrn to South Nias While most local community 
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members were optimistic about the fumre of Lagundi Bay's tourism, others showed greater 
reservations. Most key informants were, however, optimistic with regard to the fiiture of 
tourism in Lagundi. The new management regency of Nias, with the decentralisation of 
power within Nias, should permit a direct management strategy to be formulated and 
administered locally by B U P A T l at the sub regency in Deluk Dalam. A l l key informants 
and local inhabitants believed that this should permit a better and locally management 
planning and control of the area. Lagundi was expected to undergo a rejuvenation phase. 
6.3.3. Stxmmary of the evolution of surfing tourism in Lagtmdi Bay 
In a period of approximately 25 years, Lagundi was transformed from an unknown 
and isolated area, to a world-renowned and crowded tourism destination, to a desolated 
and degraded destination. Tourism grew rapidly without control or planning. From 
Lagundi's discovery, a rapid influx of surfers arrived, followed by en-mass arrival of low 
budget tourists (surfers and some backpackers) and mainstream tourism. The findings 
provide evidence to surest that Lagundi had advanced through the tourisrn life cycle 
stages, with declining visitor numbers, and had endured the Tjoom to bust' cycle of 
tourism. Lagundi Bay appears to have followed the S curve and has approximated the 
stages of Butier's (1980) cycle, and concurrentiy progressed through the process of Doxey 
Irridex (negative change in the relationship between tourists and host community), and this 
is discussed in Section 8.2.2. 
Tourism development rapidly expanded beyond Lagundi's finite RCC and resulted 
in high numbers, overcrowded surfing conditions and dissatisfied tourists. This triggered 
some surf travellers to explore further a field for new and uncrowded destinations. 
Concomitantiy, rapid and uncontrolled tourism development growth and increased tourists 
numbers, in the absence of management and planning, resulted in overdevelopment, 
degraded ambience and degraded overall quality of the destination and downmarket 
competition (Buckley, 2002b). The haphazard development, lack of planning and 
uncontrolled tourism, led to severe environmental degradation (pollution, water quality, 
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coastal erosion) and adverse socio-cultural and economic costs (Section 6.4), leaving both 
locals and visiting tourists dissatisfied With the degradation of the amenity value and 
attributes of the destmation (pristine nataral environment, uncrowded surf) and the 
degradation of the host and guest-relationship, the surf tourists' experience becomes 
tnviahsed to such a level that this estabhshed destmation subsequentiy became no longer 
fashionable, nor competitive and suffered as a result by the reduction m the mfiux of 
tounsts and its subsequent abandonment The empmcal findmgs surest that crowding 
(with the RCC exceeded) and degradation of the socio-cultaral environmental quahty and 
competitiveness of the destination, resulted m a dechne m surf tounsm, and assoaated 
economies Contnbuting factors to destination dechne and loss of competitiveness 
mcluded antagonism toward tounsts, locahsm and other social ihs (e.g., harassment, safety, 
crime). Lagundi Bay evolved mto a high volume, low-3^eld destination and dissatisfied 
tounsts, mdicatmg that imcontrohed surfing tounsm development at Lagundi resulted m 
overdevelopment, crowdmg in the surf as weh as the soao-environmental degradation and 
decline of the destination 
6.4. Impacts of surfing tourism at Lagundi Bay. 
6.4.1. Environmental impacts and morphological changes firom surfing 
tourism and associated development 
The physical consequences of surfing tounsm development have been highhghted 
in terms of percaved and observable impacts (Table 6.2) Environmental impact 
assessment and monitormg of the area's environmental quahty has not been conducted 
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Table 6.2. Significant environmental impacts associated with surfing tourism at Lagundi Bay. 
Environmental factor Impacts + or-
Water quality Pollution from sewage and lack adequate of septic tanks -
Rubbish Hard waste/aibbish from tourists and local inhabitants -
Vegetation Removal of coconut plantation may have contributed to coastal erosion -
Swamps The filling of swamps is believed to have led to the reduction of malaria in the 
area. 
-/+ 
Beach Coastal and beach erosion due to the removal of sand for construction 
material 
-
Wave Erosion and coastal constructions have degraded quality of the waves and the 
quality of the ban^ ei at the main break. 
-
Reef Removal of reef for constaiction material and trampling over the reef by 
surfers and local people when collecting marine resources have resulted in 
the destruction of coral and consequent impacts on the marine ecology, 
Marine resources A combination of pollution, reef degradation and over use of marine resource 
has resulted in a decline in marine resources and fisheries locally 
-
Vegetation clearing 
Prior to the arrival of surfing tourism, most of the area around the Point in Lagundi 
Bay was heavily vegetated, mainly composed of coconut plantations and swamps. During 
the development phase, a large proportion of the vegetation (mainly coconut trees) was 
cleared and swamps were filled. Several key informants believed that the draining and filling 
of the swamps had aided in the reduction of the malaria problem in the area. A number of 
informants also commented that the removal of the vegetation and trees had contributed 
to soil erosion problems on the coastal fringe. While it is not known the extent to which 
the removal of the vegetation has affected erosion locally, clearing is recognised for 
increasing the vulnerability of coastal environment to erosion (Nunn, 1994). 
Coastal processes and erosion 
The rapid and ad hoc development of losmens and infrastmcture bmlt between low 
and high water mark during the boom of surf tourism in the early 1990s was perceived to 
have exacerbated coastal erosion (key informants, interviews, 2004). Many losmens owners 
had buUt their losmens on stilts between low and high water mark as a mean of attracting 
tourists and providing a prime location close to the water's edge around the Ba/s point, 
(Figure 6.5). One of the .prominent issues associated with Lagundi's tourism development, 
was the removal of sand from the beach and the river, as well as coral from the reef for 
construction material. These resources were utihsed for cement, spread underneath stilts 
of losmen or sold locahy for construction. Accordmg to two members of staff of the 
Sorake Beach Hotel, local sand and coral were also used to build the Hotel. Many key 
informants including the chief of Botohili, a tour manager and losmen owners remarked 
that despite the government's ban on the removal of sand and coral for construction, this 
was Ignored due to the lack of enforcement by local officials and mdividuals' self-mterest. 
Informal interviews with B U P A T l officers (including the head of Law Bureau, the 
Secretary of the local plannmg and the head of mfirastructure) reiterated this problem. AU 
key mformants considered that the combmation of removal of natural resources from the 
beach m conjunction with mfrastructure development on the shorehne had engendered 
changes m the coastal processes of the bay. The most sahent consequence of these 
practices raised by all mterviewed was the major erosion problem and subsequent 
disappearance of the beach m Lagundi Bay This concern was exemphfied by a comment 
taken from an mformal mterview with a local anthropologist stating that "The most 
significant impact has been the erosion problem. The beach has almost entirely 
disappeared Erosion is extreme and has been very fast with some three to four metres per 
year There is a need to change locai people's hvehhood to divert them away from 
destmctive practices" Another dismrbmg statement from Kevm Lovett, when reflectmg 
on the changes observed after remrmng to the area m 1996 to shoot "the Golden Pig" 
documentary was that: "T/je beach has changed so much noiv, compared to horv it looked on mjphotos 
and the film twenty years ago. The beach in some areas was fify metres wider and now it has gone doivn to 
three meterf\ Whde there are conflicting reports on the exact extent of the disappearance of 
the beach, many argued that between to thirty to fifty metres of the beach have disappeared 
m parts of the Bay. Erosion was very much apparent durmg field work (Figure 6.5) The 
chief of Botohih commented that erosion had been so dramatic that many losmen had 
fallen into the sea as a result 
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contended that this disappearance was linlced to the removal of coral for constmction 
material as previously mentioned and the trampling of the reef. Participant observations 
noted that surfers walked on the shallow reef when accessing the main break and that 
fishing boats ran across the reef when accessing the shoreline. Many key informants 
suggested that proximity of human habitation to the near shore reef (including waste water 
effluent) and surfers walking on the reef to the break has reduced the amount of coral in 
the area. Some surf touasts commented that they covdd feel coral breaking under their feet 
when walking on the reef. One key informant provided a different perspective into the 
degradation of the reef in Nias as a whole and contended that aside from tourism 
development, other activities in the area have contributed to the reefs degradation. He 
argued that some fishermen had resorted to destmctive and illegal fishing methods (e.g., 
cyanide fishing and bombing) in an attempt to increase their catch, leading to the 
destmction of coral reefs and the collapse of associated marine resources. There was a 
general consensus however that the reef had deteriorated over time. One key informant 
commented when reflecting on the degradation of waves that inadvertentiy by disregarding 
regulations on the ban on the removal of sand and reefs that "...the local people destroy the 
source of their life". 
Impact on the local fishery and marine resources 
Many interviewed, including local fishermen, commented on the changes and 
decline in available marine resources in the area since the commencement of tourism. 
Several key informants contended that the selective demand from tourists for particular 
fish species and other marine resources had affected some fish and lobster populations. 
One key informant contended that "When we first went to Nias, the fish and the lobsters from the 
reef ivere quite big. There was definitely no kind of management there. Within six years or something they 
were all fished out. I am not sure this was exclusively due to the tourists, but it was certainly a part of it". 
A number of key informants highlighted that the local lobster population had almost 
entirely collapsed and some of their comments which reiterated this concern included "The 
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demand for lobster by tounsts 7vas so high that people use to go at night to get lobster and now there are 
none left. The sif^ of the lobster zs now very smair and "Before the tounst first came, there were very big 
lobsters JOU could catch on the reef. Thej were about 1 to 1 5 kilos Now jou can find one only if jou are 
lucky". Several key informants however pomted out that some of lobsters were also sold 
outside Lagundi Bay, even to Chma. 
The combmation of the increased fishmg pressure linked to the growing demand 
from tourists and local population, the degradation of the reef from removal of coral for 
constmction, and pohution from sewage was beheved by most key mformants to have 
contributed to the current pauaty of fishenes resources in the bay. Many informants 
mcludmg the chief of Botohih viUage argued that locahy available reef fish had diminished 
dramaticaUy. This has had direct negative repercussions on the subsistence fishery of the 
community who fished on local reefs. One losmens owner explained that many locals, who 
used to fish direcdy from the reef for subsistence, could no longer do so. Instead they were 
forced to buy fish from the nearest local market town in Teluk Dalam at pnces not always 
affordable (e g., the price of one average size fish feeding four people costs around 30,000 
rupiahs (i e. £2 50). One key informant exemphfied this issue stating that "Beforejou could 
fish here and get big si^ fish Now everyone has to buy fish and jou need money to buy fish". Informal 
conversations with local fishermen disclosed that they now had to go fiirther offshore to 
get fish. Some raised concerns for their safety and commented that they were subjected to 
more dangerous fishing conditions by using their small outrigger boats outside the bay. 
Rubbish and water quality 
A lack of plannmg and mfrastrucmre to facilitate disposal of human waste (e g , 
rubbish and sewage) was contentious issue Only when the Sorake Beach Hotel opened was 
a weekly rubbish cohection set up at both the Hotel and Sorake village. The hard waste was 
disposed to a landfiU close to Teluk Dalam. More recentiy this service ceased and smce, 
many key mformants commented that the mbbish has been indiscriminately dumped 
behind losmens and houses and/or disposed m the rivers which washed mto the sea 
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Personal observations and focus groups noted that solid wastes were found along the 
beach. One key informant raised specific concerns about the potential health hazards of 
dumped plasdcs botdes which can provide breeding habitats for malaria carrying 
mosquitoes. Pollution from sewage and wastewater was another key problem. Several key 
informants contended that from the commencement of surfing tourism development and 
until 1995, wastewater and sewage effluent were discharged directiy into the ground and in 
the sea. This situation was fiirther exacerbated by the inadequate sewage system for most 
buildings, many of which had been constmcted on the edge of the shoreline, leading to 
sewage seeping directiy onto the reef and ocean causing a health hazard to both tourists 
and the local community. Government officials and a local anthropologist argued that with 
over one hundred losmen spread along the beach, the water quality in the bay had 
deteriorated. One key informant asserted that "All the sewage facilities and septic tanks are pretty 
basic and consequently the sewage leeches onto the reef and it becomes a health hat^ard. Faecal content is 
pretty high". Several key informants further emphasised this problem by stating that many 
tounsts had been complaining about the water quality. Poor water quality was also 
attributable to effluent from pig rearing around the bay. By 1995/1996, the government 
took steps towards improving the situation and requested the commxmities to install septic 
tanks to combat degrading water quaUty and rising health issues such as faecal 
contamination. Since the implementation of septic tanks for the majority of the losmen, 
water quality was thought by most to have improved. Despite this, personal observations 
and key informants and community members revealed problems of algae and seaweed 
growth covering the limestone reef, suggesting a high nutrient level in the bay. Algae and 
seaweed growth, however, covdd be linked to the removal of reef fish which no longer 
grazed the reef (McManus et aL, 2000) and/or the leeching of other nutrients from 
agriculmre and pig rearing. Despite the installation of septic tanks in the bay, this does not 
prevent the seepage of nutrients and pathogens into nearby coastal waters and reefs (Costa 
et al., 2000). This was accenmated by the fact that septic tanks were constmcted by the 
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locals themselves •with no environmental standards {Personal observation, 2004). With the low 
water table m Lagundi Bay, this mcreases the nsk of contamination of the dnnkmg water 
supply (Mbaiwa, 2003) 
Summary of environmental impacts of surfing tourism development 
Evidence from this smdy mdicated severe and irreversible degradation of the local 
namral environment as weU as a cycle of ecosystem degradation. Personal observations, key 
mformants mterviews and participant observations revealed that the beach erosion, water 
quahty, vegetation clearance, reef degradation and the dechne in local reef fishenes and 
manne resources were major issues Yet the most prominent and alarnung consequence 
from the tounsm development, was the removal of coral and sand for constraction 
material which had led to considerable erosion, loss of 'beach' areas as weU as changes m 
the quaUty of the waves and the local reef fishery Lagundi Bay is loosing two of its most 
important amemties and tourism assets - the quahty of the waves and the beaches This 
may m mm jeopardise Lagundi's long term future as a surfing tounsra destination In 
addinon, the degraded reef ecosystems and over-exploitation and loss of marme resources 
used m subsistence hving has caused to hardship for the commumty WhUe some of the 
environmental issues such as water quahty and hard waste (i e. rubbish) could be rectified 
through the development of appropriate infrastrucmre facihties (eg., sewage treatment 
plant and rubbish coUection), some impacts such as beach erosion and reef damage are 
more difficult to reverse The notion advanced is that most of the environmental impacts 
evident were related to tounsm and residential infrastrucmre and other development rather 
than the tounsts' activities per se The findings cleatiy mdicate that unplanned and 
uncontroUed surfing tounsm m Lagundi fragile coastal and marine environment was 
environmentaUy inappropriate 
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6.4.2. Economic consequences and impacts 
The most important economic consequences and impacts include changes such as 
the diversification of the economy, employment opportunities, equity of income and 
economic dependence on tourism (Table 6.3). 
Table 6.3. Summary of the major economic impacts of surfing tourism at Lagundi Bay. 
Economic factor Impacts . + or-
Diversification of tlie economy Diversification of the local economy from a subsistence economy. + 
Increased employment and 
stimulation of 
entrepreneurial opportunities 
Variegation of employment during the eariy phase of tourism 
development 
+ 
Income General rise of income and standard of living + 
Equity and distribution of 
wealth 
Leakage to outside investors, inequitable distribution of wealth among 
the community and increased social differentiation as a result from 
tourism development. 
Dependence on tourism Development and reliance on surfing tourism -
Land use change, land price 
rise and loss of agricultural 
capacity 
Land price increase since the amVal of surfing tourism making it 
difficult for local people to purchase land. The sale of land to outside 
investors has resulted in a loss of agricultural land and reduction in the 
capacity for agricultural subsistence. Loss of ability to grow food. 
Diversification of economy, employment and increased income 
The general impression from key informants and local inhabitants was that a 
number of the initial economic consequences of surfing tourism had been positive. Surfing 
tourism was considered by many respondents and interviewees to have placed Lagundi Bay 
on the world map for its surfing. Many highlighted an appreciation of surfing tourism for 
having promoted this isolated area as a destination for surfers and later to other types of 
tourists. Surfing tourism is believed by all to have been initially an important economic 
benefit to the region, especially in an area where the majority of local inhabitants derived a 
subsistence livelihood. Tourism had engendered a diversification of the local economy 
from traditional sectors as well as the creation and variegation of employment. Interviews 
with both the chief and the secretary of the desa of Botohili revealed that, in addition to the 
provision of accommodation, there had been a multiplier effect with the creation of a 
multitude of small businesses including the restaurants/bars, surf board repair shops, surf 
schools, surfboard rental shops, massages and the production and merchandising of 
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handicrafts and souvenirs Kevm Lovett when reflecting on the perceived benefits of surf 
tourism within the commimity contended that "While you cannot quantify hoiv many it has 
benefited, it may have supported a larger neighbounng community. The tnckle down affect of tourism is 
quite ama^n£ For instance, children and teenagers have been able to sell books, cakes and 
frmts, while adults have been selling crafts and fish to tounsts. Tounsm also gave local 
farmers the oppormmty to supply food to the losmens The accommodation and boarding 
at losmens, however, was the dominant form of mcome denved from tounsts m Lagundi 
Since the arnval of surfing tounsm m Lagundi, most contended that family mcomes and 
standard of hvmg had generaUy mcreased. There were, however, some reservations by 
several key informants with regard to the economic benefits 
Inequitable distribution of economic benefits 
While most considered that, m general, the commimity had benefited economicaUy 
firom surfing tourism, incomes were found to be disproportionate. This was exemphfied by 
the comment from a losmen owner- "It is better money to work mth tounsm One season is enough 
to live for a year. I have to work here forfour months to live for one year. Fishemen andfarmer however 
need to ivork eight months for one year. Per month thg get only 500,000 rp, ivhile the losmen owner 
makes 1,500,000 rf\ Commenting on this apparent disparity of mcomes between losmen 
owners and other commumty members, several key mformants (mcluding two losmen 
owners and a B U P A T l officer) remarked that, m effect, only a few people had benefited 
from tounsm and that accommodation was the dominant form of revenue denved from 
tourism Approximately 12 famihes of 82, and 46 famihes of 672 hved from tourism in the 
desa of Lagundi and BotohiU respectively. In addition, personal observations, partiapant 
observations and focus groups indicated that economic benefits were not widely 
distabuted withm the commumty. For instance, surf tourists generaUy had aU meals at their 
losmens (as it was expected by the losmen owners) limiting the mcome denved by outside 
parties m relation to the provision of food, aside firom hmited purchases of cakes, fruits 
and other smaU snacks Whilst some staple items such as nee were bought firom the 
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community, most of the food items for tourists were purchased from the markets in the 
town of Teluk Dalam. Many also raised concerns about the leakage of tourism income 
outside Lagundi. For instance, during the international surfing competitions, most of the 
money from the events went to the Sorake Beach Hotel (owned by an outside investor). As 
a result littie money was believed to have dispersed into the local economy. This situation 
according to one key informant was compounded by the fact that some individuals within 
the local communitj'- responsible for assisting with the events retained monetary 
contributions for themselves rather than distributing the income as was intended. 
Many key informants contended that the decline in tourism, and the free market in 
Lagundi, had led to growing competition and animosity among losmen owners. 
Individualism from the growing desire for personal economic gain had degraded the 
community's solidarity. According to a respondent: "People are suspicious and jealous of each 
other and want to maximi^ their own benefits. And they often try to "monopolise" their guests and confine 
their movement/'. This was substantiated by participant observations which revealed that 
those who either owned accommodation at a prime location in the Bay and/or who had 
strong connections at the harbours in Sibolga and Gununsitoli, or at Airports (i.e. Medan 
and Gununsitoli), gained the majority of tourists as the few arriving tourists would be 
collected for them and/or directed to them. Several key informants and informal 
discussions with community members indicated that this was preventing the fair 
distribution of the limited tourism among the losmen. In addition, many key informants 
asserted that the lack of a regulatory framework for tourism, and a freedom to operate 
without controls had resulted in the benefits becoming increasingly individualistic and 
disadvantageous to the wider community. Several losmen owners and key informants 
including the B U P A T l tourism officer, advocated the pressing requirement for a 
management scheme to regain a control on tourism and, to develop a more equitable 
system. 
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Economic dependency upon surfing tourism 
One of the most promment mipacts htghhghted by aU key mformants was that the 
commumty had developed an economic dependence and rehance upon surfing tounsm 
Over the years, a major component of the local economy in Lagundi had developed around 
tounsm. There has been abandonment of traditional subsistence hving for tounsm-derived 
cash economy/mcome which had inherendy increased the commumtjr's rehance on 
expensive imported goods and products from the mainland. A n apt lUustration of this 
dependence was provided by a statement from Kevin Lovett "As soon as toimsts' stop coming 
this ts when JOU start reahstng hoiv dependent they ivere realiy upon tourisni\ The majority of the 
commumty asserted that their income from tourism was now msufficient to meet, even 
their basic subsistence needs and fiirther complained that due to the current low tourism 
level, not enough wealth was generated to flow through the community. Many conveyed 
desperation at the current economic situation. Comments from key mformants which 
emphasised this dependency on tourism included: "Since the crisis, Lagundi has gone down and a 
lot of people are hack to farming because there is not enough tounsm to allow them to live Since the 
econo?nic cnsis, the population has heen in crisis". A l l key informants made the pomt that since the 
dechne of tourism, the majonty of the local people had been unable to eam a hvmg firom 
tounsm. Loss of tounsm revenue had forced many to abandon their losmens and to return 
when possible, to subsistence fishing, agriculmre and pig rearmg in order to survive For 
the majority of the losmens stih operating, several losmen owners argued that m order to 
attract dients, high competition had obhged them to lower their prices to margmal levels 
Increased land price and lack of agricultural land 
Discussion with the comraumty and interviews with key informants mdicated that 
many members of the commumty had more recentiy found it difficult to acquire land for 
cultivation While Nias has long suffered from a shortage of agncultural land (Beatty, 
1992), this problem was accenmated m the Lagundi Bay area by the fact that m the early 
1980s and early 1990s, many local farmers and inhabitants sold significant amounts of 
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agricultural land to investors. The B U P A T l tourism officer contended that most of the 
area's landholdings currendy belonged to an outside investor and a few local elites. 
Tourism caused land speculation and Lagundi 'Bay's land prices increased firom 8,000 
mpiahs to 20,000 mpiahs per square meter between the late 1980s to 2004 (Chief of the 
desa of Botohili, Interview 2004). One losmen owner explained that "Nojp the land is 
expensive. One hectare costs maybe tivelve million rupiahs ivhich is still relatively cheap. Yet it is too 
expensive for the localpeople. Thus localpeople cannot do anything". Beach front land in the Bay east 
of Lagundi (Hilifona Luwo) is approximately US|1 per re? or US$ 100 per acre, while land 
in Pantai Sorake and Lagundi village' beachfront, is worth as much USSIO per m^ or 
US$1,000 per acre. Other surfing destinations in the area and in close by Islands (e.g., 
Bawa, Asu, Telo Island) as well as other surf break on Nias (i.e. Sirombu and Afiilu) have 
also, as a result of surfing tourism, become valued areas with land pnces of USS5 per m^ or 
US$ 500 per acre. The inability to purchase land was preventing many locals who had given 
up subsistence livelihoods for tourism related jobs from reverting back to subsistence 
agriculmral activities. Consequentiy many members of the community had lost their ability 
to grow food and were left without options for deriving an income. It was concluded by all 
that the medium to long-term economic impacts associated with tourism were mostiy 
negative. 
Summary of economic consequences and impacts 
There were mixed feeling regarding the socio-economic benefits of surfing tourism. 
The initial stages had provided positive economic benefits, while in the stagnation and 
decline phase, economic benefits disappeared or became marginal. Some considered that 
tourism had benefited and supported the larger community, however, there was a 
disproportionate share of the benefits and a disparity of income which was believed to 
have caused animosity among community members. Direct economic benefits were mainly 
derived by a limited number of local elites and outside entrepreneurs. Major impacts 
highlighted by interviews and participant observations included: the loss of traditional 
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economies, abandonment of subsistence living, and the ensuing dependency and rehance 
upon tourism and tourism-related activities Furthermore, the increasing land pnce, no 
longer affordable to the majority of the local commumty, limited the possibihues of 
reversion to traditional agnculture. While the early stages of surfing tourism brought some 
socio-economic benefits through the development of basic infrastmcmre and cash 
economies, the collapse of tounsm led to reduced mcomes and employment and 
demorahsanon of the local population The research indicated that to date the costs born 
by the commumties were great relative to the benefits received. Surfing tourism has 
become economicaUy xmprofitable, unviable and unsustamabie as weU as insufficient to 
sustain the local economy 
6.4.3. Socio-cultural impacts 
Several of the soaal and economic impacts were found to be strongly mterrelated. 
There were mixed sentiments among the commumty regardmg the impacts of surfing 
tounsm both soaaUy and culturaUy (Table 6 4). 
Table 6.4. Soao-culmral impacts of surfing tourism at Lagundi Bay 
Socio-cultural factor Impacts + or-
Village infrastructure Tounsm has facilitated the development of infrastructure such as piped water, 
electncity and septic tanks etc 
+ 
Standard of living Tounsm has led to an increase in family income and improvement in diet + 
Level of education With the nse of income, more local people have been able to send their 
children to secondary school and some even to University 
+ 
Languages Some individuals have learnt different languages, allowing them to find 
employment in the tounsm industry and/or with ttie government 
+ 
Community cohesion Degradation of community's cohesion as a more individualistic and competitive 
mentality developed Decay of social values and family stnjctures and values 
-
Western / tounsm 
influence on community 
Community disintegration Undermining of social standards and disruption and 
decay of the value system and loss of the traditional way of life 
-
Changes in way of life 
and cultural values 
Cultural change with a level of disinterest from the younger generation in 
retaining their culture 
-
Social issues Cnme, prostitution, dmgs and alcohol -
Infrastructure development and improvement in living conditions 
Pnor to tounsm, hvmg conditions at Lagundi were relatively basic With the 
development phase of tounsm and particularly m the mid 1990s with the opemng of 
Sorake Hotel, electnaty, piped water and toilets were estabhshed in most of the tourism 
areas of Lagundi Bay. Informal conversations with community members and interviews 
with key informants revealed that this had enhanced the local community's quality of living 
(e.g., improved sanitation). Participant observations and informal conservations with 
community members, however, noted that not aU inhabitants had benefited as a majority of 
the infrastmcture (e.g., piped water) had been established around the tourism nuclei. 
Consequendy, those who lived in parts of the villages where piped water had not been 
installed still fetched water from a spring daily. Other positive benefits from tourism 
included the development of roads to Lagundi as well as the spraying of the area to control 
malaria. One informant commented that cases of malaria in the community had been 
reduced since the arrival of tourism. Moreover, it was generally remarked that overall, the 
standard of Hving and quality of life had improved with tourism. For instance, several key 
informants highlighted that due to the increase in income generated by tourism, the diet of 
most local inhabitants had improved. Many key informants commented that the 
educational level within the community had also increased and some of the remarks 
illustrating this point included: "The positive impact of surfing tourism is that it has given people the 
chance to have an education and a future ivhich they did not have before the ivestem culture came to the 
area. The majority of the kids can now go to high school It has ^ ven people a better life." A few local 
inhabitants had even been able to send their children to University. Yet, since the economic 
crisis and the decline in tourism, many smdents had intermpted and/or abandoned their 
studies as parents were no longer able to afford the fees. Another benefit from tourism 
highlighted was the opportunity of local inhabitants to learn languages from tourists. Many 
key informants including the chief of the desa argued that, as a result of learning a language 
from mingling with tourists, many local inhabitants had been able to fmlher their careers, 
obtaining employment in the tourism sector (e.g., as tour guides) and/or with the 
government. 
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Sense of pride and increase in self-esteem within the conmiunity 
A local anthropologist argued that tounsm had given the local commumty a sense 
of equahty and had raised the self-esteem of local mhabitants which had been undermmed 
previously by the mfluence of missionaries. Several key informants remarked that surfing 
tourism had opened the area to outside mfluences, overcoming its isolation Interviews 
with key mformants and commumty members mdicated the importance to the community 
of the reahsation of the umqueness of Lagundi Bay and its world-class waves Another 
pomt raised was that employment m tounsm and increased incomes had permitted a 
perceived posmve transition from traditional subsistence hvehhoods and economies (e.g, 
agriculmre) Another beneficial aspect of surfing tourism highhghted had been the 
mtroduction of surfing to the local people. Many key informants felt that the mteraction 
with surf tounsts has been positive, as it had also given local surfers the opportumty to 
compete at an mternational level and to travel, and there was also a sense of commumty 
pnde m these local surfers. On the other hand, one respondent argued "Theproblem ts that 
surfing has given a lot of kids, false expectations Thg all want to become professional surfer^' 
Interviews with key mformants and mformal discussions with community members 
mcludmg young surfers, found that many chddren and young adults were abandonmg 
traditional family duties to go surfing Nevertheless, the majority of key mformants argued 
tiiat surfing had given the younger generation a positive past-time which provided an 
alternative to less desirable activities (i e gamblmg). Many key mformants and commumty 
members commented that tourism had aUowed culmral enrichment from the mixing of 
different people and cultares in Lagundi Bay 
Harassment and crime 
Several key mformants commented that expectancy of faster and easier money m 
tourism compared to traditional employment (e g., agnculmre), had changed the values of 
some local mhabitants. For instance, it was found during informal conservations with 
community members, includmg young surfers, that many young people were unwilling to 
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involve themselves in traditional jobs such as farming. Several contended that it was 
demanding worlc with limited financial returns. In addition, as tourism (particularly in the 
past) had provided a more desirable and lucrative means of making a living than traditional 
economies, many local people had aspired to work in tourism in order to share in some of 
the direct economic benefits. Yet one losmen owner explained that "More people wanted to 
take part in tourism hut there ivas not enough work Only a couple of people have benefitedfrom tourism, 
not all That caused problems ivithin the community. Participant observation noted that the lack 
of employment prospects in tourism had triggered resentment and fmstration towards 
tourists, especially among young people. The unequal share of economic tourism benefits, 
compounded by the current hardships with low tourism levels, had sparked individualism, 
greed, jealousy and rivalry. This was believed to have contributed to a degree of community 
disintegration (Key informants, interviews, 2004). According to one key informant, the 
local inhabitants became accustomed to receiving 'easy' money from westerners and have 
"treated tourists asfair game for handouts". For example, the missionaries who came to Nias had 
paid local people money to convert to Christianity, and westerners from the "Presendam" 
Luxury cruiser had in the past given money to the local inhabitants. Many indicated that 
the local community of Lagundi Bay had developed an expectancy and/or habit of 
receiving free goods and money (e.g., surfboards, board shorts etc) from surf tourists and 
visiting westerners. This problem was notorious in Lagundi to such an extent that The 
Worid Storm Rider Guide (2001)- stated: "For many years, visiting surfers have left behind their old 
gear for the local surfers ivho now think all surfers must do the same. Be warned one of tivo locals have been 
known to get mlent if you refuse". Participant observation and feedbacks from focus groups 
revealed that many surf tourists complained at being pestered to give away belongings. 
Participant observation and comments firom focus groups also remarked that some local 
kids children and salesmen were harassing tourists to purchase local goods and crafts. 
Several key informants commented that this has occurred mainly since the collapse in 
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tourism as people were desperate for income. Many surf tounsts commented that this had 
damaged their hohday expenence 
Cnme was another problem which had developed at Lagundi Many key mformants 
argued that some young people began to steal from tourists m order to sustain a Vestern' 
hfestyle (mcluding drugs and alcohol) One losmen owner also a surfer remarked that "A 
lot have gmvn up tmth tounsm around them, they do not want to give up the lifestyle that tounsm had 
offered them and now they do not rvant to ivork. They want to go sutfing. But to keep the lifestyle, they stole 
and npped-off tounsts. They just want to be able to pay for their agarette, beers and man/uana". 
Informal conversation with commumty members and key mformant mterviews revealed 
that jealously and resentment towards tounsts triggered further crime. One local surfer 
commented on the fmstration of the disparity of wealth between surf tourists and local 
people and explamed that "You know it is hardfor us, tounsts have lots of money When there were 
lots of tounsts, we were able to party, dnnk and buy cigarettes Now that there is little tounsm, ive cannot 
do this anymore and some of the young people are jealous of the westerners and some stole to be able to live 
like they used td\ Another issue raised by several key informants was that scams had become 
an issue. A key informant illustrated an example statmg that "Anotherproblem is thatfrequently 
localpeople borrow surf boards from surf tounsts, break their boards or damage them on purpose in order 
for the surf tounsts to go and have them mended at their fnends' surf board repair shops. Then they charge 
the surf tounsts a lot for the repairs". Many community members complamed that the 
govemment did not sufSaendy mterfere to resolve these issues Bangkaru (2001) 
supported this further and contended that some of the problem such as theft and scams 
were, m part, due to the lack of orgamsation and activity of the govemment and pohce. 
Westem influence of surf tourists and cultural change 
Many key informants and community members remarked that the behaviour of 
some tounsts' had imposed western habits perceived as offensive to the local community's 
culture and values. Several key mformants explamed that m the past many members of the 
community had complamed at the way tourists dressed Overall, Indonesians are 
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conservative and due to religious beliefs, nudity was not appropriate in their culture to the 
extent that, as Bangkaru (2001:46) indicated 'Western type smmsuits are considered outrageous". 
Key informants and community members, however, argued that the western dress code 
was now well accepted among the local beach commimity and this had even influenced 
local inhabitants. The secretary of desa contended some local people have adapted: "For 
example, the girls now where jeans, short skirts and they show they legs. Before they had to cover and they 
could not jvear short/'. Several key informants contended that the community had been 
shocked and offended by certain toutists' insensitive behaviour such as, kissing in public 
and making love on the beach. One losmen owner when reflecting on tourism's impacts 
stated that "Tourism certainly has had an impact on the community. Cultural values are very strong in 
Nias. In our culture, sex is very taboo. Ajoung man and young women are not allowed to walk together by 
themselves and they cannot have sex before marriage. Tourism has brought the "free sex" into the mind of 
the young men here". Most local inhabitants commented that these types of influences by 
tourists had contributed to the degradation of the social fabric and values of the 
community. Many key informants asserted that the community had some concerns with 
regards to the surf tourists' influence. One key informant argued that "Local people get 
influenced by the tourists. The beach boys community is a real mess; they all put tattoos on their bodies. 
The people coming to Lagundi are mostly surfers; they stay generally for a couple of rveeks. There is nothing 
to do at night. They are not very mature and they want to test their limits. They want to try everything. 
They do not see the damage they are creating on the local community". Nevertheless, many community 
members highlighted that while surf tourists had negatively influenced the community, surf 
tourists' behaviours were very much dependent on individuals and nationalities. During 
focus groups, surf tourists were queried regarding their perception of how surf tourism had 
impacted the community in Lagundi bay. Many commented that they were disappointed in 
some negative influences from surf tourists and the western lifestyle (e.g., dmgs and 
alcohol, localism in the surf). Most beUeved that surf tourists in general imposed their 
western lifestyle irrespective of local traditions and taboos. Many argued that the impacts 
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were mainly due to some surf tourists' lack of awareness, imderstanding and/or mterest m 
the culture and customs visited. Comments taken from focus groups iUustrated these 
points "Some suffers do not care at all, they just ivant to get waves and that ts tt" and, "In general, jou 
have both types ofsurf tounsts There are surfers that are very envtronmentallj aware and those that do not 
care They just want to have fun, catch waves and get the hell out of there Thej are not interested m the 
culture". One surf tounst however, debated the extent to which the impacts of surf tourists 
were any different from tounsts in general and argued that 'The impacts jrom surfers are the 
same [as the] impacts of tounsts tn general Having tounsts coming to the place, they start bnnging money, 
and there are social problems"' Conversely, Lueras and Lueras (2002b) when discussing the 
mfluence of surfers on Indonesian surfing destmanons argued that the host community's 
major amtudmal shift could be attributed to the surfers. 
Loss of traditional values and cultural degradation 
There was a polansation of views with regards to western and surf tounst's 
influence on the culture of the local commumty Many felt that with the arnval of surf 
tounsts, the moral and social fabric had been mfluenced One of the concerns was the loss 
of traditional practices withm the commumty For instance, the secretary of the desa 
highhghted many commumty members, especiaUy the elders, were worned about the loss 
of mterest firom the young generation m learnmg traditional practices, for example dances 
and stone-jumpmg. The local anthropologist raised particular concern that tourism had 
contributed to the loss of cultural identity and contended that "Oneproblem, however, ivhich we 
recognised and we need to control ts the loss of identity and culture as a result from tounsm and 
westernisation The localpeople are faced with neiv elements, so ive need to prepare them so that they do not 
loose their identity". While recognising the importance of maintaimng their cultural identity, 
many key mformants and commumty members, asserted that changes were mevitable 
Laiya (1975), m his anthropological research m the village of Botohih commented that 
changes were graduaHy altenng the social hfe and cultural patterns of the Nias soaety as a 
whole Opmions were divided on the manner m which surfing tounsm had modified tiie 
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local culture per se and some cultural changes were interpreted differendy by various 
community members. For instance, while all remarked that the tourism had altered some 
local traditions and customs, several key informants were found to be ambivalent on the 
precise consequences of surfing tourism on the community. Many suggested that the 
increased access to television in the villages had exposed western habits and lifestyle to the 
community, thus contributing to some socio-cultural changes. In the case of drugs, one 
losmen owner attributed this influence on the community directiy to surf tourists arguing 
that "Another thing that tourists brought mth them was the drugs. Drugs started aboutfifteen years ago, 
before when I was a [kid] we did not know anything about drugs. We have learnt from the guests and they 
used to ^ve it to us. We could never ctfford to buy drugs if the tourists did not give it to us". This 
suggests that negative influences on the community such as drugs can be directiy linked to 
tourism. Despite acknowledgement of the negative socio-culmral impacts resulting from 
tourism, a common reflection among the community was that the financial gain associated 
with surfing tourism outweighed the socio-culmral costs. This was exemplified in a 
comment from a losmen owner who argued "There are more positives than the negatives. The more 
tourists come here, the better business it is". While participant observation remarked that the 
views on the changes brought about by tourism varied among community members, those 
direcdy involved with and deriving a livelihood from tourism were more tolerant to the 
presence of tourism and more accepting of the changes. This was clearly exemplified in a 
remark from a young losmen owner: "You have to realise that if you want a goodfutureyou have to 
give up your ways, and you have to learn the new ways. If you want to grow more, you have to realise that 
you cannotjust live in your culture. The oldpeople and men you know, every little thing they say "do not do 
that". Yet, Laiya (1975) argued that the differences in opinion on tradition, between the 
members of the Botohili village could lead to conflicts which he believed would further 
affect the communal solidarity. Nevertheless, many commented that the changes and 
impacts brought on by surfing tourism were due to the cultural differences between the 
host community and the tourists. 
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Social ills 
Surfing tourism was blamed by many key mformants and community members for 
having introduced, espeaaUy among young people, activities such as narcotics, alcohol and 
prostimtion and triggered antisoaal behaviours (e.g., locahsm, crime, tip-offs). The 
negative mfluence of some surf tourists was reiterated by a Mentawau surf charter boat 
operator who commented that "The feral gujs came to Nias and taught the young Indonesians their 
habits of drugs, dnnkzng and 7vhat ever else come imth the surfing lifestyle of that time The local boys copied 
the travelling suffers and became just like them" A promment concern highlighted by key 
mformants was that some young locals, espeaaUy the beach boys, were copying surf 
tounsts' hohdaymg habits and behaviours as a hfestyle. Many key mformants remarked that 
the surf culture was reprobated by the majonty of the local community for damaging tiie 
community's soaal fabnc Accordmg to a commumty development speciahst, prostitution 
was said to be a promment soaal issue m Lagundi: "prostitution is hardly exposed and is mostly 
undercover. The girls were imported from outside L^gundi This is very taboo for the local people as it is 
against their culture" This was reflected by the reactions of many local inhabitants who, when 
prompted on the issue, were generaUy uncomfortable to discuss it and, aU highhghted that 
prostimtion was "SemburyS" (i e. taboo) WhUe the mception of prostimtion locaUy had 
been a direct response to tounsts' demand, local demand was now maintaimng this 
industry It was noted through participant observation and key mformants that the 
commumty was very much agamst prostitation and most blamed the surf tounsts for 
influencing local people. This was reiterated by the chief of the viUage who stated "They 
brought the women from Medan to here for the tounsts, but now, it is notfor the tounsts, butfor the local 
people. It causedproblems in the milage The milage thought it ivas really bad and they blamed that on the 
tounsts" Soaal and health consequences of prosutation on thie commumty were raised by 
many key mformants and commumty members. Local men visiting prostitates had 
impacted local families and the commumty's social fabnc Prostitation had resulted m a 
spread of Gonorrhoea and Syphihs among the commumty and m some cases HIV AIDS 
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developed into such a problem that a billboard was installed at the entrance of Lagundi 
warming of HTV. Kevin Lovett when revisiting Lagundi Bay in 1996 commented on the 
significance of HIV and stated "I was amazed in tije Golden Pig [documentaty], the big signs about 
HIV, trying to be HIV awatv. God, in twentyjive years, it wentfrom a pristine environment, to having to 
being HIV aware". While local government and community members have taken steps to 
extinguish prostimtion it was still an issue. The aspiration of local young men to be 
involved with or marry western tourists as a means of going abroad and deriving wealth 
was raised by several key informants and reiterated during informal conversation with 
several beach boys. During informal conversion with local women, it emerged that there 
had been situations where several women locally had been abandoned by their husband for 
western women, leaving them and their children destitute. As a result, this had led to a level 
of resentment by local women towards western women. 
Summary of socio-cultural impacts 
The findings suggest that surfing tourism, at least initially, brought with it some 
social benefits including the development of facilities and infrastmcmre, as well as a general 
elevation of the standard of living for many in the community. Yet, surfing tourism was 
found to have disrupted and destabilised the social fabric of the community, both direcdy 
and indirecdy, through factors such as dmgs, alcohol, prostitution and crime. Other 
western habits including dress codes as well as the tourists' lifestyle and influences were 
also believed to have contributed to the loss in culmral traditions and the decay of some 
community values. In addition, a level of antagonism and resentment towards tourists were 
found to have developed over time. The evolution of the host and guest relationship in 
Lagundi showed strong indications of having followed Doxe/s Irridex, from euphoria to 
antagonism. In addition, the findings suggest that to date, the costs of surfing tourism to 
the community and the environment in Lagundi Bay, are large relative to the benefits 
incurred. Nevertheless, there was a tendency for many in the local community to dismiss 
the negative socio-culmral impacts of tourism in light of the positive economic 
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consequences. Those community members who benefited dkectiy fi:om tounsm appeared 
to have become tolerant and accepting of some changes and negative impacts. Whilst 
certain soaal benefits have been recognised, the benefits of surfing tourism have been 
largely considered in economic terms. In summary the findmgs strongly suggest that the 
surfing tourism had provided mimmal socio-cultural benefits yet left high socio-cultural 
costs to the commumty It is concluded here that surfing tourism was socio-culmrally 
mappropnate and unsustamable 
6,5. Other factors affecting the sustainability of surfing tourism 
6.5.1. Localism and increasing local surfing population 
With the issue of locahsm at Lagundi Bay dunng the 1990s and the communit}''s 
reahsation that hostility from local surfers toward tounsts had jeopardised tourism, 
measures were taken by community members to rectify the sitaation. In 1999, the chief of 
the desa of Botohih (also the head of the surf club), requested that locai surfers become 
more respectful toward tounsts m the surf While the simation has improved since this 
time accordmg to local surfers, participant observation and focus groups indicated that 
locahsm was still an issue. Most surf tourists asserted that they had felt some antagomsm in 
the surf and commented on the territorial behaviour (i e. locahsm) of some surfers. 
Locahsm was found to be a major issue affectmg the surf tourists' experience in the area. 
While most surf tourists remarked that locahsm was not umque to Lagundi and was a 
common phenomenon present at most crowded surfing destinations aroimd the world, 
comments reiterating their finistrations towards local surfers' mcluded "If there are tivo local 
people at the peak tt ts hard to get wavei' and "At the end of the day, tt ts the locals that are the problem. 
Thej take a wave and when thej come back, everybody is watting but the locals go right back to thepea^' 
and 'Tt is all to do mth the locals' attitude Most of the foreigners, they wait their tirnf. Most key 
mformants (mcluding the chief of the desa and several losmen owners) raised similar 
concems explainmg that locahsm in Lagundi, had had m the past, some negative 
repercussions on surf tourism This was exemphfied by a surf charter boat operator who 
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highlighted that he no longer took his surf tourists to Lagundi mainly due to the high local 
surfing populations and strong localism. He stated that "There are around sixty jive local suffers 
in the water. So they are becoming very protective over their surf break and very competitive. So the locals 
are fighting to get waves and are aggressive to other surf tourists coming to surf their wave". When 
discussing the factors affecting Lagundi Bay as a surfing destination with surf tourists 
during focus groups and informal conversations, the majority claimed that localism was 
detrimental to their surfing experience and consequentiy to the viability of the surfing 
tourism industry in Lagundi Bay. Some examples of comments illustrating this included 
"After all it is their business. The more they are going to have this attitude, the less people mil come here", 
"You feel that maybe they should give us a wave as they are making a living out of us. They should ensure 
our enjoyment as this is how they make their living and it is their economy", "Theproblem here is that the 
local community depends on surfers that come here to surf. In otherplaces, it is not as a big deal if you have 
a localpopulation that surf when their economy is not reliant on surfing. But here the economy is based on 
surfing" and "What they do not understand is that if they take all the ivaves, there rvill be no more tourists 
and no more tourists means no more money coming here". The above comments suggest that the 
prevalence of localism could inhibit surf tourists visiting or returning to Lagundi and this 
may in turn jeopardise surfing tourism in the area. This suggests that localism is a 
prominent factor affecting the quality of the surf tourists' experience at surfing 
destinations. 
Despite the attempts to reduce localism in Lagundi, the majority of surf tourists 
during focus groups expressed concerns regarding localism in Lagundi Bay, arguing that it 
was unlikely to ease in the future due to the growing local surfing population. Most surf 
tourists perceived that the growing surfing population wiU be a major factor determining 
the fumre of Lagundi Bay as a surfing destination. Feedback from focus groups illustrating 
surf tourists' views regarding the sustainability of the Lagundi as a surfing tourism 
destination included: "This is going to be a further problem as there is a growing population of surfers 
and rvith the tourists coming here, there are not enough waves for everybody" and "It mil not be worth 
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coming any more, now jou havefive locals and it is already heavy. And then jou ivill have another tjventf' 
and "In a feivjears all these little kids are going to he smfing at the Point". The growmg local surfing 
population appeared firom die above comments to be a deterrent to some surf toudsts for 
returmng to Lagundi One key mformant stated that "Since surfing tounsm amved to hagundi, 
almost every boy who lives on Sorake Beach andl^gundi has started surfing and noiv the second generation 
IS also coming to the imte^' The surfing population at Lagundi Bay is estimated to exceed 90 
surfers and can be predicted to mcrease From the above findmgs, it could thus be argued 
that the local surfing population, which has aheady outgrown the Bay's RCC, potentiahy 
threatens Lagundi Bay's long-term fiamre as a surf tourism destination. 
6.5.2. Perceptions of the community and surfing tourists on the current 
level of tourism 
From a financial perspective, mterviews with key mformants (mcludmg losmen 
owners, staff of Sorake Resort and government officials) along with informal conversations 
with community members mdicated that the current level of tounsm in the Lagundi Bay 
area was msuffiaent to sustain the local commumty and most expressed the views that they 
would hke to see tounsm back to the levels pnor to the economic crisis Yet, the 
perceptions and opinions on tourism levels were found to differ somewhat among 
commumty members. A key mformant (losmen owner) argued that "J like ivhen it is busy It 
IS good for the people to make money and good for businesi' Another losmen owner (who surfs and 
whose losmen is based at a prime location in front of the main surf break) contended "nght 
now there is the nght number of surf tounsts Ijust want enough tourists to be able to live I don't like 
when It IS too busy because it is bad for surfing Also I am not hcppj ivhen there are surf contests m 
Lagundi because of the crowds You know I suif, so I do not like ivhen there are too manj surf tounsts in 
the water. So there is a conflict. Lots of tounsm is goodfor parties but not goodfor surfing". Informal 
conversations with several local surfers also revealed that while for business and 
employment reasons they would hke to see tounsm back to earher levels, they also 
commented that they did not hke the inherent fighting and crowds m the surf. When surf 
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tourists were queried regarding tlieir perceptions of tlie current level of tourists, the 
homogenous view airiong surf tourists was that it was acceptable. Nevertheless, a majority 
of the community firom an economic perspective indicated as preference for tourism to 
previous levels. As the chief of Botohili argued the local people would like to see elevated 
tourism level as "The more tourists come here, the more money it bring/'. Conversely, surf tourists 
during focus groups remarked that the current tourism level was insufficient to sustain the 
community, but argued that the currentleyel of surf tourists was appropriate with regard to 
the quality of their surfing experience. One surf tourist emphasised this point stating that 
"The surf break cannot handle more people than what jou have now so pretty much jou have jour smjing 
tourism to its full heri'. A further increase in the number of surf tourists would result in 
overcrowding and overuse of the surfing resource as has occurred in the past. Several surf 
tourists commented that that the community in Lagundi Bay should not specifically seek to 
attract more surf tourists to increase tourism level but, suggested that instead, tourism 
should diversify in order to guarantee the long-term fiiture of Lagundi as a surfing and 
tourism destination. A comment from a focus group exemplified this point: "Surf tourism 
must be organised rvith other types of tourism such as ecotourism and culture tourism. You cannot just rely 
on surf tourism knorving that the area can only hold so manj surfers before it gets to crorvded'. The above 
findings highlighted different perspectives on the current level of tourism between local 
surfers, surf tourists and individuals deriving an income from tourism. Thus, there seems to 
be a disparity between the level of surf tourism required to be economically viable and the 
threshold number of surf tourists acceptable from the perspective of both surf tourists and 
local surfers. While the present level of surfing tourism was insufficient to sustain the 
community economically, from a surf tourism perspective, the number of surf tourists in 
the surf was perceived to be close to surfing recreation capacity maximum threshold. It 
could be speculated that a further increase in the number of surf tourists would lead the 
degradation of the surfing experience as has been previously experienced at Lagundi and 
could result in another decline in tourists flow. 
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6.5.3. Lack of tourism management and plaiming 
Tounsm development at Lagundi has been unplanned and uncontrohed. Many key 
mformants commented upon tourism development at Lagundi Bay as bemg mappropnate 
and unsustamable. When reflectmg on the development m Lagundi bay, Kevin Lovett 
stated that 'Lagtmdi has gone from being the tropical dream to the environmental ni^tmari'. A 
common complamt highhghted by aU mterviewed, was the insufficient consideration and 
lack of distnct government mterest and support for the Lagundi area and South Nias m 
general. Long-term strategic planning and management for tourism had been absent m 
Lagundi Bay. Particular criticism had been directed at the distnct government's failure to 
react immediately to the expansion of surfing tourism and the concurrent haphazard 
mfrastmcture development and lack of appropriate facihties (e.g, waste disposal). One 
losmen owner comment that "hefore 1995, the sewage ivent to the sea. The tounsts did not like it 
tvhen they sat on the beach so that is ivhy they started septic tanks". A further cnticism directed at the 
govemment was the failure to remforce environmental and plarming regulations A 
promment issue highhghted was that existmg regulauons were ignored and disregarded by 
some members of the community and other stakeholders For mstance, despite the 
plannmg regulation which stated that a distance of 25 metres from the high water mark 
should be firee from any infrastructure and a ban on the uptake of constiruction material 
from the beach or the reef (botii estabhshed around 1985) there was sigmficant non-
comphance (BUPATl Plannmg officer, informal interview, 2004) A key mformant stated 
that' "After the rule ivas issued, the local people competedfor the development of their house as near to the 
beach as possible and this contradicted the rule of the government. One losmen owner concluded 
that the lack of plannmg and management was a consequence of the lack of mterest from 
the district government to intervene and explamed that "the governmentjust did not care about 
Lagundi'. Many key mformants contended, however, that the lack of government attention 
and the difficulty in reinforcmg the regulations in Lagundi, had been compounded by 
Lagundi's isolation, its difficult access and distance from the distnct government m 
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Gununsitoli. Many key informants and discussion with BUPATI officers highlighted that 
local government agencies had been handicapped by the inherent lack of human and 
financial resources. The current environmental issues in Lagundi Bay can be attributed to 
the lack of foresight for Lagundi's long-term fiiture both from the government and the 
community. Lagundi Bay can be thus characterized by a complete absence of tourism 
planning and management. 
The local govemment did not become involved in the regulation of tourism 
operations in Lagundi Bay. In 1984, in an effort to organise and manage increasing tourism, 
one of the losmen owners in Lagundi village formed an organisation called the "Persutuan 
Penhuassa Penmapan Lagtmdi Sorake" (PPPLS). He was granted a licence from the 
government. The aim of this organisation was to control and manage tourism in Lagundi in 
order to equally distribute surf tourists among losmen. On a daily basis losmen owners 
were to report their number of guests. When tourists arrived in Lagimdi Bay, they had to 
register at the PPPLS office where they could select from a map the losmen of their choice 
or as directed by the organisation. In exchange for these services, five percent of each 
losmen' earnings was retained by the PPPLS and another five percent was contributed to 
the police. The organisation's funding was also used to bmld the road from Lagundi village 
to Sorake and funded a police station to make the area safer for tourists. After one year, 
disputes and disagreements occurred as some individuals were not reporting their tourist 
numbers to the organisation. The PPPLS founder contended that competition, greed, and 
individualistic attitude lead to the collapse and dissolution of the PPPLS. Following the 
tsunami events in 2004 and 2005, a master plan for community based sustainable tourism 
in the area of Lagundi Bay supported by BRR is currentiy under development. 
6.6. Discussion and conclusions 
Surf tourism and associated development in Lagundi Bay evolved on an ad hoc and 
uncontrolled basis around Lagundi's finite surfing resource. This led to an overdeveloped, 
degraded and evenmaUy semi-abandoned destination which confirms the notion that 
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spontaneous development tends to result m over-development and dedbne (Minca, 1993) 
The historical analysis of development at Lagundi indicated a sequence similar to that 
proposed by Buder (1980) suggesting that Lagundi Bay has progressed through the tourism 
hfecycle towards dechne. Evidence also su^ested that Lagundi had concurrendy 
progressed through the process of Doxey Irridex (negative change in the relationship 
between tourists and host commumty) 
From the discovery of Lagundi's surf break, uncontrohed touost numbers and 
associated tourism development rapidly resulted m over-development, crowdmg, 
environmental degradation and downmarket competition There were positive soao-
economic consequences of surfing tounsm m the early stages of development In the 
medium and long term, however, surfing tourism became an en masse tourism with limited 
expenditure and hmited economic benefit to the host commumty, disrupted the local 
socio-economic system and, brought an amalgam of environmental, soao-cultural and 
economic costs, some irreversible 
From an economic perspective, the dechne of surfing tourism can lead to 
unsustamable economical yields and threaten the long-term viabihty of the desdnanon. 
The dechne m tourism resulted m the loss of mcome denved from surfing tourism or 
related mdustries For the majority of the community mcluding losmen owners and other 
tourism related busmesses owners, surfing tourism was no longer economicaUy viable at 
the destination Sirmlarly, Pendleton (1994) found that maeasingly degraded reefs resulted 
m a dechne m the enjoyment of divers, and subsequendy m the loss of scuba tounsm and 
net revenues to economies reUant on such activities. As lUustrated in Lagundi, this can have 
negative and serious repercussions for a commumty where a single form of tourism is the 
predominant economic activity and where the commumty has developed a rehance on this 
mdustry In addition, empincal analysis revealed that surfing tourism m Lagundi was not 
only economicaUy nonviable but had resulted in senous environmental and soao-culmral 
costs This case smdy has mdicated that the soao-cultural, economic and environmental 
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carrying capacity were all exceeded, but with litde benefits to the community and leaving 
behind severe costs, both for the community and the natural environment. 
Key informants revealed that crowding with the recreational carrying capacity 
exceeded had been one of the main reasons for surf tourists to abandon Lagundi Bay in 
preference for other destinations (Buckley, 2002b). Uncontrolled numbers of surf tourists 
quickly expanded beyond Lagundi Bay's finite RCC resulting in high numbers, 
overcrowding and dissatisfied surf tourists. The analysis revealed, however, a number of 
other factors related to the decline in tourists numbers at Lagundi. Degraded 
environmental quality (e.g., water quality, erosion, pollution) and declining host-guest 
relationship (i.e. antagonism), localism in the surf and social problems (e.g., crime, rip-offs, 
safety), had all contributed to the loss of attractiveness and appeal of the destination. 
While crowding was a key factor for some surf tourist to abandon the destination in the 
search on new unspoilt destinations, the smdy revealed that it was the overall degradation 
of the destination that led to the abandonment by all tourist markets. The smdy implies 
that uncontrolled numbers of surf tourists and associated development, can damage the 
essential quality that had attracted them in the first place (i.e. uncrowded waves, pristine 
environment). Lagundi bay no longer offered competitive advantage over mainland and/or 
more accessible (in costs and in time) surfing destinations. Without responsible and 
appropriate management strategies, the surfing tourism industry at remote destination can 
degrade the very fabric on which its fumre prosperity is based, that is to say "uncroivded 
ivaves, exotic tropical environment, and perfect surf. The results put forward the need to maintain 
the RCC, the environmental quality and host guest relationship for a destination to remain 
competitive and sustainable over time. Thus, it could be argued from this case smdy that 
maintaining the number of surf tourists within the destination's RCC is fundamental to 
permit the destination to remain competitive, encouraging a sustained and continuous 
number of surf tourists to visit the area in competition with other more accessible (i.e. time 
and cost) destinations. 
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The study detetmined that a lack of planning and management, lack of 
enforcement and comphance to regulations as weh as pohtical indifference, had been 
sigmficant factors in relation to the environmental problems at Lagundi This scenario is 
consistent with Musa's (2002 206) statement that "tonnsm resources tn less developed countries are 
often the vtcttm of a destre for tmmedtate economic gatn, tnefftaent tourism management and political 
indifference" 
Furthermore, the lack of meaningful mvolvement of the commumty m tounsm 
deasions and plannmg was seen to have contributed to the hmited and leakages of 
economic benefits and meqmtable distnbution to the commumty. This mdicates that 
surfing tounsm at remote destmations requires as part of the planning and management, 
community engagement and mvolvement m decision making at an early stage m 
development in order to avert potentially detnmental and negative effects (Simpson and 
Wah, 1999a) This case study thus highhghts the difficulty m restricting the numbers of surf 
toutists in an open-access destmation and a firee-market situation, to mamtam an 
appropriate level of tounsts and tounsm development. 
Another factor highhghted m the study which could mfluence the long-term 
viabihty of a surflng tourism destmation was the local surfing population. The argument 
was based on the premise that, as illustrated in Lagundi, as the local surfing population 
grows over time, this mcreases pressure on the hmited surfing resources and can quickly 
exceed the destination's fimte and limited RCC In addition, growing locahsm (Buckley, 
2002a) m parahel to nsing local surfing population was found to discourage surf tounsts to 
visiting the area 
While there is no evidence to suggest that surf tounsts wiU cease visiting Lagundi, 
the destination's hmited surfing resources compounded by the growmg local surfing 
population, could inherentiy jeopardise Lagundi's fiimre as a competitive surfing 
destination Consequentiy, i f Lagimdi Bay aims to compete as a surfing tounsm destination. 
It could be argued that appropriate management of surf tounsts' experience and needs wiU 
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be required to sustain the inflow of surf tourists over time. Tliis could entail the 
maintenance of the current low number of surf tourists visiting the area wWch was found 
to be close to its maximum RCC threshold. Conversely, keeping such low tourism inflow 
would be neither economically viable nor could it sustain the wider community. Limiting 
the numbers of surf tourists in Lagundi Bay would thus be unacceptable to the local 
community which is dependent on this mono-sector tourism activity (Puczko and Ratz, 
2000). This duality between acceptable levels of tourists to maintain the quality of 
experience and to sustain the community economically is a significant challenge facing 
Lagundi. While the rejuvenation plans could enhance the attractiveness of the area and 
reduce or improve social and environmental problems such as crime and the environmental 
quality, this will nevertheless not address the destination's limited RCC nor the growing 
local surfing population and localism. It is proposed here that to sustain the community 
economically, the local government and community during the rejuvenation phase should 
aim to give priority to the promotion and development of alternative tourism activities to 
surfing. In other words they should diversify their tourism and aim to attract another type 
of tourism sector such as ecotourism. 
Finally, it is difficult to disregard the consequences of external factors (e.g., the 
economical crisis, civil unrest and the discovery of other surfing destinations) which may 
have contributed in part to the decline and changes in tourism levels experienced in 
Lagundi. However, the historical analysis indicated that surf tourism at Lagundi had already 
stagnated and been in decline prior to these events. 
In summary, this case smdy suggests that unmanaged and uncontrolled surfing 
tourism can result in unsustainable socio-cultural, economic and environmental outcomes 
at destinations. Lagundi Bay is a clear example of tourism gone wrong. The findings 
highlight that surfing tourism was economically non-viable, socio-culmrally inappropriate 
and environmentally harmful. 
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There is also a Fijian village on the island for the local staff, which has capacity for 
twenty people. While the flill capacity of the Island for tourists is forty people, generally 
only thirty four tourists are allowed to stay on the Island at any one time. 
In 1984, when the resort opened, it was a low key surf camp with basic 
infrastmcmre and facilities, with for example no mnning water in the bures for visiting surf 
tourists. While the room capacity at the resort has risen from twelve in 1992 (RACV, 1992 
and TCSP, 1992 cited in King, 1997, p92) to tiiirty four in 2003, tiie number of surfers 
allowed to surf Cloudbreak at any one time has remained at fourteen. A n interview with the 
owner of the resort revealed that there will be no fiarther development on the Island. 
Although, as Tavarua moved away from a surf camp to a more luxurious and comfortable 
resort with modern amenities (e.g., running water, a swimming pool and a tennis court), the 
resort has remained a low-key development with unobtmsive infrastmcmre, .providing a 
simple but pleasurable Ufestyle for its guests. During an informal meeting with staff from 
the Department of Land and Surveys, it was highlighted that no ad hoc development took 
place on the Island and that aU developments had to go systematically through the Fijian 
planning regulations. They fiirther commented that Tavarua Island Resort, like any other 
tourism resort, has to be granted permission by the Department of Land and Surveys 
before being able to start any development. These had to fit the criteria of Fiji's plarming 
regulations. 
7.2.4. History of the surfing tourism development 
Due to the deficiency of official documents on the historical development of 
Tavarua Island resort and surfing tourism in the surrounding area, the following findings 
have been based on interviews with key informants and villagers as well as anecdotal 
evidence taken from surfing magazines and other secondary sources. 
Cloudbreak was allegedly discovered in 1977, by a sailor from New York. Surfing 
then, both in Fiji and the Mamanucas, was almost nonexistent as the coastline was 
relatively unexplored with difficult access to remote offshore reefs. In 1979, two Americans 
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surfers who were staymg at SeasheH Cove resort rediscovered Cloudbreak and started 
surfing this surf break The fohowing years, they returned to surf Cloudbreak and camped 
on Tavarua where supphes were brought to them While, by the 1960s, the Mamanucas had 
become a weh-estabhshed island resort region in FIJI (King, 1997) and, tounsm 
development had taken place m most of the islands, Tavarua, despite its beautiful settings, 
had not had any tounsm developments. According to several key hiformants, Tavarua was 
deemed unsuitable for normal tourism due to the difficult and dangerous access to get to 
the Island 
Pnor to the constmction of Tavarua Island Resort, the Island was inhabited and 
used by its owners (i e. Clan of Cuvu) for collecting copra and fish. Surrounding tounst 
resorts occasionaUy utihsed the island for picmcs and daily excursions In 1982, the two 
American busmessmen deaded to start a surf camp on Tavarua Island and sought from the 
government and the owner of the Island, to lease Tavarua Island as weh to have surfing 
nghts at both Restaurants and Cloudbreak (Figure 7 4) 
The lease of the Island was granted m 1983 by the Economic Development Board 
with the agreement of the owner of the Island and building of the resort then begun. 
Tavarua Island Resort firom its mception worked with Nabila village and employed its 
vihagers Nabila was one of the reef resource owners and also the closest vhlage to the 
Island of Tavama When the resort owners first had the lease of the Island, the operation 
was run as a surf camp where fnends of the owners would pay to stay and camp on the 
Island. Yet, from the inception of the surf camp, the exposure of Tavarua which offered 
exclusive wotidclass waves maeased by word of mouth, and more surf tounsts began 
visiting FIJI to surf Cloudbreak 
In 1984, for the official operung of the resort, there was a media promotion of the 
resort by many surf magazmes, mcludmg Surfer magazme which exposed Tavarua and its 
surf breaks to the world and portrayed Cloudbreak as a "new worldclass" wave. The owner 
Jon Roseman emphasised this pomt stating that "when the surf maga^nes 
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surfing operation at Cloudbreak to several individuals firom Momi village, who started their 
own surfing operation, called Momi Bay Surf Co Limited. This was- certified in 1995 and 
operated one bure in the village for surf toutists and employed four villagers from Momi. 
By then growing conflicts and disagreements surrounding the right to bring surf tourists to 
Cloudbreak between the different operators was rising along with crowds in the surf. 
Furthermore, disputes between the two villages were mounting due to the duality 
of ownership over the QoliqoH of the Naikurukurumailagi reef. A l l key informants, as well 
as informal conversations with villagers and staff members (both firom Momi and Nabila), 
revealed this had tarnished and degraded the relationship between the two communities. 
One key informants commented: "that created problems and rifts betiveen the tivo villages... to the 
point where the tivo milages Momi and Nabila were at war ivith each other. It was aivful for the 
community". This became increasingly problematic as Tavama resort was paying a lease to 
only one Mataqali (i.e. the village of Nabila which was working with the resort) and not the 
other Mataqali (i.e. Momi Village). This, according to the ex proprietor of Momi Bay Surf 
Co, led to conflicts between Tavama and the Village of Momi. Yet, no other operator 
taking clients to Cloudbreak was paying fees for the right of surfing Cloudbreak to either of 
the resources owners (Momi and Nabila). Growing occurrence of negative events at 
Cloudbreak with fights in the surf and on land, became exposed in the surfing media. 
According to President of Tourism Resource Owners Association, this bad publicity was 
damaging the image of surf tourism in Fiji. This negative investment publicity was also 
anecdotaUy echoed and reported in surf magazines as well as in a WWF report by Levett 
and McNally (2003). 
In 1996, the government stepped in to resolve this problem and arranged 
discussions and meetings between both villages and Tavama resort. As a measure to 
control the numbers of surfers and to ensure their safety in the surf, the government 
awarded a special lease to Tavarua resort over the Naikurukurumailagi reef with the 
exclusive right to surf Cloudbreak. This was solved after the RCC of the reef and its long-
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term sustamability for tounsm were determined (Levett and McNally, 2003) This excluded 
other operators from the usage of the reefs. As a mean to resolve the negative rivalry 
between the two viUages over the shared reef, m concert with the legal arrangement over 
the exclusive use of the reef for surfing, both villages would receive a fee for the lease of 
the reef as weU as compensation for the loss of fishing nghts. In addition, both viUages 
would be mvolved m workmg for Tavarua resort The surf operation firom Momi vihage 
ceased Smce this resolution, both vihages have regained a harmomous relationship and 
work cooperatively with Tavarua Resort 
Nevertheless, the exclusivity of access to Cloudbreak and Restaurants as weh as the 
surf breaks of the neighbouring Namotu's surfing resort has, and stUl does, cause great 
controversy among other hotels and tounsts operators m the area and many surfers 
worldwide Several tounst operators m the area dunng mformal mterviews commented on 
their disapproval of the exclusivity over the respective surf breaks and condemned the 
legitimacy of exclusive surfing nghts. One tounst operator beheved this was impacting 
negatively on the overaU surfing tounsm industry m Fi]i and had precluded a greater 
number of mternational surf tounsts from visiting Fi|i. On the other hand, aU tounsm and 
government officers mterviewed commented that Tavama's exclusive uncrowded perfect 
waves as portrayed in the media, had been an effective marketing tool to promote Fiji's 
high quahty surfing resources worldwide. Tagicakivetata — marketing officer gave the 
example of surf competitions such as the Quiksilver Pro which come to Tavarua providing 
a high profile to Fiji Cloudbreak was found to be included m the vast majonty of tounsts 
leaflets (eg., SeasheU Cove Resort, Rendez Vous beach Resort) m the Mamanucas. 
SimUarly, the Fiji Visitor Bureau both on their brochure caUed "Fiji Island Surf Up" and 
website www.BulaFiji com, promote surfing in Fiji mainly around Cloudbreak and 
Restaurants. During the fieldwork period, the exclusive right over Cloudbreak was found to 
be contested by local surfers and opportumstic mformal conversations with several Fijian 
surfers from Suva mdicated their disapproval over the restncted access. They complamed 
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it was vinjust for local Fijian surfers to be denied access to surf two of Fiji best surf breaks 
especially when surf resources in Fiji are fairly limited. They' added that surf breaks are 
resources which should be open to anyone. However the owner and staffs of the Tavarua 
argued that local Fijians can surf Cloudbreak and the other surf breaks if they ask 
permission. They are granted authorization so long as the number at the surf break does 
not exceed its respective carrying capacity. Surf tourists staying with a nearby surf operator 
on the mainland, during informal conversations, also indicated their fmstrations over the 
exclusivity of Cloudbreak. They argued that after three weeks in Fiji, they had been unable 
to surf Cloudbreak during the change over day, as spaces were fuU each time. When 
prompted as to why they came to Fiji to surf, they wanted to have the oppormnity to surf 
Cloudbreak at least once as part as their surfing holiday. One tourist commented when 
discussing the attraction to Cloudbreak that: 'You see it on TV, on magai^nes. 'Everyone rvants to 
surf Cloudbreak". 
Tavarua resort has been mnning for .over twenty years and is still a competitive and 
highly sought-after surfing destination. Tourism in the Fiji Islands especially since the coup 
in 2000, is arguably struggling to maintain its reputation as a competitive holiday 
destination and has an uncertain fiimre (Harrison, 1997; Hing and Dimmock, 2000; Rao, 
2002). Tavarua Island on the other hand, has enjoyed a continuous and sustainable yield of 
tourists even during periods of environmental and political instability in Fiji (and 
worldwide). Tavarua, since its opening in 1984 is always full during the high season and 
80% fuU all year around (}. Roseman, Interview, 2003). 
7.3. Tomism and the tourists' profile at Tavarua 
7.3.1. Tourists' profile at Tavarua 
Fiji's tourism is largely based around the reefs, beautiful island and pristine waters 
and attracted some 397,839 visitors in 2002 (Ministry of Tourism, 2003). The Mamanuca 
Islands which have been the focus of tourism development in Fiji, have been established as 
a tourism destination (ECing, 1997) since the early 1960s. They attract international visitors 
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who come for the sea, sim and island expenence and the tropical manne hohday setting 
and water-based recreation (Sinha and BusheU, 2002) While surfing tourism is a growing 
niche market m Fiji along with other sport tourism, advenmre tounsm and ecotounsm, it 
represents only a smah margin of the tounsm mdustry m Fiji (S. Tagicakivetata, Marketmg 
officer and T. Burno, Interviews, 2003) This is due to the hmited and/or accessible surfing 
resources In a recent survey, very few tounsts commg to Fiji identified surfing as their 
prkiapal activity (Table 7 1). 
Table 7.1, Participation in non-organised marine activities by international visitors to Fiji in 2001 
and 2002 Results were denved from a total of 3,374 mterviews (Ministry of Tourism, 2003). 
Non-organised activities 
undertal<en by visitors 
2001 2002 
Surfing 1% 2% 
Swimming 62% 65% 
Snorkelling 61% 57% 
Diving 12% 12% 
The prime surfing season extends from May to October with consistent surf 
generated by Southern Hemisphere storms combined often with offshore wmds (Warshaw, 
2003) Tavama Island surf breaks can be surfed year-round Due to the hmited number of 
places (i e 34), surf tounsts must book their hohday to the resort a year m advance. Chents 
come on an mdividual basis dunng the off season (December to Febmary) but;, durmg the 
peak season they wiU come with an orgamsed group. The chentele is primarily composed of 
Cahformans with some other international guests from Austraha and Europe One of the 
group leaders during a focus group stated that "Ths tslatid ts almost hke a Caltfomian resort 
because, out of the thirty to thirty five group leaders, thirty live geographically tn southern California, so the 
pool to fill the group is from Southern California and then there ts just the odd tivo to three that are in San 
Francisco, Haivaii and maybe one from France But the majonty of people that come here are from 
Southern California". While the resort used to attract purely surfers, the management has 
broadened its appeal to non-surfers and has specificahy sought to attract couples. This was 
devised as a mean to decrease the number of surfers among the 34 tounsts in each weekly 
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group in order to reduce crowds at Cloudbreak. Tavarua attracts an older and more 
"mamre" clientele, between 28-45 years old and the majority are professionals with sparse 
free available time (i.e. only a couple of weeks off out of the year). The majority of surf 
tourists during focus group and informal discussions at Tavaraa commented on being 
"time poor" and that they could not afford the time to search for uncrowded waves. 
Individuals visiting Tavama are generally experienced surfers and for the majority, 
are recurring tourists who come annually. The average stay on the Island is one week. 
Tavarua resort is an all-inclusive resort at 255 US$/(£140) per night which includes fuU 
board and transport to and from the Island. Although this cost may be prohibitive for 
some, Tavama is not exclusive and attracts a mixture of working professional (e.g., firemen, 
meteorologist, business men etc) who are willing to save and pay money to surf uncrowded 
waves and maximise their surfing time. Several surf tourists also commented that Tavama 
resort as a surfing destination was relatively cheaper than some boat surf trips to the 
Mentawaiis in Indonesia or even compared to other Fijians exclusive resorts such as Turtie 
Island, North of Viti Levu which charges around US$900 per night per couple (Harrison, 
1997). While Tavarua is relatively expensive, it is not affordable to the masses nor to young 
travelling surfers. Thus the surf tourists coming to Tavarua can be categorised as the 'Time 
poor, casf} rich surfers". 
7.3.2. Factors affecting destination choice 
A general consensus capmred during focus groups and participant observations 
with surf tourists was that the world-class waves of Cloudbreak and Restaurants was one of 
the main factors attracting surfing tourists to Tavarua. Two comments from surf tourists 
that best illustrated this point were: "igo on a surfing holiday to Tavarua because this place happens 
to be one of the five best surf destirtations in the rvorld". The convenience of simple travel firom 
their country of deparmre to Tavama was also an incentive as captured by statements from 
surf tourists: "It is the convenience of getting here, and how many days I can surf'. Comfortable 
amenities at the resort as well as the beautiful setting, warm waters, clean and relaxing 
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environment were further contributing factors for visitmg Tavarua This was supported by 
statements from surf tourists, such as "Because I am a htf older, Tavarua has all the amemties that 
maybe that type of resoii at home might offer" and "It has a smmmingpool, it has the beautiful waters 
and a nice home "kick back "feeling For me, I like that there is a full cooked meal after being m the surf, 
that there is a six foot wave breaking nght at thefront". Tavarua provides professional Hfeguards, a 
resident doctor, and a hehcopter for evacuation This safety aspect was highly valued by the 
visiting tounsts who commented that personal safety and disease-free conditions were 
other key reasons for commg to Tavama. Visitors appreciated not having to have mjections 
for Malaria or Hepatitis as weh for being able to bnng children. Fmahy, many stated that 
they enjoyed the Fijian culmre and the warm hospitahty of Fijians and one tourist 
illustrated this pomt contending. 'This is ivhat draws me here, that the Fijian people and the ivay of 
life IS just as important as the surf when jou come here". This is not umque to Tavarua, Fijian 
mdigenous people are renowned for their hospitahty and warmth which have formed an 
icon for tourism marketers when promoting Fiji (Wiltshier, 2000). 
7.3.3. Tourist activities at Tavarua Island Resort 
While surfing is the mam activities earned out at Tavama, some mdividuals also go 
scuba diving, snorkeihng, skin divmg and fishmg (for Trma, Wahoo, Trevally and Mahi 
Mahi) Some visitors now bring their wmdsurfing and kitesurfing eqmpment. While there 
are orgamsed trips to go resort hopping as well as visits to the mainland (i e including tnps 
to the Nadi and visits the village of Nabila to go to Church on Sundays), due to difficulty 
of access to and from the Island of Tavarua, few tounsts leave the island dunng their week 
stay 
7.4. Description and recreational carrying capacity of Tavarua 
7.4.1. Description of surf breaks 
Tavarua resort has four surf breaks (Table 7.2, Figure 7.4) Cloudbreak, 
Restaurants, Tavama nght and Kiddieland There are also other nearby surf breaks 
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including Swimming pools, Namom lefts, and Wilkes rights (the first two however are 
exclusive waves belonging to the neighbouring Naniom Island Surf Resort). 
Table 7.2. Dst of surf breaks surrounding Tavama Island Resort. The recreational carrying 
capacity was established ficom discussion between the owners of the resort, visiting surf tourists and 
author's personal observations (adapted from Buckley, 2002b:436). 
Name of 
surf breaks 
Base Tide Type Swell 
(height and 
direction) 
Size 
(feet) 
Perceived 
maximum carrying 
capacity 
Surfing level 
Cloudbreak Reef Mid high to 
Mid low tide 
Left Southerly best and 
Southwest ok 
4 to 
20 
14 Advanced 
Restaurants Reef All tides Left Southeriy best and 
Southwest ok 
3 to 
10 
10 Advanced 
Tavarua 
Rights 
Reef Mid to high 
tides 
Right Southerly best and 
Southwest ok 
3 to 
6 
N/A Intemiediate 
l^ddieland Reef High tide Right N/A N/A N/A Beginners 
Cloudbreak is located a mile south of Tavarua Island (i.e. approximately a twenty 
minute boat ride from the Island), and five miles from the Viti Levu and can only be 
accessed/reached by boat. Cloudbreak takes its Fijian name "Nakurukunmailagr which 
means "Thunder Cloud Reef (J. Roseman, Interview, 2003). This break is a powerful 
open-ocean left-hand reef (Warshaw, 2003). 'Restaurants' is another left hand break located 
just in front of the resort and can be accessed from the beach. Both above mentioned surf 
breaks, break over very shallow reefs and are both for experienced surfers only. 
Kiddieland, a beginners' wave, is a wave accessible from the Island, and Tavama right is 
located on the fringing reef of the island. Both are rarely surfed. Cloudbreak is the 
preferred surf break for surf tourists visiting the resort and according to Jon Roseman, 90-
95% of the surfing at Tavama is carried out at Cloudbreak due also to the inconsistency of 
the surf at Restaurants. Restaurants is surfed when the clients are waiting for their shift to 
go surfing Cloudbreak and/or when Cloudbreak is too big. The RCC of the surfing 
resources for the resort of Tavama is thus chiefly based around Cloudbreak. 
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7.4.2, Recreational carrying capacity of surf breaks and their current 
management 
Cloudbreak can be subdivided into three mam sections caUed The Pomt, the 
Middle and Shish Kebabs (Warshaw, 2003) Waves at Cloudbreak are regularly over four to 
SIX feet during the winter surf season and very powerful and dangerous, breaking on 
shaUow reef In the middle of the ocean Cloudbreak's surfable length can be 300 to 350 m, 
depending on sweU size and direction, wind, tide, and currents The RCC of Cloudbreak 
was originaUy determined by the owners of Tavama Resort on factors such as RCC of 
mdividual days, weather and the degree of hazardous wave conditions Q Roseman, 
Interview, 2003) The resort owner fiirther explamed that the aspect of safety had been a 
prime factor for estabhshmg Cloudbreak's RCC and argued that "the number really has to he 
ten to fourteen surfers maximum I think that a comfortable number is ten. Again jou are out in the 
middle of the ocean, five miles out off the mainland and off Tavarua. You know the medicalfacilities in Viji 
are limited, so we have to support acadents ourselves Consequentiy, the management of the resort 
estabhshed the RCC of Cloudbreak to fourteen surfers. This RCC was also set to ensure 
maximum enjoyment of the surfers' experience Restaurants is a more "mechanical" wave 
that has one peak and its RCC was estabhshed to be around ten people The management 
of the resort contends that "controlling the usage of the surfing awas to accommodate a number that is 
considered sustainable and avoids accident/' 
The RCC of the two mam surf breaks as determined by visiting surf tounsts, 
concurred with the current estabhshed RCC. This was lUustrated by a comment from one 
recurrmg surf tourist, who stated that. "Restaurant can handle fifteen people, maybe ten people 
comfortablj. If fourteen people go to Cloudbreak that is it". When prompted to comment upon the 
current level of crowding at Cloudbreak, the general consensus from focus groups and 
mformal discussions with surf tourists, was that the current numbers were good and aU 
commented that this was offenng high satisfaction and surfing enjoyment. Surf tourists and 
members of staff remarked that the number of surfers permitted to surf Tavarua's surf 
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breaks should be kept to its current level both for safety and satisfying surfing expetience. 
Comments illustrating the overall vie\v of surf tourists (taken from focus groups) on the 
level of crowding of the surfbreaks at Tavarua resort included: "Bd^t now it is perfect", "I 
tljink that it is at its peak", "It is a safe number", "Definitely at its peak, personally I do not think that 
they can handle any more people" and 'I ivould really not want to see anymore than that". These 
statements clearly indicated the current RCC is at present satisfactory to surf tourists but 
that a further increase would cause dissatisfaction. Participant and personal observations 
revealed individuals were dissatisfied on occasion after surfing on small and inconsistent 
days at Cloudbreak with fourteen surfers in the water, and individuals had remrned to the 
resort indicating that they had not really enjoyed this particular surf session as they had not 
been able to catch many waves. These events suggest that the established CC should not be 
exceeded as crowds can be an issue on inconsistent days. 
Several tourists also commented that "no localism" in the surf was another key 
incentive for coming to Tavama and one tourist stated: "The features about Tavarua that I like 
are: the limited number ofpeople stay here and the no localism in the surf'. Clients of Tavarua when 
asked during focus group and informal conversations i f they would come to the Tavama 
Island resort if Cloudbreak becarne opened access and if there were fifty surfers in the line 
up, all said no. Some of the comments taken from focus groups exemplifying this included: 
"no, it would be self defeating to the resort. There ivould be to a point where people ivould just stop coming. 
The waves, as good as they are, are not as good as to entice someone here and to be miserable about all the 
extra people in the water'', "Ifyou come half wcry across the world to here. The last thingyou want to do is 
to ride into another crowd' and "Surfers are not going to come back if you have gotfifty boats piled up out 
there". The overall consensus was that low numbers in the surf was the main appeal for 
visiting Tavama and that an increase in numbers would be a barrier for clients to visit 
and/or return to the resort. To remain a competitive destination and maintain visitation, 
the management believe that sustaining such low level of tourism in relation to the RCC is 
a key criterion for the success of the resort. 
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7.5. Rights over resources in Fiji and Tavarua's lease agreement 
7.5.1. Rights over resources in Fiji and at Tavarua 
In order to clarify and explam the exclusivity over the surf breaks by Tavarua, a 
brief overview of the legal recogmtion of customary marine tenure and customary fishing 
nghts m FIJI IS presented (Figure 7 5) For more m-depth mformation on the traditional 
marine tenure m Fiji and its complexity and commumty coastal resource management 
issues, please refer to Walker (1996), Kmg (1997), Hvidmg (1998) and Virdm (2000). Land 
ownership and customary marme tenure m Fiji are complex and umque to Fiji and a few 
other Pacific islands (e.g, Papua New Gumea, Samoa). The customary resource tenures 
give the respective Mafaqah(s) (i e viQages, clans or communities) the rights of ownership to 
the land In terms of marme tenure, altiiough the seabed is state property, there are Fijian 
people's customary rights to qohqoh (le traditional fishing grounds). This gives exclusive 
fishing nghts to the qohqoh {which generally extends to outer reef slope and offshore reef 
areas) to the adjacent Mataqah(s). The qoloqoh are controlled by ^ javusa(s) which can 
mcorporate several Mataqalts. 
YAVUSA 
Figure 7.5. Tradittonal commumty management stmcture m Fiji (source. Virdin, (2000.328). 
Over 80% of Fiji's land and mshore areas are stih under such ownership (Waiting 
and Chape, 1992; Levett and McNahy, 2003). It has to be remarked that these customary 
nghts are recognised by the Fz/zan Fisheries Act of 1942 (Virdm, 2000), under which 
traditional fishmg nghts owners have the "right of usage" to these fishmg areas (Pratt, 1996 
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cited in Virdin (2000:329)). Wliile this traditional concept of rights to use or to "own" 
living marine resources has been a controversial issue in coastal resource management in 
Fiji, it is highlighted one of the most important feamres of the South Pacific Island culmres 
Baines (1987). 
7,5,2. The lease agreement at Tavarua 
In addition to the complexity of the marine tenures in Fiji, in the case of Tavarua 
Island resort, the simation over the exclusivity to surfing Cloudbreak and Restaurant, is 
exacerbated by the different ownerships of the qoliqolis of the two reefs where these two 
respective surf breaks are located (Figure 7.6) as well as the ownership of the Island of 
Tavarua. This latter belongs chiefly to the clan of Cuvu village. The Naikurukurumailagi reef 
qoliqoli where Cloudbreak is, lies in xh&javusa divided into two mataqalis (i.e. Momi and 
Nabila villages). In other words both Momi and Nabila villages have got traditional flshing 
rights over this reef. As for the Tavarua reef where Restaurant is located, this qoliqoli 
belongs to the vanua (i.e. tribe) of Malolo Island which comprises Qvejavusas (i.e. Lawa 
Solevu, Lawa Yaro, Taubare, Yanuya and Leweimom). 
The resort was given a licence/lease on the said Naikurukurumailagi reef and part of 
the Navula reef for surfing purposes only and; this licence is at present renewed every ten 
years (Figure 7.7). Effectively Tavama was given the right to control surfing through an 
exclusive leasing arrangement with the Ministry of Lands. In exchange for the lease, the 
resort pays a monthly lease to the mataqalis of the two qoliqolis (i.e. they pay a lease for the 
use of the two reefs for surfing). In addition to the lease, the resort gives 5% of its gross 
receipts to Momi and Nabila villages to compensate the resource owners for the loss of 
fishing on the Naikurukurumailagi reef. This 5% gross receipt goes into a fund, set up for 
various projects for the community. Tavarua resort also leases the island from the clan of 
Cuvu. Granting of exclusive surfing rights, is not unique to Tavama and a similar 
arrangement has been set up for the neighbouring surfing island resort of Namotu and the 
surf resort Nusa Island 'Retreat in Papa New Guinea 0. Ponting, Interview, 2004). The 
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exclusive leases to Tavarua, and the neighbounng Island of Namotu m Fiji have caused 
considerable controversy, especiaUy due to the hmited surfing resources m Fiji. 
Mataqalis of Momi and Nabila 
Money 
Cloudbreak 
Yavusas of Lawa Solevu, Lawa 
Yaro, Taubare, Yanuya and 
Leweimotu 
Money 
Restaurants 
Lease ^ Lease 
Other operators and/or 
individuals surfers using 
TAVARUA 
RESORT 
Cloudbreak and Restaurants on 
the change over day 
Fee/Money 
Chief of Cuvu 
Money 
Tavarua Island 
Lease 
Figure 7.6. Leasing arrangement and ownership of the qoliqolu (where Cloudbreak and Restaurants 
are simated) and Tavarua Island 
7.5.3. Current operative management of Cloudbreak and Restaurants 
The management of the resort has set up a system of four shifts operating daily at 
Cloudbreak with fourteen to fifteen surfers maximum surfing at any one time. Cloudbreak 
and Restaurants are open to the pubhc on Tavama's chentele change over day (i.e. Samrday 
mornings) People outside Tavarua resort (i e. individual travelhng surfers, surfers from 
other resorts) are ahowed to surf Tavarua's breaks but, must first seek permission from 
Tavarua resort, sign a disclaimer and pay a fee of USS15 This fee goes to the fiands of the 
respective Mataqahs. 
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7.6. Management strategy of Tavarua Island Resort 
7.6.1. Tavarua Island Resort development strategy 
Tavama management devised the resort's development base on the principles of 
ecotourism (to minimise any impacts on both the environment and the community) and 
environmental best practices. The resort was designed to be small scale, unobtmsive and to 
limit changes to the island's characteristics. It also followed two feamres from the Tourism 
Nation Development Programme for Fiji (Belt Collins and Associates Ltd, 1973) which 
proposed that the resort should be set 30 metres above high water mark and that the 
development has to be of low density bure style accommodation compatible with the 
island' small scale. The resort also had to comply with codes of practices and 
environmental regulations under the Fiji Development Bill of 1999 and other conditions 
dictated by the Fijian government. Because there are no recycUng facilities in Fiji, the resort 
developed a solid waste disposal and burns most materials. Organic wastes are composted 
and any other materials that cannot be burnt (i.e. metal cans and botties) are taken to the 
mainland (i.e. Viti Levu) for disposal. To stop anchor damage from boats, moorings have 
been set up at the surf breaks: Cloudbreak and Restaurants, and Tavarua rights, as well as 
on front of the resort. Each bure is currentiy on septic tanks and the resort has constmcted 
a secondary sewage treatment plant on the island to deal with all the grey water in order to 
reduce any leaching of nutrients onto the reef. 
7.6.2. Wildlife conservation 
The Island of Tavama is a sea snake breeding ground and turtie nesting mrtie 
ground. As a result, the resort owners limited the development to one side of the Island to 
retain namral habitats for the sea snakes on the island. Prior to the Tavama Resort, the 
Chief explained that they would kiU turdes coming to the Island. Turdes are a threatened 
species and endangered in the Pacific Ocean (Zann, 1994). The owners also used their 
influence to stop the killing of turdes on the Island and have banned spear fishing on its 
reefs. They have also been reinforcing the recent ban on the shooting of parrotfish and 
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wrasse through education, with staff and at village level The owners of Tavama resort took 
the initiative to educate and empower the local vihagers with regard to manne conservation 
measures and environmental issues 
7.6.3. Voluntary code of conduct and educational strategy 
To minimise the visitors' impacts both on the environment and the local 
community, the management devised a voluntary code of conduct for their chents to 
mcrease their socio-cultural and environmental awareness. In terms of the environment, 
Roseman explained that "We do talk about the environment in our newsletters and pnor to chents 
commg to the Island, ive send them infomiatton. We talk about the island tn general for example, "do not 
ptck things tip and do not takepteces off the reefs etc" The resort took a proactive approach from 
the outset m mmimismg both the resons and tourists' impacts on the environment and 
commumty The effectiveness of this strategj^  was evaluated m the followmg sections. 
7.7. Environmental impacts of surfing tourism at Tavarua 
In this smdy, the impacts of surfing tourism on the namral environment of Tavarua 
Island and adjacent manne ecosystems were evaluated (Table 7.3) 
Table 7.3. Significant physical and environmental impacts from surfing tounsm on Tavarua Island 
and surroundmg reefs 
Environmental 
value 
Impacts + or-
Reef and local 
fishery 
Trampling over the reef by surfers at low tide at Restaurants and pnor boat anchonng 
on the reef has led to some localised coral breakage on the reef 
Local people, no longer collecting manne resources and less fishing on the reef has 
permitted the coral reef to recover as well local fish populations 
+ 
Water 
quality/mbbish 
Signs of nutrients with localised algae grovirth The extent is minimal and cun'ent 
sewage facilities should address this problem adequately 
-/ + 
Island and 
vegetation and 
wildlife 
Removal of vegetation and noise from generator and resort may potentially have 
affected sea snakes and turtles respectively 
Protection of turtles and sea snakes is positive for the conservation of these species + 
This assessment was hmited by the absence of baseline data on the island and 
marme ecosystems, as weh as the absence of environmental impact assessment of the 
resort The lack of long-term data and momtonng of the local environment meant any 
environmental evaluations were subjective and rehant on quahtative information 
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7.7.1. Impacts to reefs and fisheries 
Surf tourists' direct impacts on the reefs around Tavama resort were fairly Hmited 
as most of the surf breaks (with the exception of Restaurants) are only accessible by boat, 
preventing surfers from walking and trampling on the reefs. The exception is the surf 
break Restaurants, where participant observations noted that at low tide, people walked on 
the reef to access the surf. Informal conversation with visiting surf tourists and staff 
members however revealed that, at low tide, few surfed this wave as it becomes very 
dangerous and breaks on shallow reefs. Yet participant observations noted that snorkelling 
and reef walking (at low tide) were two activities carried out by some visitors. Snorkelling 
and reef walking are known to have potential impacts and pressure on the reef system and 
while snorkelling along the fringing reef, the author noted areas of broken coral. This was, 
however, very localised and limited to the area in front of the resort where the boats used 
to be anchored and where moorings have now been set up. Staff, repeat visitors and the 
owners of the resort, reported no significant change and obvious degradation of the island 
and coral reefs. According to two marine biologists, Diane Walker and E d Lovell, the reefs 
surrounding Tavama are in healthy conditions. Ed Lovell believed that the resort has good 
environmental management practice as "the current good coral cover highlights that after nearly 
tiventyyears in operations, Tavarua Island Resort's impacts have been minimal". He later added that 
some of the localised reef damage was due mainly to local commercial fishing operating on 
the reef at low tide. One local villager from Nabila also believed the villages' fishing nets 
also have had some impacts on the local reefs. Anthropogenic activities including 
destmctive fishing practices, sedimentation, eutrophication and pollution, have led to a 
wide loss of coral reefs in Fiji (Harborne et aL, 2001). In addition, the Pacific region is 
highly vulnerable to a number of climatic and other environmental phenomena, including 
hurricanes and typhoons and recent coral bleaching events and storm damage have also 
exacerbated the anthropogenic activities' effects. A cyclone in 1998 and bleaching events 
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both in 1998 and 2000, caused significant damage to the Island and contributed to coral 
reef degradation in Fi]i and the Mamanucas (Walker, 2003) 
The Fi)ian reefs have also been subjected to overfishing (Harbome et al, 2001) and 
the fishmg grounds of the south-west Paafic have been ravaged by mdustnal fishmg fleets 
(Fien et al, 2000) Dynamite fishmg occurs m western Via Levu and the use of poison (e.g, 
derris) is prevalent in most areas m Fiji (Vuki etal, 2000) 
Human-induced pressures on the Natkurukurumatlagt reef by the two mataqahs 
(MComi and Nabila) was also mentioned during an mformal conversation with vihagers. 
Pnor to the two viUages working for Tavarua, women as part of their daily tasks would 
cohect marme resources (octopus, sea cucumber (beche de mer), shellfish and reef fish) at 
low nde on the Natkurnkunmatlagi reef where Cloudbreak hes. During mformation 
conversations with women from the villages, several commented that as blood from the 
fish and octopus killed on the reef could attract sharks, out of respect for the surf tourists, 
the commumty voluntarily deaded to stop the gleamng on the Naikurukurumailagi reef. 
When asked how this had impacted on the commumty's subsistence hvehhood, they 
responded that they had become less self-sufficieiit and were no longer eating as much 
seafood Yet, several women commented that most of the women who used to fish on the 
reef, now work for Tavarua and that havmg more disposable income aUowed them to buy 
meat and other products from Nadi The men from the two vUlages stiU go fishmg with 
nets on the reef for subsistence and to seU to markets The changes m the local diet may 
also be related to the pervasive Westermsation and globahsation of Fiji and its people 
rather than a result from tounsm alone (this wiU be expanded further in the Chapter 8). 
The relationship of tourism m Fiji to the wider globahzation process has been discussed 
elsewhere (Harrison, 1997; ICmg, 1997). 
The cessation of coUection of marme resources is beheved to have had some 
benefits on the local reef habitats and associated manne ecosystems. Many commented that 
previously, the fishery practices had been detnmental to the fish population and the reefs 
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heath. According to one local villager, the reef used to be heavily trampled during the 
collection of marine resources. The cessation of gleaning and fishing on the rfeef, he 
believed, contributed to the recovery and long-term sustainability of the fishery resource of 
the two mataqalis arguing that 'T think that having stopped fishing so much on the reef, has permitted 
the reef and fish population to recover. That is really good too. We need to save fish for our kids growing 
up. If we keep eating eating eating, there mil he none left...That is tvhy it is good that Tavarua owns 
Cloudbreak, because it stops people frotn overfishing. You now see lots of marine life coming back again. 
All the corals have been really good, all the big fish and all the lobsters are coming back". Several key 
informants felt that surfing tourism had provided a sustainable econonuc alternative to 
traditional and more destructive practices like fishing. Pierce Flynn, the Ex CEO of 
Surfrider foundation, expanded this and argued: "You know that the local community make more 
money in a more sustainable way. By creating these suifing camps, [local communities can] participate in 
[rather] thanjust [sell] off the Island and/ orfish out and cyanided the reef to get thefish for the aquarium 
ti-ade". This suggests that the reduced pressure on and reduced resource use of the reef by 
the local people may have alleviated pressures on its associated ecosystems. It could be 
argued that in this case, surfing tourism has inadvertentiy helped to promote a more 
sustainable management of the community's fishery and marine resources. 
7.7.2. Water quality / mbbish 
While no water quality monitoring has been carried out on Tavama, making it 
difficult to efficientiy evaluate the current water quality, interviews with staff at the resort 
and local marine biologists, all suggested that water quality surrounding the island was 
good. Author's personal observations when snorkelling on the reef, noted only very 
localised algae growth (i.e. Gracilaria sp.) adjacent to the resort's restaurant, possibly from 
increased nutrient (see Costanzo et al (2000)). This algal growth was however confined to a 
small area, which indicates that any nutrient outflow from the resort is minimal and not of 
noticeable environmental concern. This was corroborated during discussions with marine 
biologist Ed LoveU who believed that the current environmental pressures of the resort on 
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the surrounthng reefs were contamed and not of concern. He stated that Tavarua resort, 
after twenty years m operation, appeared to have had very htde mipacts on the reef, which 
was in very good condition This suggests a contained low impact of the resort on the local 
reef. The author also noted that there was no rubbish on the Island, which suggests that 
the mbbish disposal scheme was successful m keepmg the Island clean The findmgs 
mdicate the resort's appropriate handhng of wastes, sewage and other refuse 
7.7.3. Clearing of vegetation and impacts to wildUfe 
The development of infrastructure has been constructed behmd the coastal frmgmg 
vegetation, which has helped to minimise alteration of existmg shorehne charactenstics, 
which show htde sign of erosion. The resort has also set up dehneated footpaths which 
restrict visitors from tramphng the vegetation. Despite some vegetation clearance for the 
constmction of the bures and other buildings, this has been minimal for both 
environmental and aesthetic reasons and only 25% of the island developed). Accordmg to 
several key informants, Tavarua Island has retamed its aesthetic value In terms of wildhfe, 
some repeat visitors, staff members and the chief reported some perceived changes with a 
decrease in the abundance of sea snakes and turties commg to the Island They commented 
that they were seemg less sea snakes and torties over the years 
Shetty and Shine (2002) highhghted that resort development on Fijian Islands, 
could have locahsed effects on sea snakes' population as they have high site fidehty to 
respective Islands It is thus possible, as one key informant su^ested that some vegetation 
clearance may have been a dismrbance to the sea snakes on Tavarua, by reducmg their 
namral habitats Musa (2002) found that m Sipanda Island, Malaysia, vegetation clearance 
had detrimentahy impacted turties, and it is possible this has occurred on Tavarua The 
Chief also suggested that the noise from the resort may have potentially affected mrties, 
but management has taken measures to reduce noise by placing the generator m a closed 
buildmg The general view, however, was that the development had not sigmficantiy 
affected the mrties or sea snakes as they were stih returmng m numbers to Tavama It has 
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to be noted that sea turdes (i.e. Pacific Loggerhead and Leatherback) populations have 
suffered a decline between 80-95% in part, due to bycatch over the last twenty years 
(Lewison et al., 2004) and in the South Western Pacific Islands turties are endangered and 
extinct in some areas (Zann, 1994). It can be thus argued that the decrease in mrties on the 
island, may also be a reflection of the overall decline in the mrtie population in the Fijian 
and Westem Pacific Islands. 
7.7,4. Simimary - environmental impacts 
While it is almost impossible to prevent all disruptions to the ecological and 
ecosystem balance of any small island, the study's findings suggested that the tangible 
environmental impacts have been minimal. In general, neither key informants' comments 
nor personal observation indicated significant repercussions on the namral ecosystems as a 
result of tourists and associated tourism development. While prior boat anchoring on the 
reef has had some localised impacts, the current utilisation of moorings has prevented reef 
damage. In addition, a reduction in the collection of marine resources and associated 
trampling on the reef, are believed to have assisted the recovery of the reef ecosystem and 
local fishery. The resort's protection policy and enforcement for mrties and parrotfish and 
wrasse, is an additional positive conservation measure to have benefited the local marine 
wildHfe. Furthermore, the educational awareness approach for the visitors appears to have 
been a contributing factor to limit the surf tourists' direct and indirect impacts on the local 
environment. Tavama Island resort with its small-scale development, environmental 
management plan and environmental considerations has limited any potential 
environmental impact and appeared to be operating within the environmental carrying 
capacity of the Island ecosystem and its surroimdings reefs. It is widely acknowledged that 
most tropical small Islands (de Haas, 2002) including the Fijians Island (Levett and 
McNally, 2003) are generally only suited to small-scale development, indicating that 
Tavarua resorts' relatively modest development was appropriate. Finally, the development 
of environmental review procedures, the formal controls over development of the resort 
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•withjn FIJI'S regulatory environmental framework and the "controhed" tounsts' activities 
have mimmised negative Impacts on the marme and Island environment The findmgs 
mdicate that surfing tounsm at Tavarua to date has been environmentally acceptable. 
7.8. Economic consequence and impacts of surfing tourism at Tavarua 
The most important economic consequences of surfing tounsm mclude the 
diversification of the economy, employment opportunities, distnbution and equity of 
mcome and an economic dependence on tounsm (Table 7 4) 
Table 7.4. Economic impacts of surfing tounsm on the local communities at Tavarua 
Economic factor Impacts + or-
Diversification of the 
economy 
Diversification and addition to the local traditional subsistence economy + 
Employment and 
entrepreneunal 
opportunities 
Vanegation of employment 
Limited entrepreneunal opportunities for individuals within the community and for 
outside Fijian to develop surfing tourism operations around Cloudbreak 
+ 
Income General rise of income and supplement to subsistence living 
Secure income and funds to both resource owners (i e both villages) 
+ 
+ 
Equity and distnbution of 
wealth 
Equitable distnbution of benefits among the community from the lease fee of the reef 
and proiects funds 
+ 
Dependence on tounsm Development of some level of reliance on Tavarua Island Resort -/+ 
Share of benefits Resort owners of Tavama share benefits of surfing tourism with the resource owners 
(i e two communities) 
+ 
Community cohesion Community's cohesion due to the equitable share of benefits fi^ om surfing tounsm 
among the community members 
+ 
Equal opportunity of 
employment 
Equal opportunity for community members lo work for the resort through proper 
recmitment within the village and share of jobs among the community 
Lack of individual enfrepreneunal opportunity on the two surf breaks 
+ 
Village 
infrastructure/amenities 
Development of infrastructure for local communities such as piped water, eleclncity 
and septic tanks etc 
+ 
Share of benefits 
between resort owner 
and resource owners 
The share of benefits between the resort and resource owner had pemiitted on 
ongoing positive relationship between the two 
+ 
7.8.1. Diversification of economy, employment and income 
Pnor to the Tavarua surfing resort, the two vihages had very few alternatives 
sources of mcome and employment, and denved a subsistence hvmg, with some revenue 
from cash crops (e g , cassava, taro, kava), sugar farming and pme forestry Interviews with 
key mformants and participant observations with viUagers revealed that Tavama resort had 
permitted a diversification of the local economy firom subsistence and traditional sectors. 
They also pointed out that the economic benefit of Tavarua has not been hmited solely to 
direct income earned from those workmg at the resort and contended the resort was 
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having spin off economic effects on the two villages with the creation of a variety of jobs. 
For example, aside from the 54 members of staff working frdl time and around-16 part-
time, the resort offers fiirther opportunities. The resort contracts work within the 
community for big projects (e.g., surf competitions) and hires villagers to perform 
ceremonies for the Fijian night. Community members commented that the resort 
supported a wider portion of the village through the purchase of local produce including 
vegetables, fruits (e.g., bananas, pineapples, papaya, and breadfruits), kava and fish, and that 
this sale of cash crop was a sufficient income to sustain them. 
The resort has set up a project for alternative income to the community, including a 
scheme for clam harvesting and an agricultural project as a means to reduce unemployment 
among the young people and other community members. In this project, young people 
were paid to grow vegetables which they could then sell back to the resort. Collection of 
shells, carvings and crafts are sold at the resort's shop and the resort buys flower leis and 
other flower arrangements for the Fijian nights from local women. Several individuals also 
get extra income from repairing surfboards for tourists. The chief commented on the 
communities' overaU positive response to Tavama for creating sought-after job 
opportunities and alternative income in the villages. 
While all communitjr members benefit from Tavarua, not everj'one can work for 
the resort. This caused some fmstration among the community. A couple of residents also 
felt that the Fijian managerial staff, when recruiting new employees tended to favour their 
own family members and that the best jobs were being allocated to friends and relatives. 
The chief who is the staff manager for the resort and the resort owners commented 
otherwise. Both argued that there was an equal opportunity for employment at the resort. 
The chief clarified this point explaining that when a position is vacant at the resort, the 
board of elders meets and discusses which family from the two villages is most in need of 
income and employment, and allocate the job accordingly. 
Another highhghted advantage pointed out by one key informant was that "They 
never take people mth quahficattons, only people from the milage" which permits low-skhled workers 
to have the opportunity to work for the resort There was an overaU consensus arising 
from aU key mformants and local viUagers that Tavarua resort had positively impacted and, 
had been a major contnbutor to both viUages economicaUy. The Fijian Office board officer 
who has been involved with the two villages over the last fifteen years, when reflecting on 
the resort's economic impacts on the communities, summed up his view arguing that since 
the Momi and NabUa viUage's involvement with the resort, they had evolved from some of 
the poorest viUages of the area to some of the most weU-off communities. 
7.8.2. Distribution of economic benefits 
It was generaUy felt, mcludmg by individuals that did not work for the resort, that 
tiie benefits obtamed from surfing tourism m Tavarua were shared among the community 
The mayor of Momi highhghted that whUe people were financially better off if they worked 
for Tavarua he commented that* "Tavarna also gives to mdimdual families ivho do notworM\ The 
5% of gross capital earmng from the resort paid to the two villages for the compensation 
for fishmg right loss, whUe not distnbuted direcdy m cash money, is mvested into a fund 
that supports a variety of projects benefiting aU commumty members of the two villages 
AU interviewed commented on the advantages derived from the projects in the viUages. For 
instance, the instaUation of fresh water supply system, electriaty and samtary system (i.e 
toilets), free medial treatments, irrigation systems for agnculmre, help for animal 
husbandry, boat donation, the constmction of a school for the viUage and commimity hah 
at NabUa, school materials for their chUdren, the constmction of one hundred cyclone-
proof concrete houses, are ah projects enjoyed by the commumty as a whole. In addition, 
several key mformants and viUagers pointed out that Tavarua resort also contributed to 
fimdraismg events and finanaal assistance in case of emergency for famdy m needs (i e. 
funeral, hospitahsation etc) For mstance, one teacher of Nabila noted that "ivhenever there is 
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a junction in tiie villages and somebody dies or a wedding, or whenever we do not have money, we ask 
Tavarua jor help and they give us money jor all those junction f\ 
One point nevertheless highlighted during informal interviews with local villagers 
and key informants was, that those working for the Tavarua and other tourism resorts had 
advantage over those who did not, as their earnings were regular and greater than their 
counterparts. One key informant expanded on this fiarther stating that "People who are 
working will have advantages over people that do not work Jor the resort, because they are getting a steady 
income. In sugar cane, they are paid every three weeks, whereas the hotel industry pays rveekly. The money 
that you get in one week in hotels probably equals the money you get in three rveeks on the sugar cane". 
While a couple of community members did not share compatible views on the equitable 
share of benefits derived from surfing tourism and highlighted a discontent in this disparity 
of earnings, the disproportion of earnings was revealed not to be a contentious issue for 
the majority of community members. On the other hand, participant observations and 
interviews found a common accord on the current division of economic benefits, which 
was perceived as highly beneficial and was well received by the community as a whole. It 
was found that there was a philanthropist's mentality within the villages and many 
discussed that, because of the Fijian way of life, there is no real separation of wealth among 
the community. The Fiji rural society is a communal one, with values placed high on the 
family unit and the village. The chief emphasised the traditional solidarity among the 
community and stated that Fijians live in villages where everything is shared and everyone 
is taken care of. It was also found that the decisions on community funds were decided 
upon after consultation between the villages' elders and other key figures. Participant 
observations noted that money even when iadividuaily earned, was later shared and 
distributed among community members, including in indirect ways such as donations to 
the church and/or fundraising events to aid families in crisis. This system is a 
demonstration of a very strong social cohesion. Yet despite the recognition of this shared 
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distribution of -wealth, it is difficult to evaluate defimtively community equity without 
fiarther specific data. 
During fieldwork, no tangible economic disparities among commumty members 
were noticeable which suggested the share of the benefits and an existing and practised 
altruist philosophy Even among those who did not work for Tavarua, the majority felt that 
the two communities as a whole were benefiting economicaUy from the surf touasm at 
Tavarua resort In the case of these two commumties, it was apparent that coUective 
commumty benefits superseded mdividual mterests 
Conversely, the overaU positive perceived economic benefits were not matched by 
several neighbouring tourist operators WhUe they acknowledged the benefits of the resort 
to the NabUa and Momi, they also expressed the view that the economic benefits from 
surfing tourism at Tavama and around Cloudbreak, was exclusively hmited to the NabUa 
and Momi viUages with no leakage into other surroundmg commumties. Several key 
mformant mterviews and partiapant observations revealed that other villages m the 
viamty, as weh as other hotehers and tounsts operators were unhappy at bang unable to 
share the benefits from surfing tounsm on Cloudbreak. The mayor of Momi explamed that 
the neighbouring commumty "fee/jea/ous because on t/jeir uland, they do not have ivhat Tavarua 
gwei' Some fiirther commented that the segregated/enclaved tourism at Tavarua resort 
meant that tounsts were unable to purchase goods or services from outside Tavama Island 
One tounst operator argued "J thtnk personal/y that Tavarua has benefited the /ocalpeop/e litt/e, 
because al/ their guests have paid a/ready overseas, so their impact on the economy is very /ow Their guests 
have no contnbution to any businesses or any other hotels m Fiji, except for Tavarua On Tavarua, they 
just come on the island and go bacM' 
Another pomt raised by several individuals was that the exclusive right over 
Cloudbreak by Tavama was preventing local resource owners (i e people from Momi and 
NabUa) as weU as outside mdividuals, from imtiating enterprises based on surfing at 
Cloudbreak. There was argument that if Cloudbreak was no longer exclusive, this would 
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permit more tourist operations to open, creating employment in tourism for the local 
villagers. Several key informants and villagers shared a different opinion, however, and 
commented that while more entrepreneurial surfing businesses could create additional 
employment, the distribution of the benefits among the resource owners would be 
somehow compromised. One local villager from Momi exemplified this view claiming that 
"before the exdusive right given to Tavarua, Momi used to run their own surf operation which used to 
employ and benefit only four people in total... During this operation, there was inequality of earnings and 
some friction ivithin the village. Now jvith the even distribution to the whole community, everybody is 
happf. Based on this point, many key informants and community members raised the 
concern that if Tavarua resort was to stop and/or was to be replaced with different 
operators, this would jeopardise the benefits to the resource owners. The chief and other 
key informants fiarther explained that Fijians view the qoloqoli as part of their communal 
way of life and that benefits inherentiy should be spread among the community. 
7,8.3, Economic dependence upon surfing tourism 
Tavarua resort has been a provider of safe and secure employment for the 
community and has provided long-term economic benefits. The co-owner stated that: "The 
employment opportunities are high. We are going to have to see a third generation coming already. We 
have the same employees we had for the last 20 yeari\ It was revealed through participant 
observations and key informants that Momi and Nabila had developed some level of 
economic dependence on Tavama, not only from revenue earnings but also from the 
indirect economic benefits of the various projects previously mentioned. It also should be 
noted that employment opportunities in other sectors of the local economy were very 
limited. The dependence on tourism for employment has been further accentuated with the 
collapsing sugar industry in Fiji. One goverrmient official commented on this dependence 
and stating that: "Because for the last ten years, these tivo villages rely so much on Tavarua. The sugar 
canefarm is going down hill and there is no more arable land around the place, and the only food isfishing 
so, there really would be an impact on these tivo villages if suddenly Tavarua was to close". It has to be 
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noted that although the subsistence resource gleamng on the reef has stopped, the two 
commumties stiU fish with nets Consequendy, the two viUages stdl gain a revenue from 
selhng their fish to nearby markets and to nearby hotels 
Several informants highhghted that although the communities had developed some 
dependence, the vihages nevertheless stih have subsistence food to fah back on and cash 
crops, such as Kava and copra sold for consumption m Nadi. One govemment officer 
exphcated this further statmg that this dependence on the resort was surmountable 'They 
have a very bountiful fishing ground, and thej also have got pme plantations and cane sugar plantations 
They still have sotfie income from the land they have leased out to the farms So they still can survive but 
they iwuld lose out if Tavarua goes doivn or something^'. Ah commumty members interviewed, 
conveyed the same pomt and explained that economicahy surfing toutism had provided 
extra revenues for the commumty without jeopardismg the traditional subsistence economy 
from which most still hve. During the fieldwork period, no discontent from commumty 
members (with regard to the overah effects Tavarua resort has had on their commumty) 
were observed or reported On the other hand, a strong support for Tavarua's surfing 
operation was pronounced both by the residents and key informants Overall, ah valued 
Tavarua notably, for the creation of employment locaUy and for raismg the standard of 
hving One viUager summarised this stating that. " / / ivas a very hard life before founsm came 
here" 
7.8.4. Equity between the resort owners and resource owners 
The share of the benefits between the resource owners and the resort owners was 
of interest The owner of the resort explamed that the operation ensured a win-win 
simation whereby a component of tounsm profits were distnbuted back to the two villages 
This was illustrated by a statement from the Fiji Office Board officer who argued that: 'The 
management is good and they make sure that ivhatever they get, gets back to the milage" Tim Baker, 
experienced surf traveUer and surf journahst concluded that: 'Tavarua has built a very mutually 
benefiaal relationship with the local people. They are happj mth the advent of suifing tounsm in their 
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area". During participant observations, no tangible discontent from community members 
was encountered in this regard. Some may however argue that Tavarua resort is working 
hard to maintain a strong relationship with the communities in order to keep the exclusive 
surfing rights and that, despite the benevolent scheme of giving 5% earning of the resort 
going back to the community, this may be seen more as a paternalistic approach and far 
from being an equitable return to the community. 
7.8.5. Summary — economic impacts 
Surfing tourism has permitted diversification of what was largely a subsistence-
based economy and created secure employment opportunities and income for viUagers. 
Aside firom the direct employment at the resort, the wider community has derived social 
and economic benefits from alternative income projects and tourism investment remrned 
to the community via funds and other projects. As a result, the community perceived 
surfing tourism favourably. The sharing of tourism revenue between the resource owners 
and resort, as weU as among community members, in combination with the development 
of coUective community income (i.e. revenue share and donations) were found to be 
significant factors for equal distribution within and positive impacts on the communities. 
It is argued here that with the resource being owned coUectively by the two mataqalis, has 
ensured the equal distribution of the benefits among the community members and has had 
the advantage of minimising destabilisation of traditional soUdarity. Thus, it appears from 
the findings that the present simation arising from surfing tourism, where tourists, the local 
community and resort owners aU benefit from tourism, were important factors for the 
current success of the resort. 
It should be noted that the villagers were not wealthy by any means and there was 
not equity of earnings between resort owners and community members. Surfing tourism 
has become an important economic component for the two viUages, which inherendy have 
developed a level of economic dependence. This dependence has intensified by the lack of 
alternative employment and economic activities in the vicinity and coUapse of traditional 
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economies (e g., sugar-cane fanxung) Nevertheless, the commumties have retained access 
to their land and namral resources and are stdl pardy rehant on a traditional subsistence 
hvehhood It was found that surfing tourism had been an advantage by providmg an 
alternative and supplementary economy to aid the stru^llng traditional economy, without 
jeopardising traditional hvehhoods. For the broader community, exclusivity of surf rights at 
Tavarua had prevented the development of entrepreneurial busmess and tounsm 
opportumnes around Cloudbreak and had restncted the benefits to the owners of die reef 
(i e. Momi and Nabila) It is acknowledged that the current community seim-dependency 
on Tavarua could have mfiuenced the resident's perception and attimdes towards surfing 
tounsm's positive impacts (rf Bescuhdes et al. (2002)). Surfing tourism at Tavarua resort 
has brought relatively significant econoimcal benefits to both mataqahs (i e. Momi and 
Nabila viUage) without their losing access to their namral resources or subsistence 
traditions. There was a general consensus that the positive benefits had far outweighed any 
negative consequences 
7.9. Socio-cultural impacts and factors influencing the success of Tavarua resort 
Soaal and economic impacts were mterrelated, and a summary of the socio-cultural 
impacts has been tabulated (Table 7.5). 
Table 7.5. Socio-cultural impacts of surfing tounsm on local coramumties and factors influencmg 
the success of Tavarua resort 
Socio-cultural value Impacts/consequences + or-
Quality of life and 
standard of living 
Surfing tounsm has significantly increased the communities' quality of life 
through the development of amenities and infrastnicture Tounsm has led to an 
increase in family income and improvement of diet 
+ 
Medical and welfare Medical help via Surfing Medical Association, medical supplies and facilities 
which has led to the improvement of health of community members 
+ 
Education level The constaiction of a school, availability of scholarships and school books have 
assisted more local villagers to attend secondary school Scholarships even 
allow some locals to attend University 
+ 
Rejuvenation of cultural 
practices 
Revival, continuation and strengthening of cultural hentage and traditional 
cultural practices through ceremony and demonstrations dunng Fijian nights 
Sense of pnde in shanng traditional culture with tourists 
+ 
Change of way of life 
and cultural values 
Westem influence and tounsm influence on the community has weakened some 
cultural values such as dress code 
-
Hannonious relationship 
and community 
integration with tounsts 
Community integration with tourists has strengthened support to the tounsm 
operation and stopped any tangible antagonism against tounsm 
+ 
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7.9.3. Education level 
A n important positive social impact highlighted was the increase of educational 
level through Tavama's financial support, with for example, the constmction of a school in 
Nabila, the provision of school books and payment of salaries for some school teachers. 
The school teacher further contented that "they have given scholarships for children, especially for 
secondary education...They built a library for us, they gave us electricity and teachers' quarters and free 
exercise books each year. All this comes from Tavania. Tavarua is doing a lot for our school". These 
measures, as well as scholarship programs have permitted more smdents to go on to 
further education. Another positive aspect pointed out by several key informants and 
community members was that children were now learning to surf and Tavarua had 
supported the surfing association of Fiji and had allowed young participants to use the surf 
breaks and compete in regular events/competitions. A teacher claimed however that 
tourism had led to a disinterest in schooling by some young people. She argued that: "It is 
affecting the children's education.... The kids are not working very hard to reach their goals because they 
are expecting things from Tavarua... These children are not doing their best in school, because they are 
lookingfonmrd to being boatmarr, cleaners or rvhateverjob to ivork in Tavarua.. It is not good... That is 
affecting the education of the children". Yet an earlier report by Levett and McNally (2003) found 
that this was not unique to Tavarua but stated that tourism in Fiji, has led to changes in 
culmral attimdes, reliance on hotel employment rather than pursuing education. 
7.9.4. Rejuvenation of cultural practices and other influences of tourism on 
the communities 
There was a mixmre of feelings with regard to the perceived cultural changes 
brought on by surfing tourism. The majority strongly felt that their culmre, values and 
traditions had not been affected by surfing tourism. Some key informants including the 
mayor and the chief emphasised this point contending that the traditional rules and 
customs still provided the foundation of mral communities' organisation. Several key 
informants and community members fiarther attributed this resilience to westem influences 
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due to the strong devotion and cultivation of Fijian indigenous culture by the elders and 
the chiefs at the vihage. Several individuals including one government offiaal commented 
that tounsm had a positive effect on the culmre The resort's chentele was mtroduced to 
Fijian traditions during a *Fijian Night' which mcluded: a kava ceremony, Fijian food, 
traditional songs, mekes (performance by staff) and Fijian ceremomes Relating cultural 
heritage was found to be integral to Tavarua's operation and this was further remarked m a 
previous smdy by Kmg (1997). Roseman during an mterview m an earher smdy by Kmg 
commented (1997:73), that "we don't want them to just have the surfing experience and then kavi\ 
The chief further emphasised that as a result tounsts respected and loved their culture 
Tounsm was seen by many community members to have encouraged and madvertentiy 
permitted the revitahzation and continuation of traditional Fijian practices especiaUy among 
the young generation, who are losing interest m traditional customs (e g., dances and song) 
m favour of some westem habits such as television 
In addition, participant observations found that employees had a sense of pnde 
when shanng their cultural traditions with the guests at the resort. One member of staff 
commented "Since I have been here, people that come the first time, the first day they say "totmrrow is 
a big day" when they talk about the Fijian night because they want to see our culture People who come 
here they really like it". Time and time agam, tounsts claimed that the Fijian mght was 
somethmg they were lookmg forward to and expressed great appreciation for the Fijian 
culture. Although some may cnticise this exposure to the Fijian culture for bemg fairly 
elementary or mdimentary, participant observations and several key mformants interviewed 
perceived that this was adequate to raise general tourists' awareness. This was reflected by 
the unanimous perception that cUents were very respectful and sensitive to villagers and 
staff members. 
The existing imphat voluntary code of conduct operated at the resort, seemed to 
have curbed negative impacts on the community For instance, to minimise any potential 
tounsts' impacts on the local commumty, visitors are bnefed on dress codes and how to be 
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respectful when visiting the Fijian viUages. The resort owner fiirther emphasised that 
anyone who behaved in an offensive manner and/or in a fashion disrespectful to the 
Fijians, would be banned from remrning to the Island. This ensured that the resort 
management exercised a control over the behaviours/actions of their dients and thus 
promoted responsible behaviour to reduce potential socio-cultural impacts. CUents as a 
whole, were found to adhere to the given culmral expectations (e.g., dress code when 
visiting viUages). This was observed during visits to the viUages where toutists dressed 
appropriately and brought presents (e.g., Kava roots, school books etc) to the viUages as a 
sign of respect and as a customary gesture. 
One group leader who had visited every year for over a decade commented that the 
majority of cUents were recurring tourists, and had developed some knowledge of the 
island's environment as weU as a respect for the two Fijian communities. He commented 
that they knew how to behave appropriately when visiting the viUages and asserted that 
newcomers were briefed by the others accordingly. Roseman reinforced this point: "I think 
that people are pretty respectful and again, some of our guests have been here so many times so they know". 
It was thus indicated that recurring surf tourists generaUy had Umited impacts on the 
environment and the host communities. 
Some less positive socio-cultural changes were nevertheless, linked to tourism. 
Several key informants and community members pointed out that, local viUagers, especiaUy 
the younger generation, were copying the tourists' dress style and that even giris were 
wearing shorts and T-shirts. Yet, the mayor contended that "according to traditions, girls are not 
allowed to do thaf. Consequendy, the village elders and chiefs had banned in the villages such 
dress code and enforced sulus to be worn. Another western influence raised by several 
individuals, was the change in the diet with the introduction of sugar and salt which, 
according to a local nurse has resulted in diabetes in the community. 
According to a priest, tourism was seen to have somehow affected participation in 
reUgious ceremonies. He explained that: "Because before all the people had to stay in the village and 
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ivorship the lord, hut since tounsm started, a lot of people stay on (Tavarua] island now and they do not 
worship god Now it is only one day in the week that people have to stay in the milage to worship god\ 
Yet, some villagers recogmsed that some changes could not be separated from the 
westernisation of Fijians hfestyle in general Smce colomahsm, Fijians have been exposed to 
Western culture weh before tourism commenced and the indigenous culture has been 
reported to have been influenced and weakened (Levett and McNahy, 2003). For mstance, 
m Paafic Islands, de Hass (2002 330) explained that changes m dress style have occurred 
since the first contact with Europeans, and have altered considerably over the years Many 
vihagers were acceptant of some of the changes and this was echoed on numerous 
occasions by many commumty members, with one vihager stating: "7 think that time is 
changing andyou can not hnng the past to the present. Overah, the soao-cultural impacts were 
found to be fairly limited with no ma|or impairments of the culture 
7.9.5. Limited disruption to community 
Unhke many tounst destinations where tounsm adjoins to the commumly, Tavama 
is offshore from the vihages, and local vihagers were rarely subjected or exposed to tourists. 
The mayor commented that tounsm was not affecting the commumty due to the low direct 
contact of tounsts at the villages Tounsts only visited the viUages once a week for the 
Sunday church mass m Nabila Personal observations and participant observations with 
villagers noted that the low exposure of tourism had resulted m no substantial and tangible 
disruptions of the villagers' daily hves Pierce Flynn commented that the locals seemed 
happy to see tourists and showed no antagomsm/resentment towards them. A less tangible 
but sigmficant pomt revealed during the fieldwork and also remarked by key mformants, 
was the harmomous guest-host relationships and, between the resort and the two vihages. 
After 20 years, the relationslnp between hosts and guests was stdl excellent with no 
noticeable antagomsm In addition, the strong commumty support and kudos on Tavarua's 
surf tourism operation was expressed during interviews with commumty members 
(includmg the ex-proprietor of Momi Surf Co limited), who reinforced this positive 
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relationship. It was noted that during aU information conversations with government 
officers, NGOs and community members, that Tavarua resort was quoted on many 
occasions to be one of the best tourist operations in Fiji especially, in terms of its benefits 
accmed by the villages. 
7.9.6. Host-tourists relationship and community integration with tourists 
The resort owners have espoused a family ethos philosophy at the resort where 
social interaction with guests was found to be strongly encouraged and, staff were 
integrated with the guests. This was reflected by the fact that staff members, for instance, 
were being referred to by their Christian first names. One member of staff commented on 
the interaction and argued that: "Once tourists have been here, they want to come back, because they 
mteract mth us". For example, the author observed that at many instances the guests were 
playing volleyball with members of staff. In addition, the high proportion of the clients 
being recurring surf tourists, personal observation and participant observation with staff 
and tourists revealed a strong affinity and friendship between staff and guests. For instance, 
some villagers had been invited to the USA by some of the guests. Another factor which 
appeared to have contributed to the good interplay and relationship between tourists and 
the host, was the low ratio of guest to staff number. This offers almost a one to one ratio. 
Government officials argued this point stating that "The lumber of guests is only 40, but they are 
giving fobs to 57 people light noiii\ This point is supported in an earlier smdy by King (1997) 
who also highlighted the integration of staff with guests at Tavama as well as at nearby 
resorts. 
7.9.7. Community perception on the current level of tourism at Tavarua 
There was a mixture of feeUngs in the community with regard to the current level 
of tourism on Tavarua. Overall the community was satisfied with and supportive of the 
current number of tourists visiting Tavama, as it has provided them with ongoing and 
constant socio-economical benefits over the past 20 years. There were nevertheless several 
individuals who articulated the desire to see more tourists coming to the resort as they 
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explained diat, from a finanaal perspective, although the 5% gross earning of the resort is 
gomg back to the community, more tourists equates to more money for the viUages One 
community member who has never worked on Tavama contended this pomt stating that: 
"For me I can sey that we needplenty oj surfers, just because of the money. The more surfers come, the more 
money we get" He nevertheless, recogmzed that an mcrease number of surfers may not be 
appropriate to the operation and success of the resort 
Commumty" members and staff, on many mstances expressed concerns that if 
Cloudbreak was to open and/ or if the number of surfers on the break were to increase, 
surf touasts would not return to Tavama resort and would seek alternative surfing 
destination. One local resident argued this point statmg that "They are travelhng andpaying lots 
of money to come to Cloudbreak If the break opens ip to everyone and tf tt becomes overcrowded, people 
mil not come to Tavarud\ This concern was particularly promment among the community 
members who worked at the resort. Several residents and staff explained that they had 
discussed this issue with visitmg tourists who had told them that they would not remrn if it 
got more crowded This was substantiated with comments from surf toudsts (previously 
highhghted). Many staff members raised fears that their economy and employment could 
be jeopardised as a result The chief went further and stated that "Thts tsland ts specialfor 
surfing and nothing else and most of the people come herefor surfing I do not want more surfers, "the level 
of surf tounsts is" fine like "tt is" now I think of the future ". There was a general consensus 
among the vihagers and key mformants and that the current touasm level should be 
maintained m order to ensure the long-term viabihty of the mdustry. A Marketing Officer 
from the Fiji National Toutism Office concluded on this pomt and msisted that limiting 
the number at Tavarua and Cloudbreak was paramount as he explained thaf "The image 
given by Tavarua needs to be kept along mth the pnstine environment". The two commumties as a 
whole were found to have empowered the concept of 'restriction of the number of surf 
tounsts' as an important factor to guarantee the long term future of surfing tourism at 
Tavarua 
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7.9.8. Commumty involvement and participation in decision making 
Despite Tavarua resort being foreign owned, one factor in the success of surfing 
tourism at Tavama revealed during interviews and participant observations was the 
involvement of the two villages in the running and decision-making process in regards to 
tourism. During conversations, many community members and key informants, including 
the chief and the mayor, commented that the villages were consulted prior to any decision 
making. One of the resort owners fiirther emphasised this point and explained that 
community participation in decision-making and cooperation had been part of an ongoing 
relationship from the early stages of the tourism development to serve the communities' 
interests at best. Pierce Flynn, concluded on this community control and argued that: "It 
has allowed them to protect their culture and has given them control over the evolution of their culture". 
This suggests that community involvement and participation in decision making related to 
the tourism operation has served to lessen the socio-culmral impacts of tourism on the 
communities and ensured positive relationships between the community, the resort and 
visitors. 
7.9.9. Local ownership of resources and commxmity control over tourism 
Another point which emerged from participant observations and interviews was the 
local control over tourism activities. On many occasions community members highlighted 
that they had a right of say if they were unhappy about the management of the resort, 
tourists' behaviours or events occurring at the resort. In each village, a committee has been 
established by the elders and heads of the community who discuss any issues arising and 
feed it back to the owner of the resort to be resolved accordingly. For instance, several 
individuals recalled an incident when a photography shoot took place on Tavarua Island 
with girls in bikinis. This had been viewed as offensive by some community members, who 
complained to the management who stopped the shoot, out of respect for the local 
community. Another strong point raised by several individuals including the owner of the 
resort, was that the marine resource (i.e. Cloudbreak) was still the ownership of the two 
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Mataqahs. In addiuon, the lease of the reef (which is renewed annuahy), gives the two 
vdlages the right to lease the reef to whom they please, hence givmg them control over 
their own resource The local commumties (i.e Mataqahs) ownership of qohgohs and 
effectively of its associated surfbreaks, thus appeared to have contributed to local control 
over surfing tourism and development. It is possible to conclude that commumty 
ownership and control over the surfbreaks has permitted greater control over the tounsm 
development process and its consequences for the two commumties 
7.9.10. Difficulty of access to surf breaks and limited Fijian surfing 
population 
Cloudbreak and Restaurants are offshore reef breaks that require boat transport 
and are inherendy difficult to access. Furthermore, Fiji has a relatively smaU surfing 
population The president of the Fijian Surfing Assoaation (FSA) estimated the total 
number of Fijian surfers to be around 80, with around 20 dedicated surfers m the whole of 
FIJI and 35 members in the Fijian Surfing Association Consequendy, despite the 
contention behind the exclusivity of Cloudbreak and Restaurants, the difficulty of access 
and limited Fijian surfing population have been contributing factors in ensurmg the 
situation IS manageable. 
7.9.11. Summary — socio-cultural impacts 
Surfing tourism at Tavarua was considered by the majority of key mformants and 
local vihagers to have had important positive soao-cultural consequences with an mcrease 
m quahty of hfe, employment opportunities, education and medical welfare, and it 
represented an important alternative to traditional economies and activities. Tourism at 
Tavarua appeared to have assisted the local commimity to preserve and revive their 
traditions and culture, and confirms findmgs from Simpson and Wah (1999a), Brunet et al 
(2001) and Dyer et al (2003) who also found that tounsm can promote the revival and 
prolongation of traditional cultural practices. While several residents raised concems at the 
western influence on social values such as dress, diet and rehgious practices, these changes 
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were difficult to dissociate from the changes caused by the broad-scale modernisation and 
westernisation (Ryan, 1991). The community was willing to accept some of the minor 
impacts associated with tourism due to the real and perceived socio-economic benefits it 
had provided. 
While community satisfaction may have been closely related to positive socio­
economic impacts, the smdy found littie disruption by tourism to villagers' daily life and no 
tangible evidence that the residents were discontent or irritated by the way surfing tourism 
had developed. The lack of reported and noticeable antagonism towards toutists or the 
resort and limited tangible dismptions to the social fabric and cultural integrity of the 
community clearly reinforced that surfing tourism at Tavarua has been socio-culmraUy 
appropriate and sensitive. Factors including the harmonious relationship between guests 
and hosts, local control and ownership of resources and community involvement and 
participation into decision-making and development of tourism, all seem to have 
contributed to the strong community support to Tavama and sustainability of surfing 
tourism. Overall these negative socio-cultural impacts were deemed minimal by community 
members and many felt that the few negative impacts received from tourism were 
compensated for by the positive impacts and changes generated to the community. 
7.10. Discussion and conclusions 
The development of surfing tourism at Tavama resort was set up and maintained 
around the limited surfing resource and the RCC of Cloudbreak. The restriction of access 
to the surf breaks and the limited number of surf tourists at the resort were found to have 
provided a high quality surfing experience and satisfaction to tourists and; ftdfilled their 
expectations of surfing uncrowded waves. This also afforded safety in the surf which was 
found to be an important factor especially at an isolated location. The study highlighted 
that the safeguarding of uncrowded waves has permitted the resort to remain a competitive 
and highly sought after surfing destination, for over twenty years. The smdy's findings 
emphasised that in order to maintain the appeal of a remote surfing destination from a surf 
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tourist' perspective and to remain as a competitive and commeraally viable destination, 
"uncrowded waves" Is a ctitical factor which must be retained at the destination 
The weight of evidence presented m this case study indicated that surfing tourism 
with a low number of high-paymg touasts was not only economicaUy viable, but has 
enabled surf touasm to be environmentahy acceptable and socio-culmraUy appropaate. 
Interviews with key mformants and community members revealed that surfing touasm at 
Tavarua had been a positive development and provided alternative economic activities to 
the local commumties with positive improvements to mfrastrucmre, soaal and culmral 
benefits as weh as less tangible consequences mcludmg involvement and mtegration of the 
local commumty m touasm. Tourism has brought permanent benefits to the local residents 
without jeopardising the traditional economy and/or loss of access of the host 
commumties to thar namral resources. 
In theory, to achieve broader objectives of sustainabihty, commumty-based tourism 
should see 'touasm' owned and managed by the local commumties at destinations. The 
surfing touasm operation at Tavarua is not a commmuty-mn enterprise nor owned by the 
commimity. The resort's contribution to the commumty could be perceived as paternahstic, 
and far from an eqmtable remrn to the commumty, with the majority of tourism revenue 
retained by the resort Despite this, the attitude of the local people towards tounsts at 
Tavarua appeared not to have fohowed Doxe/ Imdex from Euphoria to antagonism 
There appeared to be harmonious host-tourists relationship, mdicating that overaU 
community members were stiU enthusiastic about the tourism development It is suggested 
that the observed highly positive views of soao-economic benefits on the two vihages 
denved firom surfing tounsm could be due to several factors Firsdy, the prevalent general 
mterest of the coUective good of the community identified in the two viUages may have 
sUenced alternative local voices on the tourism negative aspects Secondly, as Faulkner and 
Tisdeh (1997) remarked, community members whose employment is directiy or mdirectiy 
rehant on tourism are hkely to be more tolerant of its impacts. It is argued here that 
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community involvement in and accmed benefits firom tourism may have increased the 
community tolerance of tourism and tourists' behaviour and inherendy allowed for the 
communit/s emphasis on mosdy the positive outcomes derived from surfing tourism. 
From an environmental perspective, the evidence obtained during the fieldwork 
suggested that while surfing tourism development has not been totally impact free; the low 
number of surf tourists, the contained and controlled activities and small scale tourism 
development in combination with appropriate planning and mitigation measures in place at 
the resort have led minimal ecological impacts on both the island and marine ecosystem. It 
is also proposed here that surfing tourism has contributed to some degree, as a 
conservation measure to protect the local marine resource of the Nakurukurumalagi reef as 
surfing toutism is an alternative economic activity, alleviating some pressure from the 
resource owners' daily use. It is acknowledged however that the lack of environmental 
baseline data, environmental monitoring, existing scientific reports and longitudinal studies 
on the local environment calls for the current environmental evaluation to be considered 
cautiously. 
It is fiirther advanced here that the managed and low number of tourists has 
resulted in few negative impacts on both the local environment and local communities. 
Similar conclusions have been established on Nine Island (de Haas, 2002). In terms of 
economic viability, this had been achievable through the high paying tourists. This 
nevertheless demonstrates that in this case of surfing tourism in small islands, small 
number of tourists can be environmentally appropriate (and/or sustainable), socio-
culmraUy acceptable and economically viable. 
The study has identified other important factors which have contributed to the 
sustainability and success of Tavama as a surfing destination. This smdy revealed that 
Tavarua is an example where community involvement and participation, and some level of 
control firom the two mataqalis in the operation of the resorts as well as the good 
relationship between local people and the management, have provided mutual benefits 
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necessary for sustainable surfing tourism This clearly emphasises the importance of the 
local mvolvement, control over and sharmg of the benefits of surfing tounsm. Based on 
Scheyvens (1999:245) who, when discussmg ecotourism and the empowerment of local 
commumties, stated that "jrom a developmentperspective, ecotounsm venture should only he considered 
'successful' tj local communities have some measure oj control over them and ij they share equitably in the 
benefits emerging jrom ecotounsm activities", it can be concluded that Tavarua is a good success 
story. 
Another sigmficant factor for the success of Tavarua resort voiced by the 
community and key mformants was the involvement, extensive consultation and 
integration of the two commumties m tounsm, their control and strong partiapanon in the 
development and decision making process which were ah essential in reducmg potential 
conflicts between the community and the resort. This coincides with previous findmgs by 
Sinha and BusheU (2002 39) who contended that* "The involvement oj the host community in 
tounsm planning and operations has been su^ested as a measure to reduce the conjlicts betiveen indigenous 
communities and the tounsm industry". This remforces the importance of commumty integration 
(TVhtcheU and Eagles, 2001) and local control (Scheyvens, 1999) m tourism and, further 
supports Lewis (2001) who argued that m host commumties, local control is a key success 
to the development of tourism and cntical to its sustainabihty 
Fmahy, tounsm-induced problems have been reduced due to the estabhshment 
from the inception of the resort of a hohstic approach to management and plannmg based 
on sustainabihty principles where both the social-cultural and economic context as weU as 
ecological conditions of the local environment were identified and existmg legislations 
adhered to. This cleatiy reinforces the need for eatiy management and planmng of surfing 
tourism at new destinations as a means of reducmg and mitigating potential impacts both 
on the destination's host community and environment. This suggests that surfing toutism 
as in the case of Tavarua can promote both soaal and econormc development at the local 
level and conservation objectives 
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However, it should be noted that a combination of other factors have contributed 
to Tavama's current success and sustainable outcomes. These include the unique spatial 
setting of Tavarua resort and its surfing resources, the traditional community organisation, 
as weU. as ownership and management of the qoliqolis and respective surf breaks, and the 
relatively small Fijian surfing population. 
AdditionaUy, it is argued that socio-culmral impacts of surfing tourism on 
traditional values, social fabric, and culmre of the community have been safe-guarded by 
the character of the segregated tourism, and 'enclavit/ of the resort (i.e. tourism 
development being isolated from the host communities). In other words, the tourists and 
tourists' activities being removed firom the two villages have afforded limited dismptions 
and intrusions into the daUy Ufe of villagers and reduced unwelcome socio-cultural impacts. 
A simUar tourism segregated scenario in the Maldives as reported by Domroes (2001), also 
reached simUar conclusions. Domroes (2001) found controUed resort islands on host 
communities in the Maldives had also had the benefit to avoid conflicts of acculturation 
with local islanders. The findings suggest that controUed, segregated and enclave surfing 
tourism at Tavarua, and simUar examples of island tourism operations elsewhere (e.g., 
Lakshadweep Islands, India) (Kokkranikal et al., 2003), can be effective in reducing certain 
negative consequence otherwise generaUy associated with tourism in such areas. 
FinaUy, the ownership of the customary traditional fishing right over the reef by the 
mataqalis (Momi and NabUa) which is a feamre unique to Fiji and Pacific islands has 
permitted the community to withhold some control over tourism. This appears to have 
facilitated the control and management of surfing breaks and sustainabUity of surfing 
tourism by the community. This concurs with Lewis (2001:177) who contended that: "there 
is little doubt that the control and ownership of the reef by native residents is a contributing factor to the 
sustainability of tourisni\ MitcheU and Eagles (2001) also concluded simUar remarks stating 
that the local control and participation in tourism decision were correlated to the issues of 
ownership and control of the resources. In the case of Tavarua, despite considerable 
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ideological debate concerning exclusive nghts and restncted access, it appeared that these 
were key factors to the sustainabihty of surfing tounsm The changes on the commumty 
were generahy positive with reported minimum socio-cultural impacts as the resort had 
mtroduced a management framework based on the sustainabihty pnnciples with the local 
commumnes' mvolvement m decision making and control over surfing tourism 
development. It can thus be argued that surfing tounsm at Tavarua has been economically 
viable, environmental sensitive and sociaUy acceptable while providing a high quahty 
surfing experience and enjoyment for surf tounsts The present case smdy confirms 
Buckley's assertion (2002b:438) that the "identification and management of recreation capacity is 
hence particularly critical to maintain an economically, soaal and environmentally sustainable tounsm 
industry". ^X/hile it is impossible for tourism not to have any impacts on the local 
environment or the host commumty, the RCC as ihustrated in this case study can provide a 
control mechamsm to prevent overdevelopment, overcrowdmg and dissatisfaction of surf 
tourists In addition, the controhed and low number of high-paying surf tourists can permit 
low number, high yield and low impact tounsm with contamed and reduced negative 
impacts both on the environment and the local commumty. Tavama's approach (and that 
of other exclusive surfing and tounsm operations worldwide) with restnction of access as 
weU as a pohcy of ehte tourism development with "pnce discnmmation', raises several 
issues withm the broader context of tounsm sustamabihty. The exclusion from surf breaks 
of Fijian and international surfers, raises issues of mtra- and mter-generational equity of 
access to surfing resources (Cohen, 2002) (see Chapter 8). While soao-culmral, economic 
and environmental sustainabihty at Tavarua appear to have been met, it is clear that the 
attainment of ah aspects of sustamabihty is far from reahstic and that some trade-offs 
(whether viewed ethical or not) are imavoidable 
Despite the above, that the findmgs suggest that Tavarua is a good example to 
lUustrate that surfing tourism, if managed and planned appropriately, can contribute to the 
long-term economic viabihty, environmental sustainabihty and soao-cultural 
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appropriateness and high tourists' satisfaction. It is concluded here that a managed and 
regulated surfing tourism at destination areas, based on the destination's RCC with 
controlled access and limited number of surf tourists aligned with an environmental 
strategy, can be sustainable. 
The findings from this case smdy have wide implications for existing and new 
destinations where surfing resources are limited. The case smdy of Tavama also 
strengthens Buckle5r's (2002a:405) view that "Surfing Tourism on small islands hence provides a 
strong case for managed access to limit both crowding of clients and cultural impacts on host communities'. 
Tavama remains a leading model for sustainable surfing tourism. 
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Chapter Eight 
8. General Discussion: Sustainable Surfing Tourism at Remote 
Destinations - Dream or Reality? 
8.1. Introduction 
Increasingly, surfing tourism has driven the search for exploration of novel and 
remote destinations, which by definition, are often associated with fragile communities and 
unique environments. However, surfing toutism has received limited examination in the 
academic literamre and there have been few empirical investigations into the implications, 
consequences and influence of surfing tourism particularly on remote and sensitive 
destinations. The aim of this smdy was to investigate whether surfing tourism at remote 
destinations has been and can be sustainable, when assessed against environmental, socio-
culmral and economic parameters. 
The following discussion incorporates the major empirical results obtained from 
the analysis of twelve exploratory interviews and three empirical case smdies in conjunction 
with a review of existing literamre. The depth and extent of the data generated during the 
research also allowed for a general review of surfing tourism. This chapter offers an insight 
into the challenges associated with development of surfing tourism in remote and fragile 
destination areas and the wider implications arising from the findings are discussed. 
To address the aims and objectives of this thesis, the discussion will focus on the 
following key themes: 
(i) The dynamics of surfing tounsm and its consequences at remote destinations. This 
section examines (a) the namre of and driving forces behind the phenomenon 
of surfing tourism; (b) surfing tourism's infiuence in opening new peripheral 
areas and tourism destinations; and (c) the character of surfing tourism 
destinations in relation to Buder's destination lifecycle and the implications for 
the destination in relation to sustainability. 
(ll) The most sigmficant socio-culmral, economic and environmental impacts 
associated with surfing tourism. 
(in) The factors mfluencmg the long-term sustainabihty and success of surfing touasm 
at destmation areas. These factors are discussed m context of the destmation's 
evolution Most importantiy. Recreation Carrymg Capacity as a key 
management tool for surfing tounsm at remote destinations is examined. 
(iv)The potential management options for promotmg sustainable surfing tourism at 
destmations. In this final section, imphcations and chahenges for fiature 
management of touasm development at remote destmanons are discussed 
8.2. The djmamics of surfing tourism 
8.2.1. The nature and phenomenon of surfing tourism 
The smdy strengthened the assumption that surfing touasm was largely driven by 
the ongoing search for uncrowded waves, the discovery of novel surfing destinations and 
the enticement of the "idyUic' surfing destinations, an image continuahy developed by the 
surf media and the surfing mdustry Components of the 'idylhc' surfing destinations 
included symbohc elements such as 'perfect' waves, uncrowded conditions, and exotic and 
tropical environments (Chapter 4). This supports Ponting's (2006) findmgs m relation to 
surfing tourism in the context of tiie Mentawaii Islands, Indonesia. 
In the quest for new destinations and uncrowded waves, surfers were foimd to 
have been the pioneers of many 'remote' and largely 'untouched' tourism destinations 
worldwide. This su^ests that surf explorers or aUocentac surfers share similaaties to 
drifters (Smith, 1990), explorers (Moore and WhitehaU, 2005) and backpackers 
(Westerhausen and Macbeth, 2001) whereby, they are perpetuahy searching for "out of the 
way", and "undiscovered" remote destinations Consequendy, surfing touasm (Ponting et 
al, 2005), in the same way as ecotounsm (Burton, 1998; Swarbrooke, 1999), adventure 
tourism (Zunck, 1992; Shackley, 1994, Swarbrooke et al, 2003) and mdependent travehers 
hke backpackers (Spreitzhofer, 1998; Visser, 2004; Ponting et al, 2005) has been a catalyst 
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in liie development of peripheral and relatively 'pristine' destination areas; Yet, as has been 
previously discussed, the exploration and incursion of surfing tourism into increasingly 
remote, isolated and previously 'untouched' areas, often associated with sensitive 
ecosystems and marginalised fragile communities, indicates that surfing tourism can be an 
'invasive' type of tourism (Spreitzhofer, 1998; Bramwell, 2004). This reiterates the 
importance of understanding the consequences of surfing tourism development at remote 
destinations and management of the potential impacts on the destinations in order to 
achieve long-term sustainability. 
8.2.2. Evolution of surfing tourism destinations in relation to Butler's 
(1980) lifecycle and sustainability implications 
Many surfing tourism destinations have developed firom vmknown and isolated 
areas, to world-renowned and overcrowded tourism destinations, to desolate and degraded 
areas - the 'boom to bust' tourism cycle. Chapters 4 and 6 revealed that with uncontrolled 
access and the absence or lack of planning and management, many surfing destinations 
have experienced a rapid and high influx of tourists and ad hoc over-development, resulting 
in exceeded RCC, overcrowded conditions, socio-environmental degradation, dissatisfied 
tourists, downmarket competition and decline (Buckley, 2002b). Uncontrolled growth of 
tourism destroys the very essence or raison d'etre of why surf tourists chose to visit a 
destination in the first instance. Idyllic, uncrowded and pristine tropical environment can 
be transformed into overcrowded, polluted and degraded destinations. Having lost their 
original appeal, surfing destinations can be quickly abandoned for new, untouched and 
more competitive destinations, and the cycle continues. Thus, it can be argued that surfing 
tourism development has occurred in many destinations with littie regard for long-term 
sustainability. However, the environment and communities at destinations often suffer the 
socio-culmral, economic and environmental costs, some irreversible. Consequentiy, 
unplanned and unmanaged surfing tourism can threaten the long-term viability of local 
commimities, the environment, the natural resources, the surfing resource base (i.e. 
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uncrowded waves) and die surfing tourism industry itself. This pattern of evolution of 
surfing tounsm destinations, resulting in socio-environmental degradation of the 
destination, overcrowding and their ensumg abandonment, indicates the potential for 'self-
destmction', and is consistent with Papatheodorou (2004:220) that "tfgrowth is left unplanned, 
(destinations) are likely to become victims of their oivn success and eventually decaff Chapter 4 and 6 
provided clear evidence that surfing tourism when unmanaged and uncontrolled can 
become economicahy unviable, socio-culturaUy mappropnate and environmental harmfrJ, 
and thus unsustamable 
The examination of the evolutionary trends of surfing tourism development at 
destinations as identified in Chapter 4 and 6, provided evidence that many surfing 
destinations have closely foUowed the path traced m Buder's (1980) hfecycle model, with 
mdications of stagnation and/or dechne. Destination Hfecycle and/or 'boom to bust' of 
surfing tounsm destinations identified in this smdy, paraUels that expenenced by 
ecotounsm (Burton, 1998), trekkmg destinations m various parts of the Himalayas (Zurich, 
1992) and other mamstream tourism resorts worldwide Such patterns, as previously 
explamed (Chapter 2), ignore the sustainabihty prmciples (Buder, 1980) and can mduce 
many negative and long-term imphcations at remote destinations. The smdy highhghts that 
surfing tourism when unmanaged does not escape from the 'self-destiruct' theory of 
tourism 
Based on the smdy's findings and adapted from Buder (1980)'s cycle of tourism 
development, a genenc concepmal firamework of the evolution of surfing tounsm 
destinations is proposed (Figure 8 1) In addition, a summary of each stage in the evolution 
of a destination has been tabulated (Table 8.1) 
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The hypothetical model provided a practical and illustrative concepmalization of 
the manner in which surfing destinations can evolve and develop if unmanaged, however, 
the model may not be universally applicable to all destinations as each destination has its 
own feamres and circumstances that can be influenced by exogenous and endogenous 
factors (Mieczkwoski, 1995; Papatheodorou, 2004). The model does not necessarily 
account for the consequences of external factors (e.g., global economic instability, civil 
unrest or the discovery of other surfing destinations) which could contribute to the decline 
and changes in tourism levels at destinations. 
Hovinen (1982) suggested that the scale of a potential decline at destinations is 
connected to three interrelated factors: relative location and accessibility, diversity of the 
tourism base, and effectiveness of planning. Yet, particularly in relatively remote, insular 
and hard to access destinations, and in developing countries, generally there are limited 
and/or a lack of government initiatives, interest, effectiveness and resources to create 
alternative development, diversity tourism, reinvent destinations and improve planning. 
This clearly strengthens the maintenance of the RCC for early and carefiil management of 
surfing tourism to avert problems and decline, particularly at remote destinations. 
Obviously, the evolution of destinations may deviate from the hypothetical model 
with their own distinctive dynamics (Akama, 1999); and may not strongly exhibit certain 
lifecycle stages (Butier, 1980). Furthermore, this hypothetical model may be less applicable 
to planned surfing resort development and/or closed access destinations, which may have 
planning strategies to restrict access and tourists numbers and limit the scale of tourism 
development. Also, communities are not homogenous (Tosun, 2000; Liu, 2003), nor static, 
and consequentiy may react differentiy to tourism development, and across time. 
Nevertheless, the model provides a valuable portrayal of surfing tourism development in 
the context of unmanaged and open-access destinations and; yields insight into the 
principal dynamics of surfing tourism destinations. The dynamics of the evolution of 
surfing tourism development at destinations along the lifecycle indicated several key aspects 
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includmg. (a) RCC can be qmckly exceeded, negatively mfluencmg the surf tourists 
experience, (b) destinations can be subject to a change m the namre and type of visitor, and 
rapidly progress into m masse surf tounsts' arrival and/or mamstream tounsm with 
relatively large scale development, (c) destinations can concurrentiy progress through the 
process of Doxey Imdex, (d) destinations can evolve from pristine and idylhc surfing 
destinations to heavily degraded environments with the loss of its key attributes and 
amemty values which had attracted tounsts inioaUy, and (e) surfing destinations can 
expenence a growth m the local surfing population and associated locahsm. The 
evolutionary pattern of surfing tounsm destinations highhghted many aspects which were 
incompatible with sustamabihty pnnciples and some of the mam imphcations for each of 
the key findings are discussed below. 
Overcrowding, R C C exceeded and degradation of the surfing experience 
The finding of this smdy provided evidence that from the discovery of surf breaks 
at new destinations, spontaneous and uncontrohed growth In numbers of surf toutists, can 
rapidly expand beyond the destination's hmited and optimum RCC, consistent with 
Buckley (2002b). The appeal of a destination is highly dependent upon weU preserved 
ptimary resources (Kastenholz, 2004). Crowdmg was found to be both a factor and 
constramt affectmg desanation choice of surf toutists at remote destinations. Uncrowded 
waves were found to be key impems for surf travellers to visit remote destinauons The 
smdy provided empincal evidence that once surf break(s) at a destination are overcrowded 
(exceeding their RCC), the quahty of the surfing experience was markedly reduced and 
destinations could lose their mam appeal The study substantiated that crowding and 
exceeded RCC, were deterrents to visiting remote destmations and predominant reasons 
for surf tounsts (particularly pioneering surf travehers) to abandon destinations and select 
less crowded surfing destinations. This is consistent with Dohiicar and Fluker (2003:10) 
who commented that "the more popular and crowded a (destination) become, the less attractive tt 
becomes". The findmgs support the assumption that that crowdmg is a prominent negative 
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element at surfing destinations which can influence the long-term success and sustainability 
of surfing tourism. 
By contrast, the control of surf tourists numbers around the destination's RCC was 
found to play a major role in the long-term success, competitiveness and economic viability 
of surfing tourism, and in achieving sustainability. Chapter 4 and 7 highlighted that 
upholding uncrowded waves at surfing destinations was a sine qua non for ongoing demand, 
and competitiveness of remote destinations. The safeguarding of uncrowded waves and 
maintenance of the RCC over time, had permitted Tavama (Fiji) to remain an iconic, highly 
sought after and competitive destination (Chapter 7). The findings strengthened the 
assumption that the number of surf toutists should ideally be maintained within 
predetermined RCC limits of the destination to ensure tourist satisfaction and the long-
term competitiveness of the destination, consistent with Butier (1980:11) that "The 
development of the tourist area could be kept mthin the predetermined capacity limits, and its potential 
competitiveness maintained over a longer period". This is particularly pertinent at remote 
destinations where the surfing resources are Hmited, where surfing is the sole attraction and 
recreational/tourism resource, and where there is Uttie economic alternative for the local 
community. This reiterates the point that particularly in the case of remote destinations 
where the RCC is low, that maintaining the RCC and uncrowded waves should be a core 
consideration for the long-term success and fumre of surfing tourism (Buckley, 2002b). 
Obviously, the concepts of RCC and crowding wiU always be contingent upon and 
open to perception and interpretation, not only among the various surfing tourist 
segments, but also within the various stakeholders and community members at surfing 
destinations. Stakeholders and community members' views on, and expectations from 
surfing tourism, with regard to the level and type of tourism, may vary greatiy from those 
of elite/surf explorers and visiting surf tourists with 'utopic' surfing destination aspirations 
in mind. The conservation of the RCC and control of tourist numbers to safeguard surf 
tourists satisfaction and experience may not be a priority from a community, stakeholders 
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and govemment perspective, as they may be mdifferent to the type and/or numbers of 
tourists visitmg the destmation as long as economic retarns to the commumty and area are 
derived Consequendy, the change from surfing explorers to mass tourism may not be an 
issue or concern from a commumty, stakeholders or government perspective, and the 
concept and/or fixed notion of RCC as weh as perception of acceptable level of crowdmg 
m the surf may as a result, be contested and refiated by local comraumties and non-surfing 
mdividuals. This highhghts fiimre difficulties m the implementation and mcorporation of 
RCC mto surfing toutism destinations management 
RCC and crowding thresholds tolerated by surf tounsts before satisfaction is 
dimimshed and they relocate to less crowded surf destinations, as mdicated m Chapter 4 
and 6, may vary across the surf tourist segments. Is it known that tounsm motives can be 
contradictory (HaU and Page, 1999), and Dolnicar and Fluker (2003) reported that for the 
five surf tounst segments exammed (i e firom pnce-conscious safety seekers to the radical 
advenmrers), a lack of crowds was very important m selection of surfing destinations by 
surf tourists Yet surf tounsts stiU visit and remrn to mature and crowded tourism 
destinations hke Bah (Indonesia) and the Gold Coast (Austraha) and these are far from 
"utopic" uncrowded surfing destination. Thus, a paradox cleatiy exists in motivations and 
factors affecting destination choice. 
It may be that the surfing tourists return to and/or visit mamre, crowded and 
degraded surfing destinations for reasons of: (a) high quality and iconic waves, (b) 
geographical proximity, and/or (c) cost Many of the high quahty and icomc surfing 
destinations around the world (e.g., north shore Oahu, Hawaii) currentiy suffer from 
crowding (Buckley, 2002a) and surf tounsts therefore generaUy expect and are forced to 
contend with crowds in these areas. McNeely and ThorseU (1989) asserted that m the 
context of protected areas, visitation by tounsts was inversely related to- (a) time and 
discomfort of travel, and/or nsk, and (b) cost mvolved with accessmg a tounst destination 
Kastenholz's (2004:401) reported that "geogr^htcal proximity mcreases the potential for repeat 
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visitor/', and Buckley (2002a) stated that accessible surf breaks are generaUy the most 
crowded, whUe the least crowded surf breaks are often difficult to access. Dokiicar and 
Fluker (2003b) found in their study that a significant proportion of "price conscious 
advenmrers" tended to revisit preferred low-cost destinations. However, BuhaUs 
(1999:183) highUghted that destinations are often "sold on price rather than their merit or 
attributes, and thus they are easily substituted ivith other cheaper destinations around the world'. If surf 
tourists are financiaUy constrained, however, they may be restticted in their choice of 
destinations. In supporting this poiat, Bucldey (2002b:428) quotes Raymond (1998) who 
argues that the correlation between crowding and cost is a very different scenario for 
"time-rich, cash-poor" independent travelers, when compared to "cash-rich, time-poor" 
surfers who can afford to 'search' for uncrowded waves. 
Thus, whUe surfing toutists generaUy prefer uncrowded destinations (Dolnicar and 
Fluker, 2003a) and high-quaUty iconic waves; accessibiUty, time and/or financial constraints 
may result in them visiting or remrning to more crowded destinations. Future work could 
further investigate surf toutists' motivations for visiting crowded surfing destinations, and 
low-cost and easUy accessible mature and crowded surfing tourism destinations (such as 
BaU), may avert enteting a decUne in their Ufecycle. However, in the case of remote and 
difficult to access destinations, to maintain uniqueness and appeal to surf tourists, and to 
develop and/or maintain a competitive edge against more accessible and/or nearby surfing 
destinations, careful management of RCC and crowds in the surf may be critical to avert 
potential decUne. From a tourism marketing perspective, to further assist understanding of 
surfing tourism destination choice, fumre smdies are required to investigate the correlation 
between surfing destination choices and demographics such as income, age, and famUy Ufe­
cycle, as weU as other independent variables such as (e.g. surf level, surf experience). 
WhUst, the maintenance of the surfing RCC is only part of the solution and part of a 
hoUstic management approach based on sustainabiUty concepts to attain sustainable surfing 
tourism at destinations, it can be concluded, as remarked by Coccossis and Parpairis (1995) 
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that Carrying Capaaty must not be considered "...as an absolutely definite hmtt that is 
unalterable for each area of discussion, but rather as a means to an end, a rational management tool for 
sustainable development 
Doxey Irridex and community control and involvement into decision 
making 
Another unsustamable aspect identified m the evolutionary trends of unmanaged 
surfing destmations, highhghted m Chapter 4 and 6, was progression through the process 
of Doxey Irridex Over time, uncontrohed toutists artival was assoaated with degradation 
of the soao-culmral values and the relationship between the host commumty and tourists 
(e.g, antagomsm, harassment, crime, np-offs, safety) at destmations As illustrated in 
Chapter 4 and 6, antagomsm could have far reaching effects on visitor's experience with 
the destruction of the destmation's ambience and appeal, with reduction m its long term 
viabihty as a tounst destmanon (Faulkner and Tisdeh, 1997). 
With an absence or lack of local control and meaningful mvolvement m tourism 
development, commumties at destinations can loose control over local and tounsm 
resources as these are taken over by outside investors/foreign control (Pontmg et al, 2005) 
and/or local ehtes (Chapter 4 and 6) This had contnbuted to limited soao-economic 
development and mequitable distnbution of benefits within the communitj^, as well as 
economic leakage outside the commumty, while the commumty was burdened with 
negative soao-cultural and economic costs (e.g land use change and land price nse) This 
consequentiy resulted m levels of antagomsm, and resentment towards tourism and 
tounsts, which inherentiy negatively mfluenced the tounsts' expenence at destinations. 
Nevertheless, the hkelihood of destinations expenencing Doxey's Irtidex response 
to tourism can be minimized and/or averted This study provided evidence that a 
combmanon of meamngful dialogue between the surf operators, resources owners and the 
local commumnes (Trousdale, 2001), commumty control (Mitcheh, 2001; Mitcheh and 
Eagles, 2001) and mvolvement in the mnmng and participation m deasion makmg 
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(TaUantire, 1993; Mansfield and Ginosar, 1994; Brown and Essex, 1997; Diagne, 2004; 
Johnston and Payne, 2005) of surfing tourism development, is key to the long-term success 
and" sustainability of surf tourism. This was found to have: (a) contributed towards 
harmonious relationships between the community, the resort and visitors over time; (b) 
ensured that the communities received socio-economic benefits from surf tourism; (c) 
assisted the community to have influence over the direction of development, gain and 
share tourism revenue and reduce socio-culmral impacts of tourism; and (d) contributed to 
community support for surfing operation(s), all essential to sustainability. 
Community ownership and management of their namral and surfing resources, 
(highlighted in sections 7.9 and 7.10) was found to have allowed some level of community 
control and involvement in tourism operations and tourism development (Mitchell and 
Eagles, 2001). Theoretically, community ownerships of surfing resources should assist 
communities to have a greater influence over the control of surfing tourism and in deriving 
benefits from surfing tourism. However, there are examples where community ownership 
of resources is no guarantee that benefits wiU be derived. Ponting et al (2005) and Persoon 
(2003) reported that unprepared indigenous communities in the Mentawaii Islands 
(Indonesia), despite owning the surfing resources, failed to share benefits from surfing 
tourism as unregulated free market and foreign-controlled surfing tourism industry quickly 
'took over'. As Ponting et al (2005) stated "Unregulated free-market approaches to development in 
less developed regions place local people as fust one relatively powerless stakeholder groip amongst many 
others". Thus, to improve and ensure that the distribution and share of benefits from the 
use of surfing resources reaches the respective communities, regulations and policy 
measures are required. Most importantiy, as previously remarked by Walpole and Goodwin 
(2000), this will require concerted efforts, cooperation and involvement of aU stakeholders 
in tourism, including local government, local communities, and tour operators. 
It can be concluded that as in any other tourism types, the communities' 
involvement in decision making was a necessary condition to minimise negative socio-
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cultural impacts while mcreasing the positive benefits and was an essential prereqmsite for 
community empowerment and support for surfing tourism development and for ongoing 
surfing tounsm success and socio-economic sustamabihty (Mansfield and Gmosar, 1994; 
Wearing and Larsen, 1996, Simpson and WaU, 1999a; Som and Baum, 2004) Under such 
circumstances, process of Doxey Irndex may be avoided. 
There are, however, hmitations and difficulties associated with implementation of 
commumty partiapation in tounsm development^ particularly in developmg countries 
(Tosun, 2000, Liu, 2003) Commumties are not homogenous and can hold entrenched 
divisions of class, status (Liu, 2003) and power (Blackstock, 2005). In the context of 
developing and marginahsed commumties, mvolvement of the commumty in tounsm 
development and tounsm processes is often restricted by the commumties' hmited 
education background, lack of expertise and traimng m tounsm, restricted knowledge on 
surfing tourism, and lack of financial resources (Tosun, 2000). Tosun (2000:622) argued 
that "if communities m tounst destinations are not empowered in a real sense, involvement may he restncted 
to elites in the community, ivhich often results m their interests being considered rather than the interests of 
the community. In other words, domain of elites in participatory decision-making mcy enhance their own 
status and legalise what they are doing at the expense of excluded commumties" It could be argued 
that even if surfing tourism was commumty-based, rather than operated by offshore 
interests, or operated m partaership with the commumty; equal opportunity, distnbution of 
tounsm benefits and employment within the commumty and between different socio­
economic groups would not necessary be guaranteed and could equahy end up in the hand 
of local ehtes (Tosun, 2000) with httie or not benefits to the wider commumty. The case 
study of Lagundi Bay exemphfied such issues. Whilst tounsm and surfing tounsm carmot 
resolve mternal commumty power relationships, tourism has the potential to worsen power 
stmctures and inequahties within commumties Surfing tounsm operators and investors 
should inherentiy strive to empower commmiities at destination and ensure early 
commumty parmership, engagement and participation in tourism development m order to 
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minimise and/or avoid such issues. Each destination, witii its own intricacy and complexity 
including socio-cultural and economic circumstances, political influence, intemal power 
relationships and conflicts of interest over toutism and namral resources, creates variation 
and nuances for the process of Doxey Irridex, which may also change across time. This 
calls for ongoing involvement of all stakeholders affected by surfing toutism throughout 
the lifecycle of surfing tourism at destinations (Nelson, 1994). 
Move to mass/mainstream tomism with large scale development 
Along the lifecycle, both the nature of the destination and the type of tourists 
visiting the destination changed. As highlighted in Chapter 4 and 6, many open-access 
destinations pioneered by surf toutists, with uncontroUed access and associated 
development within a short period of time (a decade) rapidly progressed into en masse surf 
tourists' arrival and/or mainstream tourism with relatively large-scale developrnent. 
Furthermore, crowding beyond the optimum RCC was a pivotal element in the 
destination's Ufecycle whereby a certain segment of surf tourists sensitive to crowds (i.e. 
early surf advenmrers) were displaced to other uncrowded destinations and were replaced 
by the more pshychocentric surf tourists and mainstream tourists (less sensitive to 
crowding). Displacement and coping mechanisms have been discussed elsewhere in the 
tourism Uterature (Kearsley and Coughlan, 1999; Manning, 2003). Thus, surf tourists can 
be the precursors and foremnners of en masse surf tourists' arrival and/or mainstream 
tourism in otherwise remote areas. Westerhausen and Macbeth (2001) reported a sitiular 
phenomena with backpackers where many areas which had been popular have mrned into 
mass tourism destinations. It has been remarked that: "backpackers are often seen as part of an 
almost mevitable tourism development sequence as the advatice guard, pioneers of a resort cjcli' (Buder, 
1980; Cochrane, 1996 cited in Hampton, (1998:654)), and it is argued here that paraUels to 
this can be formed for surf travelers. The progression of a destination into en masse surf 
tourists' arrival and/or mainstream tourism with relatively large scale development has 
many impUcations in relation to sustainability. 
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In the context of fragile communities and wilderness areas, high numbers and large 
scale tourism development are known to be generahy mcompatible with fragile 
environments and commumties (Marion and Farreh, 1998, Ryan and Cooper, 2004) as weh 
as sustainabihty objectives. Many surfing destinations have displayed some characteristics 
of mass tourism destmations with high number, low yield, high impacts as weh as relatively 
large-scale development (Buckley, 2002b). Thus, even if a certam level of mass tounsm 
arrival could be sustamed and would potentiahy be economicaUy viable for some time, 
socio-cultural and environmental sustamabihty could be compromised (WaUace and 
RusseU, 2004) High tounst numbers and relatively large scale tourism development, as 
demonstrated in Chapter 6 and raised in Chapter 4, quickly exceeded the environmental, 
soao-cultural and economic carrying capacities of the destmations and were neither 
appropnate for safeguarding of the ecological mtegnty nor socio-culturaUy acceptable for 
the local commimities. Furthermore, from a soao-economic perspective, and consistent 
with findmgs for backpacking (Spreitzhofer, 2002), uncontroUed low budget surfing 
tourism can be eqmvalent to low-budget mass tounsm with high soao-environmental 
costs 
By contrast, surfing tounsm when developed around the RCC, with low and 
controUed numbers of high paying tounsts, was found to be not only economicaUy viable, 
but could contain/reduce negative impacts both on the environment and the local 
commumty The case study of Tavarua, (Chapter 7), provided empmcal evidence that low 
number, high yield tourism developed around RCC had been environmentaUy and socio-
culmraUy acceptable, whUe economicaUy viable, and had facihtated the long term success of 
the Tavarua. This reinforces the argument that in the context of remote destinations, the 
attraction of the most appropnate number and type of tounsts may result m more 
sustainable tourism development (Kastenholz, 2004). In the context of and for the reasons 
outhned above, 'smaU numbers, high yield tourism and smaU scale development' m 
companson to Tiigh number, low yield, high impacts tounsm' appears even more 
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imperative for tiie long term success of surf tourism destination and attainment of the 
dimensions of sustainability (i.e. socio-cultural, economic and environmental) (Buckley, 
2002b; de Haas, 2002; Hill etal., 2006). It can be concluded, and consistent witii ecotourism 
and other namre based tourism, drawing in the type of tourists most beneficial to the areas 
(Smitii, 1990; Cater, 2000) and 'right' level of demand (Carey and Gountas, 1997), in tiiis 
case, small scale, high-value surfing tourism is core to attaining sustainability at remote 
destinations (Gossling, 2001). 
Degradation of the environment and destination attribmes 
The maintenance of the environmental quality as well as preservation of the 
destination 'sense of place' and, scenic and amenity values are critical and core elements for 
remote destinations to sustain their ability to compete against more accessible destinations 
and for the continuing success of surfing tourism at destinations. This study indicated that 
unplanned tourism development and tourist activities could quickly degrade the natural 
environment as well as other destinations attributes (e.g. beach, scenery) and inherentiy 
damage the essential quality of the surfing destination image that had attracted surf tourist 
in the first place. The study revealed that the attraction to and amenity value of remote 
surfing destinations was thus not solely based on uncrowded quality waves but also on the 
quality of both the namral envirormient and, uniqueness of the area. The quality of tourist 
experience and loss of attractiveness/appeal of the destination were found to be adversely 
influenced by degraded environmental quality (e.g. water quality, pollution) and loss of 
destination attributes (e.g. quality of the waves, namral settings, beach erosion), as 
concluded by Buckley (2002b:428) "The ivaves are still there, but the amenity value is nof. The 
findings clearly reinforce for surfing tourism the interdependence between a quality natural 
environment and the long-term viability of surfing tourism at destinations (Ashworth, 
1995; Hunter and Green, 1995; Marion and FarreU, 1998; Drakou etal., 2004). Thus, die 
quaUties that attracted surf tourists in the first instance must be retained in order for the 
destination to remain competitive and avoid the tisk of decline in the future. This clearly 
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suggest that amenity values and the determinants for visitors selecting these areas as 
tounsm destmaGons must be upheld and managed if surfing tourism is to remam successful 
and sustamable over time Stewardship of ecological, soaal and cultural resources (Dwyer 
and Kim, 2003) and sound environmental management (Hu and Wall, 2005) and hohsttc 
destination management are essential to secure the competitiveness and long-term viabihty 
of surfing destinations, and the weh bemg of the commumty(s) and the environment. 
Local surfmg population at destinations and localism 
Along the evolution of tourism destinations, local surfing populations often 
develop, along with locahsm. The local surfing population and locahsm were two other 
factors identified m this smdy which could inadvertendy impact the long-term success and 
viabihty of surfing tounsm destinations Growing local surfing populations could 
potentiahy jeopardise the destinations' fiimre competitiveness and appeal to surf tourists, as 
local surfers competed directiy with surf tounsts for surf resources Drawing from the 
expenence of Lagundi Bay (Chapter 6, Section 6 5 2), the local surfing population mcreased 
pressure on the destination' hmited RCC and qmckly exceed it. As the local surfing 
population grew over time, locahsm was found to develop m paraUel. Whilst 'locahsm' is a 
comphcated product of surfing itself (Sheibel, 1995; Ishiwata, 2002) and occurs worldwide 
(Buckley, 2002a), the study found that this was a prominent negative social impact affecting 
the surf toutists experience, destroymg the ambiance of destinations. Chapters 4, 6 and 7 
provided further evidence that locahsm was deterring many surf ttavehers from visiting 
destinations, returmng to destinations and driving many to other destinations (Buckley, 
2002a) 
From a management perspective, if the surfing tourism industry at destinations is to 
remam economicaUy viable, competitive and maintain surf tourists satisfaction, surf 
operators, managers and stakeholders must take mto account potential local surfing 
populations and locahsm It must be antiapated that where communities are m proximity 
to surfing tounsm activity and surf breaks, that over time local people wiU become involved 
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in the activity. Consequently, it is argued that a growing local surfing population and 
localism, has the potential to jeopardise surfing destinations' long-term competitiveness 
and their appeal to surf tourists, especially where surfing resources are limited. While local 
surfing population and localism will not be an issue in closed access and/or privately 
owned destinations, as observed in Tavama (Chapter 7) and/or where there is no local 
community in proximity to the surfing destination (as illustrated by Gnaraloo, Chapter 5), it 
win be an important issue at open-access destinations. Consideration is required to respond 
to the issue of local surfing populations and localism, necessarily involving engagement and 
dialogue between the surf operators, surf tourists and the local surfing population. This 
however raises the issue of equity of access of "local-as-users" on the local surfing and 
namral resources (discussed in subsequent sections). 
Lifecycle and decline of surfing tourism can be averted 
While the cycle of birth, growth, stagnation and decline was a characteristic of 
many tourist destinations, the smdy showed that not all surfing destinations entered a 
decline phase and/or abandonment. Two case studies, Gnaraloo and Tavama (Chapter 5 
and 7 respectively) have experienced no indications of decline and were still popular and 
iconic destinations. Yet it has to be noted in the case of Gnaraloo and Tavama, that both 
have a single agency controlling access (Buckley, 2002b), which has contributed to 
maintaining the scale of tourism development and in controlling tourists numbers. With 
early planning and management, controlled access and visitors numbers, identification and 
maintenance of the RCC, as demonstrated in Chapter 4 and 7, surfing tourism destinations 
can remain (over decades), highly sought after and competitive destinations, with no 
indication of stagnation or decline. It can be concluded that if surfing tourism development 
is controlled from the outset (Buckley, 2002b) and based around the RCC, the decline of 
destinations can be averted. 
Alternatively, destination can avoid decline through the diversification of the 
tourism industry or restructuring of the tourism destination (Butier, 1980; Agarwal, 2002). 
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As a result, destinations could enter a rejuvenation phase and subsequendy commence a 
*new' cycle. For mstance, the implementation of corrective measures such as environmental 
quahty and tounsm product quahty enhancement could address and counteract dechne. 
Yet, m the case of surfing tounsm, while the environmental quahty of the destination could 
be improved through infrastructure development (eg. sewage system and mbbish 
coUecnon), the tourism product (i.e uncrowded waves) can be difficult to mampulate, as 
Buckley (2002b:428) remarked, "..once overcroivdmg has occumd, it is not easily reversible, and 
certainly not by market mechanisms aloni\ This is particularly pertinent at destmations hke 
Lagundi Bay (Chapter 7), where the local surfing population exceeds the RCC and keeps 
growmg Thus, from an economic perspective, m such a scenario, it could be 
recommended that to ensure an ongomg flow of tounsts and to revive the economic 
viabihty of tihe tourism mdustry, rejuvenation schemes would have to focus pnmarily on 
diversifying tourism to market types other than surfing. For mstance, some destinations 
could take advantage of previously untapped resources (Butier, 1980, Aguilo et al, 2005) 
and modify their attraction base (eg. cultural or namral resources) to attract different 
tounst segment and diversify their tourism market In Bah for instance, the mtroduction of 
conventional tourism has sigmficantiy cushioned the destination from any dechne in surf 
tourist numbers. However, not ah destinations have the opportimity to rejuvenate. Many 
destinations may not have alternative attiactions or resources (such as ecotourism or 
cultural tourism) from which to diversify their markets and expand tourism (Mowforth and 
Munt, 1998). Even if they did, diversification reqmres some level of mvestments and 
marketmg strategy and is highly dependent on the nature and degree of local and regional 
govemment mvolvement. Yet, in the case of peripheral and remote destinations 
(particularly m developing nations), local, regional and national governments may neither 
be forthcommg nor have the capital mvestment or foresight to initiate a tounsm 
rejuvenation schemes This clearly mdicates that the decline and cohapse of surfing toutisra 
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can be a critical issue for the community(s) at remote destinations where surfing tourism 
may be the prime economic resource. 
Furthermore, for destinations to redesign themselves often entails attracting mass 
tourism to capitalise and render the tourism economicaUy viable. However, this is Ukely to 
be incompatible with other sustainabiUty objectives. Hence, whUst diversification of 
tourism at the destination may be an essential condition for securing both an inflow of 
toutists and economic viabiUty of tourism in the interim, this may not address some of the 
socio-culmral and environmental objectives, especiaUy where carrying capacities are already 
exceeded. These findings stress the importance of maintaining the appeal and managing 
tourism at remote destinations if tourism is to be sustainable in the long-term. 
Limitations of the proposed hypothetical model 
The proposed hypothetical model of the evolution of surfing toutism destinations 
(Figure 8.1), conceptuaUses the Ufecycle of open-access and uncontroUed/unmanaged 
surfing destinations. The proposed model, however, should be interpreted with some 
caution. The case smdies of Lagundi Bay and Tavama presented in this research may 
represent relative extremes on the spectrum of destination Ufecycle; Lagundi Bay as 
characteristic of uncontroUed tourism at an open-access destination, and Tavarua of 
controUed and managed tourism at a closed-access destinations. Tavarua possessed an 
unusual suite of circumstances including a geographicaUy secluded resort separated from 
local communities, offshore surfing reefs with difficult access, local community ownership 
of qoliqoli and surfing resources, and a smaU and close-knit community, which aU may have 
contributed to its success and long-term sustainability. Other surfing destinations wiU have 
different circumstances and socio-poUtical milieu, which wiU set the context of their tourism 
development, and influence and shape their tourism development and destination Ufecycle. 
The tourism industry and destinations are influenced by a very complex set of 
heterogenous and exogenous factors (Hernandez and Leon, 2007) beyond the control of 
surfing operators, tourism planners and poUcy makers (Akama, 1999). Each destination 
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may also have different opportumties for the diversification of their tounsm mdustry or 
restructuring of the tounsm destination, which wih mfluence the destination's stagnation, 
decline and/or rejuvenation. Whilst evolutionary stages of other sirrfing tourism 
destinations may deviate from the proposed model, it is nonetheless a usefrd concept for 
understandmg development patterns. The model serves to dlustrate the manner m which 
surfing tounsm destinations may evolve over time, as weh as planmng and management 
parameters which may mfluence the sustainabihty of surfing tounsm at unmanaged and 
uncontiohed surfing tounsm destinations 
8.3. Significant impacts associated with surfing tourism 
Drawmg on the expenence of three case smdies and the exploratory interviews, this 
section summanses the most sigmficant impacts, both positive and negative, associated 
with surfing tourism at remote destinations. This does not mtend to provide an exhaustive 
hst of ah the impacts associated with surfing tounsm but rather, indicates the main 
consequences of surfing tourism on the host communities and the natural environment at 
remote destinations 
8.3.1. Environmental impacts of surfing tourism 
This study demonstrated that surfing tounsm can be environmentaUy unsustainable 
and can adversely impact the namral environment (refer to Table 5 1 for a summary of 
some of the key environmental impacts mduced by surfing tounsm at destinations). 
Although surfing tounsm is non-consumptive per se, it is neither an impact free nor a 
'smokeless industry" If unmanaged, surfing tounsm has exhibited a range of environmental 
issues, and in some case, led to severe environmental degradation (sometimes irreversible) 
Infrastrucmre development, surfing activitieSj anciUary activities (onshore and offshore) 
and access were ah found to Induce unintentional, acadental, direct and indirect and 
cumulative impacts on the terrestnal and marme environment and biodiversity Dominant 
environment issues identified m the smdy mcluded: poUution, waste disposal, wUdhfe and 
vegetation disturbance, beach erosion, degradation of fringing reefs and nearshore manne 
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environments and depletion of natural resources. Although these impacts may not be at the 
scale of other industries (e.g. logging, mining) or other types of tourism (e.g. marina 
development), they must be considered by managers, surf operators and stakeholders, as 
they may not only affect the long-term success of tourist industry, but can jeopardise the 
integrity of local environments and communities. 
As previously highlighted, the true nature of surfing tourism in remote destinations 
as documented in this smdy, clearly undermines its non-consumptive and benign image. 
The findings clearly reinforce that surfing tourism, like any other form of tourism, needs to 
be controlled and managed in a sustainable marmer and monitored from its inception in 
order to avoid degradation of the coastal and marine environment. In accordance with Hall 
(2001), tourism if managed appropriately, may ultimately be more ecologically sustainable 
than many^other industries in coastal areas. The case smdy of Tavarua highlighted that 
small scale development of surfing tourism based on sound environmental management 
practices (e.g. code of conducts for tourists) and the destinations carrying capacity, can 
have minimal impacts and be environmentally sustainable (Chapter 7). 
Surfing tourism has the potential to promote environmental conservation and is a 
viable and/or more appropriate alternative to more destmctive use of natural resources. 
As demonstrated at Tavama (Chapter 7), surfing tourism had become a viable economic 
alternative to the exploitation of marine resources and was found to have influenced and 
empowered local communities to protect their reefs and namral environment. Surfing 
tourism thus has the potential to provide a more favourable and attractive alternative 
option to unsustainable consumptive use of marine resource and/or more destmctive 
practices (such as cyanide fishing, sand and coral mining etc) in marginalised communities 
endowed with surfing resources. Furthermore, coastal communities could benefit from the 
non-consumptive of use of waves as a more profitable industry with higher return and 
long-term economic gain than short-term destructive practices. It can be argued that 
surfing tourism like other generally non-consumptive tourism such whale watching. 
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ecotouflsm and divmg could provide local communities "with a strong econoimc mterest 
and mcentive for conserving quahty namral resources (Silva and McDih, 2004) and the 
coastal and marine environment for the fumre 
While surfing tourism impacts wih be highly site-speafic, dependent on the 
resihency of the environment at a location, the type and mtensity of use at the destination, 
the type of tourists, the activities they partake m, as weU as type of management system m 
place, these findmgs have "wider imphcations to remote areas "world"wide These finding "wih 
be particularly pertment m destinations areas, with limited, madequate or non-existent 
mfrastmcmre and hmited management and enforcement 
While the study's scope was to mvestigate the en"vironmental impacts of surfing 
tourism at a local and destination level, the "wider and global environmental impacts of 
surfing tounsm and the issue of chmate change require consideration. The global 
en"vironmental consequences of tounsm (Gosshng, 2002) and greenhouse gas emissions 
from tounsm are issues mcreasmgly discussed m the academic hterature (Dubois and 
Ceron, 2005) Tounsm is a sigmficant contnbutor to greenhouse gas emission through air 
and road travel as weU as energy use at destmations (Gosshng, 2002) In the case of surfing 
tounsm, the global surfing population's pattern of travel by road and long-haul flights while 
undertakmg surfing vacations contributes to greenhouse gas emissions, and may 
madvenentiy impact coastal and marme en"vironments at destination areas and on the 
"vulnerabihty of assoaated coastal populations Over time, climate change may conttibute 
to the demise and degradation of surfing destinations with the potential for sea-level rise, 
changes to oceanographic patterns, wave patterns and storms events, the bleaching of the 
coral reefs and coastal changes (eg. erosion) affecting surfing breaks worldwide The 
en'vironmental considerations outlined above highhght the chahenges that are inherent m 
achievmg sustamable tounsm and surfing tounsm. 
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8.3.2. Socio-cultiiral impacts of siirfing tourism 
Surfing tourism,- like other forms of tourism (Gossling, 2001) can engender 
complex changes on fragUe culmres and communities. The results of the smdy indicate that 
particularly during the initial stage of surfing tourism development, social benefits may 
include the development of facilities and infrastmcture, medical assistance, increase 
educational levels and a general elevation of standards for some in the community, and in 
some cases resulted in a revival of traditional culmral practices. However, surfing tourism 
was found to produce negative socio-cultural impacts at destinations, including: (a) 
dismption of the socio-economic system of communities; (b) degradation of community's 
cohesion and social kinship as a more individualistic and competitive mentality developed; 
(c) inequalities of benefits among community members; (d) destabUization of the sodal 
'fabric' and family stmcmres; and (e) increased land price and changes in land use. Westem 
influences from surf tourists could also contribute to the decay of social values induding 
dress codes, change in diet and religious practices. Surfing tourism was found to have 
spawned previously unknown sodal His in remote destination communities including 
prostitution, drugs, alcohoUsm and crime. This in turn could influence community 
members at destinations through the 'demonstration effect', potentially causing great 
resentment within the wider community (Sindiga, 1996) (refer to Chapter 6). While these 
issues are not specific to surfing tourism and have been reported elsewhere (Smith, 1990; 
Ryan, 1991; Sindiga, 1999), the smdy highUghted that inappropriate surf tourists behaviours 
can negatively influence/change a vulnerable redpient society (Nash, 1989) or accelerate 
changes already under way (Macnaught, 1982), and leave behind a significant legacy. This 
situation reinforces the argument that there is inherentiy an onus on the visiting surf 
tourists to behave responsibly at destinations as weU as on surf tourism operators to 
develop and implement codes of conduct/practice within the surfing tourism industry to 
minimise negative impacts whUe maximizing positive impacts on the destination' 
environment and communities. The study warrants fiimre smdies on the development of 
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best practice for surfing tourism at destmations and calls for more case smdies of surfing 
tourism destinations. 
8.3.3. Economic impacts of surfing tourism 
Surfing touasm has induced direct and indirect, positive and negative economic 
changes and impacts on destination commumties Surfing tourism has the potential to 
benefit marginahsed communities and promote local development by providing alternatives 
to a subsistence economy and/or creating new economies. Important positive economic 
impacts identified m this study mcluded diversification of the local economy, mcrease m 
employment oppormnities, creation of cash economies, and mcreases m mcome and 
standard of hving However, the smdy highhghted that imcontrohed and umegulated 
surfing touasm m a free market environment can result m limited and/or margmal benefits 
to commimities as local ehte and outside entrepreneurs qmckly monopohs the surf touasm 
operations and related businesses, leading to economic leakages and meqmtable 
distribution of income among the commumty, while the commumty was burdened with 
high socio-economic costs 
Consistent with an early smdy by Gosshng (2001-430) on tourism development m 
coastal communities m Tanzama, surfing tourism was found to dismpt the local socio­
economic system and contabute to a self-remforcing cycle of ecosystem degradation. This 
m mrn threatened the long term socio-economic weh-being of the destination commimities 
and ecological integrity of the local environment Our study also revealed that along tiie 
Hfecycle, some destination commimities had abandoned traditional subsistence 
hvehhoods/economies for tourism related cash economies, resulting m the dismption of 
the socio-economic system and in the development of dependency and rehance upon 
tourism for employment and income. The case smdy of Lagundi (Chapter 6) revealed that 
unmanaged touasm, had sigmficantiy degraded the mtegtity of the destination commumties 
hfe-supporting ecosystems (e.g local fishery). Over-exploitation of natore resources and 
ecosystems degradation from unmanaged touasm development, population growth and 
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tourists activities, had set in motion what Gossling (2001:447) desctibed as "a vicious cycle of 
ecosystem degradation", leaving community increasingly reliant on tourism for livelihood and 
incomes. 
While initial stages of surfing tourism can provide positive benefits to the local 
community, the study also highlighted that decline and collapse of tourism can bring 
economic ruin to both the local surfing tourism industry and those whose livelihoods 
depend upon it. Chapter 4 and 6 cleariy demonstrated the severe implications of the decline 
and surf tourists' desertion of the destination on the economic welfare of the local 
community(s). This had caused increased financial and social hardships, with the loss of 
employment and income derived from surfing tourism or related industries. While 
destination communities could use surfing tourism as an aid to diversifying the local 
economy and/or complement other economic activities and subsistence livelihoods, the 
smdy findings strongly advocate that dependence on tourism should be avoided and similar 
conclusions have been made elsewhere (Harron and Weiler, 1992; loarmides and Holcomb, 
2003). This clearly reasserts the fragility and vulnerability of communities in remote areas 
and the risk associated with reliance upon any type of tourism including surfing tourism. 
At destination areas where communities have no alternative economic resources and where 
the surfing resources are the major and/or only marketable tourism resources, sound 
environmental management and controlling tourism within both the RCC and 
environmental carrying capacity of the destination will aid to promote long term socio­
economic and environmental sustainability. Negative impacts associated with surfing 
tourism included: loss of traditional economies, dependence and reliance on tourism, 
dismption of the socio-economic system, land use change and rise land price, inequitable 
distribution of tourism income and economic leakages outside the destination. Yet, if 
manage properiy and with appropriate community involvement in tourism development 
(Chapter 7), surfing tourism can achieve relatively significant positive benefits, including 
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meaningful employment, higher standard of hvmg than that afforded by subsistence hving, 
diversification of economic activities, long term economic benefits and secured income. 
It can be concluded that, providing surfing tourism develops m a sustamable 
manner, surfing resources have the potential to be a significant economic resource with 
long-term benefits for economicahy depressed and underdeveloped commumties, 
particularly in remote areas where existing mdustry is limited and there is a lack for 
economic altematives. However, if surfing tourism is developed withiout the mclusion of 
local communities socio-economic requirements and if surfing tourism experiences 
dechnes once developed, commumties could be placed m a worse position m the long-
term. Unprepared and marginahsed communities, particularly m developmg countries, 
endowed with surfing resources can have these rapidly colonised and commeraahsed by an 
externahy controhed and operated surfing tourism mdustry (Ponting et al, 2005; Pontmg, 
2006) or a local ehte, with htde or no tangible benefits, while bearmg the deleterious costs 
of tourism Surfing tounsm. In the absence of controls, has been referred to as a form of 
neo-coloniahsm, and as Reed (1999) remarked, a "potentially destructive kind of Neocolomaltsm'\ 
If surfing tounsm and its mdustry aims to strive towards sustainable tounsm and 
development at destinations, this tounsm niche/market must cnticaUy reflect on and 
reassess its mode of operations and practices m relation to sustainability prmaples and 
ethics, particularly m marginahsed commumties, m poor and developing regions, and m 
fragile and pristine environments The findings have highhghted both the opportimities and 
hmitations of surfing tourism as a viable economic endeavour for remote and fragile 
destinations. 
8.4. Key factors affecting the sustainabdity of surfing tourism at destinations 
One of the aims of the study was to increase understanding of factors mfluencmg 
the sustainability of surfing tourism at destinations, and this section wUl summanse the key 
factors determined which mfluence the sustainabdity of surfing tourism at destinations 
Surfing tounsm at open-access destinations, i f unmanaged, can become economicahy 
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unviable, socio-culturaUy insensitive and environmentally inappropriate. Some of the key 
factors which influence the sustainability, and potentially induce decline at a destination 
and/or collapse include: overcrowding/RCC exceeded, growing local surfing population 
and localism, socio-environmental degradation of the destination (including the 
degradation of host and guest relationship and environmental quality), lack of meaningfiol 
community benefits/involvement in decision making and a lack and/or absence of 
planning and management. While it is almost impossible for toutism not to impact the 
local environment or the host community, surfing tourism development based around the 
RCC of the destination, provided a control mechanism lintiiting the number of tourists and 
scale of development, preventing overcrowding and dissatisfaction of surf tourists, 
affording safety in the surf and reducing socio-culmral economic and environmental 
impacts (Sowman and Fudge, 1987). It can be concluded that the RCC can be a key 
management tool to attain long-term social, economical and environmental sustainability, 
and this supports Buckley's (Buckley, 2002b:440) assertion that "the identification and 
management of the recreation capacity is particularly critical to maintain an economically, social and 
environmentally sustainable tourism industry". 
Nevertheless, the findings highlighted that the maintenance of the RCC, while a 
core element, would not be sufficient to ensure the sustainability of surfing tourism at 
destinations. The study highlighted that the social and environmental considerations also 
have to be taken into account There may be cases, for instance, where the RCC may 
exceed both the social and environmental carrying capacities at destinations and 
consequendy overwhelm both the host community(s) and fragile environments. In such 
cases, the number of surfing tourists wiU have to be reduced to be compatible with the 
social and environmental dimensions of sustainability. 
For surf toutism to encourage patterns of sustainability, which can benefit local 
communities, protect the environmental, and be economically viable, there are a range of 
contingent factors, including: uncrowded waves, identification and management of the 
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RCC, the safeguarding of environmental mtegaty, positive host-guest relationships, 
ongomg commumty benefits/involvement mto decision makmg, early planning and 
management and smah scale, low number, high yield tourism. However, these findmgs 
clearly highhght the complexity and chaUenges In achieving sustamabihty of surfing tourism 
at remote destmations 
8.5. Options and challenges for management of surfing tourism 
This section provides suggestions and highhghts some of the chahenges 
confronting the management of surfing tourism at remote destinations (see also Chapter 4 
and 5 for discussion of potential management tools). This study revealed that without 
responsible and adequate management and planning practices, the surfing Industry and 
other stakeholders involved m the development of surfing tourism can degrade the very 
fabric on which its fiiture prosperity is based and jeopardise the long-term viabihty and 
fiimre of destination coramumties and ecological function of local environments 
Destination commumties and land managers/regulatory bodies are often taken by surpnse 
by the rapid growth of tourism. The study su^ests that to date, surfing tounsm has 
developed m many locations m an ad hoc manner with hmited planning and/or regulation 
The combination of an absence or lack of planning, control and management, 
infrastructure, reinforcement and comphance to regulations, mtervention by local agencies, 
compoimded by a 'free for aU' and laisser fatre attimde in tounsm planning and pohtical 
indifference, have resulted m unsustamable tourism development at destmations Thus, 
early, sound and hohstic tourism management and planmng were foimd to be essential 
prereqmsites to preserve the communities and environment at destination and for the long-
term future of surfing tourism at destinations, while assisting m achieving overaU 
sustainabihty at destinations 
The successful development and management of surfing tourism destinations wiU 
often be specific to the location, and circumstances at the destination but management 
must be flexible and adapt to the evolution of the destination over time Although 
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management should be tailored to the unique socio-cultural, economic and environmental 
situation of the destinations, a few basic principles apply regardless of whether the 
destination is open or closed access. From the stud/ findings, suggestions of the potential 
strategies and management techniques which could be used to reduce impacts at 
destinations have been summarized (Table 8.2). Overall, the findings suggest that a 
judicious combination of management approaches will be required at each destination. 
Similar to other forms of coastal and marine tourism, some of the mechanisms which 
could be implemented for surfing tourism include regulatory and economic measures, site 
hardening techniques, development of appropriate facilities, and ongoing monitoring 
(Nelson, 1994; Orams, 1999; HaU, 2001). 
Table 8.2. Management strategies and techniques to reduce impacts of and promote sustainable 
surfing tourism in remote destination areas. 
Strategies Techniques 
Limit visitor number around the 
Recreational Canying Capacity or 
socio-cultural or environmental carrying 
capacity. 
Restrict and limit numbers around the Recreational Carrying Capacity of the 
surf break with regulatory measures (e.g. licensing, permits, quota) regulatory 
measures (e.g. entrance fees, user fees, operators fees). 
Closed access. 
Maintain or rehabilitate environment of 
destination areas. 
Site hardening techniques (e.g. boardwalk, maintained paths to stop further 
erosion, fencing). 
Development of appropriate facilities (e.g. sewage and hard waste facilities). 
Modify use and recreational activities 
within problematic areas/fragile areas 
through regulatory measures 
Zone and/or close specific areas for certain and/or ail activities. 
Prohibit certain activities which may be detrimental. 
Education and soft management 
approaches. 
Educate local community (consultation). 
Education surf tourist (Code of conduct). 
Self-regulation of the surfing industry (Code of practices, best practice, 
certification and accreditations programs). 
Monitoring of socio-cultural, economic 
and environmental impacts as well as 
tourists satisfaction. 
Environmental impact assessment and environmental auditing. 
Survey with host communities and visiting tourists (e.g. evaluation of level of 
acceptable change). 
Limit visitor numbers around the R C C 
To limit visitor numbers and impacts at destinations and prevent the destination's 
progression through the Ufecycle, wUl involve limiting access by independent tourists and 
visitors as weU as rigorous control of surf operators. A simUar conclusion was made by 
Burton (1998) in the context of ecotourism. As highUghted earUer, to aid die long-term 
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success of the destination, RCC is a key management tooL While this may be easdy 
apphcable to closed-access destmation, this "wiU be a greater chahenge at open-access 
destinations where resources are subjected to uncontrohed access by both surf tounsts and 
tounsm operators. Thus, to overcome issues at open-access destinations and hmit number 
around the RCC, a judiaous combmation of regulatory measures (e.g hcensmg, permits, 
quota) and economic measures (e g entrance fees, user fees, operators fees) whl be 
required Similar schemes have been used m divmg (Davis and TisdeU, 1995, Green and 
DoimeUy, 2003) However, m the case of open-access destinauons, whUe commercial 
surfing operations may be controUed to a certain extent through fees, time restrictions, and 
related mechamsms, it may be difficult to manage and/or restnct access of mdependent 
surfing tounsts, particularly with limited mformation on numbers and travel habits This is 
a sigmficant issue as a majonty of surfing destinations have unrestricted and uncontroUed 
access. As Dolmcar and Fluker (2003) also pointed out, managers wiU need to work closely 
with surfing tounsts to address and devise methods of conttolhng numbers and mimmising 
impacts. This highhghts the requirement to conduct fumre research specificahy on 
independent surfing tounsts to gam speafic mformation on their requirements and travel 
habits Regulatory and economic measures may be a means to retam tourism benefits and 
to distribute these to destination commumties, however, m open-access destmations where 
there are undefined divisions of responsibilities for coastal, manne and natural resources 
between government agenaes, and a vanety of stakeholders with separate expectations 
firom surfing tourism, there are significant chaUenges associated with the management and 
distnbution of benefits A n important issue confronting restiriction of access, is that 
sustainabiUty wiU not be achieved i f that restriction hmders destination commumties access 
to resource required for subsistence Uving (Barkmg, (1996) It can be concluded that 
managing access must be sociaUy and culturaUy appropriate to be successfuUy implemented 
and enforced (McCool and Stankey, 2001) 
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Mamtam or rehabilitate envirorumental quality of destination areas 
The smdy highlighted that the most significant impacts of surfing tourism were 
niainly a result of unrestrained development and/or inadequate infrastructure/facilities 
rather than the tourists' activities per se. In addition, most impacts identified were localised 
and could be remediated with the development of adequate infrastmcture and facilities (e.g. 
sewage and hard waste facilities) and sites hardening techniques (e.g. boardwalks). The 
challenge, however, wiU be to stimulate and promote support from the local governments, 
stakeholders and surfing tourism operators to invest in adequate infrastmcture and/or 
comply with environmental regulations. 
Modify recreational activities within problematic/fragile areas 
Surfing tourism can and has already developed in marine park areas or protected 
areas where management objectives were to sustain ecological function and biodiversity. 
Measures could be implemented such as the restriction of access to certain areas and 
zoning of surfing and other ancillary activities (detrimental to the environment locally) may 
be necessary. 
Education and soft management approaches 
It is argued that onus of the impacts of the surfing tourism at destinations should 
be on the surfing industry, stakeholders involved in tourism and visiting toutists. While 
closed-access destinations or destinations owned by single agencies (Buckley, 2002b) may 
be able to restrict access and control tourism around the RCC limits, this will be a greater 
challenge at open-access destinations with shared namral resources (Hardin, 1968). Thus, 
other measures will be requited in order to reduce socio-culmral and environmental 
impacts at destinations. Ficstiy, the lack of guidelines, regulations and lack of overseeing 
authority or body for the surfing toutism industry was found to hinder its sustainability. 
There is an urgent need for the surfing tourism industry to create codes of practice, models 
for operation and accreditation schemes to promote socio-culmral and environmental 
beneficial surfing tourism at destinations. A development certification system for 
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sustainable suifing tounsm might provide a tool for surf operators. Secondly, surf tounsts 
impacts were found to be mainly a result of a lack of awareness and/or naivety of their 
potential impacts in fragile and coastal commumUes and/or remote and isolated 
environment. Environmental education (Nelson, 1994, Brown and Essex, 1997, Xie, 2004) 
of tounsts should be given a pnorily with, for example, the development of codes of 
conduct It is important to note that surfers hke any other tounsts should be responsible 
travelers at surfing destmations and education should commence at home. Fmahy, the 
smdy mdicated that commumties are often unprepared for the opportumties and negattve 
impacts of surfing tourism at destmations and madequacy m stakeholder participation and 
commumty mvolvement are factors influencing the sustainabihty of surfing tounsm Thus, 
as suggested by Scheyvens (2002) m the context of other form of tourism, communities 
should be educated on both the benefits and pitfahs of surfing tourism and as suggested 
Xie (2004) should be trained appropriately. 
Monitoring environmental, socio-cultural and economic change 
Tounsm can cause substantial long-term cumulative changes on the environment 
(Nelson, 1994) and destination commumties The results strengthen the requirement for 
the mtroduction of appropnate management strategies and implementation of 
environmental (Bass and Barbier, 1993, TaUantire, 1993; Smith et al, 1999, 
Sathiendrakumar, 2002) and soao-economic monitonng frameworks (Miher and Auyong, 
1991; Bass and Barbier, 1993) Environmental impact assessment, environmental auditing 
and environmental monitormg could be used to assess environmental impacts with regard 
to socio-cultural and economic impacts, levels of acceptable change and human surveys 
with host communities and visiting tourists could be apphed Ongomg momtonng and 
assessment of soao-cultural, economic and environmental impacts of tourism at 
destination is critical, yet their effective management, as previously highhghted, are much 
more difficult (refer to momtormg limitations. Section 5.5 2) Surfing tourism, which is a 
significant and expandmg economic sector (Buckley, 2002a and 2002b), requires an 
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effective institution and stmcture to manage issues of licensing, monitoring, planning, 
community involvement and protection of the environment. 
Ethical dilemmas in restricting access and a time to rethink surfing 
exploration 
The restriction of access/exclusion to valuable surfing destinations as a path to, or 
in the name of 'sustainability', does not come without controversy or ethical dilemma. 
Resttiction of access goes against the fundamental notion of 'freedom' within the surfing 
subculmre; and brings with it issues of equity (Cohen, 2002). The restriction of access to, 
and surfing tourism's capability of exclusion at, valuable surfing destinations dearly 
conflicts with surfing's lifestyle of 'freedom' (Lanagan, 2002) and the surfing ethos of free-
access to surf breaks (Buckley, 2002a). These two notions are very much instilled in the 
surfing subculmre and advocated by the surfing media (Ponting, 2006). It is no surprise 
that the idea of restricting access at surfing destinations and privitisation of recreational 
spaces (Shaw and Williams, 2003) has been and is vehementiy critiqued among many 
western surfers, and mainly perceived as unethical and inequitable. Cohen (2002:273) 
remarked .. to exploit sitesfor profit and at the same time ensure their sustainahility is to open them to 
elite tourism...". Closed and restricted access to, as well as the policy of elite tourism 
development with 'price discrimination' at surfing destinations, raises several issues within 
the wider aspect of tourism sustainability. A n argument often levelled against restricting 
access through price discrimination and elite tourism is that this impacts upon the wider 
surfing community by allowing only the more affluent surfing tourist elite to enjoy some of 
the world's best waves. Newly discovered surfing destinations are at risk of being 
commercialised and privatized, which may be a disconcerting point for local communities 
and local surfers, particularly in developing countries, as increasing numbers of their home 
and national breaks mrn into exclusive surfing destinations. The exclusion of local and 
international surfers from to access surf breaks raises issues of equity and fairness, and 
highlights intergenerational and intra-societal equity of access to surfing resources (Cohen, 
2002) 
In terms of sustamabihty, m restricting access and hmiting numbers around the 
RCC, whose mterests are best served^ Is it to guarantee a quahty surfing experience to 
surfing tourists and to ensure economic profitabihty of the surfing operation, or is it for the 
attainment of environment and socio-cultural and economic sustamabihty and to benefit 
the host community at the destination^ If the resttiction of access does not impinge on and 
is beneficial to local communities while achieving the objectives of sustainabihty, then is 
this acceptable^ Should the travelhng surfer's hedomstic desire to have access to cheap 
surfing destinations be met prior to the mterest of the local commumty who are trying to 
fiilfih their basic needs? Shouldn't the host commumty have the tight to draw on the type 
of tounsts most beneficial to the area and themselves? 
It IS argued here that a surfer's nght to travel to expetience the surfing 'utopia' and 
explore for perfect waves, then leapfrog to the next surfing destinations once the surfing 
dream and utopia have been consumed, leavmg a legacy at destmations of irreversible 
socio-cultural, environmental and economic impacts m fragile environments and 
unprepared communities, is no better than colomahsm and exploitation. Surfing toutism 
should be a positive economical tool to developing coimtnes and remote commumties. 
Surfing tounsm, hke other forms of adventure tounsm (Zunck, 1992), could provide an 
mcreasmg role for local soao-economic development m peripheral areas a weh as provide 
an alternative to more destmctive practices (e g. cyamde fishing), as surfing tourism m its 
simplest form requires hmited capital mvestment. This suggests that surfing tourists and 
other forms of advenmre tounsts may need to rethmk their nghts to travel fireely, access 
destinations and utihse fragile namral environments (particularly m developed countnes 
and margmahsed commumties) as their playgroimd to practice their sport or passion. This 
imphat notion of free access must also change from the top down with a shift from the 
surfing mdustry and surfing media who mfluence and perpemate this philosophy m their 
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marketing. As Ponting's (2006) remarked " . . .there needs to be a change in the discourse of the surf 
media from a position of advocating the rights of surfers to trvvelfreetf ivhere ever they mshand access the 
surf resources of local communities, to a position ivhich respects local orvnership of ocean and reef resources by 
local resource owners and centralising their needs arrd concems in the surfing tourism equation rather than 
the other rvaj round'. Tiiere must be a shift in the concept of the journey of exploration and 
advenmre in the search of surfing Utopia and the perfect waves away from that of 
colonialisation and commercialisation. In an interview with Kevin Lovett (Lovett, 2005), 
Ponting provided a poignant new vision, with particular reference to Lagundi Bay, on what 
the dream of the perfect wave could entail, "The dream of perfect rvaves in an amat^ng tropical 
environment rvhere a fascinating strong and relevant local culture is well and truly alive. The dream of 
surfing tourism that works rvith and for local communities, that respects rather than ridicules, conserves 
rather than consumes, develops rather than denigrates, embraces rather than exploits, preserves rather than 
pollutes: this is 'the neiv dream' of surfing in [Lagundi]". 
Resttiction of access and the ethic of 'free-access' lead to the contentious issue of 
open versus closed access at surfing tourism destinations to achieve sustainability. Stricdy 
from a perspective of environmental conservation, and in the context of wilderness areas, 
tourists and surfing tourist should accept that access to these high conservation value areas 
must, more or less, be prohibited. As Buckley (2000:189) remarked "The fundamental reason 
for conservirrg ivildemess is to prevent the collapse of these systems, trot to provide a tourist plcrygrmrrd." 
\)Wiile the use of restricted access around the RCC and elitism policy as a management 
approach at surfing destinations can be used as a means to achieve sustainability at certain 
destinations, it will nevertheless remain a passionate ethical debate. This will not answer the 
management needs and sustainabiHty objectives of all surfing destinations, nor wiU it 
address the fiandamental problem of allowing access of locals surfers to their 
home/national surf breaks. Management policies will have to adapt to and suit the 
environmental milieu and socio-culmral and political context of each destination. Aside 
from issues relating to the regulation of use and access and the difficulties of administration 
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and implementation of such management tools, particularly m open access destmations, 
acceptance of restticted access among the surfers "wiU be chaUengmg. It wih need to 
overcome the notion that waves are free and accessible to anyone, as weU as a traditional 
resistance of surfers to regulations (Booth, 1995) This highhghts a need to provide a wide 
variety of surfing tourism operations, to cater not only for the variety of surfing tourism 
segments, but to also meet the vanous soao-economic needs of commumties at 
destinations. While surfing tounsm requires the adoption of varymg access and 
management schemes, given issues of eqmty and destination commumties' reqmrements, 
whether surfing sustamability can be reahsed and a balance achieved between the vanous 
elements at destinations, remams uncertam. 
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Chapter Nine 
9. Conclusion 
This study investigated the sustainability of surfing tourism at remote destinations. 
The aim of this exploratory research was to examine surfing tourism in remote and 
sensitive destinations and evaluate its consequences and sustainability in relation to socio-
cultural, economic, and environmental parameters; and thereby derive planning and 
management requirements for remote surfing destination and the surfing tourism industry. 
9.1. Overall jBndings and implications for existing and new destinations 
The findings suggest that the ongoing "search" for uncrowded waves, the discovery 
of novel surfing destination and the enticement of 'idyllic' surfing destinations, has led to a 
surge of exploration and intmsion by surfing tourism into uncharted, remote and 
vulnerable destinations and often unprepared communities worldwide. Surfing tourism 
appears to have been a catalyst in the establishment, development and commercialisation 
of peripheral and relatively 'pristine' destination areas. This has been a 'mixed blessings' at 
certain destinations and for some marginalised and unprepared communities, and has 
raised questions regarding the sustainability of surfing tourism at remote destinations. 
Surfing tourism, like other forms of advenmre tourism (Zurick, 1992) may provide 
a stimulus for local socio-economic development in peripheral areas (endowed with quaUty 
waves), particularly as surfing tourism in its simplest form requires limited capital 
investment. However, surfing tourism in remote areas has in many instances, provided 
limited socio-economic benefits to host communities and has indicated elements of neo-
coloniaUsm and an unregulated free market approach (Ponting, 2006). To date, the 
fragmented surfing tourism industry and lack of existing regulations, co-ordination, poUcy 
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guidelines and a management authority(s) of the surfing tourism industry have hindermg 
the sustainabihty of surfing tounsm 
The study revealed that surfing destmations can, within a short period, develop 
from unknown and isolated areas to world-renowned and commeraahsed destmations. In 
the absence, or with hmited planning and management, many surfing destmations have 
expenenced a rapid and high influx of tounsts and ad hoc and over-development, resulting 
in an exceeded RCC, overcrowded surfing conditions, socio-environmental degradation, 
dissatisfied tounsts, downmarket competition and a dechne of tounsm mflux and the 
destmation (Buckley, 2002b). This smdy suggests that destmations can expenence rapid 
unplanned surfing tourism development and display many charactenstics of mass toutism 
destinations with high number, low yield, high impacts as weh as relatively large scale 
development (Buckley, 2002b). The evolutionary pattern of unmanaged and open access 
surfing destinations displayed similarities to Butier's (1980) model with mdications of 
stagnation and/or dechne as weU as a progression through the process of Doxey Irndex 
from 'euphona' to 'antagomsm'. Based on the stod/s findings, uncontroHed and open 
access surfing destinations can expenenced a ^boom to bust' phenomenon with a dechne, 
and/or abandonment, for new uncrowded and more competitive destinations. The findings 
also revealed that surfing tourism can evolve mto a form of mass tourism Once die idylhc 
destination has been consumed, surfing tourism can leave behmd a heavy legacy of severe 
soao-cultural, economic and environmental costs at destination(s), and m the quest for 
uncrowded waves and idylhc surfing destinations, leapfrog to the next uncharted 
destinations. The smdy suggests that unmanaged and uncontrohed surfing tourism at 
destinations can be economicahy unviable, socio-culturahy mappropnate and 
enviconmentaEy harmfiil It appears that surfing tounsm development in many destmations 
has, to date, occurred with hmited regard for long-term sustamabihty. These findmgs wih 
be particularly relevant to the plannmg and management of surfing touasm at novel, 
remote and fragile areas, offenng an analysis of the issues associated with the evolution and 
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dynamics of smrfing tourism development at remote locations. This may assist with the 
management and progression of the destination development cycle and provide 
understanding with regard to the marliets which may visit the destinations. 
The case smdy of Tavama suggests that with: early planning and management, 
controlled access and visitor numbers, low number of high paymg tourists, the use of, 
identification and maintenance of the RCC, community involvement in decision making 
and in the development of tourism, surfing tourism can provide long-term economic 
benefits to the community with relatively minimal impact to both the environment and the 
community. Surfing tourism, if appropriately managed, can contribute to the destination's 
long-term competitiveness while ensuring that it is socio-culturaUy appropriate, 
environmentally acceptable, and economically viable. This case smdy, however, highlighted 
the issues of inter and intra generational equity of access at surfing destinations. The smdy 
reinforces the requirement at new surfing destinations for early management control of 
visitor numbers and access (Buckley, 2002a,b) and early and ongoing consultation and 
involvement of local communities and other stakeholders affected by surfing tourism, in 
order to ensure the long-term sustainability of surfing tourism. 
From an environmental perspective, the explorative case smdy of Gnaraloo 
indicated that while the direct impact of surfing per se may be relatively insignificant, 
impacts related to access, namral resource consumption and tourism-related activities and 
development at destinations, can lead to disperse and wide-spread ecological damage on 
the coastal and shallow marine environment. With this information, land managers, 
regulators and surf operators, should be in a better position to plan and monitor the 
environmental impacts of surfing tourism and its associated activities and development on 
the fragile coastal and shallow marine environment 
This research determined key factors which may negatively influence the 
sustainability and potentially induce the decline and/or collapse of destinations including: 
overcrowding in the surf/RCC exceeded, expanding local surfing population, localism. 
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socio-environmental degradation of the destination (induding the degradation of the host 
and guest relationship and environmental quahty), lack of mearungfial commumty 
benefits/involvement in surfing tourism deasion makmg, and the lack and/or absence of 
planning and management. However, the smdy found a range of contingent and 
contributing factors which may benefit local commumties, protect the environment, be 
economicahy viable and provide tounst satisfaction and also encourage patterns of surfing 
tourism sustamabihty at destinations These factors mcluded: uncrowded waves, 
identification and management of the RCC, the safeguarding of the environmental 
mtegrity, positive host-guest relationship, ongomg commumty benefit, mvolvement mto 
deasion making and participation m surfing tourism, early plarming and management and 
smah scale, low number and high yield tourism. The study also found that the RCC can 
provide a control mechanisms hmiting the number of tounsts, scale of development, 
preventing overcrowdmg and dissatisfaction of surf tounsts, affording safety m the surf 
and aidmg the long-term success of the destmation. The findmgs suggest that the RCC 
could be a key management tool to attain long-term soao-economical and environmental 
sustainabihty of surfing tourism (Buckley, 2002b) It is important to note, however, that the 
RCC alone whl not guarantee the sustamabihty of tourism at destinations, and that a 
hohstic management approach includmg ah dimensions of sustainabihty is required. While, 
the smdy highhghted the greater chaUenges m implementation, and pohtical acceptabihty 
and eqmty issues of the RCC as a management tool at open and closed access destinations, 
surf operators and land managers should give consideration to the impact of overcrowding 
in the surf on surf tourists' satisfaction and the destination's long-term success WhUe 
MeUan-Gonzalez and Garaa-Falcon (2003:735) noted the "...success of particular form of 
tounsm depends to a great extent, on the resources ivhich it possessed, the identification and 
maintenance of RCC as a management tool to ensure the long term success of the surfing 
operation and competitiveness of existing and new destinations, may have particularly wide 
implications at destinations where surfing resources are limited and where alternative 
tourism attractions are limited. 
From a management perspective, the smdy highlighted that surfing tourism at 
destinations should be carefiiUy planned and implemented firom its inception in order to 
achieve socio-cultural, economic and envirormiental sustainability (Buckley, 2002b). In 
order to do so, a judicious blend of regulatory and economic measures, educational and 
soft management approaches, site 'hardening' techniques, development of appropriate 
facilities, and a socio-economic and environmental monitoring framework will" be required 
and adapted to the environment and socio-political context of each destinations. 
Sustainable surfing tourism in remote areas, should strive to apply to the following: 
(i) Protect the namral environment, as this constitutes a fundamental element in the 
attraction of tourists to a destination, and by so doing, conserve namral 
heritage, ecological processes and biodiversity; 
(ii) Respect the socio-culmral authenticity of host communities, conserve built and 
living culmral heritage and traditional values, and contribute to inter-culmral 
understanding and tolerance; and 
(iii) Ensure viable, long-term economic operations, providing socio-economic benefits 
to all stakeholders, that are fairly distributed, including stable employment, 
income-earning opportunities and social services to host communities, 
contributing to poverty alleviation. 
However, without parmership and cooperation between iadustry and regulatory 
authorities (Huybers and Bennett, 2003), host conmiunities and other stakeholders 
involved at destinations, surfing tourism is unlikely to be sustainable in the long-term. In 
order to attain social, economic and environmental sustainability, the study clearly 
strengthens de Hass's (2002:319) view that "A balance needs to be made betiveen the three concepts 
to achieve sustainability, ivith carefulplanning and monitoring'. 
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Overall, the study has provided (a) a more detailed understandmg o f surfmg 
tourism, spaOahy and temporahy; (b) an imderstanding the motivations o f surfing touasts 
and the factors affectmg destination choice as weU as the factors affecting the success and 
failure o f surfing destmation, and (c) -wih facihtate implementation o f measures to address 
and reduce impacts at existing surfing tourism destinations, and ahow management 
authorities, surfing touasm operators and stakeholders to predict, pre-empt and plan the 
fumre direction o f surfing tourism deve lopment for remote areas. With a better 
understanding o f the dynamics and evolution trends o f surfing touasm destmations and 
the factors affecting the success, failure and sustainabihty o f surfing toutism, the present 
stady may assist m the development and management o f surfing touasm operations and 
associated tourism development m a more informed and strategic manner 
9.2. Contribution to knowledge 
This explorative smdy has expanded understandmg o f the phenomenon o f surfing 
tourism and made a number o f significant contributions to the existing body o f knowledge: 
The smdy has provided the first exammation o f the evolution o f surfing toutism 
destinations using Butier's (1980) conceptaal framework o f the Toutism Area Life Cycle 
model. This research has proposed a hypothetical model which provides a valuable 
portrayal o f the evolution o f surfing touasm development m the context o f unmanaged 
and open-access destination and has yielded insight into the dynamics o f surfing tourism at 
destinations It has addressed the gap m understanding with regard to the evolution, and 
potential consequences on the environment and commumties, o f surfing tourism in remote 
areas 
The stady has explored the factors affecting the sustainabihty o f surfing tounsm at 
remote destinations mcludmg soao-cultural, economic and environmental factors, and 
provided empiacal insights into the impacts o f surfing touasm in these areas. 
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The study is an important addition to surfing tounsm research, an area that had 
received limited empirical analysis, despite increasing levels of expansion and intrusion into 
remote coastal and island destinations worldwide. 
9.3. Future Research 
Based on this explorative research, the following issues are suggested as pnorities 
for fumre research: 
Presentiy, the limited number of case smdies of surfing toutism restricts 
comparison and discussion within the discipline. Research is suggested at additional open 
and dosed access surfing destinations, and to test the factors identified in this study with 
regard to the sustainability of surfing tourism at destinations as well as to investigate and 
test the evolution of surfing tourism at remote destinations using Buder's lifecycle model. 
While the smdy provided an overview of some of the environmental impacts 
associated with surfing tourism, more detailed environment and ecological smdies are 
warranted to assist in the development of biological and social indicators to guide long-
term monitoring protocols and to establish effective envirormiental management 
frameworks and polides. 
While the study provided a better understanding of the socio-cultural, economic 
and environmental impacts assodated with surfing tourism, more detailed and quantitative 
smdies on the socio-economic benefits of surfing tourism are required. 
Research is warranted within each surfing tourism segment to better understand 
their patterns particularly at what stage in the evolution of the destination they cease 
visitation) to enable surfing tourism operators, local communities and management 
authorities successfully position destinations to the appropriate target-markets. 
Further research, specifically on independent surf tourists is needed to gain more 
spedfic information on their requirements and travel habits. 
From a tourism marketing perspective, to further assist understanding of surfing 
tourism destination choice, future studies are required to investigate the correlation 
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between surfing destmation choices and demographics such as mcome, age, and family hfe­
cycle, as weh as other mdependent variables such as (e g level of abihty, surf experience). 
Future studies should attempt to identify an mcreased range, and improve potential 
management tools for surfing tounsm at destmations, as weU as on strategies for 
developmg ecologicahy and soao-culmraUy sustamable surfing tourism 
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Chapter Ten 
10. Appendix 
10.1. Exploratory semi-structured interviews with key informants 
Interview stmcture: Themed questions with statement prompts. 
(A) What are the main motivations for surfing tourists to take surfing holidays and what 
factors affect destination choice? 
Question: Why do surfers take surfing holidays and where'? 
Do surfers travel to find uncroivded ivaves and to surf neiv locations? 
What are the main factors (and constraints) affecting destination choice? for example: time, 
budget, season, distance, expertise, quality of the ivaves, climate etc). 
Are "crowds" at a surf break at a surfing destination an important factorfor surf tourists when 
choosing a surfing destination? 
(B) The 'search' is often used to describe the ongoing efforts of surfers to discover novel, 
perfect and uncrowded waves in exotic and remote locations. 
Question: Do you think that surfing and surfing tourism has resulted in the development of new 
destinations? 
(Q The evolution of surfing destinations following discovery. 
Question: Do destinations undergo change as a result of the arrival of surfers and surfing tourism? 
If so, what are the consequences and implications please give examples)? 
(D) The potential impacts (both positive and negative) of surfmg touasm on destmation 
areas. 
QuesUotr What do you think are the most sigmficant impacts (environmental, soao-cultural, 
economic) assoaated mth sutfing tounsm on destination areas'^ 
What are the potential impacts of surfing tounsm^ 
Do you think that surfing tourism impacts the environment at a destination^ 
Do you think that suifing tounsm and tounsm development can impact the culture and values of 
the local people at a destination? 
Do you think that surfing tounsm development can benefits the local community at a destination? 
Do you think surfers are aware of theirpotential impacts at a destination? 
(E) The behaviour of surf touasts at surfing destmation and awareness of their potential 
impacts on the environment and local community 
Question Do you think that surf tounsts are aware of theirpotential ifnpacts on the environment 
and the local community at a destination visited? Do you think that surf tounsts are responsible tounsts 
ivhen travelling to surfing destinations^ 
(F) The sustainabihty of surfing tourism at destinations 
Many divergent types of tourism mcludmg mass tounsm, ecotounsm and namre touasm 
have been investigated m regards to whether they are sustamable or not The notion of 
"Sustamable tourism" however has been under-examined m the field of surfing tourism 
Qjiestion: Do you think that surfing tounsm is sustainable tounsm? 
Consider the triple bottom line (environmental, socio-cultural, economic) 
(G) Factors contributmg to sustamable surfing tourism at destination areas. 
Question: What are the factors that contnhute to the long-term viability of surfing destinations^ 
Once a surfing destination has been discovered, at rvhat point do you think that surfers start 
lookingfor neu) destinations? ' • 
What is the relationship betiveen the number and type of surf tourists visiting destinations and the 
sustainability of the destination? 
(H) Examples of sustainable and unsustainable surfing tourism destinations. 
Question: Please give examples of sustainable and unsustainable surfing destinations, explaining 
your reasoning 
(f). Management of surfing toutism at destinations. 
Question: Hoiv should surfing tourism at destinations be managed to achieve sustainability and 
minimise potential impacts while maintaining a high quality recreational experience? 
Do you believe surf tourist numbers should be controlled? 
Do you think that surfing tourism should be regulated (for example, regulation, permits, licences, 
fee, booking systems and limits on the number of visitor at destinations)? 
(J). Recreational carrying capacity at surfkig destination. 
Question: Recreational carrying capacity (explain) as a management strategy has been ividely 
employed in a range of recreational and tourism settings (for example diving and trekking). Do you think 
that surfing destinations should be managed in accordance rvith their recreation carrying capacity to control 
the numbers of visitors? 
Do you think that identifying and maintaining a recreational carrying capacity at a surfing 
destination could help maintain a high quality recreational experiencefor surf tourists? 
What role do you think a recreational carrying capacity ivouldplay at a surfing destination? 
What do you think about the concept of restricting access and limiting numbers ofpeople coming to 
the area to ensure sustainable development of surfing tourism? 
(K) Contacts. 
Question Could you suggest tndimduals for interview, ivho may have a good understanding of the 
phenomenon of surfing tourism^ 
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10.2. Key informants' responses on surfing tourism 
Table A l . Thematic chart on the driving forces of surfing tourism. 
Respondents Search for new and idyllic surfing locations and uncrowded waves Destination choice Influence of surfing tourism in developing 
new surfing destinations 
Jess Ponting 
Academic 
Uncrowded waves: As part of the dream, an element of that is that the 
waves have to be perfect. It should be sunny and wanri and it should 
definitely be uncrowded. It is not always the way it works out but, it is 
certainly a part of that. 
Cost: Probably expense has something to do a bit as well, but 1 think 
that there are different segments within that market. 
1 think people are going in search of this dream 
which has been constructed by the surfing media. 
They are probably going to live out their own 
surfing fantasies which have been developed due 
to their exposure to the surfing media during the 
course of their surfing lives. 
The surfers' gaze starts to scan for new 
horizons and new surfing destinations. 
Tavarua ov/ners 
Surf operators 
Search for the idyllic surfing location: Surfers have the curiosity to travel 
to new surf breaks and new surf destinations and; they seek to get 
away from crowded environments. 
Uncrowded waves: "Crowds" is a huge factor influencing surf tourism 
and destination choice. 
The media has an important influence on 
promoting new remote destinations to the 
masses and to promote the fantasised surfing 
destination to the masses. 
People then go to extremes to find new 
destinations with the ideal uncrowded surfing 
fantasy. 
Kevin Lovett 
Surf adventurer 
Search for the idyllic surfing location/uncrowded waves: The palm tree 
from the beach, the tropical backdrop, the uncrowded and empty waves 
are all part of the surfing utopia which surfers are looking for. 
Travelling surfers in their pursuit to find 
uncrowded waves, move to the more remote 
areas of Indonesia. It has been one location 
after the other. 
US based surf 
adventurer and 
journalist 
(Anonymous) 
Search for the idyllic surfing location/uncrowded waves: The 
Indonesians have the resource, they have these reefs,..the waves..the 
warm water and... the climate. They have everything the surfers love 
having. That picture of that uncrowded perfect surf spot ..that is what 
surfers dream of. 
The magazines promote that surf image. They 
have everything the surf magazines promote as 
"the ideal surf lifestyle" and "Ideal surf picture" 
and that is what Indonesia has and that is the 
image surfers aspire to. 
Once a destination has become crowded, 
people soon search for new destinations. 
Paul Edmiston 
Australian surf tour 
operator and 
academic 
Search for the idyllic surfing location/uncrowded waves: The 
foregrounding of natural experiences is fundamental to the activities of 
surfing tourism. In their inexhaustible pursuit for the ideal surfing 
conditions necessary for wave riding... they are going out in the world 
and to find all those empty waves and surf all you want and discover 
some more surfing destinations and surf spots. There is this image of 
Bali's perfect tropical waves. 
Magazine and film exposure revealed formerly 
'secret spots" in all their glory. The improved 
accessibility of these areas adds weight to the 
already irresistible lure of an inexpensive and 
overseas tropical surfing holiday. 
Surfers are pioneering tourists in remote 
areas. Surfers seek seemingly endless 
opportunities to discover their own 
uncrowded surf heavens. 
Steve Barilotti 
Surf journalist 
Uncrowded waves: Basically 1 think that what people want is to go 
surfing a break that is similar to home, but with warm water and that 
Because over the years, the magazines, like the 
one 1 work for, have created these fantasy surf 
1 believe that surfers are kind of pioneer. 
tourists to a given area, because they are 
Respondents Search for new and idyllic surfmg locations and uncrowded waves Destmation choice Influence of surfing tourism in developing 
new surfing destinations 
has less people In other words to skip the crowds Surfers travel lo 
these remote surfing locations because they want to have access to 
uncrowded surf 
Cost. Usually they go to countnes where they have a good exchange 
rate and good value for their money Suddenly they are in surfing 
"nirvana" 
Meccas where every surfer, a point in their life, 
has to go to They have to go to the North Shore 
of Hawaii and they have to go to Bali At present 
for everybody, the dream is to go to the 
Mentawaiis 
absolutely dnven to find new waves, and they 
are not particularly concerned about the 
amenities of the place Yes, definitely Let's 
take the island of Bali as a case study Before 
the 1960s Ball was rarely visited by tourists 
outside the occasional hippie backpacker. 
But after surfers discovered Uluwatu in the 
early 197Ds things changed rapidly with the 
influx of international surfers 
Tim Baker 
Surf journalist 
Search for the idyllic surfing location A lot of surfers fantasise about the 
most idyllic kind of simple surf trip . to surf good waves and to get the 
kind of surf they might not be able to get where they live They want a 
kind of surfing lifestyle where all that they have to worry is to go 
surfing in uncrowded waves 
Uncrowded waves 1 think that for the majority of surfers, "crowds" is a 
huge factor and that is why places like Tavarua is booked out a year in 
advance There is a limit on the number of surfers and you can go there 
and you are not going to have crowds to contend with 
Cost. Cost would still be a mam factor for surfers. 
[The populansation of a surfing destination], it 
happens more quickly now than it used to 
because the media is more pervasive. We know 
by now that once the photos [of surf locations] 
have been published in magazines, surfers will 
find these waves whether these have been 
named or not. 
I think that the lure of the image of the perfect 
wave IS too strong 
Surfers will continue to find their way to 
remote parts of the world more and more. 
They are prepared to forge their own trail and 
try to find remote surfing destinations 1 
would not be surpnse if more and more 
surfers will want to try that more 'adventure' 
surf tnp to new and remote areas Surfers 
have scowled all over Indonesia and 1 think 
that the south Pacific may be the next place 
where surfers will be ventunng to 
Peter Troy 
Surf adventurer 
Search for the idyllic surfing location. Surfers' search for an idyllic 
isolated new surfing location. That was the impetus and that is why 
people started to go surfing and travel to find exotic places So if you 
ask, what caused the discovery of new destinations, in reality today, it 
still applies and there are still isolated places to be found 
One needs to look at movies on surfing and surf 
magazines 1 think that those who were making 
those movies and magazines, were giving the 
audience an "Alice tn Wonderland" concept They 
were given a captured gratification of adventures 
like eating lobsters and living m funky 
accommodation Surfers can go to a tounst 
location because they are only following the 
Lonely Planet book, other surf guides and surfing 
magazines 
When I was in Bah people used to say "lets 
go to that next island (Lombok) to find the 
surf' Then the game went on to see the 
next Island 
Steve Hawk 
Surf journalist 
Uncrowded waves The impulse to discover new waves and nde them 
alone with friends dates back to the very early beginning of the sport 
In the first issues of Surfer magazine in 1960, forty-five years ago, the 
closing quote said "In thts crowded worid the surfer can stiil seek and 
If It gets too crowded, surfers have always 
gone looking for new uncrowded places 
Respondents Search for new and idyllic surfing locations and uncrowded waves Destination choice Influence of surfing tourism in developing 
new surfing destinations 
find the perfect day the perfect empty wave and be alone with the surf 
and his thoughts". 
Pierce Flynn 
Surfrider Foundation 
Uncrowded waves: Uncrowded waves, ...that is the dream. It is a 
competitive sport. Having an uncrowded [surfing] experience shared 
with a few of your friends, it is a dream kind of experience. That is 
definitely a factor in the choice of destinations. Looking at it holistically, 
"crowds" is a huge factor into the mental appeal of surf tourists. 
Personal preferences: Beyond that, is it: do you like warm water or cold 
water? Do you like reef breaks or beach break? Then you can break it 
down into the more specifics. 1 think it can be different for every single 
person. 
1 think it is different for every single person. If 
they are environmental surfers, then they may go 
to places like Tavarua, or Namotu or Sumbawa, 
or surf camp that has developed in a tourism 
friendly way, one that complements the local 
people and the local economy. 
Absolutely, no question about it! Surfing 
tourism is a catalyst in opening new areas. 
British surfing 
tourism operator 
Uncrowded waves: 1 think that there are certainly a very large majority 
that like uncrowded conditions. 
Cost: There are different markets of surf travelling now. It depends on 
people and on people's budget. 
Personal preferences: Those who already surf, want to experience 
warmer climate, different types of environment and different types of 
waves. We have some of our most popular destinations that are 
crowded and are particulariy always busy. Those with money 
searching uncrowded destinations go to the Maldives to find clear 
crystal waters, beautiful scenery and good quality accommodation. The 
growth area for us is people that want to learn to surf and to experience 
surfing as they have never experienced it before... for those, 
uncrowded waves is not so much a factor affecting destination choice. 
• 
Surfing tourism opens up new areas for 
tourism. 
Surfing industry 
representative 
Uncrowded waves: Surfers have been searching for their idyllic tropical 
surfing destination with uncrowded waves which is advertised by the 
surf and travel media. 
Search for the idyllic surfing location: Surfers are incredible travellers in 
the search for the "periled wave"... 
Surfers are very transient people. They go to 
some places for a few years and then they 
get tired of it and go somewhere else. Often 
they look to experience the local culture and 
live with the local people 
Other comments 
from respondents 
The surfing magazines have been portraying the 
ultimate surfers' fantasy. 
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Table A2. Thematic chart of the evolution of surfing tourism at destinations 
Respondents Discovery of destination 
(Exploration and involvement) 
Development and growth Consolidation and Stagnation Decline and abandonment of old for 
new uncrowded destination(s) 
Jess Ponting Discovery Someone would discover a 
place and would start going back and 
they might form a strong relationship 
with the local family who would have 
them in their house and start cooking 
for them 
Involvement Then other people would 
find out about it and, find out about the 
family and they would recommend them 
to stay with the same people Then the 
family would start making money so 
someone else it the village would do it 
Media exposure/ Development Maybe 
someone would show up with a movie 
camera or a camera and lots of people 
would want to go there and more people 
would build losmens 
The Mentawaiis for example, got 
published with movies and a couple of 
different articles Meanwhile the word is 
still spreading, that there is a place down 
here that has got uncrowded waves 
Within five or six years, there were 30 
charter boats in the water 
Oversupply/ attraction to lower 
market. The Nias example shows 
that if you keep bnnging more and 
more people you can only charge 
people less and less money They 
built too many cheap places too 
close together and pnced each 
other out of making any profits It 
started to get really bad 
Antagonism IfthinkthalNiasisa 
good example of Doxey irritation 
Index and they have well 
progressed through that process 
The locals, some of them were 
fnendly and some of them were 
nght hostile and some of them were 
threatening on a regular basis 1 
have not seen anything as extreme 
as the Nias case in terms of social 
impacts Maybe because other 
destinations have not been as far 
down the life cycle as Nias [which] 
has been a destination for quite a 
long time 
Dissatisfaction/overcrowding. As the surf 
break{s) at the destination becomes more 
and more crowded, the less and less 
satisfying it is for the people involved 
Abandonment/ search for new 
destinations And so it goes on and until 
you end up with the Nias scenano Then 
no one wants to come there any more and 
people move to new destinations Lagundi 
itselfwas pretty much deserted It was a 
pretty desperate scene. 
Tounsm lifecycle" Pretty much all the surf 
camps 1 have been to in East Timor to the 
North of Sumatra seem to have gone into 
the same sort of way 
Owners of Tavarua Discovery Each destination has its own 
senes of evolution Yet generally a 
surfer would discover a surf spot which 
was pretty inaccessible 
Growth: Once you publicise a new surf 
destination, it becomes another crowded 
spot More and more people show up 
and then the destination would be 
advertised by the media and more 
publicised This would lead to a further 
increase in the number of surfers 
Over-crowding of surf break' If the 
resources have been exhausted, in 
this case the waves and the whole 
destination starts to fall apart 
Dissatisfaction/ overcrowding/ 
Abandonment The destination would get 
crowded and the recreational carrying 
capacity would be exceeded and cause 
dissatisfaction of surf tounsts who would 
seek new destinations Surfers become 
dissatisfied with crowds and the 
destination loses its appeal 
Respondents Discovety of destination 
(Exploration and involvement) 
Development and growth Consolidation and Stagnation Decline and abandonment of old for 
new uncrowded destination(s) 
Paul Edmiston Discovery: Whilst surfers may lay claim 
to discovering new area.. By opening 
up those formally unknown surfing 
areas, more tourists made the trek to 
these destinations. 
Growth: By opening up those tracks... the 
ensuing development of infrastructure to 
facilitate the surf tourists' needs has 
paved the way for further influxes of 
tourists... 
Change in tourism: Backpackers start 
coming in and, more and more surfers... 
The lonely planet, they put that it was a 
great place for surfing, so a lot of 
Europeans went there. 
Once that remote village environment 
becomes home to annual international 
surfing competitions with television 
coverage beamed worldwide. 
Change in the nature of tourism: 
Thus it can be said that surfing 
tourism is a seminal form small 
scale tourism that may eventually 
be followed by large scale. There 
can be the inevitable progression of 
small-scale altemative tourism to 
high density mass tourism.,. Yet, 
what is mainstream and exploited to 
a seasonal [surf] traveller may be 
exotic and relatively untouched for 
a first timer. 
Overcrowding of surf break: The 
inevitable development that follows, 
leads to crowded surf breaks in 
otherwise remote zones. In doing 
so [pioneering surfer travellers] 
became instmmental in supporting 
the very development they were 
trying to escape. 
Oversupply/attraction to lower 
market: [Bali for example became 
increasingly commercialised. The 
destination then] attracts low 
budget accommodation and the 
area attunes to the needs of low 
budget tourists. 
. Antagonism: In Nias you just saw 
local community attitude change 
towards tourists and tourism. 
Dissatisfaction/overcrowding: Once 
overrun; destinations are regarded as 
crass version of what they once were.... It 
is also a direct result of these destinations 
being considered by surfers as having 
exceeded their cc. The idyllic setting had 
become exploited and over-crowded, 
losing much of their original charm in the 
process. Because the people who forge 
the tracks get really disillusioned of what it 
has become... 
It loses the reason of why [surfers] went 
there in the first place. 
Search for new destinations: The 
pioneering surf adventurers spread to 
Indonesia's other islands, searching for 
what appeared to be lost in Bali. Some 
then go on looking for different uncrowded 
areas. 
Kevin Lovett Growth: It brings you great amount of 
people and masses of people that the 
environment cannot support. 
Oversupply/attraction to lower 
market: When you start at the lower 
end of the scale then you attract all 
the low life aspect of development 
Dissatisfaction: Things move on oncea 
place gets "trashed". Before Lagundi 
there was Kuta in Bali. It is arguable 
whether much of this market is going to 
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Respondents Discovery of destination 
(Exploration and invoivement) 
Development and growth Consolidation and Stagnation Decline and abandonment of old for 
new uncrowded destination(s) 
and commercialisation 
Overcrowding of surf break As 
soon as the surf destination gets 
crowded and the destination 
changes, surfers move on This is 
what has happened to Lagundi 
Degradation of destination It has 
gone from being the tropical dream 
to the environmental nightmare. By 
that stage, Kuta was already started 
to be degraded Once it is the 
environmental nightmare you live 
on the old dream The responsibility 
of cooperate surf industry which 
has created this market. 
Change in the nature of tounsm 
This has fuelled the destruction of 
the many fragile locations and 
overran them with mass tourism 
Then you end of with places like 
Ball and Nias 
Decline 1 guess that all these 
destinations have had a peak 
season and a peak period in their 
development and now they have 
tapered of 
return 
Search for new destinations Once the 
place is worn out, it is always a matter lo 
find the next destination.. It has been 
one location after the other 
US based surf adventurer 
and journalist 
(Anonymous) 
Discovery How it starts is by someone 
happens to find a break When a surf 
break is discovered, the word gets 
round via a coconut telegraph 
Disclosure of destination They tell a 
fnend and the old days that could go on 
for years but now with the surf 
population the way It is, with the media 
Media exposure This goes on 
exponential when the magazines and 
photographers show up and that photo 
goes into the magazines Once that 
happens basically, the cover is 'blown' 
Grovi'th At that point there is either a lot 
of people going out there or there is going 
to be some kind of surf resorts set up or 
Change in the nature of tounsm 
Kuta used to be a nice sleepy little 
town and it is the Ensanada of 
Tijuana of Indonesia 
Degradation of destination It is 
noisy, loud and dirty These are 
the things that come with too many 
surfers coming in to enjoy this 
Search for new destinations Crowded 
destinations lead to the discovenes of new 
places 
Respondents Discovery of destination 
(Exploration and involvement) 
Development and growth Consolidation and Stagnation Decline and abandonment of old for 
new uncrowded destination(s) 
and internet the my it is, it can happen 
in just a matter of weeks or months and 
then the word is out on a great break 
somewhere. Involvement: It is funny 
now you cannot read about a new 
discovery or a new place without then 
subsequently finding out someone is 
going out and camp there. 
in the process of getting set up to restrict 
access to a lot of people going there. 
Change in tourism: This town of Puerto 
Escondido was built around the surf 
trade. It was a boom town in Mexico. 
There are hotels growing up on the beach 
and the airport bringing in surfers on a 
daily basis. There was all kind of 
businesses that sprung up. 
resource. 
Overcrowding of surf break: In 
Kuta, it got crowded. 
Steve Barilotli Involvement: The thing is, the Balinese 
who are really accommodating and very 
resourceful. 
Development/involvement: Where before 
locals would have in their house a few 
guest rooms that turned into a restaurant. 
They did it so well so that it kind of grew. 
Change in tourism: Surfers for example 
have been the first tourists that came in 
and that attracted the "food chain" of 
more tourism and investment. Surfers 
were the first ones in, the surfers and 
hippies were the first backpackers in. 
Change in the nature of tourism: 
Suddenly you have every first worid 
amenity from electricity to shopping 
malls, Mac Donald, Dc stores... 
everything the western man or 
women desires. 
Antagonism: Surf travel is a 
wonderful thing but when it is just 
focused in a selfish "me first, and 
"f... everybody else attitude", then 
you end up with a lot of hostility not 
just amongst surfers but also 
amongst local people living there. 
Dissatisfaction: Population pressures and 
crowds can kill the "fatted calf or "the 
golden goose" of a pristine surf break and 
pristine surfing destination area. 
Search for new destinations: And it quickly 
spreads through surfing because surfers 
are always looking for that new 
uncrowded break down the road. For 
example, once Bali was crowded, surfers 
moved on to other islands down the 
Indonesian chain. But of course, now they 
are crowded as well. 
Tim Bal<er Discovery: There is probably a few 
different ways it could go. Often surfers 
are the first contact and first major 
sustain contact with remote 
communities.... The case is Bali. 
Involvement: Surfers go to a place and 
inevitably the locals will find a way to 
cater for the needs of the surfers. At the 
simplest level they will give someone a 
room in their house and cook them a 
meal. 
Development: Inevitably if the numbers of 
surfers will increase then a small kind of 
business will start around providing 
accommodation and food. Then a kid will 
learn to repair dings and someone else 
will start offering massages and etc. The 
Mentawaiis was only discovered by 
surfers relatively recently. 
Media exposure: They found Lance in the 
Mentawaiis in 1991 and by 1994-1995 it 
had featured in videos with all the major 
Degradation of destination: The last 
time 1 saw it, the beaches along 
Legian are so polluted from the 
hotels. Change in the nature of 
tourism: Surfers were forerunners 
of general mass tourism there too. 
Dissatisfaction: In the case of the 
Mentawaiis, it is interesting and 1 think'that 
there will be a natural levelling off because 
1 think of a lot of people who have gone 
there and would have spent their money 
and being disappointed to see how 
crowded it was. 1 think less people will go 
back next year. 
Search for new destinations: Surfers will 
continue to find their way to remote and 
uncrowded parts of the worid more and 
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Respondents Discovery of destination 
(Exploration and involvement) 
Development and growth Consolidation and Stagnation Decline and abandonment of old for 
new uncrowded destinationfs) 
companies and magazines from all over 
the world 
Change in tourism So that exposure 
happens more quickly now while Nias it 
happened over 20 years The Mentawaiis 
took just 5 years before tt became 
popular and crowded. 
more 
Peter Troy Discovery When a surfer has found an 
exotic destination that has fantastic 
surf, as the problems is what happens if 
you have an accident or a health issue'? 
Involvement' so someone provides you 
with that facility etc and then you have 
more rooms 
Development The first people did not 
have those facilities, the next lot of 
people one or two years down the track 
had that facility Then you have people 
who want to make money and provide 
those facilities 
Degradation of destination- But all 
those places get destroyed 
because the tounsts come there on 
mass and the ambiance of the 
place IS lost 
Change in the nature of tounsm' 
Places like Taghazout near Agadir 
in Morocco, all these types of 
places are used and abused and 
thrown away by the next group of 
travellers 
Abandonment Then no one goes there 
anymore 
Search for new destinations That person 
finds a new place in a remote location ... 1 
think that surf tounsm evolves in a full 
circle 
Steve Hawk Discovery Yes, of course it starts 
immediately, with the first people who 
surf a spot Usually if it is In the middle 
of nowhere the first people who surf it 
have a pretty 'feral' existence staying in 
their tents or In the back of their vans 
They try to keep it to themselves but 
that never lasts long. News about a 
new spot spreads exponentially, 
especially if there are photos and 
especially now with the internet 
Development Then if the locals realise 
surfing tounsm is a resource they can 
capitalise on, they set up camps Or as it 
IS often the case, an expatnate will realise 
that he can capitalise on it and starts a 
surf tounsm operation. 
Change in the nature of tounsm 
Mass tounsm is not the word 1 
would use because three is a self-
governing aspect to the crowds 
Surf spots can only handle a certain 
number of people Once a spot gets 
unpleasantly crowded, and word 
gets out about that and the masses 
stop coming 
Dissatisfaclion/search for new 
destinations If it gets too crowded, they 
start looking for other, less crowded 
places 
Pierce Flynn Degradation of destination/ [Surfing 
tounsm at destination] can spin off 
to the ghettos scenano with drug 
use, robbenes and cnmes and the 
loss of opportunities 
Tounsm lifecycle Nias provides some 
very good example of tounsm lifecycle 
Overseeing Nias and Bali and FIJI, what 
happened here in California, it is probably 
a very similar process' 
Respondents Discovery of destination 
(Exploration and involvement) 
Development and grovirth Consolidation and Stagnation Decline and abandonment of old for 
new uncrowded destinatioh(s) 
British surfing tourism 
operator 
Discovery: Yes there is a pattern in 
surfing destination from the discovery to 
crowded environment with many 
impacts. 
Development: 1 have been dealing with a 
lot of smaller places around the world 
with local people who have guest houses. 
Before surfing there was just a little bit of 
business and now there are full up. 
Tourism lifecycle: Yes there is a pattern in 
surfing destination from the discovery to 
crowded environment with many impacts. 
Surfing industry 
representative 
Discovery: If you take Tavarua and 
Grudjigan, it tends to be the initial 
guy(s) who discover the surf breaks 
and who develop the opportunity. 
Involvement: They flew over it, came 
back on a yacht with people, they 
thought this was a good wave setup 
and decided to make to establish surf 
camps commercially. As they filter into 
places, then the local community get 
used to dealing with the idea of surf 
tourists, they get used to the language 
and then they start to become more 
interested in commercially developing 
their connections. 
Media exposure and change in tourism: 
Once a surf spot is publicised in surf 
magazines, it does not take long before 
surf tourists go there on mass. 
Overcrowding of surf break: But by 
having surfing promoted there, it 
brings to the attention to surfers 
that there are too many people in 
that area. And it can then have a 
reverse effect, pull the habitation 
down due to the fear of paying for 
an overcrowded holiday. 
Degradation of destination/ Change 
in the nature of tourism: People 
have said that in the 1980s there 
was nothing at Kuta. Within 5 years 
there had been what seemed like 
unregulated development. It was 
ok for a few years, but it is now well 
out of hand with hotels and so forth 
being built everywhere. And the 
next example from there is Bingin. It 
seemed like it was expanding 
unchecked. 
Change in the nature of tourism and 
antagonism: So when we first went 
to Nias, it was a very simple 
community although surfers had 
been visiting it in a small numbers 
for years. Later after a significant 
investment by landlords and other 
investors, there was much more of 
a "party town" atmosphere, where 
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Respondents Discovery of destination 
(Exploration and involvement) 
Development and growth Consolidation and Stagnation Decline and abandonment of old for 
new uncrowded destination(s) 
the social customs and local 
relationship seemed strained as 
they tried to take advantage of the 
tounsts wealth 
Other comments from 
opportunitic interviews 
with other informants 
Overcrowding Nias for example 
will, unless they completely killed 
the place by completely polluting it, 
the wave is not going to go away 
And when the words is out that it is 
too crowded, people will stop going 
until there is going to be the right 
number of people again 
Table A3. Thematic chart of the perceived positive socio-cultural and economic impacts of surfing tourism. 
Respondent Surfing tourism as an economic 
development tool for communities 
Socio economic benefits and 
employment 
Improvement of lifestyle/ infrastructural 
development and education 
Other positive impacts of surfing 
tourism 
Jess Ponting There has also been some good changes 
socially as well, probably it is more linked to 
economical changes though as it is a good 
way for remote communities and families to 
access foreign exchange which they would 
not necessary have been able to access 
othenwise. 
For example, it is arguable whether any 
economical development would have 
occurred in Southern Nias if surfing had not 
come and/or if surfing related economy had 
not been generated there. 
Some families have done very well 
out of it, on a relative scale anyway. 
They have made a good living 
whereas before there had been able 
to make a living and/or may have 
been struggling. 
Infrastructural development: In Nusa Island 
Resort, In Papua New Guinea, for instance, 
some of tourism cash injection is going 
towards tidying up places, providing 
drinking water, and sewage facilities for 
local people 
Education: and also school fees for the kids 
of the people that work at the resort. 
Community recognition: Surfing has 
brought a higher profile in terms of 
government awareness to these remote 
communities. 
SurfAid: The Sumba Foundation and 
SurfAid are going really well and getting 
bigger are all positive impacts of surfing 
tourism. 
Owners of 
Tavarua 
It has provided some stable financial system 
for the communities. 
They are happy to have raised their 
standard up a little bit and given them 
employment opportunities. 
Infrastructural development: It can provide 
communities with basic amenities, clean 
water., a strong secure concrete house. 
Some reasonable medical health.. and 
schools for people in the villages. 
Surf Medication association: Their lifestyle 
has improved with program such as the 
surf medical association. 
Kevin Lovett It can deliver some benefits to these 
marginalised and indigenous societies. 
Yes 1 think that over a period of time, 
the volume of travellers and 
backpackers has been a financial 
benefit. The standard of living of the 
communities increases. 
Infrastructural development: In Niiwatu, the 
surf resort has benefited the local 
community by creating wells.. 
Health: clinics and medical facilities 
Education: ..from the educational point of 
view, to support schools and develop more 
schools in the area 
Community recognition: Surfing tourism 
has brought focus and attention to many of 
these indigenous societies. 
US based surf 
adventurer 
and journalist 
(Anonymous) 
Surfing tourism can create a whole 
economical base which would othero/ise not 
be there particularly for local communities in 
the third world. In this 21=' century, surfing 
tourism within eco-tourism is really coming to 
play as an economic force in itself. There is 
tremendous potential for surf resorts and 
surfing tourism to have a real direct beneficial 
When surf camps come in, the local 
population is directly affected in the 
sense that there is going to be local 
employment and surfers are going to 
buy local crafts, or whatever artifacts 
and what locals are making and 
offering for sale. Communities have 
steady source of income that they 
Infrastructural development: The villages 
have been rebuilt with new churches, new 
schools, new streets and houses. They 
have seen huge improvements in their 
lifestyles. 
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Respondent Surfing tounsm as an economic 
development tool for communities 
Socio economic benefits and 
employment 
Improvement of lifestyle/ infrastructural 
development and education 
Other positive impacts of surfing 
tounsm 
effects to the local people themselves never had before. 
Paul 
Edmiston 
It has the asset to be an economic tool for 
third vi/orld countnes and to inject money into 
the community 
Other members of the community 
were open to benefit through the 
revitalisation of local crafts 
Surfing tourism supplemented the 
family's usual income 
Infrastructural development. Other 
members of the community were open to 
benefit through improved infrastructure 
(pumped water, improved roads) 
Steve Barilotti It has become like a legitimate part of their 
economy as they have a taking part in it 
Infrastructural development/ Health 1 think 
providing also a positive advantage of 
these surf operations has been the 
establishment of the basics such as clean 
water and health care 
SurfAid-1 think what Dr. Dave Jenkins and 
the guys of SurfAid are doing is good for 
the Mentawaii people and the surf 
community They are helping the 
Mentawaii manage their own health issues 
through long-term education which is far 
more sustainable than running in there with 
a box of medical supplies and leaving after 
a couple of months 
Tim Baker First impression are the possible windfalls 
economically 
Some Balinese would welcome the 
economic relative prosperity 
Education The people from SurfAid were 
telling me that they were educating the 
local villages not to have their wells so 
close to their pit toilets and not to discard 
batteries as they are starting to acquire 
some of the western technology 
SurfAid 1 think that SurfAid is such a great 
story where thousands and thousand of 
lives have been saved. 
Peter Troy It has, to a certain extent, permitted remote 
areas to develop economically 
Learning to surf One benefit is that you 
can be one of those kids to have been 
given a broken surfboard, and maybe 
become a professional surfer 
Steve Havi/k There are both positive and negative impacts 
happening simultaneously. It can be helpful 
in that it injects money into impovenshed 
Third World economies 
It also introduces local kids to the sport of 
surfing, which can be a wonderful thing 
because it connects them to the ocean in a 
new and profound way. We've seen really 
senous local surf scenes sprout up all over 
the world Indonesia, Mexico, Tahiti. 
Pierce Flynn Positive and negative, you could have both 
going on at once The positive is that it can 
enhance be an economic and social 
It is really questionable Are they 
making money or losing money'' 
Creating a new type of economy to 
Respondent Surfing tourism as an economic 
development tool for communities 
Socio economic benefits and 
employment 
Improvement of lifestyle/ infrastructural 
development and education 
Other positive impacts of surfing 
tourism 
enhancer. 
You l<now that the local community make 
more money in a more sustainable way. 1 
think that surfing tourism is an economy 
which is very important for people in 2004. 
the Indigenous economy, is that 
better? 
British surfing 
tourism 
operator 
(Anonymous) 
Surfing tourism has opened up a lot of new 
markets and it has also given perhaps 
tourism markets that would not have existed 
otherwise. When we look at Namibia in 
Africa, surfing tourism has opened new 
markets and new economies where 
traditionally it was purely subsistence living 
1 think it is actually really positive like 
some places around the world like 
Morocco where it is half run by the 
community. We contract the local firm 
and local people to do the jobs, so 
that it can give direct benefits to the 
local community. 
Surfing 
industry 
representative 
(Anonymous) 
We are leaving an improvement, building up 
their situation and generating the cash 
injection that goes into the local economy. 
The wealth that is there is just sitting 
in the wallets of a few tourists, and 
they put their money out very 
sparingly and sort of auction every 
dollar off the maximum they can get 
out of it. 1 think, because the power of 
the commerce that is around these 
places, it sits with the tourists, and it 
does not sit with the community that is 
providing them the opportunity to visit. 
Infrastructural development: ...electricity 
was connected down to Lagundi bay.,, and 
road access was created and improved. 
Community recognition: In some cases it 
has placed civilization where it would never 
have been previously without surfing. 
SurfAid: SurfAid international is another 
positive impact of surfing tourism in that 
westem medical resources are becoming 
available. 
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Table A4. Thematic chact of the perceived negative soao-cuLtural and economic impacts of surfing tourism 
Respondent Reliance on and 
dependency 
upon tourism 
Leakage of benefits 
outside community(s), 
foreign control and 
surfing colonialism 
Westernisation, cultural 
disintegration/ revitalisation 
Damage to social fabric and structure Social ills: drugs, sex and alcohol, and 
localism 
Jess Ponting They are 
changing their 
whole life based 
around this sort 
of economy and 
that is kind of 
failing in itself 
Economic leakage. In 
the Mentawaiis, there is 
an enormous economic 
leakage out of the 
system back to the 
companies of the 
foreigners who own the 
vast majonty of that 
industry 
There have been a lot of 
communities which have changed, 
not necessary in a good way by 
surfing tourism throughout the 
archipelago That is repeated to 
vanous extents throughout 
Indonesia 
Cultural disintegration 
Communities are losing their 
traditional culture 
Begging But the story from Nias, the sitting 
around waiting for handouts and waiting 
for people to come That doesn't seem to 
be positive change to people' lives 
Land pnce nse In Phucket, Bali, with the 
arrival of surfing tounsm the land has gone 
from the cheapest to the most expensive 
Alcohol and sex You go to Kuta, Bali to 
you can get blind drunk and pick up people 
at the same time. 
Prostitution and drugs. But the story from 
Nias it has been the wild west of surfing 
tounsm for quite a long time with some 
prostitution and drugs running winded up in 
it as well 
Prostitution Everywhere, there are always 
prostitutes involved in surf camps Some 
surf tourists get to sort of construct their 
own ideas of what a surfing paradise is, 
and maybe that include prostitutes 
Owners of 
Tavarua 
Westernisation You can not holt 
progress Each culture is unique 
and the socio-cultural impacts will 
be different on a case to case 
basis Progress comes to them 
through Westernisation which 
changes their fragile cultures and it 
can also bnng a surfing subculture 
within the community But there will 
definitely be some impacts if you 
are in remote locations 
Cultural exchange. It can provide a 
cultural exchange and surfing 
tounsm in the case of Tavarua has 
even allowed a revitalisation of 
some cultural traditions with the 
Fi]ian nights 
Inequalities If the benefits are shared 
collectively as a community unit, then the 
benefits gets divided among community 
members 
Respondent Reliance on and 
dependency 
upon tourism 
Leakage of benefits 
outside community(s), 
foreign control and 
surfing colonialism 
Westernisation, cultural 
disintegration/ revitalisation 
Damage to social fabric and structure Social ills: drugs, sex and alcohol, and 
localism 
Cultural disintegration: Socio-
cultural change can be quite prolific 
especially on fragile indigenous 
communities like in the IVlentawaiis 
Paul Edmiston Foreign control: Surfing 
tourism is a type of 
seminal small scale 
tourism,,, that may 
eventually be followed 
by large scale, high 
density and foreign 
controlled development. 
Impacts on remotes 
areas: The search for 
uncrowded waves has 
impacted on host 
populations in remote 
areas spanning the 
Indonesian archipelago. 
Revitalisation of culture: Surfing 
tourism can play a role in the 
revitalisation of the cultural 
traditions 
Inequalities: In remote and fragile area, 
surfing tourism by making it more 
accessible, for the village, it can very much 
disrupt things socially. It can also 
engender real inequities amongst the local 
community. 
Cultural disruption: Prostitution at 
Grajagan.., the village is very Muslim so it 
went against everything that they believed. 
Drugs: In Bali, it is that sort of party zone 
kind of thing with drugs. 
Prostitution: In Nias you just saw 
prostitution. You can see how Grajagan has 
changed through surfing tourism over the 
past twelve years,. There were prostitutes 
down there and there is nothing down there 
apart from surf tourism. 
Kevin Lovett As soon as the 
number of 
surfers starts to 
decrease or 
cease, it is then 
that you start to 
realise hov/ 
really dependent 
these 
communities are 
upon surfing 
tourism. 
Foreign control: Those 
communities never 
benefit ...or receive 
limited benefits because 
generally outside 
capitalists move in. 
They contract the land, 
they build restaurants 
and take back the 
money. A perfect 
example is in Costa 
Rica with the Americans 
Cultural exchange: Travelling 
surfers have always fulfilled the role 
of cultural ambassadors. 
There is also another aspect what 
travelling surfers bring with them, 
they bring their awareness that can 
have some positive impacts but 
they also bring their ignorance... 
which eventually can spoon 
localism. 
Culture revitalization: 1 would think 
that on the whole, we have had 
Drugs/sex: With the surfing environment 
and the drugs, sex and rock and roll 
excesses of what surfing brings or certain 
aspect of what most surfers have, then you 
find that this is a nasty concoction. 
Localism: The whole thing of localism that 
is another product of surfing colonialism.. 
Some would say that localism is a produce 
of surfing. Localism could have beneficial 
aspect to it but what we see is more the 
negative side, the violence and conflicts 
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Respondent Reliance on and 
dependency 
upon tourism 
Leakage of benefits 
outside communityfs), 
foreign control and 
surfing colonialism 
Westernisation, cultural 
disintegration/ revitalisation 
Damage to social fabric and structure Social ills: drugs, sex and alcohol, and 
localism 
coming in and taking 
over the whole surfing 
tounsm there" 
In Lagundi, the problem 
was that surfing tounsm 
was being manipulated 
from forces from 
Medan The 
accommodation was 
controlled by Chinese 
operators from other 
towns and even 
offshore back in Medan 
Colonialism It is the 
home of surfing 
colonialism. The whole 
sort of surf colonialism 
and the globalisation. 
positive impacts from a socio-
cultural point of view For instance 
surfing tounsm has, in fact it has 
probably helped them to generate a 
greater appreciation of what their 
culture means to them. 
At the same time surf tounsm can 
have profound socio-cultural 
impacts 
and the threats, the innuendos and the 
degradation through human behaviours 
US based surf 
adventurer and 
journalist 
(Anonymous) 
Leakage of benefits 
And you can see that in 
Afnca and in many 
countnes around the 
world, the benefits from 
surfing tounsm actually 
never filter down to the 
local people 
The impacts are more social-
cultural impacts rather than 
environmental 
Westernisation [Surfers] are 
bnnging their money in and their 
lifestyle Basically the image of the 
rest of the world of the twenty first 
century has been brought in 
Cultural exchange* Surfing tounsm 
has a cultural influence.,. It was like 
planting seed of the local surf 
culture 
Cultural disintegration The influx of 
money and wealth and all these 
Cultural disruption They have big social 
impacts especially in Muslim countnes in 
particular, where women are completely 
shrouded, and then we come, showing up 
in bikinis and top less And other cultures 
are going to find that offensive and they will 
be totally shocked 
Cultural difference* If you go to Nias where 
IS it a slightly different culture, the impacts 
of surfers of course have been much more 
ruinous 
Drugs The other huge impact surfers have 
had is drugs There is a whole centre of 
the surf culture that is very big In drugs 
Surfers and drugs have always been 
associated 
Localism all those Balinese local surfers 
they do not like the fact there are fifteen 
other guys paddling out to nde their waves 
Look what happened to Bali You go out to 
Uluwatu which was a pnstine bay back m 
the seventies, and it was covered in all the 
magazines and now there is a contingent of 
Brazilians out there, very aggressive 
Respondent Reliance on and 
dependency 
upon tourism 
Leakage of benefits 
outside community(s], 
foreign control and 
surfing colonialism 
Westernisation, cultural 
disintegration/ revitalisation 
Damage to social fabric and structure Social ills: drugs, sex and alcohol, and 
localism 
modern commodities have changed 
the nature of the local people 
whose culture has been there for 
thousands of years. It certainly 
influences the culture that is already 
there. 
surfers. It is really a free for all and there is 
a lifetime of "feisty" attitude outside the 
water. 
Steve Barilotti Colonialism: The thing 
that is happening with 
surfing and surfing 
colonialism is just a 
microcosm of 
everything else that is 
happening in the world. 
You can see the whole immigration 
of surfers into the area and the 
effect it has had on the culture that 
was there before. Westemisation 
and cultural disintegration: People 
from fairly or highly developed 
westernised countries directly inject 
themselves into the heart of less 
developed or indigenous societies. 
This can result in drastic cultural 
changes. The Christian 
missionaries are a textbook 
example of this. But surfers do this 
as well, although without a religious 
agenda, in Bali, the surfers came 
in and definitely left their imprint. 
They wanted to bring their home 
comforts and have definitely 
changed the place. 
Westemisation: Locals make 
friends with travelling surfers, who 
give them t-shirts and cash for 
trinkets. And now they expect that. 
1 think that it is importing western 
values and mind sets to people who 
have traditionally been tribal and 
Cultural disruption: Your have a 
conservative Muslim country like Indonesia, 
where you have local giris who start 
hanging around the surfer's bars for some 
excitement. They start drinking and going 
out with the surfers. To the surfers they are 
just party giris looking for a good time but 
what they don't realise that once a girl has 
sex with a "bule" (Foreigner), she is 
branded as slut in the local community. To 
the surfers it is just some giris looking for a 
good time, it's not big deal.. But in 
Indonesia, those giris will be banished from 
the community everybody knows who goes 
into. 
Disruption of community/family 
organisation: 
Surfing tourism can disrupt the social fabric 
of the host community in other ways. And if 
surfers tell the kids it is ok to just do nothing 
and surf all day long, you are giving the 
wrong message. When the young [locals] 
start surfing, they are not out fishing and/or 
helping their parents in the vital chores. In 
our society we get away with it because we 
are getting subsidized by our parents and 
Drugs: Also, there has always been a real 
link between drug taking and surfing. 
Surfers have to a certain extent contributed 
to this drug issue in places like Bali and 
Mexico. 
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Respondent Reliance on and 
dependency 
upon tourism 
Leakage of benefits 
outside community(s), 
foreign control and 
surfing colonialism 
Westernisation, cultural 
disintegration/ revitaiisation 
Damage to social fabric and structure Social ills: drugs, sex and alcohol, and 
localism 
used to shanng things It changes 
people's thinking from long term to 
short term 
Cultural disintegration Before Bali 
was a culture that was very 
agranan based around village 
tnbes. In an incredible short amount 
of time because of the influx of not 
just surf tounsm but tounsm in 
general, has just radically changed 
the sociolagtcal landscape of that 
island 
by the government If you want to be 
marginally employed, you do what you do, 
and you are not hurting anybody. But in a 
tribal community where you are depended 
upon to bnng food and/or to help patch a 
roof on a house, then it has a real impact 
They now are relying on their parents and 
the rest of the village to support them 
Tim Baker Leakage of benefits To 
give direct benefits to 
the local community, 
that isn't the case Vi'ith 
99% of other surf 
tounsm companies 
unfortunately 
And in a lot of places 
this has not happened 
like Ball or Mexico 
vi/here they kind of 
opened up in huge 
w/ays to travellers with 
very little positive 
impacts and made quite 
a negative impact 
Cultural disintegration There is no 
two ways about it, it can have a 
huge effect and can totally alter the 
whole economy and the culture of 
the destination 
Disruption of community/family 
organisation 
Kids becoming board earner instead of 
following traditional family business or 
trade 
Drugs The dark side if that someone might 
start selling a bit of "pot", and in Nias's case 
1 heard rumours of heavier drugs and 
prostitution and all the bad things that come 
With satisfying westerner's appetites. 
Drugs/prostilution' Some of the livelihoods 
to be had from catenng for western surfers 
and non surfing western tounsts who may 
be drawn to the area You are going to 
have kids selling drugs and becoming 
prostitutes 
Peter Troy When no one 
goes there 
anymore, then 
the local people 
Colonialism Surfing 
tounsm IS in a way a 
micro neo colonialism 
Foreign control' People 
Cultural exchange- At the same 
time now we are starting to see 
cultural exchanges at surf 
destinations 
Inequalities/displacement It will |ust be a 
small group of people of that area that will 
bnbe their way to this situation and the local 
people that used to be there, are going to 
Alcohol Surfers tend to play English cncket 
and get drunk and misbehave 
unacceptably 
Respondent Reliance on and 
dependency 
upon tourism 
Leakage of benefits 
outside community(s), 
foreign control and 
surfing colonialism 
Westernisation, cultural 
disintegration/ revitalisation 
Damage to social fabric and structure Social ills: drugs, sex and alcohol, and 
localism 
suffer the socio­
economic 
consequence 
can actually step in over 
people that may have 
been there traditionally. 
They are going to be 
taken over by people 
with wealth who will see 
an opportunity to take 
advantage of the 
situation. 
be pushed aside. In other words local 
people can be displaced as a result. 
Steve Hawk Cultural exchange: It also 
introduces local kids to the sport of 
surfing, which can be a wonderful 
thing because it connects them to 
the ocean in a new and profound 
way. We've seen really serious 
local surf scenes sprout up all over 
the world: Indonesia, Mexico, Tahiti. 
Westernisation: The downside, of 
course, is that the local cultural 
heritage starts to get supplanted by 
a Westernised surf culture, and 
suddenly all the locals are wearing 
Billabong T-shirts and boardshorts. 
Huntington Beach comes to Papua 
New Guinea. But then you can't 
blame the spread of Western 
culture strictly on surfing. It's 
happening all over the world, not 
just where there's surf. Nike shirts 
are everywhere. 
Drugs/sex: 1 don't think that the "surf, sex 
and rock 'n' roll" is much of an issue 
anymore. Most people who can afford to go 
to these exotic destinations are fairly well 
off and then tend to be much more 
conservative than the average young surfer 
hanging out at, say, Newport Beach. 1 think 
that that element is exaggerated in the 
press. The interesting thing about surfing 
as a sport is that over the last twenty years 
the demographic has broadened 
dramatically. So surfing is not just about a 
bunch of horny, rowdy, drunk 19-year-olds 
any more. I'd say for the most part surfers 
are more aware than the average tourist, 
but that doesn't mean that they are not a lot 
of idiots out there. Some guys just want to 
wear their headphones, drink beer and 
sleep with local girls. 
Pierce Flynn Westernisation: First either an initial 
human impact on non-developed 
Cultural and social disruption:... family 
structure and social cultural structure 
Drugs/crime: [Surfing tourism at 
destination] can spin off to the ghettos 
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Respondent Reliance on and 
dependency 
upon tounsm 
Leakage of benefits 
outside community(s), 
foreign control and 
surfing colonialism 
Westernisation, cultural 
disintegration/ revitaiisation 
Damage to social fabnc and structure Social ills: drugs, sex and alcohol, and 
localism 
natural setting or first world impact 
on third world cultures 
Social-cultural disintegration There 
IS intemal, psychological, physical, 
socio-structural changes 
getting really 'wrecked'. scenano with drug use, robbenes and 
cnmes and the loss of opportunities 
Surfing makes that happen as much easyly 
than the drug trade could. As you know in 
the surfing history they have been 
intertwined 
Localism. You already have the negative 
impacts with localism There are many 
places suffenng localism around the 
world .and that is the sad part 
Bntish surfing 
tounsm 
operator 
Disruption of community. 1 think it has 
affected certain countnes, particularly 
Indonesia and the lot of the breaks and 
villages have desecrated with them 
Surfing 
industry 
representative 
(Anonymous) 
Economic leakage: 
When you are talking 
about all the boat trips 
and all that sort of thing, 
there is a huge 
economy that has been 
created that does not 
actually hit land so 
there is also a lot of 
things going on and a 
lot of value there that 
never gets translated 
into anything for the 
locals, nor immediate 
benefits to the local 
community 
Foreign control It 
begins quietly, where 
Socio-cultural impacts depend on 
the society that we are dealing with 
Cultural disintegration 1 think that it 
takes things away from their 
culture But any impact of tounsm 
will do this, not only surfing based 
activity 
Westernisation* It bnngs in our 
western culture and, our culture of 
money that is probably detnmental, 
largely to their customs, their 
culture and to their environment 
With surfing tourism, the local 
people seek out that all of the 
western things, they are new and 
exciting and that is another 
negative side of it 1 think there are 
quite a lot of incorrect things and 
Disruption of community. 
Surfing tounsm can lead to a whole lot of 
social issues that can deteriorate the 
community 
Inequities And there is not enough wealth 
created to actually provide a benefit for the 
kids and the younger people in the 
community also 
Disruption of community/family 
organisation: 
A lot of youngsters in the community think 
surfing tounsm is a life style and a free for 
all 
Begging: The last time 1 went to Nias there 
were almost beggars sitting around and 
asking for money 
Diseases plus western diseases that there 
IS no local immunity against 
Prostitution So when we first went to 
Nias and there was little in the way of 
prostitutes There was four years later 
Respondent Reliance on and 
dependency 
upon tourism 
Leakage of benefits 
outside community(s), 
foreign control and 
surfing colonialism 
Westernisation, cultural 
disintegration/ revitalisation 
Damage to social fabric and structure Social ills: drugs, sex and alcohol, and 
localism 
the local people know 
nothing in regards to 
surfing tourism. As the 
tourism develops, you 
tend to have 
opportunists and some 
of the tourists that come 
in, who establish 
businesses as they 
identify the scale of the 
opportunity. 
influences that we bring to these 
people. 
Other 
comments 
from 
opportunitic 
interviews with 
other 
informants 
Colonialism: Have seen 
surfing colonialism in 
South Africa. 
Economic leakage: The 
local people get to do 
the hard work but the 
foreigners get rich. It 
has happened in a lot of 
places like the 
Mentawaiis. 
Diseases: There is also sort of health 
issues, because there are western 
diseases that come in. 
Localism: Philippines and in Bali, all the 
young kids that have learned from surfing, 
many have adopted the same localism 
attitude they have seen elsewhere in the 
world. 1 have witnessed in Indonesia that 
the local kids are very protective of their 
own waves. The locals who want to surf, 
they do not want to tourists there. This is 
going to be what is going to stop people 
going to such kind of places 
Prostitution: It is part of the whole fantasy, 
the fantasy is that you have the maiden on 
the beach holding the fruit salad, and the 
thing is prostitution is prostitution!. It has 
been around long before surfers.... 
Definitely there is a trade that has built up 
around surfers and prostitution. 
Localism/antagonism: ...you end up with a 
lot of hostility not just amongst surfers 
...between the local people too" 
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Table A5. Thematic chart of perceived environmental impacts of surfing tounsm. 
Respondent General opmions Impacts of surf tourists and associated 
activities on the environment 
Impacts associated with tourism development on 
coastal and marine ecosystems 
Jess Ponting Benign impacts Environmentally, it is relatively inert 
compared to a lot of other forms of tounsm In its early stages, 
it does not require the building of mass infrastructure 
Limited and localised impacts" So on that level, there is 
probably not too much in the terms of damage or it is pretty 
localised and small scale . 
Land based /charter boat tounsm . 
With land based accommodation, you have to deal with 
people 
With the charter boats, there are not too many environmental 
impacts. 
Anchorage anchors can be a problem on the reef 
Sewage problems/solid waste Raw sewage could be a 
problem when there are lots of boats together Sewage 
could cause growth of algae on reefs and that kind of thing 
and that can be a concern... Bali is an interesting one with 
the case in the Phucket peninsula There are problems 
arising now with losmens on the beach with sewage and 
water quality problems and no garbage collection 
Water resource Water is also going to be an issue in most 
of these places In lot of these places they are building for 
a high capacity and they have not really given much 
thoughts about the amount of water it takes for running a 
resort with dishwasher, laundry etc.. 
Owners of 
Tavarua 
Negative impacts Surf tourists can have environmental 
impacts but this really depends on individual's consciousness 
Anchonng Other issues have to be taken into 
consideration such as throwing anchors off the reef 
Land clearance There are potential impacts such as the 
cleanng of the land for development 
Sewage need to minimise impacts on land from 
sewage issues 
Kevin Lovett Negative impacts- Absolutely we have tremendous impacts 
you only have to show up on the beach and you will have an 
impact Every footstep has some sort of impact, you are not 
aware of it at the time, just the fact that we are there, we 
impact on everything Just having a lot of people in one 
location can cause environmental impacts 
Damage to reef They damage the reef 
every time you flop around on the reef you 
are breaking off very fragile little organism 
Pollution Also with sunscreens. 
Coastal development The guys that caused the first 
building to be build on the water edge 
Sewage all the pretty basic sewage facilities and septic 
tanks leashes onto the reef has had tremendous impacts 
and it becomes a health hazard Faecal content is pretty 
high All those building on out there at the Bucket they 
have got septic tank that are leashing directly in the sea 
Construction matenal 1 started learnng how the cement 
was put together It was all used from beach sand 
Paul Edmiston Negative impacts Yes, certainly 1 think that surfers have an 
impact, both environmentally and socially Any pursuit has an 
impact 
Damage to reef There is not doubt about it and 
the reef Reefs get destroyed by 100s of 
surfers walking over them at low tide. ..on a 
particular island on Timor, 1 have seen the 
Construction matenal The locals start to take the sand off 
the beach, truck loads of it in Roti, to mix it with the 
cement. 
Respondent General opinions Impacts of surf tourists and associated 
activities on the environment 
Impacts associated with tourism development on 
coastal and marine ecosystems 
environmental damaged by the presence of 
surf tourists. 
US based surf 
adventurer and 
journalist 
(Anonymous) 
Benign impacts: The impacts are more social-cultural impacts 
rather than environmental. Strictly from an environmental 
impact perspective ...surfing is really benign. It does not 
require any kind of fossil fuels to go out there speeding on the 
speedboats They are just out there riding the waves. And the 
wave is a constantly renewing resource. 
Charter boat tourism: The impacts of surfers from an 
environmental perspective is almost insignificant, especially 
people coming on boats and living on boats. 
Land based impacts: 1 find it hard to really think what the direct 
environmental impacts of surfers would be on a break other 
than the fact that if there would not be a resort here and they 
would camp. 
Resource use: Surfers are not out there taking 
the fish from the reefs and lobsters. 
Sewage/rubbish: There would be a lot of pollution waste, 
because there would be no way of disposing human waste 
or rubbish 
Steve Barilotti Negative impacts/global impact: Surfing is not responsible for 
everything that happens to an area they "discover" but anyone 
who says that surfing is a free and natural sport which has no 
impact are deluding themselves. Because everything about 
surfing is chemically based unless you are carving your board 
from a will-will tree and go out surfing naked. Because your 
boards, your wetsuits, your wax are all made out of petro­
chemicals. Your car that you have used to come all the way 
down the beach is using fossil fuel. 
Fragile areas: 1 do not know how many impacts surfers can 
have at surf break in urbanised area the break since it is built 
up already. But in an area where you have a jungle and 
pristine environment, to introduce a 100 surfers out there, 
without infrastructure or knowledge to handle the impacts is 
not a good thing. 
Sewage problems: In a place like Uluwatu, it is a problem 
of human excrement. Whereever surfers go and it is 
usually everywhere they go, it ends right in the ocean. 
They built warrungs and the locals do not have the money 
to build a sewage system. So the direct impact from surfers 
would have to be sewage, overburdening the systems and 
the water table. 
Reef damage: 1 have seen reefs in popular places that 
have been damaged and polluted whereas once there 
were all kinds of life. For example 1 saw that in G-land and 
in Bali a lot of dead coral... Some part of it also is dive 
tourism caused by anchoring and dragging their anchors. 
Tim Baker Negative impacts: 1 think for the vast majority, if you look at it 
critically from an environmental [perspective], they are 
denuding resources and polluting. Eventually if the numbers 
increase and they continue to doing things the way they are 
Sewage: On-land sanitation, toilet, raw sewage leaching 
into the ocean. 
Solid waste: We tend to bring plastic bottles and all sort of 
packaging. In the case of the IVlentawaiis, the surf charter 
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Respondent General opinions Impacts of surf tourists and associated 
activities on the environment 
Impacts associated with tourism development on 
coastal and marine ecosystems 
currently going about it, it is going to end up badly and going to 
have negative impacts. 
industry has certainly less impact that the land tounsm 
industry but then you have anchors damaging reef 
Peter Troy Negative impacts Absolutely, surfers do impact on the 
environment 
Surfing tounsm as a conservation tool The discovery of Bells 
Beach was another side of which 1 was part of as 1 was the first 
person to surf it in 1949 We, as individuals managed to 
convince the government to turn it into a national park 
Resource use/Coral damage They came and 
camped on the island which was my home in 
Queensland from 1979 till 1991 Mudjimba 
Island, locally known as "Old Woman Island" on 
the Sunshine Coast. Surfers tore out the trees 
to light fires, and denuded the rocks to eat the 
oysters, and also destroyed the coral heads 
with the anchors of the small metal boats This 
being all in the name of having a good time 
going surfing 
Steve Hawk Benign impacts. Not as much as other visitors Waves are a 
renewable resource We are not in there to cut down the ram 
forest and ripping out coral reef 
Surfing tounsm as a conservation tool Surfers tend to be a 
fairly environmentally conscious bunch, so they will try to 
persuade the local population to protect their reefs So that is 
all good 
No impacts- At least they are not raping or 
wrecking anything 
Development and access/solid waste But you have to built 
places for them to stay and build road to get the there and 
like all visitors, surfers leave behind excrement and trash 
So that is an impact undeniably 
Pierce Flynn Negative impacts Or absolutely, no question Every human 
activity does, so surfing tounsm yes 1 mean the usual as any 
other tounsm 
Global impact affect on weather patterns 
Surfing tounsm as a conservation tool By creating these 
surfing camps, [local communities can] participate in [rather] 
than just [sell] off the Island and/or fish out and cyanided the 
reef to get the fish for the aquanum trade The aspects of that 
are positive 
Negative impacts For example leaving trash 
and mucking things up and doing hurtful things 
to the environment. 
Land clearance the clear cutting of specifically natural 
foliage, forest., water damage 
Sewage/anchonng There is problem with dealing with 
sewage and the local reefs and how to anchor your boat 
Bntish surf 
operator 
Negative impacts It can destroy the environmental area of the 
villages or community there The positive is that it can 
enhance a lot of things and it can be an environmental 
enhancer. 
Individuals 1 know some resorts where 
individual tounsts used to go and where surfers 
have been travelling there alone They have 
decimated these areas 
Sewage/solid waste There have been places with issues 
with rubbish, sewage and etc 
Land clearance/vegetation damage" They have decimated 
area and trampled down on bushes 
Surflnp industry Negative impacts If it was not for surfing, nobody would have It is not like you are degrading a natural Sewage/solid waste. Sewage, untreated waste water and 
Respondent General opinions Impacts of surf tourists and associated 
activities on the environment 
Impacts associated with tourism development on 
coastal and marine ecosystems 
representative 
(Anonymous) 
bothered going to some of these places and creating a 
[tourism development] there. So it is responsible for creating a 
lot of impacts on the environment, it is the land element of 
surfing tourism that is the issue. ...the problem is the services 
around surfing tourism that are not managed properiy. 
Lack of understanding of surf tourism impacts: 1 think that there 
is no one at present that has got a global view of what the 
impacts are and [are going to be in the future]. 
resource by surfing but.. packaging. Those are the two big ones. 
Otiier comments 
from opportunitic 
interviews witti 
other informants 
Solid waste: Especially in Bali, they think every thing gets 
recycled back there. 
Anchoring: In the Mentawaiis, there is a lot of anchoring 
and dragging their anchors. 
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Table A6. Thematic chart of other factors in the impacts of surfing tourism at destinations 
Respondent Lack of control and plannmg of surfmg tourism 
development 
Lack of guidelines and regulations of the 
surfing tourism industry 
Awareness and behaviourof surf tourists 
Jess Ponting Unfettered growth Just looking at the examples [of 
surfing destinations] around the world, they are the 
ones which developed quickly, without any planning 
and without too much knowledge and thoughts in what 
could happen, these ended to be unsustainable 
Lack of regulations In the case of the Mentawaiis, 
charter boats for example, it is interesting that there 
are no regulations despite having about ten to 
twelve boats with ten to fifteen people on board, 
anchonng in the waterways of a village . with ail 
their sewage, and there is no legislations or 
thoughts to put holding tanks on board 
Responsible and irresponsible surf tourists Some are and 
some are not and some of them care and some do not. I have 
heard some abominable stones of some people that have 
gone on a surfing holiday The nature of tounsm in a way is 
when people tend to leave all their morals behind and go 
somewhere 
Lack of awareness People that maybe have not been outside 
the USA before and have been watching the Mentawaiis surf 
videos for the last couple of years and get flown in and get 
pick up from the Airport to a five star hotel and straight onto a 
million dollar boat, well they are not going to be aware of what 
is going on around or care necessanly 1 think most of it was 
based on naivety And the belief they are going with the intent 
of having a good time and not doing anything too bad to 
anyone and, not realising how little it takes to have profound 
effects on the communities 
Growing awareness There is a change coming in terms of 
the frequency of the articles that you see in surfing magazines 
that give a wider perspective There still isn't that many but 
there are some while before there wasn't any. 
Owners of 
Tavarua 
Kevin Lovett No control In Indonesia, surfing tounsm is an issue 
because there is no control When there is no control, 
you do end up with the possibilities of another Lagundi 
Bay, [Nias] popping up again 
No planning- Set aside from delivenng initial 
economical benefits and nothing else was considered 
Environmental policies In countnes that have very 
weak govemment, weak environmental 
standards they are weak from a legal perspective as 
well 
Need for planning- And all they need for planning 
information, understanding and education 
Lack of awareness The thing is that we (surfers) are really 
ignorant to how much impact we really have 
Growing awareness 1 think surfers generally now are more 
aware because they can go and they can see Nias via early 
films that were shot there To see it the way it was and to 
see the way it is, is a quantum shift This would make them 
relate the pnstine nature of the place that was there 
previously 
Respondent Lack of control and planning of surfing tourism 
development 
Lack of guidelines and regulations of the 
surfing tourism industry 
Awareness and behaviourof surf tourists 
US based surf 
adventurer and 
journalist 
(Anonymous) 
No control: Everywiiere where 1 go now there are these 
surf camps with real manageable numbers but it was 
really scary there for a while in the 1990s where there 
were too many people in these areas and not enough 
control in those places to manage them accordingly. 
Because the surf world back then, it was a free for all... 
[this has lead to] the unintended consequences of all 
those surfers going traveling all around the globe. 
Unfettered growth: Other examples of what happens 
with unfettered and unrestricted access to a surf break 
are: crowded, polluted, localism and bad atmosphere in 
the surf at the destination. 
Paul Edmiston No planning/control: In Indonesia, there has been no 
planning nor research. This led to uncontrolled growth 
and some questionable planning decisions in these 
areas. 
Growing awareness: 1 think that most surfers are conscious of 
their impacts. We have had people on our trips when we 
went to an island near the west coast of Java, near Sumatra 
which is a world heritage listed site because it has the white 
horned rhinoceros and there are only 40 of them left. It is 
quite pristine. When we were crossing across those amazing 
places, people on our trip refused to walk on the reef, 
because that they think that every step they take is mining the 
reef. Surfing has changed so much it is hard to generalize. 
But 1 think that they are pretty aware of the damage they can 
cause. 
Steve Barilotti Unfettered growth and no control: Unfettered and 
..unregulated surfing tourism leads to a Nias or to a 
Kuta beach if there is no limit on it 
Lack of awareness: The majority they are blind or unaware of 
their impacts.... they really just want to surf the waves. 1 find 
that a lot of surfers tend to travel in a bubble ...with their 
Walkman on,., their hotel and the car they drive in. ...Most 
surfers are not real travellers, but they need to travel to find 
waves. So by default they go into cultures a lot of times 
where they do not know anything about nor... realiy curious 
about them either. A guy can be a pro surfer travelling around 
the world eight times and he still will not have any ideas of 
what is going on. They rarely read the papers or talk to the 
locals. They may talk to other surfers from other countries ' 
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Respondent Lack of control and plannmg of surfing tourism 
development 
Lack of guidelines and regulations of the 
surfing tourism industry 
Awareness and behaviour of surf tourists 
but, surfers are kind of the same wherever you go 
Behaviour of surf tounsts Rather than accepting the ways 
and going with the flow, maybe having a real expenence, they 
are trying to recreate what they have at home 
Tim Baker Unfettered grovirth It is definitely healthier if it happens 
more gradually and organically, rather than the case of 
the Mentawaii and other destinations where, it has 
been a sort of stampede. When you get that sudden 
stampede, this is when you can get a lot of damage 
You certainly do not want that sudden stampede for 
surfing tounsm to be sustainable. 
Community consultation- Because there has not been 
the time to discuss, adjust and negotiate with the local 
people and for them to come to gnps with what is 
happening 
Growing awareness" At the same time there is a growing 
awareness of the possible pitfalls Because there has been a 
lot more discussions in the case of Mentawaii in the surf 
Media and among the surf companies of what effects are we 
having there 1 think surfing is starting to become more 
mature and aware of its responsibilities m some way It is 
encouraging to see things like SurfAid and to think that 
surfing might enhance a place instead of contnbuting to its 
detnment 
Peter Troy Lack of awareness Surfers in their quest for this idyllic 
isolated new surfing location, have to be very careful that in 
their ignorance they do not tread on that fragile structure of 
the community visited as well as the local ecosystem and 
environment The article "Custodian of the Point" which 
recalls the story of Lagundi Bay, Nias It tells the surfing 
world of the naive attitude of surfers walking into a remote 
and isolated environment. It is important for surf tounsts to be 
socio-culturally aware in order to behave appropnately and m 
a way [which is acceptable] to the host community This is 
ignorance of the local people's social and cultural way of life 1 
think, surfers in general are too young and immature to be 
good travellers to isolated and fragile and remote locations 
Steve Havi'k Unfettered growth When you get too many people and 
you get all the problems that come with overcrowding 
It's the old theory of "too many rats in the cage and not 
enough food" The food being the waves in this case 
Lack of awareness Most surfers try hard to tread lightly 1 
don't think that the "surf, sex and rock 'n' and roll" is much of 
an issue anymore 
Responsible and irresponsible surf tounsts Most people who 
can afford to go to these exotic destinations are fairly well off 
and then tend to be much more conservative than the 
Respondent Lack of control and planning of surfing tourism 
development 
Lack of guidelines and regulations of the 
surfing tourism industry 
Awareness and behaviour of surf tourists 
average young surfer hanging out at, say, Newport beach. 1 
think that this element is exaggerated in the press. The 
interesting thing about surfing as a sport is that over the last 
twenty years, the demographic has IJroadened dramatically. 
So surfing is not just about a bunch of horny, rowdy dmnk 19-
year olds any more. 1 would say for the most part surfers are 
more aware than the average tourists, but that doesn't mean 
that they are not a lot of idiots out there. Some guys just want 
to wear their headphones, drink beer and sleep with local 
giris. 
Pierce Flynn Growing awareness: 1 think that absolutely, their awareness 
has grown especially over the last few years. ...We have Surf 
Aid Intemational, you have more press with Steve Barilotti 
articles and more surfing films going to the Mentawaiis and 
Surfrider Foundation and the internet. Consciousness and 
alertness is growing. But for the most part as a percentage, 
there are far more environmentalist surfers than there are 
environmental motorcycle cruisers or bike riders. 
British surfing 
tourism operator 
Lack of regulation: The other two things. One main 
issue is that there is too many cowboys company 
that just want to get rich quickly. Indonesia for 
example has been over done and it is in^ esponsible 
what has been going on. The biggest problem 
around the world at this moment in time is that 
there doesn't seem to be any regulations of surf 
travel. 
Lack of regulatory organisation: Our company tried 
to implement a program for surf travel and we 
spoke to all the major surf travel companies and 
they have all turned down the opportunities to build 
an organisation which monitor and help develop 
environmental protection. 
Environmental awareness: Surf travellers actually are 
environmentally friendly tourists as well being conscious 
about not destroying the environment. 1 think that the majority 
are environmentally friendly. 
Individual and organised suri'tourists: But only when they 
seem to travel in tour groups with companies, because when 
they travel individually, 1 question their ethics. 1 know some 
resorts where individual tourists and surfers have been 
travelling there alone and they have desiccated the area 
(trampled down on bushes, sewage, garbage etc.). 
Responsible and irresponsible surf tourists: The local people 
are pleased that we have come [as a surfing tourism 
operation]. You are two types of surf travellers. You have the 
first type that is the executive traveller who is going there to 
enjoying it. The second type is very much a young lad,... the 
lager lads with that sort of attitude hanging around a little bit 
Respondent Lack of control and planning of surfmg tourism 
development 
Lack of guidelines and regulations of the 
surfing tourism industry 
Awareness and behaviour of surf tourists 
and actually does not really care about what is going on in the 
villages in the remote areas 
Surfing industry 
representative 
(Anonymous) 
No control in surfing tourism, it tends to be the law of 
the jungle almost 
Lack of environmental policies 
If you take Asia for instance where people are known to 
not have many environmental rules without rules it 
bnngs potential disasters in some beautiful places 
Lack of regulatory organisation. Because there is 
not an overseeing authority that actually controls 
surfing tounsm 
Responsible and irresponsible tounsts* There are all types of 
surf tounsts and it depends on the situation There are those 
who take everything and leave; and there are those who go 
there with a conscience And maybe they want to contnbute 
to what is there 
Lack of awareness. Some surfers are more interested in the 
surfing expenence but they do not want to reflect on their 
impacts Others 1 think are conscious about their impacts, but 
it IS almost after the fact Some tell me after returning from 
their next visit that things have changed a bit They then 
start to see all those impacts 1 do not think that at the 
beginning, they go anywhere and have any thoughts on how it 
IS going to change the destination unless they have got some 
intend of being part of this change 
Lack of awareness of community The other thing, people 
who understand the values behind sustainable surfing 
tounsm, often aren't the local people 
Table A7. Sustainable surfing tourism at destinations and the need for management. 
Respondent Is surfing tourism sustainable? Need for management of surfing tourism 
Jess Ponting 1 think that it can be but 1 do not think it has been yet. 1 think that would depend on how you 
define sustainable as well. 
Management and planning largely are critical at surfing tourism destinations. 
Owners of Tavarua It can be sustainable if it follows the ecotourism approach where one leaves as minimum 
impacts as possible and when looking at the destination holistically. By nature surfing tourism 
should be sustainable as the wave is sustainable and a renewable resource. 
Surfing destinations have to be managed like any tourism destination [which all] 
require some level of management 
Kevin Lovett It depends largely in which country surfing tourism is being developed in. If you look around 
the world it seems that in the developing countries, surf locations have been plundering. 1 
guess that all these destinations have had a peak season and a peak period in their 
development and now they have tapered of. There can only be one or two that can be 
sustained. 
To see it the way it was and to see the way it is, is a quantum shift. That is what has really has 
to be prevented. 
Right at this time and juncture of the evolution of surfing tourism, these issues have to 
be dealt with and managed accordingly That is why, anyone for the future 
development of surfing tourism and surf base tourism, they need to come with a strong 
consciousness of what the future results going to be of the surfing tourism endeavours. 
We have to be able to act now from a more conscious level of what is going to be the 
consequence of our actions instead of blind ignorance. 
US based surf 
adventurer and 
journalist 
(Anonymous) 
In order to maintain the whole thing the way it is because, there is so much ample evidence 
that if you do not do that, things will turn out like Bali. 
How eco-tourism and surfing tourism is handled and managed, is going to determine 
everything as [far as it benefits or not benefits] people. 
Without restrictions, that would have dire consequences on an environmental point of 
view. 
When there is no control, you do end up with the possibilities of another Lagundi Bay, 
[Nias] popping up again". 
Paul Edmiston Although the development of surfing tourism may be considered a prelude to an inevitable 
'progression' to mass tourism, it is questionable whether this evolution is of greatest benefit to 
the local community. 
...there are sustainable and equitable ways of managing it to maximise the benefits to those 
who have the most vested interest in surf tourism destinations - the locals. 
1 do believe that there is a need to somehow manage surfing tourism. 
Locally driven planning and policies and strategies to increase local involvement in 
development, to empower local communities 
Steve Barilotti Sustainable is a key word in all of this. In Sumba, and in some extent what they have done in 
Tavarua...they have done a good job. [These two case studies] are sustainable and [surfing 
tourism] can be sustainable if it is managed properly. 
There is an impact and there is a change on the visited communities, just because of 
those people being there. So 1 think that you have to regulate and manage surfing 
tourism. 1 think that if there is surfing in their back yard and [if the local community] are 
going to keep it as a sustainable resource, then they need to really treat it as such and 
set up a system and regulations so that is does not become overrun. 
Tim Baker There is a long way to go in terms of practicing true sustainability. But it is definitely a 
challenge that surfing needs to kind of rise to. 
The numbers of surfers is only going to increase... and there are more and more surfers 
competing for the same amount of waves. 1 guess that there has been a rise of this elite and 
well healed section of the community who have that kind of financial resource now to pay for a 
There are ways of minimising impacts and these impacts need to be discussed more 
before we go into new places. For example, we need to think about sanitation. 
1 do not think that it is something in a global sense that you can ultimately managed 
and control. 1 think that it is a case by case basis. 
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Respondent Is surfing tourism sustainable? Need for management of surfmg tourism 
real exclusive expenence Increased competition for limited resources and a lot of people 
want to be a part of surfing now and there is never going to decline 1 think surfing is going to 
increase more and more 
Peter Troy 1 think that it is unsustainable as it is too open to money, power and exploitation. 1 thtnk that 
surfing has a lot of growing up to do 
1 would tend to favour the management of surfing destinations 1 think that Bell's Beach 
was a good example 
In the end you have to be ruthless to preserve the resource (in this case the waves) 
but also the host communities and their environment. 
If the local people cannot build toilets then, in some ways we are better off having 
some bureaucracy owning it and controlling the number of people In some ways it 
sounds wrong but on the other hand, it is the only way it can go on for sustainable 
outcomes 
There are still remote places difficult to get to, e g Nicobar and Andaman Islands which 
have a fragile environment where government are stopping surfers going to 1 think that 
it IS good. The problem is still "How are they going to enforce if?" 
Steve Hawk If the surfing population continues to grown, eventually the surf resorts will be tapped out 
because there are after all, only so many really good surf spots in the world It's a supply and 
demand issue 
Ethics- If the demand goes up and supply stays the same, suddenly it is going to get more 
expensive and only nch people are going to be able to pay for it The really exotic and perfect 
empty waves will become available only to the elite class. In fact, it is already happening 
There are many surfers in the world who cannot afford a weeklonq stay on Tavarua 
It IS fairly obvious, if it is unfettered, then you get too many people and you get all the 
problems that come with overcrowding 
Pierce Flynn It depends just how rapidly surfing tounsm occurs and how consciously it occurs. That is 
probably what differentiates [surfing destinations] Is it rape or positive developmenf? Yet 1 
think surfing ecotounsm is a success model where it has worked Yes, 1 do think that if it 
follows the triangle, include socio-cultural, economic and environmental it can be 
sustainable 1 do not see what it should not be 
Without management you come back to the tragedy of the commons 
Especially in areas that are both environmentally and culturally sensitive, that is a 
further reason to plan ahead and use the CC 
Bntish surfing 
tounsm operator 
Refrained judgement at this time. 1 think that what we are doing is sustainable however not 
everybody else does I think it could be done better than what it is at the moment 
1 know some resorts where individual tounsts use to go and where surfers have been 
travelling alone and they have desiccated area 
Surfing industry 
representative 
(Anonymous) 
Waves are a renewable resource, and there is no reason why you cannot use this resource 
like that 
1 think that there ts no one there that has got a global view of what the impacts are 
going to be. Hence, there is a need for a managed plan to deal with all these things. It 
IS really about the management around the visitors Third world countnes cannot be 
expected to have the expertise to contend with this influx of people 
Table A8. Thematic chart of contributing factors to the success or failure of surfing tourism destinations. 
Respondent Satisfaction of surf tourists and 
crowding 
CC of surf break at 
destination and safety 
Safeguarding of the natural 
environment and cultural heritage 
Extent of community involvement 
in and control of surfing tourism 
Holistic approach 
to surfing tourism 
and other factors 
Jess Ponting Crowding/satisfaction: As the surf 
breal<(s) at the destination 
becomes more and more crowded, 
the less and less satisfying it is for 
the people involved. 
Crowds and numbers: In terms of 
managing a break and destination 
sustainably, controlling numbers is 
important. 
CC: The recreation carrying 
capacity of a destination that 
recognises the different cc of 
the waves based on number of 
take off spots it has got and 
how frequently it breaks. 
Safeguarding of the natural 
environment, cultural heritage and 
community: 
Particularly place like the Mentawaiis 
where local fragile indigenous 
community get easily offended. 
Safeguarding community and social 
structure: The surfing association of 
Papa New Guinea have got one of the 
stipulations for surf camps within 
villages is that they should be at a 
certain distance away from the village 
proper so that the local people are not 
constantly have tourists wandering 
through the village and disturbing their 
lives so that can still feel they are a 
community and have tourists on the 
edge rather than a tourists community. 
It was initially set up by the 
constitution. They got together and it 
was written by the Papa New Guinea 
president and the surfing association 
and a Lavi/yerfrom Australia. Their 
concerns were mainly based on 
conserving the rights of the local 
people. 
Involvement: Working with rather than 
against..the local communities to get 
a [surfing] operation [running] 
Control: You can put local 
communities in charge of their own 
destiny to a certain extent and they 
can be involved in making decisions 
of the management ...rather than 
decisions being made for and 
imposed upon them. 1 think that 
would be a very big [step] toward 
sustainability. 
Ownership of resources: But 1 think 
we need to prioritise [local people] 
rights to manage and control their 
own resources. 
Management and 
planning: 
Management and 
planning are largely 
[key factors for the 
success of a 
destination]. 
Probably they are 
the things that are 
going to make the 
most difference. 
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Respondent Satisfaction of surf tourists and 
crowding 
CC of surf break at 
destination and safety 
Safeguarding of the natural 
environment and cultural heritage 
Extent of community involvement 
in and control of surfing tourism 
Holistic approach 
to surfing tourism 
and other factors 
Owners of 
Tavarua 
Satisfaction Provide a CC 
Situation where people are happy 
with their expectations Keep low 
crowds to keep customer coming 
back no one wants to come half 
the way around the world to be in a 
crowded place 
Crowding If the resources have 
been exhausted, in this case the 
waves and the whole destination 
starts to fall apart 
CC The mountains have a 
certain carrying capacity and 
every surfing break itself has a 
definitive carrying capacity [It 
IS important] to recognise the 
carrying capacity of the surfing 
destination and develop 
sustainable tounsm around 
that The maintenance of the 
CC IS an essential component 
of the sustainability of a surfing 
destination in order to ensure 
that people will want to come 
back 
Safety So you look at that and 
say ok "1 know that the nght 
crowd to keep someone happy 
and to keep it relatively injury 
free is going to be 10 people at 
a time" And for all of this you 
need to have a good gnp on 
the amount of people that can 
be out there safely and that 
they can be taken care off for 
the best of your ability 
Safeguarding of the natural 
environment 1 guess the 4"^  thing m 
there would be the environmental 
impacts So that plays into the whole 
thing You have [the] carrying 
capacity as far as tounsts allowed, 
then you have to take care of the 
environmental CC 
Safeguarding of cultural hentage. But 
at the same time, yes you should 
preserve the culture they want a safe, 
secure community for their family 
you have to take care of the 
surrounding villages 
Involvement The second factor is 
what the local people want for their 
lives. 
Control/cooperation you really need 
to consult the local people to see 
what they want and how you can get 
joined up with them and iiow they can 
benefit from the tounsm 
Ownership of resources/Benefits to 
community One needs to put the 
resource to the highest and best use 
with the surrounding villages 
benefiting The host communities 
need to be involved and share parts 
of the benefits of surfing tounsm and 
their resources 
Holistic approach 
So you have to take 
all [socio-cultural, 
environmental and 
economical] factors 
as well as the 
destination 
recreational CC into 
consideration. 
Paul Edmiston Satisfaction When once 'secret' 
surf destinations are considered by 
surfers to have exceeded their 
CC it loses the reason of why 
[surfers] went there in the first 
place 
Crowding. The idyllic setting had 
CC Surf breaks area 
considered to have a low 
carrying capacity for crowds 
It IS also a direct result of 
these destinations being 
considered by surfers as 
having exceeded their CC 
Safeguarding of the natural 
environment and cultural hentage 
Manage the area in the best interest 
of the local population and of the 
environment 
Safeguarding of the natural 
environment It is important to make 
the local community realise that the 
Involvement. There should be more 
community input Host population 
involvement and encouragement in 
small scale development Locally 
dnven planning and policies and 
strategies to increase local 
involvement in development, to 
empower local communities 
Small scale 
development/ 
Holistic approach 
Small scale 
development 
However, small 
scale 
development.. has 
Respondent Satisfaction of surf tourists and 
crowding 
CC of surf break at 
destination and safety 
Safeguarding of the natural 
environment and cultural heritage 
Extent of community involvement 
in and control of surfing tourism 
Holistic approach 
to surfing tourism 
and other factors 
become exploited and 
overcrowded, losing much of its 
original charm in the process. 
You need to empower the local 
community to make them 
understand that it is in their 
interests to make it sustainable 
and uncrowded. My experience 
with many people living in remote 
villages in 'developing' nations is 
that they view environmentalism as 
the privilege of already developed 
countries. 
Altemative view on CC: 
Restricting development to the 
carrying capacity level 
necessary to meet the needs 
of future generations may 
appear a secondary concern 
when immediate economic 
benefits are being realized. 
Objective analysis need to 
weight out these immediate 
benefits against the possible 
future costs to the community 
and its environment. 
tourists will stop coming if it is not 
managed properly environmentally. 
Control/benefits: Control by the 
community who can stipulate the type 
and direction of the development 
affecting their surroundings. The 
maintenance of local control to hinder 
the leakage of money to interests 
outside the local economy. 
Ownership of surfing resources: 1 
think of surf rights. Foreign investors 
using surf breaks as resources purely 
for short-term monetary gain is short 
sighted and exploitative and is 
definitely not what surfing is about 
Partnership: However, small scale 
development involving foreign 
investment and the local community 
has the potential to provide benefits 
to the areas in which the surf break is 
located, whilst also promoting greater 
interaction between hosts, guests and 
the natural environment. And isn't 
this the fundamental reason that 
people are attracted to this style of 
tourism? 
the potential to 
provide benefits to 
the areas in which 
the surf break is 
located. 
Holistic Approach: 
Properly managed 
and controlled 
access that, above 
all else, accounts 
for the needs and 
sustainability of the 
local communities 
and environment. 
Kevin Lovett Satisfaction: The success of 
Tavarua showed that if you can 
manipulate systems around a 
location and if you can find a wave 
and then create [a system which 
control numbers of surf tourists] to 
be able to maximise the appeal of 
the location (i.e. uncrowded waves 
and pristine environment), market 
CC: The success of Tavarua 
showed that you can generate 
serious income if you can 
manipulate systems around a 
location and if you can find a 
wave and then create the way 
to be able to maximise the 
appeal of the location, market 
it and brings the numbers. 
Safeguarding of the natural 
environment and cultural heritage: 
Need to protect not only the 
environment but also the fragile 
economies and cultures. Once it is 
the environmental nightmare you live 
on the old dream. Places like 
Lagundi, if it still had pristine reefs 
people would still go there. 
Control: 1 would like to think that they 
will start exercising more control over 
their own affairs and own destiny 
Holistic approach: 
We are interacting • 
on all those different 
levels and layers. 
We have the 
responsibility to 
treat the... location 
with respect, 
environmentally. 
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Respondent Satisfaction of surf tourists and 
crowding 
CC of surf break at 
destination and safety 
Safeguarding of the natural 
environment and cultural heritage 
Extent of community involvement 
m and control of surfing tourism 
Holistic approach 
to surfing tourfsm 
and other factors 
it and bnng the respective 
numbers 
Crowding As soon as the surf 
destinations gets crowded and the 
destination changes, surfers move 
on 
culturally spiritually, 
emotionally and all 
the different levels 
US based surf 
adventurer and 
journalist 
(Anonymous) 
Satisfaction/Crowding. There are 
just 25 guys out on Cloud break, 
everyone is having a decent time, 
if there is 50-70, and no one is 
having a good time 
CC Even though waves are 
an ever renewable resource 
the contradiction to that they 
are limited to specific areas 
and those specific areas can 
only handle a certain number 
of people., at a break 
Involvement Tavarua is a model for 
how things should be done because 
they include locals in the operation 
and management of resort 
Economic viability 
At Tavarua, now 
both villages are 
sharing a profit 
share of the resort 
As long as a resort 
can generate 
enough income that 
can sustain itself 
and still contnbute 
to the local villages. 
Steve Barilotti Satisfaction. If you are going to 
have a premium surfing 
expenence you cannot have too 
many people on a wave [If] it 
gets too crowded [it] ruins the 
expenence 
Crowds also bnng hostility and by 
nature you need to regulate the 
amount of people 
CC Ifyou are going to have a 
premium surfing expenence 
you can not have too many 
people on a wave absolutely 
the carrying capacity of surf 
breaks [at destination] is very 
important. 
Safety. But when it is a fast 
breaking wave, you cannot 
have someone dropping on 
you It IS dangerous, you end 
up cut up on the reef 
Safeguarding of the natural 
environment Surf breaks are like a 
nver where you ranch cattle If you 
have a few cattle that go down there 
to dnnk and hang out, it is no problem 
But if you have too many, they 
completely corrupt the whole nver and 
the environment and pollute the river 
because they are shitting, trampling 
and overgrazing the nverine 
ecosystem It is the same thing with 
surfers and surfbreaks 
Involvement Establishing relationship 
with local people Asking the local 
people what they need and what they 
want A lot of time the developer 
comes in and tells the local people 
what they want and what they need 
And sometimes what you think they 
need and what they really want, ts a 
world apart. 
Partnership- In Niiwatu, 
Sumba [surfing tounsm] has 
become like a legitimate part of their 
economy as they have a taking part 
in It 
Local produce 
Growing local food, 
supporting the local 
economy that way 
so that you are not 
just importing 
everything there 
Planning They may 
be some sort of 
management 
Small scale 
development 1 
suggest small scale 
development of 
surfing tourism 
Respondent Satisfaction of surf tourists and 
crowding 
CC of surf break at 
destination and safety 
Safeguarding of the natural 
environment and cultural heritage 
Extent of community involvement 
in and control of surfing tourism 
Holistic approach 
to surfing tourism 
and other factors 
destination. 
Tim Balder Satisfaction: In the case of the 
Mentawaiis,..l think that a lot of 
people that who have gone there 
and would have been spent their 
money and being disappointed to 
see how crowded it was. 1 think 
that less people will come back 
next year. 
Crowding: The crowd factor comes 
into the factor for the sustainability 
of a surfing destination. You can 
look at it from surfers with a selfish 
perspective or you can look at it in 
terms of the destination 
perspective. 
There is something to be said 
for the examples of Tavarua or 
the Maldives where they made 
clear and a conscious decision 
where they want smaller 
numbers paying larger 
amounts of money. In that 
sense the local economy and 
the community can have 
economical development and 
benefits with less negative 
impacts. 
Involvement: Consultation with the 
local people is probably the most 
important thing. 
Ultimately the local community 
[through local decision process] 
should decide what form of 
management and control to take. 
Enter into this dialogue with the local 
communities to lessen the impacts, 
...eitherthrough the existing type of 
governance systems which in place in 
the local community and where they 
have a village chief or elders that are 
consulted or whatever their 
established decision process is. 
Benefits to communities/partnership: 
If we could create this legacy that 
when surfing reaches a new remote 
destination, it addresses some of the 
problems of the area. Yet not in a 
paternalistic or colonial way but as an 
equal partnership. There is a 
potential for a really nice mutually 
beneficial exchange which is where 1 
would like to see surfing tourism 
head. 
Partnership: 1 think that a sense of 
partnership between the two is critical 
and that is why Tavarua has worked 
so well. 1 think the two parties need to 
have a sense of partnership into the 
future of the place. 
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Respondent Satisfaction of surf tourists and 
crowding 
CC of surf break at 
destination and safety 
Safeguarding of the natural 
environment and cultural heritage 
Extent of community Involvement 
in and control of surfing tourism 
Holistic approach 
to surfing tourism 
and other factors 
Peter Troy Satisfaction it is a really point of 
view, but if we don't keep 
controlling the surfers then the 
beaches will become so crowded 
that nobody will have a good time. 
Crowds/CC In the end you 
have to be ruthless to preserve 
the resources, in this case the 
[uncrowded] waves 
Safeguarding of the natural 
environment and cultural heritage. 
In the end you have to be mthless to 
preserve the host communities and 
their environment 
Steve Havifk Satisfaction/crowding" The idea is 
to make the surf break at the 
destination an attractive resource 
to keep people coming back, and 
thus it has to be a good expenence 
for them They have to have a 
sense that they are going to get 
waves and that these will not be 
overcrowded 
CC The carrying capacity of a 
surf break is the key So that is 
the fundamental vanable in the 
equation for a surfing 
destination is How many 
people can the surf break 
hold? 
Safeguarding of the natural 
environment and cultural hentage 
The way to make them responsible to 
ensure that the facilities are 
maintained and that pollution is not an 
issue and is going to be monitored 
You also have to make sure that the 
resort doesn't dramatically alter 
people's live The impact on the local 
community must be taken into account 
as part of a management plan for that 
destination 
Holistic approach 
The experience 
should be good for 
everybody, that is to 
say both the local 
people and the 
visitors 
Pierce Flynn Satisfaction Crowds are definitely 
a factor in the sense of the overall 
ecology of a surf spot and the surf 
expenence 
Crowding Overcrowding is a kind 
of negative for every kind of 
person 
CC There IS a carrying 
capacity around every type of 
ecology, environment and 
especially surf spots 
Environmental CC There is a 
carrying capacity around every 
type of ecology and 
environment 
Safeguarding of the natural The right 
way ultimately is a preservation way, 
the way that everybody understands 
and that everybody is winning 
[Environmental quality of a surfing 
destination is an important factor 
since] in many ways we (surfers) are 
the cananes in a gold mine 
Safeguarding of cultural hentage 
Need to protect their culture and give 
them control over the evolution of their 
culture 
Natural environment [In the case of 
Nias], 1 think that you have to keep the 
big picture in the mind all the time and 
that restoration of the environment is a 
Community control Need to protect 
their culture and give them control 
over the evolution of their culture 
Holistic approach: if 
it follows the 
tnangle [i e socio-
cultural, economic 
and environmental] 
..then It can be 
sustainable 
Economic viability. 
What ever you do, 
you need to have 
the economy to play 
a big role 
Respondent Satisfaction of surf tourists and 
crowding 
CC of surf break at 
destination and safety 
Safeguarding of the natural 
environment and cultural heritage 
Extent of community involvement 
in and control of surfing tourism 
Holistic approach 
to surfing tourism 
and other factors 
very important thing. 
British surfing 
tourism operator 
Safeguarding of the natural 
environment and cultural heritage: 1 
actually believe in totally supporting 
the environment and the community 
that lives around the surf breaks. 
Involvement: What is important from 
our perspective is that we contract 
local companies to represent us at 
the resorts. 
Surfing industry 
representative 
(Anonymous) 
Crowding/Satisfaction: A surfing 
destination needs to have 
relatively uncrowded surf spots. So 
multiple surfing locations within 
easy reach of the accommodation 
is an asset. 
Safeguarding of the natural 
environment: You will really should not 
leave any mark of where you have 
been and respect the environment 
and you clean up and you take things 
away. 
Involvement: 1 think that it is 
imperative that they have a policy 
where the local people share the 
ownership in business ventures. 
Control: The local people should have 
some managed control of what 
happens. 
Other comments 
from l<ey 
informants 
Involvement: It will have to involve the 
community's perceptions before you 
do any management plan for that 
destinatiori. 
Economic viability: 
Surfing tourism can 
not just be all 
dollars and 
economical gain 
because that is 
what has brought in 
problems in the first 
place 
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Table A9. Examples of perceived sustainable and unsustainable surfing destinauons ("V indicates when the respective destinauons were mentioned by each key informant) 
Respondent Examples of sustainable destinations Examples of unsustainable destmations 
Nusa 
Island 
Retreat, 
Papua 
New 
Guinea 
Tavarua 
resort, 
FIJI 
Namotu 
resort 
FIJI, 
Maldives Nihiwatu, 
Sumba, 
Indonesia 
Lagundi Bay, 
Nias, 
Indonesia 
Kuta, 
Ball 
Bucket 
Peninsula, 
Indonesia 
Uluwatu, 
Indonesia 
Marocco Explanation 
(key informant) 
Jess Ponting Nusa Island retreat m Papa New Guinea where they have a 
really good rapport with the local community at the village 
they operate in 
They pay fair wages and sustainable building material and 
they pay money to reef resource owner, they have six 
different breaks and six different resources owners 
Owners of 
Tavarua 
Paul Edmiston Kuta IS a classic example where tounsm has gone wrong 
It IS just the way it is cramped in together and no planning 
involved 
Kevin Lovett V V The success of Tavarua showed that you can generate 
senous income if you can manipulate systems around a 
location and if you can find a wave and then create the way 
to be able to maximise the appeal of the location, market it 
and bnngs the numbers If you were to develop surfing 
tourism, I would advise to probably follow Tavarua model 
The Bucket Peninsula has turned into another Lagundi 
US based surf 
adventurer 
and journalist 
(Anonymous) 
V V Tavarua is a model in regards to the way things should be 
done because they Include locals They had the foresight 
to include the local native villagers into the big scheme of 
things as far as giving them back 
Steve Banlotti Niiwatu, and Tavarua overtime they have done a good 
job as surfing tounsm there is sustainable 
Niiwatu resort is a good example for its a small scale 
development and for using local materials and using native 
labourers 
Respondent Examples of sustainable destinations Examples of unsustainable destinations 
Nusa 
Island 
Retreat, 
Papua 
New 
Guinea 
Tavarua 
resort, 
Fiji 
Namotu 
resort 
Fiji, 
Maldives Nihiwatu, 
Sumba, 
Indonesia 
Lagundi Bay, 
Nias, 
Indonesia 
Kuta, 
Bali 
Bucket 
Peninsula, 
Indonesia 
Uluwatu, 
Indonesia 
Marocco Explanation 
(key informant) 
Tim Bal<er 1 think that is pretty sad what has happened to Bali. The 
transformation of Bali have been so dramatic 
Tavarua appears to have a good operation. You will hear 
all kind of arguments about the exclusive surf camps. But 
Tavarua has built a very mutually beneficial relationship 
with the local people. 
Peter Troy It is quite interesting in Tavarua, that the arrangement of 
giving some money goes back to the clan or local 
population. 
Steve Hawl< Tavarua is acting as a model for how a surfing destination 
should be managed for everyone's benefits, the surf camp 
as well as the local people 
Pierce Flynn V Tavarua is one of the best and Namotu comes in really 
close. They have done a great job in term of all aspects [of 
sustainability]. You have those fantastic waves which are 
the icing on top of the cake too and the people are so 
beautiful and they are happy that you are there too. You 
feel that you are not intruding and you have the 
environmental inspiring beauty about the reef. Nias is a 
great example in Indonesia where surfing tourism has been 
a failure. 
British surf 
operator 
Surfing 
industry 
representative 
(Anonymous) 
Tavarua is a wonderful working example and this is how 1 
would have like to see a lot of these other places: 
Unfortunately it puts it out of the reach of many surfers. In 
the Maldives, it is a place where you have got a 
management level of sophistication. Maldives is probably 
another classic case of a positive example. Sp from a 
surfing perspective these two destinations are good 
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Respondent Examples of sustamable destinations Examples of unsustainable destinations 
Nusa 
Island 
Retreat, 
Papua 
New 
Guinea 
Tavarua 
resort, 
FIJI 
Namotu 
resort 
FIJI, 
Maldives Nihiwatu, 
Sumba, 
Indonesia 
Lagundi Bay, 
Nias, 
Indonesia 
Kuta, 
Ball 
Bucket 
Peninsula, 
Indonesia 
Uluwatu, 
Indonesia 
Marocco Explanation 
(key informant) 
models Nias on the other hand is apparently plagued with 
pollution problems due to its shallow water table and the 
development on the beachfront. These potential problems 
were discussed a long time ago 
[At surfing destination], it is important to stop expanding, to 
cut the numbers of surfers down and to charge more 
money. And that is an unfortunate thing for us to be at, but 
It IS better to have less people and greater quality of the 
surfing experience and minimum impacts on the 
environment and the communities 
10.3. Thematic charts derived from exploratory interviews 
Table AlO. Thematic chart of potential solutions and management tools for surfing toutism at destinations. 
Respondent Limiting numbers of surf tourists; restricting 
access to destinations; and surfing reserves 
Controlling numbers of surf tourists 
around the recreational CC of the 
destination 
Economic instruments Education and awareness/ Code of 
Conducts for surfing tourists and 
guidelines for surfing tourism 
industry 
Jess Ponting Numbers: in terms of managing a breal< and 
destination sustainably, controlling numbers is 
important. 
Restricting access: Yet, you can not control the 
access of people to their own resources, it runs 
against of the grain of the general surfing ethic. 
In terms of managing a break and 
surfing destination sustainably, finding 
the best model for a particular break is 
important. The closest model that one 
could hope to get would be based 
around that recreation carrying 
capacity. You will have different 
business models based on the most 
appropriate model for the geography, 
geomorphology, and seasonality of any 
particular destinations. CC is probably 
the key to figuring out those kind of 
numbers and coming out with a solution 
There is probably an equation you 
could come up with that could measure 
the carrying capacity and compare that 
with what people are prepared to pay 
for what kind of a wave and what kind 
of a crowd and what of infrastructure 
you need to back that up with. It is 
probably the key to figuring out those 
kind of numbers and coming out with a 
solution. 
User fee: You could come up with the 
best option from particular location 
whether it would be eight surfers all 
paying a thousand US dollars a day to 
stay in a very luxurious rooms and it 
would all be small scale or whether it is 
50 people staying in 10 different losmens 
paying 5 dollars a night 
Education and awareness: A change 
of attitudes and general education of 
respect would probably be a very 
good first step. Particularly place like 
the Mentawaiis where local fragile 
indigenous community get easily 
offended. 
Owners of 
Tavarua 
Numbers: You have to control the numbers. Provide a CO situation where people 
are happy with their expectations. You 
need to have a good grip on the 
Tourism operator permits: The permits 
system that Tavarua have allows giving 
and distributing back benefits to the 
Education and awareness: 
Environmental education and socio-
cultural awareness is important. Code 
Respondent Limiting numbers of surf tourists; restricting 
access to destinations; and surfing reserves 
Controlling numbers of surf tounsts 
around the recreational CC of the 
destination 
Economic instruments Education and awareness/ Code of 
Conducts for surfing tounsts and 
guidelines for surfing tourism 
industry 
amount of people that can be out there 
safely 
community of conduct. We talk about the 
environment in our newsletter, and 
prior to clients coming to the Island 
we send them information 
Kevin Lovett Access Like Sumba, keeping the camp completely 
exclusive and controlling the beach, none of us 
ever wanted to see happened but the exclusive 
nature is restricting and will only be advantageous 
if It IS nurlunng, rehabilitating and educating 1 
always had a problem with being denied access 
but then at the same time and 1 see with Niiwatu. 
perhaps you have to give and take and perhaps the 
exclusive nature of making it semi-exciusive is the 
only way you can trade off against the environment 
and socio-cultural impacts 
Numbers [Follow Tavarua's resort management 
whereby] try and control the numbers and protect 
not only the environment but also the fragile 
economies and cultures. 
Restncting access Your have the inclusive nature 
IS that there is no restnctions, everyone has 
access but neither do we want to see opening 
the thing up to mass invasion and destruction of 
the whole ecosystem 
Restncting development to the carrying 
capacity [of the surf breaks area] as 
surf breaks considered to have a low 
carrying capacity for crowds 
Revenue collection It would only take 1-
2% of the resorts income to be divided 
up and placed m foundations, suitably 
recognised foundations which that could 
actively distnbute these funds and deliver 
benefits, and to the local people, you try 
and bnng clean water, improve health, 
increase education facilities 
Education and code of conduct 
Bnnging awareness of the 
responsibility that we all have as 
individuals and from that it would be 
to generate an understanding of how 
we should conduct ourselves in the 
future 
Guidelines. And all they need for 
planning information, understanding 
and education Maybe a program of 
awareness and the design of a set of 
standards that has to be reached 
Code of practice and code of conduct 
1 do not think it would be adverse to 
have a booklet created on surfing 
etiquette and code of conduct for the 
travelling surfers even for Indonesia 
US based surf 
adventurer 
and journalist 
{Anonymous) 
Access For the very bastion of the whole [surfing 
tourism] operation, there has to be certain 
restncted access To be realistic about it, you can 
not really have a place [successful destination] like 
Tavarua Island without having a very restnctive 
access for surfers So I think that restricted access 
IS the only way that anything is going to work in a 
The success of Tavarua showed that 
you can generate senous income if you 
can manipulate systems around a 
location and if you can find a wave ['s 
CC] and then create the way to be able 
to maximise the appeal of ttie location, 
market it and bnngs the numbers 
User fee Whether people pay, whether 
IS It low budget resort or whether it is just 
a resort for the wealthy surfers 
Revenue collection The actual individual 
surfers themselves in order to have any 
kind of beneficial impacts on the people 
where they are surfing at, they just have 
Respondent Limiting numbers of surf tourists; restricting 
access to destinations; and surfing reserves 
Controlling numbers of surf tourists 
around the recreational CC of the 
destination 
Economic instruments Education and awareness/ Code of 
Conducts for surfing tourists and 
guidelines for surfing tourism 
industry 
viable manner. 
Numbers: Having that certain number of surfers... 
is really what the whole eco-tourism (i.e. surfing 
tourism) is going to be about in the future for 
Indonesia and for all those places surfers want to 
go to any kind of surf tourism and surf resorts. 
Ethics: The boomed surf population has forced me 
to change my opinion on the restrictions that are 
applied lo surfing spots. 
So the view that the waves should be free for 
everyone ...in theory, that is how it should be. But 
in reality and practicality, it does not work that way. 
to contribute directly to the people. The 
surfers who go on these resorts, they can 
well afford 5 to 10 dollars. 
Tourism operator permit: Something like 
a permit to surf the surf breaks is also a 
potential solution. 
Booking: The only way management can 
work on a popular surf break is, basically 
the way it is done here in Tavarua where 
people book in advance. So they need 
to have advanced booking otherwise it 
would not be a practical way to run a 
business. And it has to be done on an 
advance booking permit basis, which is 
funny in a way as it comes back to the 
old theory that surfers taking their 
chances going to a spot. In the old days 
you went someplace and hoped to find 
good surf. 
Paul 
Edmiston 
Numbers: There is no doubt that surfing tourism 
will continue to grow in popularity in the future so 
the challenge is to keep the number of surfers 
visiting popular surfing destinations to within the 
carrying capacity of the area. In doing so, the 
environmental sustainability and the local social 
fabric of the communities have a greater chance of 
being maintained. This really is what the whole 
direction of eco-tourism (i.e. surfing tourism) will be 
about in the future. 
Controlled access: Properly managed and 
controlled access that, above all else, accounts for 
Restricting development to the carrying 
capacity level necessary to meet needs 
of future generations may appear a 
secondary concem when immediate 
economic benefits are being realised. 
Awareness at community level: Local 
communities need to be empowered 
to understand that it is in their interest 
to make it sustainable and 
uncrowded. 
It's about recognising in advance that 
surf tourism will happen-is 
, happening - and getting the 
awareness out there amongst the 
community that there are sustainable 
and equitable ways of managing it to 
maximise the benefits to those who 
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Respondent Limitmg numbers of surf tourists; restricting 
access to destmations; and surfing reserves 
Controlling numbers of surf tourists 
around the recreational CC of the 
destination 
Economic instruments Education and awareness/ Code of 
Conducts for surfing tourists and 
guidelines for surfing tourism 
industry 
ttie needs and sustainability of tiie local 
communities and environment 
Etiiics Having said that, 1 am concerned that, m 
practice, access to the best surf spots could 
become so restrictive that they become locked up 
in somevi/ay or another and this flies in the face of 
the freedom that underpins surf travel 
Surfing reserves We can look to examples here in 
Australia Bells beach, for example, is being well 
managed as a surfing reserve, but it is difficult to 
see those kinds of things happening in a hurry in 
developing countries 
have the most vested interest in surf 
tounsm destinations - the locals 
Sieve Barilotti Numbers 1 think that in regards to the number of 
people, there has to be a limit 
[The management of the destination 
should be based around the recreation 
CC] as the carrying capacity of surf 
break is very important 
Code of conduct Establishing a code 
of conduct [for surf tounsts] and 
relationships with local people 
Tim Baker Access As much as a surfer it pains me, 
destinations are better off trying to be quite 
exclusive But 1 do not think that there is any ways 
of policing it and managing it 
Ethics. 1 think it is ok if there if a handful of 
exclusive surf spots where that experience is 
available You definitely need some places with 
restncted access and/or exclusive but, tt is hard to 
see how you can impose this over the whole world 
Education and awareness. 
So we definitely need to educated 
ourselves and then enter into this 
dialogue with the local communities to 
lessen [the impacts] 
Code of practice and guidelines. 
Surfing could agree to a set of 
guidelines that we can adopt either 
through Surfrider foundation or 
something, and maybe someone puts 
out a discussion paper through some 
kind of democratic process so that we 
can agree to some set of guidelines 
we try and uphold m our travel 
Code of Conduct Visitors could 
respect, refer and comply to these 
Respondent Limiting numbers of surf tourists; restricting 
access to destinations; and surfing reserves 
Controlling numbers of surf tourists 
around the recreational CC of the 
destination 
Economic instruments Education and awareness/ Code of 
Conducts for surfing tourists and 
guidelines for surfing tourism 
industry 
guidelines. 
Role of media: 1 think that the media 
does have a role for sure. 
Peter Troy Numbers/restricted access: You let in a certain 
amount of people just like in Bhutan. The problem 
is the same whether you are looking at a surfing 
destination or a trekking destination to Mount 
Everest 
Access: Controlling the people going in the water 
may in the long-term be a good way to go. 
Sensitive destinations: There are those remote 
places like the Nicobar and Andaman Islands 
which are difficult to get to where the government is 
stopping surfers from getting there. 1 think that it is 
good. 
Booking/user fee/Revenue collection: To 
protect ttie environment...like at Noosa, 
Australia you could have a ticket 
purchasing system so that we could 
handle and control the crowds. 
Education and awareness: More and 
more it is our responsibility, to inform 
the local people of the potential 
repercussions when we go to new 
places. Some of the solution is also 
educating the surfers. It is important 
for surf tourists to be socio-culturally 
aware in order to behave 
appropriately and in a way [which is 
acceptable] to the host community. 
Code of conduct: We let in a certain 
amount of people but then they have 
to behave in a way that follows some 
code of conduct. Professional surfing 
is an example of that. 
Role of the surfing industry: Having an 
association like Surfing Australia 
means that anyone wanting to teach 
surfing has to become a member, be 
proactive and which involves taking a 
level of responsibility. 
Steve Hawk Access: Restricting access and exclusive surf 
rights are going to be inevitable in some places but 
maybe not everywhere. It also depends on the 
value of the resource. But most places which are 
harder to get to and where accommodation is not 
so great, they have their own intemal filtering 
systems. 
The carrying capacity of a surf break is 
the key. So that is the fundamental 
variable in the equation for a surfing 
destination is: How many people can 
the surf break hold? 
User Fee/ Revenue collection: Exactly, 
from my perspective, any money that 
paid would be to ensure that it sustain 
and to ensure that the facilities are 
sustained and pollution is not an issue 
and is going to be monitored and people 
livelihood do not change because of what 
is going on there. 
Code of practice and guidelines: 1 did 
a round table conversation on this 
issue once with Pierce Flynn, who 
was then executive director of the 
Surfrider Foundation. He said the 
foundation was going to try to put 
together a type of guide for people 
who wanted to develop a surf resort. 
Respondent Limiting numbers of surf tourists; restricting 
access to destmations; and surfing reserves 
Controlling numbers of surf tourists 
around the recreational CC of the 
destination 
Economic instruments Education and awareness/ Code of 
Conducts for surfing tourists and 
guidelines for surfing tourism 
industry 
This guide or blue pnnt would instruct 
them how to do it, in an ecologically 
fnendly way and a way that is most 
beneficial to the locals 1 am not sure 
if it ever happened, but 1 think it would 
be great for someone to create a 
group that advocates this type of 
scheme [in order for surfing tounsm] 
to have a softer and more positive 
impact on locals 
Monitoring Need to ensure that the 
facilities are sustained and pollution is 
not an issue and Is going to be 
monitored and people' livelihood do 
not change because of what is going 
on there 
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Respondent Limiting numbers of surf tourists; restricting 
access to destinations; and surfing reserves 
Controlling numbers of surf tourists 
around the recreational CC of the 
destination 
Economic instruments Education and awareness/ Code of 
Conducts for surfing tourists and 
guidelines for surfing tourism 
industry 
Pierce Flynn Access: Restricting is possibly not the best word to 
use, but limiting would be most appropriate. Certain 
surfing destinations should be guarded and limited, 
and not just the breal< itself but the whole 
ecosystem around it. Especially in areas that are 
both environmentally and culturally sensitive, that is 
a further reason to plan ahead and use the CC. 
But, in other places it will not make sense like at 
Burieigh heads and Kirra or places where you can 
just drive right up like Swamies here or Tressles. 
Surfing rights: That is what 1 like so much about 
Tavarua and Namotu, is that the fishing rights have 
been transferred to surf rights. 
Surfing reserves: So you need to place it in the 
context of making it a national or natural park and 
establishing it the entire way round. 
CC could be used a model for 
managing surfing destinations. There 
is a carrying capacity around every type 
of ecology, environment and especially 
surf spots. For areas that are both 
environmentally and culturally sensitive, 
that is a further reason to ...use the cc. 
CC: 1 think that to a certain point there 
is a CC at every surfing break and 
surfing destination. And it differs per 
break. 
Booking: We have our state parks which 
have limits entries and which close after 
a certain amount of people have come in. 
That could be the very key for [surfing 
tourism destinations]. We do similar 
things down in California like San Ofre 
surfing beach or our national park and 
the Sierra Mountains where we limit the 
number of people that can come to the 
beach to surf or trek the mountains. 
User fee: It is not elitist if everybody has 
an equal chance. You may have to wait 
and you have to pay but the more 
pressure the area, the higher the price 
tag and the longer you have to wait. 
British Surf 
operator 
Access: Restriction of access potentially could be a 
very good idea. 
Ethics: But 1 think that in reality it is not possible 
because no one actually owns the ocean....so you 
cannot restrict swimming out to surf when you have 
a surf break around the corner. Most surfers have 
the same opinion which is that no one owns the 
waves and no one can stop them from surfing 
there. 
Code of practice and guidelines: 
Secondly surf tourism needs a head 
organisation to force the future. If the 
big major operators got together they 
could at least try to develop and 
enhance certain regions and explain 
how to go about it. 
Monitoring: [There is a need] to build 
an organisation which monitors and 
helps develop environmental 
protection. 
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Respondent Limiting numbers of surf tourfsts; restricting 
access to destinations; and surfing reserves 
Controlling numbers of surf tourists 
around the recreational CC of the 
destination 
Economic instruments Education and awareness/ Code of 
Conducts for surfmg tounsts and 
guidelines for surfing tounsm 
industry 
Surfing 
industry 
representative 
(Anonymous) 
Numbers [At surfing destinations], it is important to 
stop expanding, to cut \he numbers of surfers down 
and to ciiarge more money And that is an 
unfortunate thing for us to be at, but it is better to 
have less people and greater quality of the surfing 
expenence and minimum impacts on the 
environment and the communities. And that is why 
places like Tavarua, this works 
Access- Unfortunately it puts it out of the reach of 
many surfers 
Surfing reserves* So the only thing that you could 
do would be to make destination into some reserve 
that restricts access totally, like Bells Beach Surfing 
Recreational Reserve, in Victona which is 
specifically for surfing use They restrict any sort of 
developments on the reserve and they retain a lot 
of their onginal natural state There is some sort of 
community work around there to build some board 
walks and those sorts of thing to stabilize the cliff 
faces and to lessen the impact of the number of 
people that visit You can start doing things like 
banning fishing in manne reserves 
It would have to be declared some reserve and/or 
set aside 
User Fee/ Revenue collection* A fee 
system, like a "bed tax", charging visitors 
should be set up in order to manage 
things like sewage, all the garbage 
collection and other public impacts The 
fee should be regarded as an on cost of 
having the tourists visiting the region. 
This pressure on the local infrastructure 
should not be on the burden of the local 
communities in rates and taxes 
Oilier 
comments 
from 
opportunitic 
interviews 
witii otiier 
informants 
Regulations They should be more 
government invoivement into surfing 
tourism 
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shore, occasional pocket beaches and some active parabolic dunes (Department of 
Planning and Infrastructure, 2003). This area is part of Ningaloo reef which is the 
largest fringing coral reef ecosystem of Australia (Collins et al, 2003) stretching from 
•Northwest Cape to the Red Bluff some 290 km. It also fringes the Southern tip of 
Ningaloo Marine Park (NMP) and is currently within the proposed southern extension 
of the NMP (extension goes from Gnaraloo Bay and the Red Bluff) as its inclusion 
"would Increase representativeness of the existing Park and facilitate the 
conservation and management of the Ningaloo Reef as a complete ecosystem" 
(Marine Parks and Reserve Authority, 2003). The Ningaloo marine environment is 
considered to be part of one of the most fragile and important environments of 
national significance both, for its terrestrial flora and fauna and it marine biodiversity 
which sustain diverse and complex marine communities (Dowling, 1999). While 
current management exists at Three Miles Camp, it is limited, and operates on a 
reactive basis in response to various pressures. Coastal pastoral stations are known 
to suffer from the absence of appropriate plans and management regimes 
(Department of Planning and Infrastructure, 2003). 
The surfing season at Gnaraloo runs from May to the end of October. Visitors at 
Three Miles Camp are almost entirely composed of surfers followed later on in the 
summer by windsurfers from October to February. The precise magnitude of surfing 
tourism at Gnaraloo is unknown. Currently, while the maximum number of people at 
Three Miles Camp is set by the management of Gnaraloo station at around 228 per 
week and in 2002 an estimated 15000 people came to Three Miles Camp and the 
majority of these were surfers (pers. comm, Barbara Gadomski, 2003). Coastal 
station tourism is composed mainly of Western Australians with very few international 
and interstate visitors (Wood, 2003). 
Methodology 
Due to the lack of baseline data on the area and the exploratory nature of the 
investigation (Ap and Wong, 2001), a qualitative and descriptive approach was used, 
aimed at drawing attention to salient issues. The nature of surfing tourism and Its 
potential impacts was investigated on the basis of subjective views and perceptions 
using a multi-methodology (Trousdale, 2001) including in-depth and informal 
interviews with stakeholders and recurring surf-tourists, focus groups with surf 
tourists (Table 1) and non-systematic on-site and participant observations. As a 
result of the paucity of Information on the area, the emphasis of the informal 
Interviews was to identify the ecological importance of the area, usage level and 
resource concerns and to gather some secondary information on the area 
Table 1: Table of interviews and focus groups carried out for study 
Focus 
Groups 
In-Depth Interviews Informal interview with NGOs and 
Research/Management agencies 
Focus Care taker of Gnaraloo • Department for Planning and 
groups station Infrastructure 
which Care taker of Red Bluff • Ningaloo Reef Outback Coast 
included surf camp Association 
between 5 to Seasonal staff at • Department of Conservation and Land 
8 people Gnaraloo station Management (CALM) 
each 3 x recurring surf tourists • Westem Australian Tourism 
• D.A. Lord & Associates PTY Ltd 
• Local geologist 
• Local marine scientists 
• Academics in tourism 
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In total 6 in-depth interviews and 5 focus groups were conducted. Interviews and 
focus groups sought opinions on three issues 1) the activities undertaken, resource 
usage and use patterns of surf tounsts in the study area, 2) perceived impacts 
associated with surfing tounsm on the environment and, 3) the current management 
issues and potential mitigation measures for the area. Triangulation among the 
sources of information (i e. corroboration of interviews, focus groups and direct 
observations) provided an important means to validate and strengthen the findings 
(Decrop, 1999) 
Summary of results 
This investigation is part of a wider study and presents only preliminary findings 
Nature of surfing tounsm 
1) The mobility and spread of surf tourists 
For the majonty of surf tounsts, the mam attraction for coming to Three IVliles Camp 
was to surf Gnaraloo's mam breaks (see maps figure 1). Surf tounsts searched daily 
for the best conditions. Preferred conditions were generally large swells of five feet 
and over, under such conditions crowds gathered at Gnaraloo. Tow-in surfing with 
the use of jet skis was observed during large swells One respondent argued that 
"on smaller surfmg days, its an opportunity to go and explore the area and look for 
other surf spots" and this was observed with a dispersion of surfers to other surf 
breaks (mainly "Turtles", "Dolphins" and the "Red Bluff") along the coast. Surfer 
tounsts travelled some 20 kms from one surfing spot to another in one day according 
to varying tidal regime and waves. The presence and distnbution of surf tounsts in 
the area was explained to a large extent by the relationship with the ever changing 
wave environment as it conforms to wind, weather and tidal regime as well as the 
avoidance of crowds in the waters Surf tourists are mobile and their impacts are not 
confined to one area but are likely to spread. This clearly highlights the difficulty in 
managing such a mobile group over wide expanses of land and isolated locations. 
2) Multifaceted aspect of surfinq tourism 
On small days (under three feet), when surfing conditions are not optimal, surfers 
indulged in a vanety of ancillary activities including fishing (e.g. rod and line fishing, 
spear fishing), diving, snorkelling, sand dune walking, sand boarding, reef walking, 
recreational boating, bush walking, roaming and exploring coastline areas in four 
wheel drive vehicles. When asked what other activities they partake in dunng their 
stay at Gnaraloo, one respondent of a focus group stated that "you mix it up, all 
depends on what the conditions of the surf are" What this implies is that managers 
of remote surfing destinations need to integrate and consider all potential impacts of 
ancillary activities in the management framework. For example reef walking and 
snorkelling are both known activities with potential damage to fragile reef 
communities (Hawkins and Roberts, 1993, Hawkins and Roberts, 1994). Most 
activities take place at the border between marine and terrestnal ecosystems which 
are especially susceptible to recreational impacts (Mieczkwoski, 1995) and thus 
require attention. 
3) Consumptive use of aquatic resources 
Fishing was found to be a favoured activity among surf tounsts One comment from 
one station caretaker was that "Gnaraioo is becoming more popular with spear 
fishing and surfers are high users of cray fish and other fish resources". Most surfers 
are keen divers and fishermen and are therefore able to spear fish, catch octopus for 
bait and forage for mussels. Surfer tourists fished both from boats and from the 
shore. Fishing for meals was found to be prevalent among surfing tounsts. While this 
subsistence fishing was compounded by the great distance to stores for supplies, this 
was also further explained by an ethos of self-sufficiency within surf tounsts This 
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ethos of self-sufficiency was exemplified by a comment from a focus group which 
pointed that "Surfers are ocean people, living the simple life, roughing it and living 
from the sea are part of the surf trip experience and coming to Gnaraloo". Although 
the catch by surfer tourists may be perceived as insignificant, studies by Westera et 
al (2003) found that, recreational fishing pressure on target species of coral reefs, 
can be sufficient to reduce fish populations below that of adjacent protected areas. 
Focus groups and interviews highlighted that people are noticing less fish around, 
less diversity of fish species in the area, less abundance of certain targeted species 
such as blue grouper, snapper, coronation trout, pelagic mackerel, wahoo and 
disappearance of cray fish (western rock lobster) in 3 Miles lagoon in front of the 
camp. One interviewee, a repeat visitor over the last 15 years illustrated this by 
stating that "The reef used to be alive and thriving with fish and now the reef Is pretty 
much dead and most fish have been Is fished out". Another statement from a focus 
group in relation to western rock lobster remarked that "George said the other day 
that the crays In the lagoon used to be all over the shop, he was surprised, he said 
when he saw one the other day". While there is existing pressure on the area from 
recreational fishing (Westera et al, 2003) it is reasonable to question the pressure 
added on the fish stock by the surf tourists themselves. This issue calls for further 
research on the suri' tourist contribution to fishing pressure locally. 
Key Impacts 
In addition, to the perceived fishing concerns mentioned above, in-depth interviews, 
focus groups and observation highlighted a wide variety of issues and problems 
pertaining to activities in the study area. Due to the extent of issues raised, a 
summary is given and only the salient impacts are discussed. It should be noted that 
impacts were neither ranked in terms of importance nor quantified but were simply 
described. 
1) Access issues and extent of area 
One of the main issues raised by this study was the one of access. Due to the 
ruggedness of the area, its morphology, and the distance to and isolation of the 
different surf breaks, four wheel drive vehicles are required to access most places. 
This continuous vehicle movement through vulnerable ecosystems can damage 
fragile habitats and may induce disturbance of wildlife of terrestrial species 
(Mieczkwoski, 1995). Furthermore, the lack of formal roads, uncontrolled access 
and movement of vehicles, has lead to significant proliferation of indiscriminate tracks 
and openings in fragile areas. Localised vegetation damage and dune erosion were 
observed. This was particularly apparent at Turtle Beach (a popular suri" break 
located in a fragile dune area and nesting beach for loggerhead turtles) where, 
despite restricted access to four wheel drives, a majority of visitors still drive down 
the beach and park in close proximity to the shore, causing visible destabilisation of 
fore dunes. The major hindrance to management is directly linked to the vast extent 
of the study area and isolated location of the different surf spots such as Turtles. 
2) Direct impacts of surfers 
Impacts most frequently reported and directly related to surfing as a recreational 
activity were, trampling of reef and accidental reef breakage when coming in and out 
of the surf, especially at low tide. This was particularty obvious at Gnaraloo main 
breaks, where at low tide a 200m stretch of reef going out to sea was being affected. 
Another less visible impact is that surfing, like swimming can inadvertently 
contaminate water via faecal coliform, soap and oils (Liddle, 1997). Although this 
may appear insignificant, coral reef communities are known to be highly sensitive to 
pollutants (Barber et al, 2001). A more prominent issue, is the increasing use and 
popularity of jets skis in the Gnaraloo area for tow-in surilng. Jet skis raise issues of 
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safety for other surfers, but also noise, oil pollution and wildlife disturbance. Such 
activity deserves closer attention especially since the Ningaloo coastline is home to 
many endangered species including whales, dolphins and turties (Preen etal, 1997). On 
the same theme, it is reasonable to also question the potential impacts on manne 
Wildlife (i.e disturbance of turtles and other species) from the surfers' presence in the 
water This is still unknown to date. 
3) Landscape changes and other impacts 
One of the most visible landscape changes was de-vegetation around the camp due 
to fire wood collection Despite wood being sold at the camp and the ban on wood 
collection established by the station lessee, some individuals still collect wood 
illegally Other recurnng impacts included litter problems, track and walking trails 
radiating around the campsite causing erosion, soil compaction and reduction of 
vegetation cover Dune erosion via sand boarding, dune climbing and vehicle 
access around dunes were also highlighted dunng the focus groups. Furthermore, 
the basic infrastructure at the setting up of Three Miles Camp (which includes septic 
tank sewage system and the solid waste burnt in open tips) constitute another 
potential environmental threat with potential pollutants leaching into the ground from 
open field rubbish tips and observed leaching of sewage overflow seeping to the reef 
during high tounst season. This observation questions the site's septic tanks 
capacity to cope with high visitors dunng certain seasons The use of small pleasure 
and fishing boats raised issues such as refuelling on the beach, oil pollution and reef 
damage at 3 Mile lagoon and Gnaraloo Bay. However, impacts are currently 
localised and generally the situation is manageable 
Recommendations and Management Issues 
While the number of visitors to Gnaraloo and surrounding area and impacts, have 
been contained due to the precanous access and the maximum capacity at Three 
Miles Camp being set at 228 per week, the suggested 'coastal road' linking Coral 
Bay and Ningaloo is a concern. This proposal is likely to result in an increase in the 
influx of tourists. In an area where there is limited information to date and where 
appropnate management is currently not in place, increasing level of usage warrants 
investigations into the carrying capacity of the area If the future management of the 
area, as part of the proposed Southern Extension of the NMP, is to be 
environmentally and socially compatible in accord with the overall conservation goals of 
the NMP, some potential recommendations and suggestions are offered below for 
guidance. 
1) Physical protection 
Many of the negative impacts such as erosion, track formation, sewage issues and 
hard waste disposal were attnbuted to limited suitable management and most could 
be remedied by improving infrastructure facilities such as adequate sewage 
treatment and disposal of solid waste, but also with site hardening techniques 
including board walks and signage. 
2) Regulatory management 
Some impacts such as increased damaged to dunes, may necessitate stronger 
control measures For example, managers will have to take measures to physically 
prevent access to those areas that are in immediate danger of degradation, such as 
Turtles beach as well as, reinforcing the ban on fire wood collection In addition, the 
majonty raised concerns regarding the growing number of people coming to the area 
There was a general consensus on the need to control visitors' numbers and restnct 
access in order to safeguard the environment and the quality of enjoyment. However 
the surfmg community were ambivalent about introducing such measures. This 
attitude can be attnbuted to the feeling of freedom and free access to surf breaks as 
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part of the ethos of surfing, which was also found to be a strong component of the 
experience for coming to Gnaraloo. As Buckley (2002:421) pointed out for suri'ers 
from most countries: It Is a basic rule of the surfing culture that anyone can get In the 
water. As one interviewee highlighted, "as long as the waves are here, you won't 
stop them from coming surfing here". Some even argued that restrictive access 
could lead to an increase in illegal camping in the area and further offensive 
behaviour such as driving over barriers etc. This behaviour had already been 
observed where for instance, fencing was cut to access the north end of the station. It 
has to be noted that the majority obey the rules. The study highlighted some 
disharmony with regard to the potential mitigation and management measures, with 
varying views on restriction of access and numbers to the areas. Thus restrictive 
measures required should be considered judiciously. 
3) Educational management 
The majority of surf tourists coming to the area indicated some understanding and 
concern about current environmental pressures on the area and most recognised the 
need for better management. It appeared that most of the impacts were inadvertent 
but some surf tourists did not reflect on and face up to the consequences of their own 
actions. This was generally due to a lack of awareness of the fragility and the 
vulnerability of the local natural environment (e.g. wood collection of live bushes 
perceived to be dead). The study indicated that impacts could be better mitigated 
through education and promotion of awareness. Management actions supported by 
the suri' tourists included educational tools such as increased signage and printed 
materials to promote information on the fragility of the local environment. In addition, 
many were in favour of the introduction of rangers to the area for direct individual 
contact to educate the general public. One interview exemplified this view by stating 
that 'You will never stop people from coming and you can't exclude them but you can 
guide them". 
Another point highlighted in this study was a core of support for surf tourists' 
involvement in the management of the area. One repeat surf tourist argued that "it is up 
to the surfers from now on, we are the ones coming here and therefore we need to 
protect the place we love". This opinion reflects surfers overall environmental 
consciousness due to their intimate relationship with the ocean as well as strong 
sense of attachment and affinity to the place. A recurring suggestion was the 
involvement of key figures within the surfing fraternity in the area's management. It 
was remarked that surfers would be likely to respect a recognised figure within the 
surfing fraternity rather than an outside government agent. The idea of surf tourists 
self-management was also raised by one government agent, who further suggested 
formal training of key figures within the surfing community and put forward the idea of 
awarding individuals with an official title, to give them power of enforcement. This 
suggestion highlights the need for consultation and inclusion of surf tourists in future 
management plans. Thus empowerment of the surfing community appears critical to 
safeguarding the environment. Future management of the area needs to be more in 
tune with an educational approach rather than a restrictive approach if it is hoping to 
achieve fruitful outcomes. 
4) Monitorina 
Monitoring will be a crucial element of the sustainable management of this fragile 
destination. Poor resource features and great distances will undoubtedly hinder 
monitoring. As a result, to minimise cost and human resources in the field, it is 
suggested that satellite imagery could be used to identify small scale changes in 
coastal marine ecosystems, including coral reef and dunes (Stoffle et al, 1994). 
Similariy, this could be achieved using video derived coastal state indicators 
(www.TheCoastViewProject.org). It is suggested here to take Jusoff and 
Hassam's (Jusoff and Hassan, 1996) approach where environmental changes over 
time could be monitored via a combination of generic field survey methods, 
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geographical information system (GIS) and monitonng sensing data 
Conclusion 
This investigation suggests that surfing tounsm like any other tourism industry is not 
impact-free. This study highlights the fundamental challenge associated with surfing 
tourism in the context of a remote fragile destinafion like Gnaraloo The nascent 
infrastructure and limited management, the inherent nature of living from the sea (i.e. 
consumptive use of manne resource), the diversity of ancillary activities and surf 
tounsts mobility over extensive areas, all engender some potential impacts. While 
the direct impacts of surfing as a recreational activity per se, may be insignificant, 
unprecedented impacts associated with accessing surf breaks and the consumptive 
use of manne resource need to be addressed and further investigated Another point 
IS that, while most impacts were localised around highly used areas, this form of 
tounsm can spread its impacts over a relatively wide geographical area In addition, 
multifaceted activities ancillary to surfing tounsm may lead to unexpected impacts if 
not managed propedy. The true nature of surfing tounsm in remote destinations 
undermines the myth about the non-consumptive and benign image that surfing 
tounsm portrays, based on the false assumption that, the utilization of waves is a 
natural non-polluting/impacting process. 
While these findings cannot necessanly be generalised for other destinations, the 
study hopes to exemplify the nature of surfing tourism in remote areas iike Gnaraloo 
and highlight the different ways, surf tounsm can locally impact on the environment. 
With the growth of tounsm, Western Australia and its ideal surfing conditions with 
numerous quality breaks along its coastline is likely to attract increasing number of 
surfer tounsts. Thus, solely on the basis of the fragility of the local environment 
visited, It would seem that surfing tourism should receive specific scrutiny rather than 
being assumed as a environmentally-fnendly tounsm, at least until sound quantitative 
estimates of any impacts are further researched and understood A judicious 
combination of management approaches is required to maintain the ecological 
integnty of the area These findings hope to help managers to recognise, mitigate 
and find solutions to address and reduce these impacts to existing and future surfing 
tounsm destinations The findings may be of particular use for future planning and 
management by CALM, for their potential role in managing this area as part of the 
Southern Extension of NMP. 
Future work 
The study offers some qualitative descnption of impacts and activities earned out by 
surf tounsts Yet a lack of quantitative detailed information on surf tounst visitor 
numbers, user charactenstics, activities, expectations and motivations for visiting the 
area as well as quantitative evaluation of identified impacts to the environment will 
cause severe drawbacks on suitable design and fruitful implementation of a 
management plan. Furthermore, sustainable management will be restncted by the 
combination of limited scientific understanding and the current scant baseline data on 
the study area's natural environment and on the level of known use there by 
warranting further research. 
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